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FOREWORD

In 1976 tie Ctliege of Humanities 4t .The Ohio State University

received a grant' from the National Endowment for'the Humanities to

develop model, -programs in individualized instruction in six foreign

languages: Arabic, French, German, Latin, Russian and. Spanish. In

1979, at. the end of the term of the grant, the First Ngional

Conference on Indiyiduallzed Instroction in Foreign Languages was held

on the Ohio State campus t6 pubricize and disseminate the results of

the Ohio State experience. Representatives of many other institutions

offering or., interested in individualized foreign lang3age instruction

were ,also present at, that conference, either to. share" their own

experience. or to learn what others had been doing. The proceedings of

that conference were published under the 'terms of the NEH grant, and

copies are available free of charge, as long as supplies last, from

the- OSU ,College of Humanities. (The proceedings of that conference

have also been entered. into the'ERIC system. and may be accessed as ED

192' 563. Interested individuals should check, with their 'ERIC

librarian.)

The conference'of which the present proceedings are a record took

plade in 'Columbus in October, 1900.,.s year ,and a half after the first

conference. the gst conference was dominated by 'a teporting and

examination of the OSU,experience, the second conference, while not

excluding attention to the continded oevelopment of OSU's programs;

was more a reporting and sharing of the 'diverse experiences of many

-conferees from around the country. T volume reflects that

diversity.

:The papers ,in this volume are presented' alphabetically,, by

au'thor's 'last name, rather than by topic, conference sessioN, or

language'focus. A glance at. nearly any one of the papers will reveal

the reason for this, arrangement: most of hem span a wide range of

topics and experience, ano their ,conclusions have' relevance, ,in most

cases, to more than one language of teaching situation.

Conveniently, thalOhabetical arrangement places the paper of HOward

Altman, the keynote speaker at 'the conference, first. Profegsd1

Altman's paper_ provioes' an overview of, individualized instruction as

we enter the 1980s, and it can serve'asia usefuL point of reference

from which to consider the remaining, papers in the'callection.)

Taken 'together, the papers presented here--whether long' or short,

descriptive, or theoretical in style aptly purpose, and despite the

evident variation iQ what the authors mea,11-b y the term "individualized '

instruction"--provide convincing evidence that Much* is ,being oone in

this area of =foreign language pedagc4y. Notably lacking in this

volume. (and in its predecessor), however, is any sizeable body of

empirical research on 'the various, aspects of individualized

instruction in faveign languages. Clearly; this is an area that

Should be addresseed in the future.
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The Second National Conference on Individualized Instruction in

Foreign Languages-hence, this volume- -would not have been possible

without the iniative of Professor Leon I. Twarog of the Slavic'

Department of The Ohio State University,, nor without the solid

administrative and financial backing prbvided by Dean Diether H.

Haenicke of Ohio State's College of Humanities The timely appearanbe

of these proceedings reflectsvcredit upon the authors of the papers,

,who adhered to deadlines and heeded pleas for rapid proofreading of

'their edited manuscripts, and particularly upon the assistance of Ms.

LaNell Corley, whose cooperation, attention to detail, and thorough

t;ompetence in operating a word processor both lightened and hastened

the arduous and lengthy' mechanical aspects of bringing out this

collection. /

Cop0s of is volume' may be oroered as long as supplies last

(prepaid orders orgy, please; a.receipt marked "PAID" swill accompany

each order filled) for $9.00, postage paid, from the College of

Humanities, 186 University Hall, The 9hio State University, Columbus,

Ohio. 43210. These proceedings have, been submitted for/inclusion in

the ERIC system. -

I
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Gerard L. Eryin
Columbus, OH

-December, 1980
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION AND ...BACK TO BASICS": ARE. THEY COMPATIBLE?*

Howard B. Altman
University of Louisville \

SEPTEMBER, 29; 198D WAS A rich news day. -In major newspapbrs around

the nation on September 29th recent atte pt by, Iran and, Iraq to

decimate each other's o 1 resources were described. bn that date the

MetropolfeenOpera Compfl y announced the cancellation .of its entire

1980-81'season becaus400f concilable differences with the striking

musicians' union: A medical reakthrough with the'potential to save

.

thousands of lives--the exist nce,of a new vaccine against a, form of

.*hepatitis-7-was extolled in t press on this same celOy. Space was

devotedi as it had be for some time, to an analysis of the-

differences between -the majo pre§idential candidates. The beginning

of peaceful busing of school hllaren to achieve siCial desegregation

in Cleveland was likewise a major news Story. /

These and many other nati :1 and international events received

coverage in the ev newso:oers. But -t .headline story in She

September 29, 1980 ssue of Lbuisville es, 'which filled a thliti,

of page one, aell of age fouriP7-7 most page five, bore the title.?

"Jefferson 'County p ils 'aver -.e'° in .basic skills." .
For the fifth

year,in a row, .Jef rson Coun y, Kentucky, pupils, according to the

report, had approximated the national average on the Comprehensive/

Test of Basic Skills, with elementary school pupils doing slightly

better than the national average and hign schwil pupils slightly gorse.

`The Comprehensive° Test Of Basilai- Skills is a nationally

standardized achievement testi. publisOed by McGraw- , Aida

purports to evaluate studegt. achievement in the areas of 'tea ing,

language use, mathematics, reference skills, science, and o lj

studies. The report in TherLouisville Times highlighted the ding

and -Vattematicssections, and. even supplied sample qUestions. in these
two arieN for different school grade levels. l almost An e tire

[lege of the newspaper was devoted to an item zed listing, by-g dg

level ( ne through 4we1ve); of the ,ayerage reaaing, and mathemat cO

scores for each. of the inety-six,-eleMentary schools, twenty-two

middl 'schools, and tent five high schools in Kentucky's most

popu ous county. I would gu ss that the majority of the newspaper's

Coniqa.
pudlisnea
SCOLT. A

t

ted t version )of a paper presented' at the 16th Souttern

e on Language Teaching, Charl.eston, S.C.,-October 2, 198Q and

n C. Feagin, ed.'Dimension: 'Proceedings of the 10th

nta, GA: SCOLT, 1961. -
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150,000 subscribeis consulted that list that day to check on the
scores of their ow9 schools or of those of their children.

One might pause to wonder how Strange it is that aNfeport about
local school echievement ip thejbesic skills has been elevated to the
status of headline prOminenca, with charts and graphs to illustraft
its main points. Perhaps. this might seem more appropriate in a

smal own newspaper which specializes in community news, but The
Louisvi Times is a major newspaper in a metropolitan area of almost
a mi ion eop e. The fact that the results of a test in the basic/.
skills of education should be viewed as so newsworthy is evidence of
the snake-charmer )effect which the.'"back to basics" movement in our
schoolt and,collegescontinues to exert upon a concerned publip.

wildWdoes "back to basics".mean? Its definition an educational
slogan would see to depehd upon'one'S values and Weltahschauung. One
person's "basicsr'are another person's frills. There is a story told
that the distinguished 8ritish phonetician Daniel Jones once Sought to
learn the definition\of a dog. He pc ed this questio to some eminent
zoologists who reflected upon it for a week and repl d that a oog is
a four-footed 'mammal recognized as a dog . . b another dog.
This may be the most accurate approach to the finition of the
"basics" in- education,, for it allows us to defin the "basics" as
those elements or qualities of learning and teaching which some people
considerA. .

,, Basic education pro'ved to by a major theme in"the recently
completed Twelfth -Gallup Poll on Education, cohducted'in May of this
year -arid published in the September, 198CP issue of Phi Delta
Kappan.2 Some of the statistics are quite ravealin9,-and they allow
us to Characterize the "baqi0to basics" movement ith more precision.
For example: r 't

i

. . -

---"Poor, gurriculum. [and/or] poor standards" was cited as the
third most important pi;oblei facing'tha publi schools today. The
first >choice off' respondent was "lack of o" cipline," followed in
second place by\"use of drugs or owe:" As w shall .see below, all
three choices.are intimately entwined in the thi king of some "back, to
-basics" proponents: . -

.

, . .
, ../.

. ---49% of the sample responded that emphasis on "basics" such as
. ,

,

eadihg, writing, and computation was an imp rtant way -to improve
public education in their community. Overall this item placed second
ifkly to the need for -"well-educate0 teachers and principals," but
among the sample of public school parents (i.e., parents with-Children
'currently attending a public school) the emphasis onbasic education
was clearly first.

o the respondents °indicated Iheiri,

instrtic ion inr'the schools; this figure included.
school- ea children. Of those who had children
public hool, 84% supported this position.

(
106

*

approval of moral'
Lespondents without
currently' attending



sic ,education--defined in the poll for, this question as

reading writin0and, arithmetic--was viewed asmOthe single most

eimpor t ptiority for the new: Department of Education to address in
the immediate future. 72% of the public school parents and 69% of the
total sample selected this it T, as compared, for qemple, with a 33%
overall. rating for ,"developing indiv al educatfonal plans for every
child." (So muctl for the effect ieness of our propaganda for

iNdividualizationt)

- - -61% of the public school.. parents and 72% of the parochial

--1

school parents said hat.the local public schools failed to give
enough atteNtion to e teaching of reading,.writl9g, and arithmetic.
It is, interesting' o note that when thiS same issue was put to a

random sample of professipnal educators (who are members of Phi Delta
Kappa), 56.9% of the reslondents felt that enough attention. is being
paid to basic education by the schools. That figure jumps to 77% of
the public school administrators in the sample,. Thus thqe is a major
discrepancy betyien the perceptions of professional educators and

those of the general lay public, 3 . and this discrepancy is

attributable at least in 'part to the variety. of interpretations of
"baSic education."

$
In a recent article in Change,. Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., Chancellor

of the State University of New York, explores what ,he calls ;tNew
Darwinism of Learning."4 Wharton identifies rwe
interpretatiorcf the slogan ."back to basics" as it is used by its
advocates.

1.. "Back to- basigs" can mean.\ educational austeri The

advocates of this position feel that schools, in the r c rriculum,
have usurped, functions which are better handled by othe stitutions

of society, such as the church, the home, or even the jaki. This

osition is one of ilpeologicalt conservatism and takes a narrow,
strictive view of the proper% functions of the public schools.

Curricular emphases should lie ith reading, writing, and computation;
Abentroveesial issues in socio ogy, psychology, and current events

shoul be avoided,' No-frills education is what 4 called for, with
no-fr lls pedagogy' consisting drills, recitation, daily homewOrk,
and frequent testing.

2. .'L "Back to/be ics" R, mean e catibnal nostalgia. With

cl'a"rifyit9g spectael o hindsightii%the supporters of this/

interpretation yearn a return to the "good old 'days" -of
education. The fact that most of their images of an)educaticinal Rieti
are whollykfictitfOus does pot detract'from the cotifort offered bl,

dreatping of the past. This%is tht literal sense of "back" to basics.

___,Ir---

3 "pa im b sics" can mean_disci Lille. Its supporters believe
/ strongly in lay/Ilan order iin our sc o s, in corporal punishment for

offenders, and in _Tess codes a hair codes 'for students and

teachers. (Toscani would nri have peen :allowed to' conduct a

school orchestra atm) ding to 1 s vie .) As Wharton suwests, many
an essayist on basics" s ems mare alarmed about the breakdown

4

k

Ica
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of order IA school's than about the breakdowim'of ,learning. Seller*. 1.

recent television documentaries have 'portrayed today's public hools.

as .centers.of viplerice where drugs are openly sold and oseri, here

extortion rackets flourish among the student body, and wWece teach '

healt and safety tare, often in danger. The fact thattliScipline .

cited n the recent Gallup poll as the greatest probleP fading the

public schools tpday is evidence that this interpretation 'of "back to

basics" does holack supporters. .
, .

-

4. "l,ack to basics" can mean .remedial education. 91 this

definition it suggests that students who are deficient in the\basic,ip

skills--usually,assumed to consist of the "Three [US" of reading,

writing, and arithmetic--shobld be given remedial help to bring them

up to standard. This interpretation of "back to batics" has been/'

strengthened by the massive publicity 'given to the, more than a

decade-long drop in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores of high school

seniors, and by the equal volume of publicity (liven to the inability

of college freshmen to write coherently..

5. Finally, "hack to basics" can mean career-oriented education.

In this meaning, the "proof Of the pudding" for education is its

ability to qualify young peop16for the world of work. Employers have

lon complained that school graduates lacked fundamental skills in

rea ing and writing and akithmetic andare therefore unproductive

workers. The solution according to t is interpretattpn is to provide

.the kinds of educatOnal training chool which yield productive and

capable employees. The problem ,r, u f course, is that there is nqk,known

magical model of education wh'
- can guarantee acceptability on the

job for its graduates.

Is foreign language instruction one of the "basics"? The answer;

it seems, as with the definition of "back to basics" itself, depends

upon whom one askt. Certainly thc most restrictive view of basic

education, held y mall/ today4s more outspoken criticsC,of the,'

educations ovement of the last dozen years, excludes foreign

language study and consigns it to the status of an educational frill,

ot' the position of the Council for Basic Education of
along lh driver education and training in the arts. This iS,

Washington D.C. Foreign languages,, alorig with English (1..Acluding

reading, writing, speech and literature), mathematics;, scie

history, geography, government', and the arts are viewed ps the basic

intellectual disciplines.5 These disciplines proyile.

subject-matter content, but frames of reference for pre..lem-solvi

for coping with life, and for .interacting with other peg
the concept, of the "basics" implies more. than school s

Implies a range of abilities which allow an individual

Competent, cwnstructiye'wnd happy life. In th wider meaning of the

term, can there be an doubt that foreign la uage learning has a

e,

not o

g,

le . Thus
6 ctsf it

0 live-a

unique and vital role to play?

'The focus of these remarks is inon the role o individualized

instruction 'and of innovation in general in the back to basics"

movement. Upon examination w ust conclude that th durrent status

1
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of individoplization and other forms of innovation in' basic education

is paradoxical.

On the ,one hand, as Brodin k xpressed it in the March 1977 issue

of Phi Delta Kapan, the atti des bf many of the Allure. conservative

,supporters of "balk to basics" seem to be: "Ban innovations - -a plague

on tklem!"7 In this, sense, "innovation" is interpreted in its

literdl meaning as "the introduction of anything new or different."

This implies- a plague on the. new math, on new disciplines in he

schoels such as linguistics or psycholoby, on the use of electronic

media to do what teachers ought to do themselves, and on new

curricular emphasessuch as the emphasis in science and social studies

on understanding concepts, rather than on the memorization of facts,

formulas, names and dates. (I am reminded of Tom Lehrer's wonderful

satire of the new math in which he tells us that hat's important is

to understand what you're doing, not 'to get the right answer.)

According to this rather reactionary view, the. products of education

are, or should be, almost eternally valid, and there is little room

for change.e . (

-, -,

> It is,_ however; not only the %traditional products of education

which hve'been reaffirmed in this atrack on,inobvatioh. So, too, has

the traditional process of education, .The assumption seems to be that

education lakes place best- -and perhaps only--when teachers,- Standing -

at the frid(pt:"Of a room 'and commanding the rapt attention of their

pupils, perform. with the precision and short-fOse,of a military drill

sergeant. Thus conventional methodology is what is called for, and':

innovations in teaching techniques or pedagogical approaches such as
stucentrcentereo'classrooms or peer-directed instrucOon are anathema.

Does this mean that innovations suc4 as personalized' or

individualized 'instruction can play <-66- re le in this tlighly.

conservative and traditional 'view of education? If both the product

of education and the process of education must get'. "back to basics,"

%here does this leave innovations like individualized instruction?'

rorttnately there is one dimension of "back to basic" which would

) seem to afford an opportunity for pedagogical innovation, and that is

in the area of the1naintenance of standards. To qu9te from Brodinsky

again: "Promdtio* from [one grade to the next] and graduation from

high school areeo be perwAted [ according to the supporters of "back

to basics "] only after 'mastery of skills and knowledge has Oepn'

demonstrated through tests Social promotion and graduation on the

basis of time spent in courses are out."8 1

,

,,,

It is in this sense that "back 'to basics " is a very

forward-looking and constructive movemept. its insistence upon the

Maintehance of:,standards and upon demonstrated 'learning to ,criterion'

level echoes almost. verbatim the rhetoric of thoSe who espouse the.

virtues of self paced 'instruction or mastery /earning or

criterion-referenced testing. The irony-here is one of Means; the

Supporters of "back to-baSacs" allege that only traditional, no-frills

pedagogy will produce . acceptable standards, of ,maStery,, while

supporters of individualized instruction, for example, claim with

.

,
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:equal conviction that traditional pedagogy has'-consistently failed to
bring most students to mastery level.

The way to .reconcile this contradiction, it seems to me, is to
insist that what vis "basic" in education is learning. To get "back to_
basics" means to adopt whatever measures are necessary or desirable to
bring about high quality learning. It is likely that different
learners will require different pedagogical treatment. It should be
.in every case incumbent upon the innovators to demonstrate that
alternative-pedagogical approaches are superior to those they wish to

-supplant. Increasingly such evidence is being documenteAT9 but
usually not in, sources readily available to the lay public.

What are the various approaches to curricular or pedagogical
innovation which have been practiced in most institutions? They tend
to fall into several categOries. The emphasis here is on higher
education, but the impliCations fOr the secondary school are obvious.

1'. The "monkey see, monkey do" approach. It is no accident that,
as 'a former governor of. Alabama once stated about the standard-bearers
of the Democratic and Republican parties, 'there's not a dime's worth
of difference among the programs of study from one college or

university catalogue to the next. Faculty tend to pattern the

curriculum at their institution after what is being done at. other

institutions, as if this lent a kind of face validity tog-their

actions. If College X develops a new approach to the training of the
liberal arts major, College Y is likely to follow suit soon
thereafter. If University P adopts a new grading scheme to record
student achievemen), University Q's faculty will push for its adoption
as well. In this way an innovation can become an established fad in a
matter of very few years.

2. The "professorial hegemony" approach. Professors--and `to a
lesser extent teachers in secondary education--yearn. to teach courses
in their area of specialization. No matter how esoteric an

individual's special interest may be, or how peripheral-to the -mission
of the department, it is almost inevitable that at some point he or
she will propose a course in it, if not a series of courses, and will
recruit disciples from among the student body. In this way department
curricula or pedagogical practices get cluttered with ad hominem (or
ad feminam) innovations that disappear from the catalogue when their
proponents move on to greener pastures.. Most university faculty
consider themselves specialists within their own disciplines; few wish
to be known as generalists. The underlying assumption of the

"professorial hegemony" approach Is pseudo-eaal4larian; if Professor
has had to suffer through the writing of a dissertation on some
Or other; it is only fair that he or she should share that suffering
with the next generation of students.

3. The "student needs and interests"s approach. This approach
played a major role in the educational innovation of the past two
decades. It resulted and still results in the creation of degree
programs around the country in Black Studies, Women's_Studies and the



like. Its prevailing shibboleth was '!relevance, "-and its courses were

designed to cater to a clientele supposedly tdyned off, by conventional

offerings'and/or conventional pedagogical practices. The underlying

curricular assumption seemed totbe that any subject was fair game for

study as long ,as- people were interested in it. In pedagogy the

"student needs and interests" approach engendered the rise of

personalized, humanized, individualized, learner - centered,

interdisciplinary, values-oriented, small=group teaching methods. In

some casesm. these changes brought about significant enrollment

increases) `In other cases--especially where the innovation .was

introduced haphazardly into the curriculum--enrollments continued

dec1ine. In some institutions the new approachts to teaching-resulted

in significant and meaningful learning. In otter institutions the

faculty succeeded only in documenting new methods for teaching

students nothing. The curricular and pedagogictl excesses of the
"Audeht-needs and interests" approach are the cause of some of the

most vehement attacks by "back to basics" advocates.

4. The "task analysis" a rpp
This approach to curricular

refor/m involves al oring courses an curricula to meet the specific

future. _vocational needs of students. It implies a career-oriented

emphasis in much of .the liberal arts curriculum. In language

department, the "task analysis" approach finds its realization in the

development of 6o-called "special-purpose" language courses designed

to meet the needs of a specific clientele. "Spanish for social

workersIor "Spanish for law enforcement officers" are among the more

popular options in this genre. In general, however, this approach to

innovation is viewed by many language departments as marginal to the

mainstream of the department's mission: the cloning of future

specialists in the target literature. ' .

Why do curricular or pedagogical innovations so often fail on the

drawing board or after only a relatively short period of operation?

Let me suggest a number of reasons here. The emphasis is again on

innovations in higher education, but many of the points are applicable

to the secondary school as well.

1. A lack orsustaiged institutional support. Most innovations

in curriculum or pedagogy require institutional support. The

classroom faculty member alone is usually not in a position to decide

upon and adopt an innovative grading policy or to-select innovative

curricular goals or even to develop an innovative course without

institutional cooperation. Such cooperation is often fiscal, but

always needs to be attitudinal. Fiscal cooperation is facilitaterk by

the existence of so-called "soft money," i.e., grants from educational

agencies Or...foundations fbr the purpose of starting up an innovation.

When the "soft money" evaporates, the institution's culmitment to the

innovation may also evaporate. In these arc's of fiscal

belt-tightening among foundations, 'sustained financial support fdr"

innovation is harder to come by, and institutions themselves are often

expected to pickup the costs of maintaining a new program after the

first year or two. -
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2.- A lack of time for faculty to prepare. Changes in curricula
or pedagogical procedures signify a change in the educational status
quo. Any4hange in theteducationallStatus pjosis likely to fail if
the facul have been trained to peal with the implications of
that chrge, and they have not been given -'sufficient time to

prepare§ themselve for the change. An innovation such as the

indivi alization of instruction, for example, usually.tequires more
prep tion time on the part of Wulty than does the maintenance ot
loc ep.teaching: Where faculty, ac< such time - -arid they ought not
to e expe ted to.saczifice weekends or slimmers withOut pay to find

is nlikely that there will be strong faculty commit- ent to the
innoyatio and the innovation will doubtless fail.,

3. Faculty.fears of new programs gkprocedures. Many innovations
in education are intimidating to fagurty, for a variety of reasons.
Teachers, who are, after all, only human, get used to certain set
.procedures and are loath to change. 'There is also in many minds the
danger that a new probedure, if successful, could jeopardize one's
job. Electromechanical technology has been slow tobecome adopted in
'TAROtican classrooms- for a number of reasons, not the least of which is
the unstated'faar of many faculty that they May be replaced by a

machine. The popular literature in. this area. has helped to kindle.
such fears. Eyen the function-of the human teacher as a friend and
counselor may seem in jeopardy; one well-known cartoon depicts a

depressed-looking student inserting a quarter into a computer which
reaches out long arms, pats the student on the bgck, and exclaims
sympathetically, "There! There!"

Paralleling faculty fears of new programs is faculty hostility'to
ANYTHING 'new, and perhaps for some of the same reasons as account for
faculty anxiety. There are those in every department who` maintain
that any deviation from the status quo is harmful or unsound. Though

often possessed of _what Frederick the Great called "ein dutch
keinerlei Sachkenntnis ,:getrUbtes Wissen1- -i.e., a knowledge
unencumbered by the facts.--they do not hesitate to criticize and
disparage the claims of reformers from within their rdnks. When I

firs_t,set up an individualized German program at the University of
Washington some nine years agO, I repeatedly encouraged my colleaques
in German to visit the program and,see whet we we doi&g. Of course,
no one ever came, but this did not stop my "colleagues" from

criticizing the program, sight unseen, in departmental faculty

meetings.

4. The tendency of a regression toward the mean of established
ro rams. The-`distinctive ,features of many cutricular or peda'ogical

innovations have a tendency to become eroded by existing and
long-staDding programs and practices. After a short period of

experneneation, innovative features are often tempered to reflect
more closely the established practices and prejudices of the faculty.
Thus, for exampleo an individualized self-paced program may start out
in a continuous ,progress mode (i.e., no time limits) but in many
institutions the faculty tend to build in deadlines ai 3r a year or
two, thus reflecting their preference cor the "tried and true" in

education.

p
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5. Faculty unwillingneSs to evaluate and to be .evaluated. Ons of
the ess fortunate' traditiotas in 'education, especially in higher
education, is the reluctance of faculty'to formally evaluate their_own
teaching or that of- their colleagues, or to' welcome peer evaluators ,
into their' classrooms. A faculty, member behind, the closed door of his
or her classroom reigns supreme; and visitors are rarely invited.'

This inviolability of the academic classroom in higher education has a
long' and depressing tradition; thbugh one which has been substantially
weakened in recent years-in many institutions. , J

. The difficulty with this regal stance. is that, educational
'institutions have a legitimate need and right to know how effectiVely'
'their curricular and pedagogical practices are' serving_ the needs of
the instittrtion!S c4entele. External funding agencies invariably
require formal evaluation of any.program to.Oich financial support
has been given. Inadequate plaLis for ,evaluation may result .,in the

denial of an .otherwise acceptable 'proposal for funding. Decisions

about rdnewed fundling either by the institution itself or by an
external agency- rely' heavily on evaluattons.of Oat :has 'transpired
thus" far.. fhb' denial'of funding or of continued funding is often
sufficient to retire an innovation to the graveyard of good ideas.,

.

6. Time.required for ongoing duties prohibitirng innovation. In

many cases. thd curricular or pedgogicak'plans of faculty members fail,
to come,t0 fruition' because of a surfeit of already'existing pressures
on theirs professional. time. As many faculty can attest, the

deve ..11-stofjpgriklnnovative;course or of an .innovative approach to an
e),ci t rsel-for example, individualizationrequires a great deal
o

n

t concentration if it is to be done properly. Ihstitutions

only- ra - y reduce la faculty member's other' responsibilities to allow
this 'sort of work If be done. Time for planning, devoiopment, and
field-testing of a. new° idea often mJst be carved out of a faculty
member's personal time:

7. Low'ranking of curricular or pedagogical innovation in'the
academic reward.structure. It is a well-established belief in mpny
,institutions af 'higher learning that time spent in course design or
curriculum revision is time taken away from those activities which
count in'the institution's reward system. Traditionally there has
been little external incentive for a faculty member to be a creative
teacher; one's career is much more certain.if one performs one's
instructional duties perfunctorily and devotes the bulk 'of one's

professional time to publicati9n. (There is evidence, hoWbver,60that
the priorities within academe are changing today as institutions find
themselves scrambling to attract and hold a diminishing student;

./

population.) ,. - i

8, . Lack of a' generally accepted theory of reform .for the'
.

curriculum. There are few, if any, guidelines known to most faculty
concerning the princ;ples or practices of curricular reform.
Educational innovation is practiced as an art, not as a science, and
dilettantism is prevalent. It has been suggested thatnnovation in
higher ducation is a fountain where some faculty come to , some

4
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I come to sip, but most come to gargle:- Whatever theoretical" bases

exist for innovation in general, 414. for a specific innovation such as

i dividualization, tend to be unknown or ignored. :There is little

Rreemehf among faculty concerning vihat ought to be taught,, and evert

less agreememt concerning how.' Thig-liaIitates against the durability

of innovative,practges.

4

9. 'The idiosyncratic nature of ,innovation. It ins a'sad fact ,of

curricular, or pedagogical` life --and one often played, out in many

instituflons,...that- an innovation is inextricably linked to the

ptesende and continued interest of its developer. 'If the faculty

member whb---/spearheadecthe 'new program or pradtice leaies -or'losps

interest', it is likely thdt the innovation will wither. ort:ttle

J

,Let me summarize have tried to present in four-concluding

points.
. X

. ,

1. The. "back to basics" phenomenon in education is a recurring

`-r7-ertomerion whicWis manifested in.some form every few decides as a

reaction to the swings of the educational pendulum in some new

direction. The previous' hue and Cry for "back to basics" came in the

1950s; the current cause célèbre shows signs of Surviving well Into

the 1980s. Although the movement is ideologically conservative,and\at
,timesaseemo predicated upon, in Neil Postman's terms, a 4Sociology of

revenge"10 against the young, the .liberal, and the :pertilikive in

education, the movement need not be viewed as disastrous .to the cause

of individualized or otherwise innovative education,' in foreign

languages or in any other academic discipline:

2., Paralleling' the "back tc4,, basics" movement is he 'national

trend termed, "minimal competency testing." The two movements are rj
philosophically kindred spirits; minimal competency testing logically

follows from th demands by the advocates of "back, to basics" for

continuous festin to monitor student achievement, upon which, and

only upon Which, promotion from grade to grade or lgraduA.tion from

school is to be ased. f innovative pedagogical approaches can be

demonstrated to d velop the ndated competencies more effeotiV ly 'or

efficiently thAn , traditional methods--and the lay public, seems

presently to be quite skeptical of this in view of past failure6.--then

process-oriented innovation should be welcomed with open arms by local

school boards, PTA groups, and college deans. The burden of proof,

however, -is on the innovators.

3. If innovations in pedagogy have a potentially important rd

to play in, a "back to basics" educational universe, what abo

innovations in curriculum? Will parents and teachers continue
tolerate such courses As "leatherwork, gourmet cooking and . .

lit "11 which flourished as' alternative education in the last

decade? I susp6ct that the diversity of our school-aged and

college-aged populatiom will necessitate the preservation of some

schools and curricula whose emphases seem non-academic. But for the

majority of students, innovations in curriculum will need to be able

to demonstrate intellectual rigor and respectability to be allowed to

17
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survive.' kuRigor ang iespectability" may, supplant "interests and

needs" as `the shibboleth for the last half of this decade. -

. .

4. The old *militari strategem. that "if you can beat 'em,. join

'em" has never been souneer advise than bn-discussions,of the role and
future ,qf individualization and innovation in general in' the "back to
basics" movement. Despite its fiscal and 4deological conservatism,.
despiteN.ts link to such non-educational conb4rns as love of country
and love of Cod, despite its punitive approach tothe excesses of the
past, "back to basics" can be a'positive force in causing us as
educators to ?reexamine our objectives and to look at .our results.
Where ,our innovations in curricula and pedagogy have been guilty-of
e mindlessness orwhich Charles Silberman accused public-education a

,-,

de ade, ago-12' where they have accomplished not a legitimate
'di ersifica&yb of respectable contend, but rather a .pandering to

tellectual'laziness, we need to rethink their justifications.
.

.
li -r

Foreign language education has always had an uphill b ttle in

maintaining credibility in the eyes of the American taxpayin public.

To innovate our practices with the,- result that the credi ity of
learning another language in this country, is enhanced anion both

edycators an the general public will secure for us a coMfo able

:

place in the mainstream of the Basic education And that
might prove to,b9 the bast innovation of all.

li

I

4(
-
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LEARNING FRENCH IN STYLE

Robert. L. Ballinger
Worthiagtop High School
Worthiffgton, Ohip

,ANY TEACHER ATTRACTED TO INOVIDUALIZINd instructions recognizes that

students learn in different'ways. But does it make sense to have all y
the students working on programmed instruction, or listening to addio
tapes ,or studying independently when some student learn best

assisted by a teacher, or are nt 41,Witory learner or like to'

reflect ideas off another student? Befo 1 we can ruct students 4
individually, we must assess how each s ent le Them we can '.-

match instruction .to the *dent's learnin .

4 ,

The teacher as leader

-I

, I have seen individualized instruction programs where the teacher
has been demoted tom position of materials manager or of clerk at a
check -out counter. I prefer to consider -a' teacheras a leader; that

,isi a, Reeson who has people. do things that they want to do but would-
probably not do by themselves. Several yedrs ago, .for example, I

thdught that if students,had all the necessary materials,- they could
learn by themselves. To test this hypqtllesis, I decidd to learri

German on myoolkii'. I borrowed a text and tapeA"for a first' -year Gelman
program and made out a scheddle. of -work. inssons, One and Two went
very well. In Lesson Three, I found myself, postOoning 'my sistudy

because of other, More urgerif-Metters (test papers," dinner, the World

Series). I am still .on Lesson Four.

k
. As a new teacher, I used to. feel guilty. when I would place demands

on mis students to do hoMewatk or to study for quizze§6, "Aw, do we

have to do this?" they woc,i4 dban. 't came to realize thati,behind this

-fagide -of lack of cooperation, they neverthelss knew ,that I was

leading them where 'they wanted to go. Their complaints to their
frdends athout hoW much work( they had to' do was really'a badge of"their
courage to stay with the curse. As long as the teacher does not
abu ' the rOle of leader by unrealistic expedtatioins and iqaossible
wo -loadsp' students relish the challenge Ard th7t11 at7their.
success. I Q0 1pnger feel gu y: Student want objectives and
direction. I

When I was faced with decreasing enrollments in our upper-level
French classes, I decided to assess ,the following\ two areas of

Worthington's French program: 4) What the students were going to be
able to do at the end of the French prograhr, and 2) how I was going to

0,-
1

4.L,4
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get them there. After conversations with studenIs and colleagues a d
drawinyn my own experierice, I designed a, program whereby stude tg-

__.1

would 1 have control of ill language skills, '.2) havera knowledge of
French history and literaturqv 3) be able tq live 40 France, not

merely as tourists; but as resilents with a more than superficia
understihding of daily life and experiences, and 4x) establish their

. knowledge of the language, the people, Ind their culture 'as a

(permanent Ott of their personal and/or professional lives. The

course 6escriptions I wrote for Frenchil' III, IV, and V are found in
Appendix A of this paper. The result of a more explicit directiop to

- the court of study was immediate: the numba& of students' in French
t.

IV) and V ytrkpleo. /
, ''

Once attracted students to the courses, I hadsto work to keep
them the . Dr: David P. 'Cavanaugh, Principal of Worthington High
School, had developed a learning- climate model that I adapted'for my
classes. _My two-4.ove.rall goals were: 1) to provide.a stimulating and
productive atmosphere in the classroom, and 2)'to encourage in the

Nstudents asensa_of satisfactiOn about4themselves and abodv'what they
'' 'are doing. Both goals need to be met. To have productivity without

satisfaction is to run a sweat-shop; to have satisfaction without
productivity, is to'dbintain a playground. When both .godis are being

.... realized, ,.,,they become self-enhancing. When students feel

satisfaction, they produce more; the more they produce wccessfully,

bitiv

the more satisfaction they experience.
..

%

The teacher-as diagnostician
t..

..
,

DePtick NUn9ey, then vice-president of Oakland. 41,11 hig n)

Community College, stated at the 1977-Central States Conventi n t at
---trStudents were diagnosed for how they learn best and if 'ins ruct

were accommodated to hbw each student learns,,then 9D% of the students
would learn 90% of the course material. th May, '1978; u ng the
-"Learning Style Inventory" (LSI' developed oy. Qrs. Rita and ethr

' Dunn and Dr. Gary Price, I agnosed students who would be taking.
French III the following fall.' Once I had the data identifying my,
students' individual. learning styles, 'I realized that a variety of
teaching . methods was 'needed to accommodate ,these styles. I also '

-realized that developingjsuch a variety of teaching strategies over
the.same content would not Ile done rnight, or even in one year.

Convinced' that the diagnostic and , prescriptive approach to

education was philokphically. sotind, began implementing this

as ach in several stages. 'During the first year (1978-79), I

a ted to match my instruction to some of ,the students' varied

le ng styles. I worked with tactual materials, then developed
structured small group techniques, Contract Activity Packages, Tnd so
forth. Each approach was design8d for a dif rent type of learner. I

attended two workshops given4by Drs. Rita and enneth Dunn in order to
learn more about prescribing the correct teaching strategy for certain
learning styles. Also, I met with forty-tWo h gh school teachers from

all subject aeas once a month; we shared,/ ith one/ another the
c.;

J
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successes and the problems we were encountering in ,de4lihg w.4h

c)
students' learning stifles. 8y the end f that year, I knew, that if I '

,
)

could have the course co ent in al ".these forms of instruction,

students cqo d achieve 90%- uccess or bet er:

For t next y (1979 ), we r&I a French teacher, Li

Larson, specifica .becausa of her-willing ss to work .with me to.

If

,p tab ishing udenk objectives and develoili structured worksheets.
deelf! materia AA for Fre h III. She and .I- devoted that year.to

thi - third year, we are making use o various' small group '

techniques and assembling' tract Activity,Pac ages. Also, since a

gh'number of our students are "adultcmotivpted". we had... 4 parents'

.
v meeting to rcplain\ our approach. to accoVodate their children's

learning styles and to invite them to ,become-WttVe pltticipants in

7,helping theitichildren learR better.
.

.
tN

I

v

The student as client ...

r

-I.( /
becau we can diagnose a student's learning, style and

pre§cribp'tle appropriate materials clops not insure our, success in all

dese. A 'doctpr: may tell a patient to stop smoking to remedy a

respiratory ailment, but the' tient may deciie not to follow the

doc;or's 'orders. , In talking Dr.N.Mark Ozer, I realized the need to

inYdhq the student more in, e business of learning. "Ih his took,2

:,,Ozer shows approaches for helping even the most .problematic

student to. own more of the process of learning. Once student know

the objectives and the rekurces to be used, they heed to become aware

of how theirilearning style will help theT.succe_d. As they begin to

analyze what works for them as they .warn, y begin to take

respongbility foi their learning. By, the time the arrive at 4',he end

of ,the grench-ptogram, they are able to" fulfill the last objective,

namely, to establish their knowledge ,of the language, the people and

'their culture as a permanent ,part of their personal and/or

professional lives..

!t-

"G/nclusion

I haye always been struck by a scene, depicting the oeath of

'11azarin,\Ibe mentor of Louis XIV. Three of the most brilliant medical

minds of seventeenth-century France were summoned to cure Mazarin.

One said he should be bled;, another suggested a pot oft be prepared by

an alcheMist. The 'thiro was sure they should do n thingand pray to

Goa to cure him. As they' argued, Mazarin pied. An yet, within 350

year's, professilonal descendants of. these three "experts" are

transplanting liVersx performing triple by-passes on the heart, and

engaged in genetic engineering.

If the reports of declining student enrollment in foreign language

classrooms aria of the dearth of Americans knowing languages other than

English are to be believed, then foreign language study is definitely

in a.Vea)tened state. The technology to do our equivalent of a heart
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transplant exists today. My wish is- that we mobilize avla,le
. \ I

talent, resehrch, end' sources to tielp our clients achieve success.

By diagnosing* t*ir learning styli; by matching the appropriate
ia sjand strategies to their *ming style, and /by assisting

ling the learningsprocest-, we will help students achieve
ivity cougged,Ath a meaningfu sense of satisfaction.

isr\>

them in
greater

4

4
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0 Appendix A:

Course Descriptions ofAe Upper-Level French Classes a
Worthington High School

4
A,

1

French III)

,

t

,gt St ing in French III, the students begin to u Freih to study
the pe le and the culture of France.. French III concentrates' on
learnin about) Frensh people, elients, and literature, history, and

how this heritage ig important for understanding the tench people qp

Ulu are oday. Students continue to-learn more advancold grammar and
teperfe the French they have already learned. Students use the
French 1 pguage by reading two basic texts about French history and'
literatur by creating their own projects, by acting out dialogs and
skits, an even by kistening to a nch rock opera. Evaluation -is `x,

based on q izzes, projects, and tests. _X'
tr

Fren IV
*Pa

After a studied history and past literature that helped
form the people, the student is rearlyita,\study France as it is

today. The basic text for this course prebents various aspects of
French life today: television, 'sports,/ newspapers, culture, music,

tneater, film etc. In addition to videotapes and a radioplay, two
works of contemporary litkature are read, one of which is a

screenplay viewed on film. While students are learning, about life in
France, they continue to perfect their language ability. French IV
students are eligible to participate in the school exchange program,
in which students from Worthington High School spend three weeks in
France (Caen, in Normandie) in February. Each participant lives with
a Frenchfamily and goes to a French high s6Fool. In Apr4, students
from France come to Worthington. Evaluation in..this couree-is based

izzes, projects,.and tests.
.

French V

French V is a course in French International Studies. The basis

pf the course is in current issues in French culture, politics, and
Licommerce that are of international importance. Through our contacts

in Caen, France, we receive authentic materials in tOe forms of

magazine and newspaper articles, records, audiotapes, and books.

Students are guided to examine ways their language ability can be.
appliedo a career and/or personal interest. As the culminating
course' ot the entire French prygram at Worthington High School,

French prepares students me French a functional part of their
professiOnal and/or personal French V students are eligible to
participate in the school ex nge program described above in

French IV. Evaluation is bas on quizzes, projects, and tests.
.
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Appenaix. B:

Factors Identified by the.Learning Style Invenffary

nstruct

4

ND IS ACCEPTABLE 'x

Permit

3. REQU

onal area; CreateCIndividual,aen

student CO -iudwith jspund present.'

CreaWden a

IGHT

near wind, (s)

f

4. REQUIRES. LOW LIGHT-

elm

or other source of light.

4

Create den area away from windows or other

'dividers to shield light, away from den.

) k

5. NEEDS/COOl. ENVIRONMENT

Create den area away from a
and /or doors in winter (reverse

6. NEEDS WARM ENVIRONMENT

of light. Use no

urce of heat; place near windows

iii summer),-

awe
!

Create den area near sources of heat,(radiators) on inside

walls away from doors and windows; permit wearing of sweaters, etc.

7. REQUIRES FORMAL DESIGN

Maintain chairs and desks; establish 'at

area to accommodateformal study needs.

4

8. REQUIRES INFORMAL DESIGN

least one instructional

Establish magic carpet area; permit student to use floor, pillows,

or similar lounge-type study area.

Or-
Ago t.)

--P
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'9., SELF-MOTIVATED a
- 7 ,

.

.7 I
.

.

'.o

,'

.
Encourage use or 'cont act activity packages;.

,

instruction4

packages, and programmed learning; permit' self - pacing , nol

achievement beyond grade level; encourage use of self:Tcorrd ive

and self-assessment materials': .
,, A

p
*
4 * L1.,. 1

ti .4'o,
10. ADULT-MOT

,

) .

Establis OW area near teacher (unleWstudent is adult but, not ,

teacher- rtented); praise, often; send Communicat4ons to home
.

(notes, camentary, tapes, sigdent's work) praise in frqnt of
adults;Anyolve with other adults when working.

... '\ t,

. .

- , .. -
..

d'11. TEACNER-MOTIVATED '..
.

-,---
.. -...

, .._,,

s'Establish_7den area near:. teacher; praise otten; incorporate

reporting to _teacher into prikriptipn, include- in small-group
instructiOal techniques when teacher is ipvdlyed.

.0.
.r

if 4

12. UNMOTIVATED

A

Design short-term prescriptions that require frequent her
feedback; provide simple options besed on interests and in
.prescription; expOriment with token: reinforcers; expe 'ith

behavi modification; attempt to develop peer relations th

a motivated (amt willing) pupil; reward for .achieveme ; uSe_

instructional packages of student's choice; use games; use

manipulative materials (if tactual Or kinesthetic learner); permit
limited ,.options ,under direct supervision; praise for .evidenced

' progress; involve in development! 'of own prescription; .observe
reactions to each suggested method and use baseline data for

comparison of relative,effectiyeness.-

13. PERSISTENT

Design long'-term prescriptions after establishing a procedure for
obtaining assistance when necessary.

14. NOLPERSISTENli

Design short-term presCriptiOns.that .iequire frequent teacher
checking; if peer, oriented, involve as part of a pair or team; if
teacher 'bf!ented, seat near teacher; experiment ,with torten

reinforcers; -experiment with:behavior modification; reward for,

completion of tasks; Use task cards and simple games; experiment
with singular multisensory activity... If these are completed
successfully, experiment with instructional packages. Keep the
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prescription on level of functional ability; praise for completion th°4t

,Of each task.

15. RESPO IBLE

0

Begin by designing short-term prescriptions; as these a'e-

successfully completed, gradually increase their length, being

certainto keep them on the student's level of functional ability.

16. NOT VERY RESPONSIBLE

Design short-term prescriptions that require frequent teacher

feedback and checking; provide few -options; make directions as

simple as possible; if peer oriented, invo with responsible

youngsters with whom the student views i raction as being

desirable; if teacher oriented, seat near teacher; if adult

oriented (other than teacher) maintain frequent contact with

appropriate motivating adults (relatives, heroes); utilize

student's interests as focus of prescription, experiment with

behavior modification; use task cards; praise when tasks are

completed appropriately; experiment with rewards; be cettain to

follow through on statements.

17. NEEDS STRUCTURE

Be precise about every aspect of the prescription; permit no

options; use clearly stated objectives in a very simple form; list

and itemize as many things as possible, leaving nothing for

interpretation; clearly indicate time requirments and the

resources that may be used; required tasks should be indicated; as

successful completion is evidenced, gradually, lengthen the

prescription and provide some choices from among approved

alternatives; gradually increase the number of options. Establish

specific modes dt conduct and study; use programmed learning;

experiment with instructional packages.

18. NEEDS LITTLE STRUCTURE

Establish clearly stated objectives but permit choices of

resources, activities, reporting procedures, etc.; permit choices

of environmental, soeiological, and physical elements; use

contract activity packages, many creative-type options and, if

sufficiently mature,. work-study and/or community-contribution

programs.

19. PREFERS LEARNING ALONE

Permit student to do so.

4S
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20. PREFERS LEARNING WITH ONE PEER

Permit student to do so and to self-select per. When posi ve

outcomes occur, continue the pattern; when egative 'outcomes

occur, 'discuss openly with both, reinforcing clear guidelines for
acceptable behavior and task completions; if negative outcomes
continue, discontinue the paired relationship.

21.. PREFERS LEARNING WITH TWO PEERS

Permit student to do so and "to self-select peers, being 'certain

i?
that all three youngsters agree to work ogether. When positive

outcomes occur, Aptinue the patter when negative outcomes '

occur, discuss openly with all three, einforcing clear -guidelines

for acceptable behaviors and :task completions; if negative.

outcomes continue, discontinue the grouping.

23. PREFERS LEARNING WITH ADULTS ------

Establish den area near the to cher; include student in all (many)

small group lessons given; develop prescription that includes

frequent iateraction with adults rather than peers; pr ise; use

ik!
instruction) packages and/or tapes with adult v

l
s and

commentaries; use media taped by adults. If older young er, are

available for tutoring, experiment with this type of paired

relationship.

ii
'

24. PREFERS LEARNING THROUGH SEVERAL WAYS

PepMit student to do so.

25. HAS AUDITORY PREFERENCES

Use tapes, records, radio, television, instructional packages (if

adUlt oriented, use adult voices; if peer oriented, use peer

voices). Require activities that involve talking, listening and-
repeating what is heard; use instructional packages.

26. HAS VISUAL PREFERENCES

Use pictures, filmstrips, films, single concept loops,

transparencies, drawings, books and magazines; require activities
that involve reading, looking and describing' what is seen; use
programmed learning (if in need of structure) and instructional
packages (also structured).

7

.
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27. HAS TACTILE PREFERENCES

22

A

Use manipdlative materials; use three-dimensional materials; use

s'of varied textures, shapes, sizes; se water and sand to

draw or write necessary in ormation; r uire activities that

involve ..tquching, e.g., dr ng, buil' ingli tyacing, painting,

claywork, .etc.; use-, in tiopel packages and . many

tactile-oriented gameS, task cards, etc.

28. HAS KINESTHETIC PREFERENCES .

Use -real experiences as basis for

projects extensively, and wormit wide
activities; use, instructional packages an,

arning; take trips; use

riety of multi-sensory
kinesthetic games.

29. REQUIRES FOOD INTAKE

Provide thin slices of carrots, celery, Olen peppers or fresh

fruit, etc.

--,\)/
30. DOES NOT REQUIRE FOOD INTAKE

31.TTIONS BEST IN MORNING

Permit student to self-schedule.
most difficult subject(s) in the morninji

,If not possible,- teach student's

32. FUNCTIONS BESf IN

Permit student to
most difficult s

LATE MORNING

self-schedule. If not possible, teach student's
ect(s) in the late morning.

33. FUNCTIONS BEST IN AFTERNOON

Permit student°to self- schedule. If not possible, teach student's

most difficult subject(s) in the afternoon.

34. FUNCTIONS BEST IN EVENING

-Permit student to work extensively at home; use homework. as basis

for demonstration of mastery. When possible, permit -student

relaxation periods during the. day; test for lows during which

student may be unable to function effectively at all; check

nutritional intake and"number of hours of rest at -night. If

possible,' experiment with an °pet) campus approach.

)
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35. NEEDS MOBILITY

Permit student tomove from ara to area as long as he does not

interfere with lessons, studies, discussions, etc.; permit

frequent breaks; do not harrass. student because of sprawling,

stretching, or frequent. movement; provide opportunities for active

involvement in kinesthetic experiences.

36. DeC: NOT NEED MOBILITY

f'

Ncites

1Rita Dunn and Kenneth Dunn, Teaching 'Stuaents Through their

Individual Learning Styles: A Practical Approach. Reston, Virginia:

Reston Publishing Company, 1978. The book explains in detail the LSI

and how learning styles can be accommodated. The elements of the LSI

Nre explained briefly in Appendix B of this paper.

2Mark N. Ozer, Solving Learnim and Behaior Problems of

Children. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass; 1980.
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AN INDIVIobALIZED FRENCH

Virginia Pell
(formerly) Norman High School
Norman, Oklahoma

FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS

)

THE ENTIRE BASIC FRENCH PROGRAM (French I through French IV) at Norman

High School (an 11-12 year school in Norman, Oklahoma) is

individualized to 'Certain ,extent, I shall be discussing here,

however, the French 'I and-Freneh II programs only. The_se two levels

are completely individualized, whereas the upper levels Pare

individualized for grammar, but not for reading or literature.

The necessity for an individualized approach to teaching atttlese

beginning levels became very apparent when Norman High Sch001 414ved

from a traditional to a modular schedule for classes twelAme:'ypers

ago. In a traditional schedule, the student-teacher contact time is

usually about 275 minutes per week; in our modular schedule, the

structured contact time is cut to 165 minutes per week,°- 'Vhis

particular individualized approach is workable, howper either on a

traditional schedule or on a modular schedule. In the school year
1977-78,.I asked to haVe a control class of French I on a traditional

meeting pattern of 55 minutes every day, and in 1978-79 I continued
with the_same meeting pattern for a French II class. In both of these

classes we used/the same materials and the same approach that we were

using. in the classes which were on the modular schedule. Only a few

minor-changes in administrative procedures were necessary.)

Materials

The textbdoks used at Norman High School are the Harper and Row

series Jeunes voix, jeunes visagesl and Fenetres- sur la France2 by

Yvone Lenard. For,.F*ch II,Wenetres sur la France is actually
suppl mental, and the Amsco French Two Years: Workbook Edition3 is

s the basic text. For both levels several other textbooks are
kept available to the students for additional work or for a different

approach to some point that may be giving particular difficulty.

.
For French I the independent study units have been develOped to

generally follow the text in the sequence of the chapters. The units

for learning each of the three regular verb conjugations, however, are

completely independent of the text. Each of these units is quite
comprehensive and includes most of the basic verbs that a French I

student is expected to know by the end of the year. Since the verb

units are independent of the text they may be introduced at any point

where the class or a particular student seems ready for them.
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For Frenth II, there are two intensive review units with which we

always-beginl-a-written unit and an oral unit. These units encompass

the basic knowledge which the students are expected to carry forward

from their French I experience. Since the two units are

complementary,*the students work on both at the same time. They may

elect. to.do either the oral or the written first, but they mast follow

the order given for the various parts of the unit. For example, they

may elect to begin with either the oral or written work for the verbs
avoir and etre. but they must complete these sections satisfactorily

before conentifng to the next section.

To determine how to proceed after the review unit, for French II, I

originally, made a list of what I considered to be the basic

grammatical concepts which the students should know by the time they
finish the second year of Fiench. I then aevelopea independent study
units fot these concepts in the following basic format: objectives
(with the acceptable de6ree of achievement), learning activities,

points off- testing, and criteria for retesting. The Amsco second year

workbook is the basic reference work for these units, though

occasionally the students are also referred to the text, Fenetres sur

la France, ned.above. (These independent study Units do not,

however, nee ssar ly coincide with the order in which the material is

presented in the text. They could easily be used either without the
text or with almost any other text as supplementary material. In

fact, I found that from year to year I would.vary the order in which

some of the units' were studied, depending on the interest and

readiness of the students.)

Program

At the beginning of' the year, the stuaents are given a thorough

orientation for the individualized program. It is impressed upon them

that they themselves must assume the responsibility for self-pacing in

their work. Deadlines are set for completion of units, and it is only
the occasional student who needs intensive supervision to meet the

deadlines..' In fact, for the motivated student the meeting of

deadlines'is an important factor in the grading process. Within the

first few weeks, of., course, the spread of the levels at which the
students are workih4fOecomes very-vice, with the spread for the French

II students usualli' much greater than that for the French I students.

For classes which are on a traditional schoule (meeting every day

for a specified, number of minutes), the teacher must give careful

thought to the division and usage of that time for a successful'
individual:Zed program. My solution was to designate two days per
week for formal student/teacher contact time (i.e., a formal class
period); two dayswhen the class would be "divided into small groups
where I would be doing intensive oral drilling and conversation with
some students while the others were working independently; and one, day

when the entire class would have .20 minutes of intensive aural

comprehension work- with tapes or, for French I, intensive

pronunciation work. For the remainder of the time on that day:
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everyone would work on independent study and testing, and I would be

available for consultation.

There are, of course, some trouble spots of which one must'be
aware, e.g.', cheating by some students and w ting time by others on

days when the teacher is working orally wi small groups. To curb

the wasting of time, which seemed to be t greater problem, I found

it very effective to use a check sheet (se Figure 1) which included

each student's name and a list of the activi ies he could choose to do

during his' independent study time. Thus,- o independent study days,

each student was obligated to check at least wo activities he planned'

to do; these included exercises in the workbook, working with a tape

or the language master, checking completed exercises with a key,

working with flash cards, taking a test, or; occasionally, reading

French magazines or playing French games (Monopoly, Scrabble, etc.).

If one allows testing during this time, as I did, it is essential

to have a reliable student aide (an advanced French student or even

one from the same class who has progressed well ahead of the rest of

the class) to administer the test and, for all testing, to have a
designated table or desks in the room for the testing area. The other

major prerequisite for the system is to have the tests graded as
quickly as possible and\to have 'a simple system of record keeping (see

Figure 2). Thus the students may easily check their progress without

interrupting the teacher or aide, and the teacher will not be burdened

with record keeping.

The actual procedure for working through each unit is'standard.

Suppose that most of the class is ready to begin Legon 8 in Jeunes
voix, jeunes visages (French I), which is the lesson on colors and

items of clothing. The teacher begins by introducing these orally,

using flash cards, pointitg to clothing students are wearing, and

possibly using an overhead transparency. If there is time, one or two

exercises can be done orally from the textbook. The flash cards are

then put in a file and' made available for the students to use for

independent study work. After the 01-lit has been thoroughly presented

orally, the written information sheet is given to those students ready

to continue with the unit. Students not yet ready to do written work

with this unit continue with the earlier work they are doing. For the

few- students who may be working ahead of the rest of the class, this

oral presentation iS giving them a review or is giving them practice

they have missed when proceeding individually. (On the whole, we have

not found this ppproach to be a. complication for highly motivated

students who wish to progress faster and more inoependently than the

rest of the class.)

Once this oral introouction to the lesson is mace, it is followed

with small group work (8 - 10 students) where again everything is done

orally. Small group sessions usually last from 25 to 30 minutes, and

during these meetings every student in the group must participate.

These groups-are extremely important, for it is here that each student

has the opportunity to participate at. his particular level of

t
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Name Test SG

FIGURE I

Student Activity Check Sheet

%
.

DATE

Lang.

Master

Cards:

Vocab.

1. Bickbam, Lise

Workbook; Sound Work w/

cheCk/kei Page Stud. Aide,

2. Blackburn, Kerrk.,

3. Crane, Lisa

Games;.

Music;

-Magazines

No.

of Act.

we. N.M..=

4. Danner, Bob

Edge, Sherri

6. Enterline, Butch

, --e----

%=11M.M. X

..... 11.1.1

1. Fogel, Dara
0

B. Graves, Lauren

4,---
9. Harrison, Brenda

10. Jenkins, Kay )(

t....
11. Merkel, Elizabeth

12. Moore, Lorilyn

X )(

3

13. Nyman, Nancy

am-

14. Robinson, Marian
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FIGURE 2

Student Progress Sheet

1. Bickham,' Li se

2. Blackburn, 'Kerr'

3. Crane, Lisa

4. Danner, Bob

5. Edge, Sherri -o

2

CC4
W

o
w
OC
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lier

ability. Cue cards, lists of words on poster.board, magazines, and

posters are all excellent tools to use in these groups, and they offer

material for conversation which is limited only by the imagination of

the teacher and the students in the group.

On the days when small group work is done, sometimes two or three

small group sessions may be held. Occasionally the first part of the

* class period will be devoted to cultural material or a brief film. On

the'average, one week is allotted in the rough time schedule for each

lesson.; By the end of the week most students should have completed

test/hOon the unit and be ready to begin the new lesson the following

week. "For French II the time schedule must be more varied, of course,

for the units do not follow a particular textbook lesson sequence; the

teacher must use some judgment about what would be considered a

reasonable amount of time.to allot per unit for the student to keep on

a satisfactory time schedule.

The forMat for allotment-of class time used for French I is also

used for French II. When the direct object pronouns are to be

introduced, for example, the initial presentation is done orally with

the entire class. All kinds of audio-visual materials are used,

including overhead Vansparencies, posters, and tapes. The small

groups then offer excellent opportunities eor conversation using the

object pronouns, and tapes and language aster cards are available for

nstudents

to work with during d study time. Of course all

students receive, when ready, the i ormktiOn unit; this unit includes

many written exercises which the students will complete and personally

check with prepared keys. When the students, individually, feel

prepared for written and oral tests they take them during the time

allotted for independent study. Occasionally the small group sevions

are also suitable for oral testing.

I

Problem areas

The potential problem areas with the program center on the

extremely accelerated and the very slow students. For the slower

students it is sometimes necessary to tailor special programs for

their specific needs, interests, and abilities: for them, for

example, it may be necessary to put emphasis on reading or oral work

and to diminish the written work to bare essentials. For the

accelerated and highly ..motivated students, by contrast, a bit of

special attention from the teacher usually suffices: they work

through 'the units rapidly and independently since objectives and

procedures are outlined on the units, and they participate in small

group oral work where they always have the opportunity to use their

advanced knowledge.

Conclusion

With this system we have had several students whb have completed

two years of French in one year; some who have begun the study of
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tFrench independently and joined .the class at mid-year;7and, on rare
occasions, some who have completed one full year independently (e.g.,
over the summer) and entered the next level class at the beginning of
the next school year. Thus the program is especially advantageous for
Students who wish to pursue the study of French. but have schedule
conflicts (with driver's education, for example) which make it

impossible for them to be a part of a regular class.

As a result of this program, the enrollment in French has
increased considerably: it has beefs necessary to add a. hqlf-time
French teacher to the steff. In fact, this year (1980-81). the
enrollment increa ,has beep so great as to put a burden on the two
French teachers. If this trend continues; as I feel confident it
will, very probab y the half-time teacher will become full time; the
administrators at,Nbrman High are very supportive of our program and
of all foreign languages. The French teachers find this particular
program very demanding and at times exhausting, b t also very exciting
and stimulating.

Notes

1Yvone Lenard,
and Row, 1976.

2Yvone Lenard,
Row, 1977.

3Eli Blume,
Edition. New York:

Jeunes voix, jeunes visages. New York: Harpetv

Fenetrej sur la France. New York: Harper and

French Two Years: Workbook Edition. Third

Amsco School Publications, 1979.
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN FRENCH AT

Margaret Sinclair Breslin
Northwesterp University

THWESTERWUNIVERSITY

THE INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION PROGRAM IN French at Northwestern

University is currently limited to the second year of languagb study.

Originally (Fall Quarter, 19,5) an experimental program involving

three out of eight sections of the normarclassroom course, it quickly

became autonomous under tie number A99, as I shall call it throughput

this report. In its five years of eistence, it has experienced a
number of changes and expansions, not( the least of them in student

enrollment: frdm just under 40 students in its firgt year to a

current 140 (a slight drop from its all-time high of approximately 165

students). Furthermore, it urrently enjoys its largest-ever

complement of instructors: ree regular faculty members, one

part-time lecturer, and one tofhing assistant. There are also two
work-study students, one of whom serves as tutor and grades grammar
portions of exams, while the other handles the clerical side of the

program.

Most individualized instruction programs have certain eleMents in

common: I should like to emphasize, therefore, what we consider to be

the unique apects of our program, giving a brief description of the

content and mechanics of this year's A99, and offering some

predictions of where we may go from here.

Relation of A99 to other programs

The fact that Northwestern University has a foreign language

proficiency requirement (a two-year university equivalency) in its

College of Arts and Sciences funnels some 550 students per year
through your first and second year French courses. In Elementary

French, in addition to., a three-quarter beginning course, we offer a

two-quarter intensive course for students who are past the beginner's

stage but are,not yet ready for second year. (This latter course may

some day become individualized, but there a o immediate plans for

such.) Students at the second-year level- a choice of three

different 'programs: a regular three-quart lassroom sequence, a

three-quartei Reading Knowledge sequence, and the Individualized

Instnictipl.1A99. In this Fall quarter there are seven sections of

i:3

A02, the tlassro ,course with an average of 25 students each, taught

by three graduat 'teaching assistants and one faculty member; one

30-strong" sett n of Reading Knowledge, under one faculty member; and

a group of 140 students in A99, taught by five instructors for an

average of 28 students apiece. The instructor-student ratio is
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therefore quite similar across all programs. (Generally, however, we

have 0-four A99 instructors, such that the program represents a

savings in manpower as compared to the classroom courses.) \,

Rationale for A99 , 42

A99 exists to offer students an alternative learning )experience.

It appeals to students who are eager to escape the blocked-in

classroom situation in at least one of ttieir courses;r'it makes(

enjoyable a subject matter that might otherwise, as a college

li

requirement, be viewed as a compl to borai its self-paCing feature

offers savings in time both to s udents who simply want to fulfill,J

their language requirement as q ckly as possible and to those who

wish to reach the intermediate level and major status in French as

soon as they can. In Vhe la* category we often find students eager

to spend,their Junior Oar in Paris with the Sweet Briar program; if

they can complete their second-year _work in one quarter, they have

winter and spring in which to raise their competence to the necessary

level in intermediate courses. A99 also, unfortunately, attracts a

fair number of young people with the misconception that it is an

easier course than the classroom--a problem with which I.I.

instructors from othOr institutions are surely familiar. For such

students it is all too easy to forget about or postpone the one course

in which they do not have to be in class at least three times a week.

Many do _just that, thinking that they can cram in all that grammar a

day or so before the exam. In an -effort to eliminate such

difficulties as much as possible, we have found it advisable to

increase the, number of rules, regulations and deadlines each year,

which has detracted to some degree from the open, more flexible

operation of the course envisioned at its inception.

z
Description of the course

A99 has the same language goals as the classroom course: to

develop a student's competence in all,four linguistic skills to the

"proficiency" level, which means a grade of "C" or better in the last

quarter of the course. Since 1976; A99's second year of operation,

this goal has been pursued via a three-pronged program: a general

grammar review and a listening comprehension program together form

half of the contents of both course material and exams; for the other

fifty percent the student is offered a choice of concentrations (this

year, literature, conversation, or civilization; in previous 'years,

reading knowledge and business French were also available). Ft4is

this concentration option which sets A99 off from a number of other

I.I. programs, and it has been the type of concentration offered which

has given A99 a slightly changing focus over the years. We shall

return to this feature shortly.

The A99 program is organized around a,series of group sessions at

which attendance may or may not be obligatory, programmed materials,

and individual consultations with the instructors. Progress in the'

33
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course is Measted by a Series of twelve exams, of which grammar forms
35%, listening.comprehpnsion 15%, and the elected concentration 50%.
Grades are posted ,onry for complete exams although a student can
through an instructor; aleck'any part already completed. The great
majority of students take the minimum four exams per quarter, but
since exams'can be taken whenever a student has" mastered the material,
generally a dozen or so students accglerate the pace to complete the
course in two quarters, arid sometimes even in one. This gives the
students more time to fulfill other college requirements, to to expand

,
their number of possible elective courses, or 0 each the

intermediate level in French that much sooner. For the students,

whai are normally well-disciplined achievers, A99 is 'particularly

well-suited.

Components of\the course

Let me now describe the course's three components: listening

comprehension, grammilr, *and concentration area. 1) Listening
comprehension is developed the, first two quarters via Emil de Harven's

spy story, Aerodrame (EMC Corporation) and during the last quarter
with Madeleine Le Cunff's' Sur le vif (also EMC). Armed with
vocabulary sheets (only inOructors have the texts) and srdy guides
which pose questions similk to those on the next exam, he student

listens to the tapes in the' language laboratory or at Ilomer4cassettes
are available), -a, is tested an comprehension either by an oral
interview with an instructor,:by written exam, or by a written Summary
of the material. This can all be done in English, though extra points
can be earned for rempses in French. Listening comprehension

comprises fifteen percenWf each exam.

Students have relatively little difficulty with tliis comppnent of
the exam, since they can listen to the tapes just as often as they
need to understand the plot, and also because they do get involved in

the story and rather enjoy it. Sur le vif is more difficult than
Aerodrame, being plotless, but the challenge of understanding real
French voices, with regional accents and all, appeals to most students
Sand gives them a real sense of progress made.

2) In the grammar componant,',until this year, Carlut and Meiden's

French for Oral and 'Written Review (Holt, Rinehart and Winston) was
used in A99: it offer, easonable grammar explanations in English and

a substantial number o iises for each chapter--important elements
in an I.I. program e ou s. The tape program, however, adds very
little to the text. For several reasons--the principal one being that
it-was time either for, a new 'set of exams or for a complete change--we
have shifted this year to the Comeau, Bustin, Lamoureux Ensemble

series (alscr.1-1011t, Rinehart and Winston). The main advantage is that

this series consists of three texts: grammar, culture,, and

literature, which are coordinate0-in vocabulary and grammar, and which

have been: easily integrated (into our program to provide a more

coherent meshing of the elements than in previous years. Ensemble:

Grammaire resembles French for Oral and Written Review in that its
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explanations are in English and there are numerous exercises; its '

further merits in my view are its thematically oriented vocabulary in
each chapter and a superior tape program.

To help students prepare for the grammar exams, a group session
(class) is held one hour a week, which at the beginning of Fall
Quarter students are strongly urged'to attend to nelp them get started
on the right foot. Attendance is not obligatory, however, and the
bulk of the class are soon working entirely independently. Various'
learning aids, in addition to the laboratory tapes, make this
possible: the answers to the exercises in the text are available for
consultation, along with the answers to the practice or "study" exam
for each chapter. Furthermore, if the students have any difficulty,
they can either attend the group session -for that chapter section, or
consult an instructor or the tutor during consultation hours.

lit
Another change in the grammalikcomponent has been implemented this

year: -*the grammarb;exams have Ibnerally consisted of the .standard
exercises, with so short translation sentences. To encourage active
development of competence in written cornmunication, sludentsiae now
required to hand in with each exam a 200-word assayacihich they have
prepared at home. Tnis change toward a stiffer exam will require
careful monitoring to avoid too-much of a drop in grades from previous
years. The essay is worth a third of the crammer exam, which itself
is 35% of the total grade.

3) 'The concentration part of the course is, as mentioned earlier,
a unique and particularly attractive feature of A99. Students can
choose to focus on specific interests and skills (though none of the
four skills is neglected), and can switch options from quarter to
quarter if they wish. In the past, with the exception of
conversation, attendance at group sessions for the concentrations was
not obligato y. Many students covered civilization, literature or
reading know edge material entirely on t
consultation with 40 instructor. Th
however, only with the better students
made more progress with more classr

r own, with only occasional
results were satisfactory;

many of the Ohers could have
m guidance, epecially in the

development of oral skills.1 At the ,expense, therefore, of some of
the flexibility of "individualized" work, attendance at most
concentration group sessions has .been made mandatory this Year, with
exception made fo
are* two per we
two per week f

Roughly 80

some accelerating students. Classroom hours, then,
k (only one of which is mandatory) for literature,'
conversation, and one pei week for Cvilization.

the 140 students are enrolled ,in cogVe ation (6
sections, 15 students maximum), 25 are,,, :civilization and the
remainder are in literature. This laetd1 option uses Ensemble:
Litterature as a basic text, with the instruptor's,4choice of
supplementary materials; the two others use Ensemble: ',Culture et
societe, again with additional material prepared by the instructors.
Where more than one instructor is involved, i.e., in conversatin a
single syllabus is et, but each person has considerable freeborn
within it.
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Progress in the concentrations is measured in different ways. In

conversation, class participation comprises 50% of the exam grade; a
15-minute oral exam constitutes the rest. Civilization and literature
both use a combination of homework and written exams. In all cases
study guides and/or practice exams are available; students-taking
conversation have a chance to practice for the oval exam oy preparing
directed skits or debates in the last class of each unit.

It is rare to find a student who does not become interested, if
not enthusiastic, in these concentrations. The opportunity to do
something different from "the classroom course, to develop some depth
arid greater skill in an area of particular interest, touches even
those students who just want to get the language requirement out of
the way.

For students with demonstrated ability (a grade of B+ or better)
we offer, in the- last quarter of A99, the option of working on a
special project, which'they themselves choose. They work under the
supervision of a faculty member (not aways an A99 instructor). In the
past students have done their own research and prepared all sorts of
materials on French wine, music Baudelaire, etc. Those relatively
few students who have the initiative to depart from the prepared
prOgram are the best advertisements for a 'program of this sort Ifthis
level.

Materials

Like most I.I. programs, A99 depends on large quantities of
programmed materials for its operation (study guides, etc., alluded to
above). This year, the introduction of the Ensemble series has eased
the materials situation at least in the concentrations. Heretofore,
instructors were free to choose their own texts. While a number of
literary readevk and conversation manuals already exist, finding texts
for the civilization option was more problematic, and instructors
developed a large quantity of their own materials! xeroxed articles,
slide and tape programs, etc. All of these can still be used as
supplements to Ensemble if desired, and indeed, supplements will be
necessary for our twelfth exam, since the Ensemble texts contain only
eleven chapters.

Although it is still a bit too early to tell the Ensemble series
seem to be working quite well and both students and instructors seem
to appreciate the coordinated texts and the greater coherence they
give to the program. One drawback, however, must be mentioned:
students entering A99 in Winter or Spring Quarters will be working
entirely on their own, since all the other students will be following
the set program. Previously, it was possible for such students to do
the first four exams of grammar and listening comprehension on their
own, while following a second quarter option, because the two halves
of the exams were not thematically tied to each other as they are now.
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Mechanics

All study guides and exams, vocabulary sheets, and supplementary

materials are available to the students in a distributiOn center which

also contains an examination room, the office of the student-tutor,

and a bulletin board where grades and announcements are posted.

Students are responsible for keeping up to date and checking their own,

progress.

Students take the exams when they are ready, although past

experience with student proCrastination has led to the current system

in which each exam must be taken by a set deadline. The result Of

this policy is to produce four smaller tidal waves during the quarter

instead of one final flood. Since, for reasons of space, exams are

distribute from the main department office, they can be taken at any

time the o fice is open. Next quarter a new room Oaced at our

disposal vi allow us to'move finally, if only temporarily, from the

department of Ice; this will- necessarily decrease the number of hours

during which students have access to the exams.

Grading the exams and posting results are generally the areas st

vulnerable to snafus. As the secretaries receive the completed e s,

they distribute them among the instructors' mailboxes. Conce ation

exams pose no proolem: each instructor grades his own exams. The

grammar and listeninq.comprehension segments have a more compli ated

journey', especially this year. Now that we have a tutor, all gr mmar

exams go first to her. After grading tne exercise questions, with the

help of a-prepared grid, she distributes them to the instructor ,for

grading of the composition and listening comprehension sections. Then

all graded exao are deposited with the other student assistant', who

enters the restets in a' computer and posts the grades in the A99

_center. Although we alv,thys hope to get all this done in a few days,

circumstances--illness, computer breakdowns, busy schedules, the

deadline rush--occasionally conspire to set us back, especially at the

beginning of the year.

/ (

The student's grade, each quarter, is simply the average of the

scores on exams completed: in most cases four, often more.

Computerization of the exam results, begun last year, has been a great

boon to the coordinator, who previously did the averaging by hand at

the end of the quarter. The quality of the grades has in general

paralleled the results in the regular classroom cOurse.

Directions for the future

Judging by the evaluations quarter after quarter, the majority of

French A99 students enjoy the course more than they expected and

rdirect their criticism mainly at themselves, particularly at their

procrastinations. The feature of concentration options receives a

good deal of the credit for the generally favorable student reactions

to the ihogram, and we shall probably maintain the present format

indefinitely. Any changes in A99 itself, apart from the addition of

4:1
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new options (business rench, qr instance), will doubtless occur in
the mechanics of e course rather than its philosophy or
methodology. A conso idated physical area-7a set of offices and exam
rooms specifically identifiable as "the A99 space"--is an obvious
desideratum. Faster computer service in our building would be helpful
also.

OOP

Future development, then, will probably involve the existing
program less than, other programs. A considerable . number of A99
students have gone on successfully to intermediate and advanced
courses, even to become French majors, thus proving that learning can
take place in an individualized instruction framework just as well as
(if-not better than) in a traditional course. Parts of the beginner's
course may eventually be individualized; there is no reason why the
recently instituted second-year reading knowledge course should not
follow the individualized path, returning in large part to its
origins. The next step would be to expand 'the I.I. concept to

c intermediate and advanced courses, all of which will require much time
and persuasion. In any event, as I.I. developers and instructors
alreadj, know, time, hard work, and enthusiasm in approximately equal
amounts are a minimal prerequisite for establishing I.I. programs--but
the results are certainly worth it.

Notes

1In the case of the reading knowledge concentration, there was,
of course, no attempt to improve oral skills since the direction is
always from French to English. It was thus easier for students to
work on their own in this option either at regular pace or in
acceleration. The large interest in this particular option and its
somewhat anomalous position vis-à-vis the others led us to remove it
from A99 into its own slot.
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A STUDY COMPARINDP STUDENT ATTITUDE AND ACHIEVEMENT IN COLLEGE LEVEL
SPANISH UNDER TWO INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES: INDIVIDUALIZED AND

LECTURE-RECITATION

Samye Cimernanzel-Nestlerode
University of HOuSton

ALTHOUGH MANY ADVANCES HAVE BEEN made in developing innovative and
effective means of presenting content to students of foreign languages
in elementary'and secondary schools, the tendency is still to approach
the teaching of foreign language courses at the college level in the
lecture-recitation manner. Research in the field of foreign language

\ teaching at the college level is very limited, with most of the focus
on teaching English as a second language and on bilingual education.

Research by Allen and Paquettel, Carro112,' Connor3, and

Valette4, indicates that student have problems in learning

foreign languages at the college,J. ;v0,College students enter the
stuoy of foreign languages bringingW them individual strengths and

weaknesses. There are differences. in their-abilities to code auditory
phonetic material, to recognize the'grammatical fijittlums-viof words iny
sentence context, to memorize vocabulary and verb conjugations and as
Carroll put it, to "infer, linguistic forms, rules and patterns from
new linguistic content itself with a minimum of supervielon or

guidance."5

There is a need to extend the data base in the area of

instructional approaches to teaching foreign language in college level

courses, especially in the area of individualized approaches to

language learning. Presumably college students would benefit (i.e.,
they would be more successful in their course work, achieve mastery
level more easily, and have a better attitude toward their studies) if
they were allowed to proceed at their'own pace through materials which
were designed especially for them and which took advantage of their
particular skills and differences.

The intermediate level of college foreign language study is a
particular problem area because students enter this level with many
different experiences: some students may have had two years or more
of high school foreign language study, which traditionally is

evaluated as the equivalent of first year college level; others may be
transfer students from other colleges or junior colleges; and often
several years have passed since some of the students have studied the
foreign language. Even though the intermediate level presents many
problems for foreign language educators, it is at this level that we
find the least amount of research. The purpose of this study was to
make a comparison of the effects of individualized instruction and

4
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lecture-recitation approaches in intermediate level college foreign

language courses on student achievement and attitude.

The ,study was conduCted at the University of Houston in Houlton,

Texas, in the faJaHof 1979. Five directional hypotheses which

followed this general form were investigated: students in an

intermediate college level Spanish course who had experienced an

individualized instructional- approach .'to learning Spanish would

demonstrate a statistically significantly greater ability to 1) write

Spanish, 2) read Spanish, 3)- comprehend spoken Spanish, 4) communicate

orally in Spanish, and 5) would exhibit a more positive attitude

toward learning Spanish, than. students who had experienced a

lecture-recitation approach. A sixth hypothesis iptated that there

would be no statistically significant difference between the two

treatment, groups in the amount of time spent in learning Spanish.

Procedures .

A two-treatment group quasi-experimental pre-test post-test design

was used in this study. The independent variable was the

instructional approach used in teaching intermediate college level

Spanish: thTindividualized vs. the lecture-recitation approach. The

dependent variables were 1) the ability to write Spanish in, a

grammatically correct way, 2) the ability to read and comprehend

written Spanish, 3) the ability to comprehend spoken Spanish, 4) the

abilliy to communicate orally in Spanish, 5) the attitude toward

1' ear Spanish, and 6) the amount of time spent in learning Spanish.

The experimental subjects mere students in two classes of

intermediate college level Spanish. The experiment was conducted in

the natural setting of the classroom, but the experimental subjects,)

were -not assigned randomly from a common population to the

two-treatment groups. Rather, the students selected the times that.

they wished to take their courses and were assigned, according to

their requests, by computer. The flip of a coin determined which

group would receive the individualized instructional approach to

learning and which group would receive the lecture-recitation

approach. Each of the two groups consisted of twenty-three students,

resulting in a total sample size of forty-six. Although no attempt

was ;fade to have equivalent matchin4 groups, the two groups were

remarkably similar in sex, age and marital status. All st dents

received the treatments and remained in the course during the tire

fourteen weeks of the experiment.

Due to the nature of the study, there existed potential sources of

bias which, if introduced, could limit the generalizability of "the

study. Therefore, the following limitations of the study tare

acknowledged: that the sample size of forty-six was relatively small';

that the study was done in only one univeisitA that the sample was

not randomly assigned to the two treatments; that the two courses were

snot taught at the same time of the day; and that the reliability and

validity of several instruments used to collect data,. to test the

hypotheses of the study had not been estimated prior to the study. -'



The following instruments were used in this study: 1) An

observational checklist designed to measure the independent variable

(i.e., the instructional approach). 2) Instructor evaluations

designed to measure the overall effectiveness in both classes. 3)

Instructor-made pencil-and-paper pre-tests and post-tests designed to

collect data needed to test Hypotheses (dependent variables) One, Two,

and Three. 4) An instructor-made oral pre-test and post-test designed
to collect data needed to/ test Hypothesis (dependent variable) Four.

5) A Likert-type rating scale, administered on a pre-test post-test

basis, designed to collect data needed to test Hypothesis (dependent

variable) Five. 6) Time Logs kept by each student documenting the
time spent in actual Spanish study during the fourteen weeks of the
treatment to collect data needed to test Hypothesis (dependent

variable) Six. 7) A written learning style questionnaire administered

to the students experiencing the individualized instructional

approach, used to determine each student's cognitive learning style.

All instruments,' designed to collect data to test the si&
hypotheses were administered to both treatment groups. The

pencil-and-paper. pre-tests and the Likert-type attitude scale were
administered during; the second week of the fall semester of 1979, and
again as post-testa during the last week of the semester. These tests

were administered/ and scored by the instructor from an answer key
prepared in advance. The oral test was administered in the second
week of the fall/ semester of 1979 as a pre-test, and during the last

week of the se ster as a post-test. These- oral tests were recorded

on tape and /scored by ,-tthe instructor and by another Spanish

instructor. The student Time Logs evere totaled at -the end of the
treatment periOd.

To insure that each treatment of the independent variable was
faithful to, its instructional intent, three observers attended each
classroom for fifteen minutes on three different dates during the
semester and recorded the behaviors they observed on the observational

checklist.% At the end of the experiment, students i both groups were

asked to/ fill out an instructor and course eval tion form. The

students./ anonymous responses to the questions o the forms were

analyzed/ to provide data which were used to me ure instructor

effectieness in each of the two treatment groups.

Hypotheses One through Five were tested using .nalysis

covariance. The pre=test scores were used as a covariate
adjustment for the covariate would lead ion in the error

term, and consequent sensitive analysis. Hypothesis Six

ng a t-test. A .05 level of significance was used as
the criterion level of significance.

instructional treatment I, individualized instructional approach

The pre-tests and the Learning Style Questionnaire were used for
/ diagnostic purposes to determine each student's cognitive learning

style, strengths and deficiencies. Students were scheduled for
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one-to-one conferences with the instructor to establish individual
instructional objective , anci to select the particular materials and
activities that they would use in attempting to achieve their spe fic

objectives: The stuuents then ploogpueU through the course of udy

attheir own pace.

The material to be learned was broken up into mini-modules. There
were several moqules for each part Of the textbook used by the other
sections of intekmediate Spanish. Tie modules were kept on file along
with pre-tests, practice tests and post -tests for each module.

A room was set aside to function as a learning center'. Hours were
posted when the instructor or the teaching assistants would be

available to distribute materials, administer and score pre-tests and
post-tests over the modules, and to. confer with or tutor the
students. A great variety of instructional materials and mebia was
available. to the students. Students in the individualized instruction
group could take advantage of any of the materials and media relevant
to their own instructional objectives.

- Students worked:their way through the modules which corresponded
to the grammatical material covered in the textbook used by the other
treatment group. They tested out of some modules, achieved mastery
with the first post-test on. others, and had to redirect themselves
through other modules by doing remedial work. They moved along at a
speed that was appropriate to their needs, with some students spending
more time on one module than on another. The instructor acted as a
resource person, a facilitator and, an advisor, giving help when it was
requested. Students controlled their own learning situation and

helped to set their own objectives, operating within the restrictions
and framework of the Spanish Department.

Instructional treatment II, lecture-recitation approach

The large group mode was the major classroom grouping. The

I'lL

instructor systematically covered the meter' in the textbook in

chronological oroer. Most of the instruction as given in Spanish, in .

a lecture format, with the students reciting when called upon. There

was little movement in the'classroom. The students sat in their seats
with their books open, following the instructor as she discussed the
material in the. textbook. The instructional environment was teacher
'centered. Fifteen minutes of every class meeting was set aside for ,'

P
conversation end oral discussion over assigned outside readings. At

the ero of every chapter, usually every third class meeting, students
took a pencil-and-paper test over the material in the chapter. They

were also assigned eight compositions during the fourteen-week

treatment.

cu
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Results

As.indicated in Table I, statistical findings did not support the
acceptance of Hypothesis One. No statistically significantly greater
ability to write Spanish was evidenced in the group that experienced
the individualized _instructional approach. Figure 1 depicts these
findings.

As indicated in Tables II, III, IV and V, statistical findings

supported the acceptance Hypotheses Two, Three, Fehr and Five.
Students who experienced t individualized instructional approach to
learning Spanish demonstra d a significantly greater ability to read
and comprehend written S nish, to comprehend spoken Spanidh and to
communicate orally in grammatically correct Spanish and demonstrated a
significantly more positive attitude toward learning Spanish than did
the students who experienced a lecture-recitation approach to learning
Spanish. Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 depict these findings.

As indicated in Table VI, statistical findings supported the

rejection of the null Hypothesis Six. Sstudents who experienced the

lecture-recitation approach to learning Spanish reported spending

statistically significantly more time studying outside of class than

did students who experienced the individualized instructional

approach. Figure 6 depicts these findings.

conclusions

Students at the intermediate college level of Spanish demonstrated
a statistically significant improvement in their ability to write,

read, comprehend oral Spanish and communicate orally in Spanish,

regardless of whether they experienced the lecture-recitation approach

or the individualized instructional approach. Furthermore, the

students experiencing the indi,vidualizeo instructional approach

demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in attitude

towards learning Spanish after instruction in comparison to

.pre-instructional attitude measures. While both methods of

instruction produced statistically4'significant levels of improvement

in the ability to read. Spanish, to comprehend spoken Spanish and to
communicate orally , in. Spanish, the individualized instructional

apprbach produced a statistically significantly greater level of

improvement than did the lecture-recitation approach. Finally,

despite the fact that students in the lecture-recitation group

reported spending more time studying Spanish outside of class then did

students in the individualized instructAonal approach, the students in

the individualized instruction group tperformed the students in the

lecture- recitation group in reading Spanish, comprehending spoken

Spanish and communicating orally in Spanish; the students in the
individualized instructional group also demonstrated a statistically
significantly better attitude toward Spanish than that of the students

in the lecture-recitation group.



TABLE I

Pre-Test Post-Test Mean-Score Comparisons for Writing

and Analysis of Covariance of Post-Test Scores

n Mean SD

Orotip Pre-Test Post-Tist Pre-Test. Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test t p

I I

L R

23 23 '80.87 51.70 18.95 18.79 9.34 .0001

23 23 83.52 58.30 23.36 24.29 8.39 .0001

Variable N, OM SS df MS

Writing 46 55.00 235.19 235.19 1.18 .284

criterion level of significance of .05
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TABLE II

Pre est Post-Test Mean-SCoSe.Comparisons for Reading

and Analysis of Covariance of Post-Test Scores

n Mean SD
Group Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test

I I 23 23 6.48 3.35 3.88 . 2.35 5.02 .0001*

L R 23 - 23 6.74 5.09 4.39 3.13 2.50 .01 *

Variable N GM SS df t MS F p

Reading 46 4.22 30.25 1 30.25 6.98 .011

* criterion level of licnIficince of .05

5
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TABLE III

Pre-Test Post-Testlen-Score Comparisons for Oral Comprehension

.
and Analysis of Covariance of Post4est Scores

Group Pre-Test Post-Test
Mean SD

Pre-Test Post-Test, Pre-Test Post Test t

I I 23

L R 23

23

23

73.70

74,713

15.87

53.13

40.34

35.66

12.81

32.92

8.07

6.04

.0001

.0001*

Variable N GM SS df MS.

.Oral Comprehension 46 34.50 /5536.78 1 15536.78 48.02 .0001*

* criterion level of 5ignifteance of ,c),

A,
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TABLE IV

Pre-Test Post-Test Meen-ScoreComparisons for Oral Communication

and Analysis of Covariance of Post-Test Scorps

n Mean Sb

Group Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post -Test. Pre-Test Post-Test t p .

I I 23 23 63.04 18.83 25.93 10.89 9.56 .0001*

L A 23 23 84.61 53.57 31.49 28.27 . 8.87 .0001*

PI,
, ,r

Variable N OM SS df MS F p

Oral.
Communication 46 36.20 5320.15 1 5320.15 24.36 .0001*

criterion level,of significance of .05
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TABLE V

Pre-Test Post-Test Moan -Score Comparisons for Attitude

and Analysis of Covariance of Post-Teat Scores

n Mean SD

Group Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test t p"

I

L R

23

23

23

23

49.04

49.48

67.17

52.35

33.51

20.68

20.60

21.12

3.59

1.11

.001

.139 *

Variable GM SS df 'MS

Attitude 46 59.76 2608.70 2608.70 12.30 .001 ,,,

criterion 1ow:0,, of 3trnificnnce of .05
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ITAPLE VI

Overall COmparlson of Havana on Time Spent Staying

Group n Mean SD

,

InnivIdNitlissa
Instrwtion .' 23 79.83

- .

"!

Lectur6=ReditptiOn 23 -; 100:74

4
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3.57 .001
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Reconmendationt;

. Since pusitive finuinus (Au result fruo, this study, it is

recommended that Juither research in this area of individualized

instruction of foreign languages he cunclucteu. Attention should be

directed toward the following areas:

1. 'Replication of the study should ,,pe undertaken to determine if

the findings will be supported wfth different instructors.

2. A study should be undertaken in first-year college level
Spanish to determine whether the individualized approach is

effective with students who have no previous knowledge of the

language.

3. A study should be undertaken using a larger sample size in

order to increase the generalizability of the findings.

4. A study should be undertaken to attempt to -determine )why

there was no statistically significant difference in the

ability to write Spanish between the two groups in this

study. Replication of the study and a careful examination of

the findings from Hypothesis One would be a step in this

directon.

. Many questions were opened up in this study as to why

students in the individualized instruction group developed

such a statistically signiticantly more positive attitude

toward Spanish. Further research in this area is recommended.

6. Since students in both groups demonstrated a statistically

significant improvement in ability to write, read;

comprehend, and speak Spanish, research should' be undertaken

to determine whether, taking into consideratiQn the cost

involved (both financial and in staff time), )it is cost

effective to adopt an individualized instructional approach

to teaching foreign languages at the college level.
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FRENCH COMPOSITION FOR BEGINNERS: AN INDIVIDUALIZED APFOACH

-ftbrre F. Cintas
Pennsylvania State University

and Middlebury College

OVER THE LAST THREE SUMMERS, beginning French students at Middlebury
College:have bebn given a chance to develop their writing skills via
an individualized approach. ere are certain characteristics
specific to-the Middlebury program, but it is still adaptable to other
college situations.

Eadh summer since 1978' Middlebury has hosted a small group of
beginning students in French. The group' is heterogeneous,-comprised
of undergraduate students, graduate students, professiondls, and even
dilettantes. For the years .1978 to 1980, the--beginniyig students can
be broken down as follows:

1978 '1979. 1980

Freshmen & Sophomores 4 5 5 7

Juniors & Seniors 2 2 2,

Graduate Students 1 5", 4
Others

TOTAL
'1, .1

-179 - IT

.

Generally, all ' these students are highly- motivated, although
individual abilities 'may vary. Many students, for example, have
already studied one or two languages. In 1980, 'the class profile was
as follows: three were 'native speakers .of languages other than
English (Spanish, Farsi, and Arabic); five had already studied
Spanish;, four had studied German., and one had ,studied Russian. The
'student had studied Latin and Greek. Six students had .had na previous
exposure to a second -language.'

The beginner over the years 1978-1980 have fallen into two basic
groups: firstulhe undergraduates,'who generdlly attend Middlebury to
learn a second or a third foreign language; second, the graduates, who
seek to learn French in order to fulfill certain degree requirements.
During these years it has.been ourexperienceAhat'the undergraduates
have been noticeably more successful at learning French than the
graduates. This difference can probly be attributed to the fact
that most of the undergraduates have studied another foreign
language. (Motivation does not seem to be a deciding factor, since
all the students--with rare exceptions--are highly motivated.
Perhaps, however, there are different types of motivation. The
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undergraduates are interested in learning the language t'or itself; the

graduates need to learn the language for an immediate purpose.)

The unoeWaduate program is seven weeks long, and the students

receive tour Mburs of classroom instruction per day, five days a week;

for a total of 140 hours. Three instructors share the teaching

assignmenta The first instructor teaches two hours in the morning,

covering the material which appears in the course manual: cultural

content, vocabulary, and supplementary reading material. A second

instructor, teaching an hour a day, reinforces the material covered by

the first instructor. The third instructor meets with the students
for one hour every afternoon and attempts to provide the stuoents with

situations in which they can use the French than they have learned.

In such an intensive .program many students, because of their

unusually high motivation, want and try to speak Fiench almost from

the very first day. Many of them immediately use all the French they

have just learned -- grammar, morphology, and vocabulary- -and they

promptly fill the gaps with English. This can be a stimulating

situation t'or a teacher: the efforts that the students make are

spectacular, and not always clumsy.

It woulo be pedagogically unsound to tell a student, "You will

speak when you really can," for there is obviously no ideal moment

when a student may officially start to speak. It students want to

speak, the best we can do is to try to channel their oesires, needs,

and energy. Meanwhile, since attempting to control oral expression is

self-defeatiny, it seems that the most reasonable approach is to

control something more easily controllable: written expression.

As early as possible Middlebury students are asked to write, and

their first paragraphs usually follow a certain pattern. Most often,

the first composition is a series of five or six short sentences which

the students are invited to turn in at the end of the first week.

Most of them respond to this invitation, although there are no

penalties for not doing so and there is no grading. During the second

week, students are told that once their first short composition has
been corrected they may expand on the same theme, if they wish. The

following is a sample of a second composition by one of the better

students.

3e m'apelle Judy. Je suis Americaine. Jt suis etuoiate

A Pecole Francaise de Middlebury College. Je suis

debutante. Je ne parle pas tres bien Francais.

Pendant l'annee je suis etudiente. A Bryn Mawr. Je parle

allemand et un peu Portugais.

Mes parents habitent a Philadelphie. J'ai aeux freres

et je n'ai pas de soeurs. Nous avons une chienne qui

s'apelle "break-my-back." Nous avons aussi un chat qui

s'appOine Tiger-lilly.
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When a composition is turned'in all mistakes are corrected by the
instructor and some editing is done if necessary. (The students e

never asked to correct a mistake that has been only identified by he

instructor.) The student's next task is to rewrite his compost on.

It isthen turned in along with the original. The instructor rec cks

it and then returns it to the student. (Rewritten composition are

rarely error free, hence there is a necessity to double check hem.

Moreover, the Oersonal rapport that grows between the student and the
teacher as they work together to produce the best possible written
work is an important feature of our approach.)

At- the next stage, the student is asked to memorize one of his
compositions, and a certain amount of role playing will follow. At a
meal, for example (the students and instructors take their meals
together), the instructor mad invite a. graduate student in the

language to ask a few questions of the beginning student. The

graduate student usually asks some simple and basic questions like
"Comment est-ce que to t'appelles?" The range of real-life responses
of which the beginning student is capable is usually astounding.

Students are not always willing to memorize their entire
compositions, but the majority of them will do so. Again, at ealtime
an instructor who knows what the student can respond to, gu es the
conversation and keeps the questioning within manageable bounda ies.

Each time a student has turned in an error-free composition
during the course, he is invited to write another. No specific topic
is assigned, but most students, if not all, stay close to their
personal and immediate experience. The following paragraph is a

sample (this is the beginning of a composition of about 200 words):

,.
Il y a semaines que je suis arrive a l'ecole

Francaise a Mi ?p.m1'+'' . ry. D'abord j'etais assez depayse car tout
le monde parla ' xciWsivement Frangais. Apres tout, je ne
comprends pas beaucoup de mots qui sont utiles dans la

conversation, parce que je suis debutant. Mais apres la
premiere semaine, cependant, ga n'allait pas tropmal et j'ai
commence a parler un peu Francais.

Middlebury students are bound by oath to speak French at all

times. They prefer to associate with students having a proficiency
equal or superior to theirs. Though mute -at first, they quickly react
to the situation and view their composition program as one avenue
toward recognition and involvement. Getting the students to write
freely is the easiest step in this instructional system. Correcting
the papers, however, can become an onerous task. The number and
length of some compositions makes this part of the process very

time-consuming.

'Regardless of the lockstep classroom situation, the 'program
encourages the students to learn according to thqir abilities.
Because students are given a chance to write freely, they explore the
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learning process on their own terms. They fine what they neeo to know

either through a book or by asking an instructor or a graouate

student. There is always an abundance of learning resources available
to the inquiring student. in fact, it turns out that this technique
is not merely a teaching' device, but rather a vehicle for

self-expression that allows the stuoents to write as much as the,

instructors can possibly correct. It gives the stuoents a chance to
See their compositions rewritten in goon French, which they can then
memorize ano use in the context in which they live.

In adoition to the amount of correction work create° --fra- the

teachers, this approach has otner shortcomings. An astute learner,

for example, can fairly easily oevelop a strategy of avoioing

obstacles, i.e., in a tree composition one ooes not have to use wnat
one ooes not know. One technique that can help force the stuoents
into terra incognita is to ask each stuoent to write a set of

questions that he would like his classmates to ask him. when the
questions are turneo in, they 'are correcteo uy the instructor and then
returned to the stuoent. Next, they are rewritten by the stuoent and
turneo in again. At this stage the instructor asks the stuoent tu
oiscaro the obviouSly easier questions. Now, with the stuoent

operating at his own level or ability, he is placeu in a challenging
situation. This technique, used at successively higher levels,

provioes room for continued growth ano improvement.

The stuoents' correcteo questions are mimeojrapneo anG pasSeo out
to all the members et the class. Each stuoent must respond to his own
questions; the Gouging strateg.y't cannot be used very well. These

question anc answer sessions provioe the setting for continued stuoent
interaction. rinile it wool° oe oirficoit to give a quantitative

It, measure of tne students' prpgress, it can be sic that the majority of

Students o0 well. Each summer, in tact, one or two stuoents reach a
level of proficiency equal or even superior to that of a trc:ro-year

French maiir.

writing compositions in a beginner's course can play a' major role

in language learning. The incivioualizeo approach presenteo here nas
several essential features. They are: i) allowing. each stuoent a

Chance to begin writing at a very early stage; 2) proviJing each
stuoent witn tne opportunity to write at his own pace; 3) provioi
each stuoent with prompt corrections of nis m stakes; '4) requiring

that all compositions oe rewritten tree of er ors; and 5) making

cevelopment of the writing skill, whidh is a skill tnat can be

controlled ano checkec, a support fcr oevelopme or the more elusive

speaking skill.
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SELF-PACING AND STRUCTURE. IN INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION: EXPERIENCEY
OF THE SPANISH PROGRAM AT THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

I
Kathleen S. Cox
The Ohio State University

Alix Ingber
Sweet Briar College

Introduction

THE PRIMARY GOALS OF THE Spanish staff at The Ohio State University in
setting up its program of individualized instruction were both
pedagogical and practical. In addition to the desire to develop a
program in which students could receive help from instructdrs on a
one-to-one basis according to,their needs, it was also felt that we
should provide a program with sufficient flexibilty to allow students
with complicated or heavy schedules to take Spanish without having to
adhere to the five day, five hour per week schedule of the traditional
classroom program.

As it turn out, both aspects of our program--its self-paced
nature and its flexibility--have appealed to a great number of
students, attract ng many who would not normally be studying Spanish
during a particul r quarter - -or ever. At the same time, however, the
lack of apparent structure ih the individualized language programs at
OSU has also created a number of problems unique to this type of
program. The intention of this paper is to aescribe these problems,
indicate the steps we have taken in an attempt to lessen their impact,
and report the results we have achieved to date.

The major difficulties students experience in the individualized
program are nearly all related to their tendency to procrastinate.
While the classroom track provides a day-to-aay syllabus and specific
dates for exams, the individualized programs encourage students to
work at their own pace. 110e._ problem, of course, 4-that for many
students, "at their own pace" ends up meaning at no(Oace at all, and.
students who begin the program intending to complete as much work as-
is done in the classroomOr even more--often react to the program's
flexibility in such a way that they do very little work during the
first seven or eight weeks of a ten-week quarter and then must put in
enormous amounts, of time at the end of. the quarter in order to
complete even. the minimum amount of irk required. Occasionally, in
fact, things have gotten so bad that a handful of students even forget
that they are enrolled for a Spanish course.

While this i a common problem, it do trA/t a 'single

underlying.'ause The most frequent reasons for p astination seem
.4

4'n
Lj
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to be the following (in approximately the order indicated):

1. General lack of maturity: many students are simply not

capable of taking full responsibility for, their own rate of

learning.

2. Real pressure from other sources: students tend to out aside

work in the individualized program when they are faced with

more ,specific deadlines in other courses, or from

responsibilities related to off-campus jobs.

3. Unrealistic objectives: students forget to consider their

work in the individualized program when making a tally of the

credit hours they are taking during *particular quarter. As

a result, they find themselves registered for more work than

they are able to handle. Some also make the incorrect

-,1,assumption that the inOivirjUalized program will be easier

"than the classroom track.

4. A reluctance to ask for help: students with noor language

skills are sometimes-too embarrassed to admit that theyx-are

having problems. They may put in a lot of time, but make

very little progress because they do not ask for tutoring;

from the program staff.

Before discussing the measures we have taken td deal with some of

the above student problems, we should like to present a brief

description of, our program in its original format.

Students enroll for the individualized course. All new

students attend a two-week orientation in which procedures

are explained to them and they cover the material fof the

first unit of credit in, a classroom format. After this time

they are "on their own,"- continuing, the work at their own

pace, using the learning packet as a guide, and coming in to

meet with instructors to ver each lesson and to take

tritir oral, andNritten uni vs.- A minimum grade of Elq%

is before a stud y go on to the next unit'of

credit. During the seventh w 'of the quarter each student

must meet with an instructor to sign a credit contract,

through which "he makes a binding agreementas to how many

credits he will complete by the end of the quarter.

Students may add or drop hours at this time, or may elect to

keep the number of hours for which they were originally

enrolled. Students who do not complete he number of hours

indicated, in their contact by the, nd of 'the quarter

receive a failing grade for :the entire oursie (total number

of hours, contracted). Students who complete their contracts

,early may go on to do additional work i.f time permits.

1:

It might be added that during the original phase of the program

students who did no,work by the seventh wri. of. the quarter were

"disenrolled". iii:om<the program, and also that large numbers of

=

tij

;

T,
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incompletes were given during this period.

Evolution of the changes

During the first quarter the program was in operation students

worked fairly well, completing an average of 2.47 credit hours

apiece. During the subsequent quarters of the 1977-78 academic,year,

however, the' program's newness seemed to wear off, and this average

dropped steadily, reaching a low of 1.79 by the summer of 1978.

Moreover', these later figures include a considerable amount of work

which was actually done the following 'quarter in making up a grade of

Incomplete, so that even less new work was completed 'than these

figures appear to indicate (see Figure 1, for graph of average credits).

Our problem, then, was twofold:: to (maintain the pedagogical

advantages of ethe individualized. concept (and its inherent

fleXibility) and to encourage students to be ,.more productive within

this often unfamiliar framework. In the summer of 1978, as the pilot

phase of the program was coming to an end, the Spanish staff decided

that, at the very least; students should be required to complete a

minimum amount of work in order to receive a passing grade. ,This

'minimum was set at tiro credit hours per quarter, and became the

backbone for the gradual\adpition of structure (or, at times, apparent

istructure) to the progipt It 'was also decided at this point that no

Incompfetes would begiv unless a student had already completed a

major portion of work tdr7the course and could present a valid (i.e.,

usually medical) written excuse for not being able to finish on time.

This policy was consistent with the. University regulations regarding

the assigning of.Incompletes. ,

As the Autumn Quarter 1978 began, it soon became clear that these

minimum requirements did have some beneficial effect. Students were

completing the two-hour minimum, and not a single incomplete was

given. The average number Mf credits completed rose to a real 2.49.

It was felt, however, that these preliminary measures were not

sufficient to get studerlts to work most effectively. Too much work

was still i5N.ng crammed into the final weeks of the quarter, and

procrastination was-still seen as the major cause for this. During

that quarter, therefore, we conducted interviews with all students in

the program at the,time they,,came in to sign their, credit contracts.

These interviews falloWed a set series of questions, through which we

attempted to ascert4nitudenist.reasons for .enrolling in the program

and their reactionsto:the prd 'itself. andto their own performance

in it A majority Of..stu0e erviW werendicated that they we

happy with the program, ,b _dieS

Oatisfied,--with

their own rate of

.progress. Moreover,80%,of:all,students:stated, when,- sked, that an

attendance requirement wouldWeXtremely helpful .ip,T clog them to

'work more consistently. /,

As a result of, the ,infdAmation gathered .from' thisrst set of
),

interviews, the .program staff decided that appAio0al. elements of

structure' could. be worked,,: into the program withOPteopardizing the

integrity of the,individvalized approach. Since 4efelt'that further

.47
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FIGURE 1

AVERAGE NUMBER OF UNITS OF CREDIT COMPLETED

PER STUDENT BY QUARTER AND YE0
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raising the minimum Ainber of credits to be completed would present
difficulties to studerits with extre poor language skills, it was

decided that we would experimen with applying pressure of a

psychological rather than a stri tl dministrative nature.

As a first step, it was deci d that the two-week classroom
orientation should be replaced by a ree-day orientation designed to
give the students a better idea of how the program works and what
kinds of difficulties students encounter when working on their own.
This included a full hour "workshop on ;ma rastination" in which quest
speakers--former students whohad expe ed serious problems in the
program and others who had been very ssful--were invited to share
their personal experienceS with t-e new students.

During the final day of this orientation students were required to

-1--meet with an instructor to fill out a person /1 syllabus--a
week-by-week schedule in which a plan for work to be done during the
quarter was mapped out in advance, taking into account the amount of
work the student would attempt to complete and any individual problems
the student might have with regard to language learning and/or

scheduling. These personal syllabi were to be filled out in

duplicate: one would be retained by the student for reference and the
other would be kept in a ring binder in the Learning Center to be used
by students as a sign-in sheet for attendance.

A minimum attendance requirement was set at two hours per week.
This too, however, was more in the nature of apparent pressure than
real, since University regulations specifically forbid the enforcement
of attendance requirements.

The effect of these measures could be seen immediately. Durino

the Winter 'Quarter more 'students, began working earlier in the

quarter. Results, in fact, were so good that we found ourselves faced
with a serious problem of overcrowding ,in the Learning Center. This

was resolved at first through the use of a bakery-style take-a-number
system which helped to //some degree but was difficult to control.
During the now all-no-familiar end of the quarter crush, some

students found themselves having to wait up to foIr hours for

instructor time. In all, however, improvement continued, and the

average number of credits completed per student rose to 2.66.

The winter of 1979 was also the last time we disenrolled students
from the program. We realized during that quarter that students who
had been disenrolled were not being penalized (all record of their
having taken the course was removed by the registrar) wrrile the more
responsible students who dropped the course at around the same time
were receiving a grade of "W" on their permanent Tecords. We felt
that tnis was unfair and also that our students should be aware from
the beginning that they alone would be responsible foi. their

enrollment-in the program.

One furl er change was made during the winter of 1979. Students

who intended to complete Oleir contracts during final exam week were
required to ign up for appointments td to so. This systeo worked out
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very nicely, and cut down the crowds and contusion Aormlly
experienced during'that week.

lr
At the end of Winter Quart 1979 the psogiam staff met to discuss

the recent changes made in th program and the problems whioh.still

existed. It was agreed that we now faced two serious and paradoxical

problems: procrastination and overcrowding. We decided that we

should, in the springs experiment with an appointment system:

students would sign up to work with an instructor up to a weekin
advance. Students working on the same material would be encouraged to

double up for an appointment; other students who ne 0 help and did

not have an appointment could work with an instruc if there was

time available, on a first-come, first-served, basis. udents.could

not make appointments by telephone; they would, however, be encouraged
to call in to cancel an appointment if they found themselves unable to

come in.

This system, which we are still using, has had a' number' of

beneficial results. Overcrowding has been virtually eliminated

(except, as usual, during the final week of the quarter).. The

appointments also haVe increased the number of students working

together and, at the same time, seem to encourage students to plan

their work more carefully. Furthermore, having an appointment to keep

has given students a new sense of obligation, and many have told us

that they would not have come in' on a particular day were it not for

the fact that they did not want to miss an appointment. Thus, the

system designed, to deal with the problem of overcrowding also hat

turned out to be effective in reoucing the amount of procrastination

that had been taking place.
A

One additional restriction was imposed Curing Spring' Quarter

1979: students' were told that o ly thdse completing contracts of five
or more credit hours (the equivalent of a classroom course) would be
permitted to take exams during finals weekand then only on the first

day of that week. As a result, the peak of student productivity was
pushed back one week, and only twelve students completed work during

finals week (as opposed to seventy-seven the previous quarter).

That spring, as a result, showed another rise in student

productivity--to 2.99 credits per student. No changes were maoe for

the summer, normally a low-enrollment quarter at OSU. (Many stuaents

studying with us during the summer were studying only Spanish that

qUarter.) Overall, an average of 3.48 credits per student was

completed. The following Autumn Quarter 1979, with typical enrollment

loads and with 'students following the same procedures as outlined
above, the average completion rate was 3.16 credit hours per student.

By the end of Autumn Quarter 1979, the program staff felt that
while the program was,certemly working better than it had the year

before, there were still some problems that had td*Oe dealt with. Not

the least. of these was the students tendency--still--to

p &ocrastinate. Although substantially More students hao done 'regular,

consistent 'work ouring that quarlef'tnan previously, many-continued to

wait until the last minute to get a significant., portion' of their4
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lidicts,cOmpleted, ThlWroblem came to a head during the last week
of the qugrter, every instructorin the program came away with the
imOressish thapmanvbf bur:,students needed additional pressure put ON

i *ier to prevent,the-recurrence of such a situation.
r ;

JOuvrelspdnse., tci institute a series of further .regulations for
die wintg ol'-1980! 019pe regulations were de igned to give a real
4dvanitda t5-ttudehts whb work consistently--a whatever paceduring
the 4xrst'seven week: of the. quarter. These students would receive
prefdiehLal treatment in signing up for appointments during the final
weeks,'While the others would not only have fewer opportunities to

.sigry up,-but also would be denied tutoring and oral lesson review
ions, ..after the seventh week. Students who had been working

consistently were allowed to sign up for appointments in both columns
of our two-column appointment sheet; those who were designated as
non-preferential students were allowed to sign up only .in the
right-hand column.

These procedures, adopted to penalize students who had not been
working consistently, proved to be rather unmanageable. Part of the
problem stemmed from the way we chose to differentiate between the
groups: students who had completed a unit of credit before the
beginning of contract week (the seventh week) were designated as
preferential students. Also included in this group were students who
had not yet 'completed. a wit of credit but who had been working
steadily all during the quarter. As a result, the number of
preferential students far exceeded the number of non-preferential
students, eliminating the possibility of preferential students'
receiving any real special treatment. In addition, the
non-preferential students were glad not to have to go over each lesson
with an instructor. Thus half of their penalty became .a prize.
Hence, the overall effect of these policies was to introduce much
confusion about who could sign where on the appointment sheet and not,
as had been desired, to motivate students to work consistently by
providing a real advantage et the end of the quarter. The average
number of credits completed per student; fell to 2.95.

A questionnaire completed by #t*ents during contract week
suggested that a portion of their deqkine in productivity may have
been due to a difficulty in making appointments when they were
needed. Many students complained that they were unable to get an
appointment when they were ready to be tested and, thus, were not able
to progress as quickly as they might shave. The overwhleming majority
said that they liked the program, however, especiall/ its flexibility
and the self-pacing component. Moreover, of the 172 students who
completed the questionnaire, 40% said they would not have been
enrolled in a Spanish course that quarter if the individualized
program did not exist. Thus, while there were still problems, the
program did seem to be serving the needs of a larger number of
students.

Winter of 1980 was also the first quarter during which the
individualized program was more cost effeCtive than the classroom
program in terms of units of credit earned per class section. This
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trend has continued to the present. (The two programs had been about

equal in cost effectiveness since Spring Quarter 1979. Before that,

the individualized program.hao been significantly less cost effective

than the classroom track. See Table I.)

During Spring Quarter 1980 the same regulations were followed, as

in Winter Quarter 1980, with similar results. Students averaged only

.2.69 units each. During the last week of the- quarter --a quarter in

which 215 students were enrolled in the program--192 units of credit

were completed; This last-minute glut of activity brought on by

pro4astination became intolerable for the program staff. We decides

that, further stringent regulations' would be needed. These stronger

regulations were 'instituted during summer 1980 and continue in effect

now during autumn 1980. So, far, they seem to have helped. (As noteo

above, summer quarter tends to differ from the other quarters of the

year, so we will not know until the' end of the present quarter what

effect the regulations have had on-the program.)

Several change e maae. Contract week was moved forward from

the''seventh week to the fourth: we wanted the students to start

thinking of Spanish a a real course with a real, set number of credit

hours early. in the quarter. (The fourth week was chosen because

Friday of that week is the last day on which students may drop a

course without penalty.) Contracts are still turnecrin to the college

offices at the end of the seventh week, however, so this change has

enabled us to be somewhat more flexible in tealing with students who

forget to-contract. Also, if we find a student who has been working

steadily but who has,gotten bogged down Unexpectedly by a particularly

difficult grammar point, we are .able to renegotiate his or her

contract before we turn the contracts in to the colleges.

Another new regulation states that one unit of credit must be

completed by the end, of the sevent,h week or the student, will fail

unless he or she ordps the course.' Stuoents may drop.a course through

Friday of this week although they receive a "W" on their permanent

recoros. Tne primary purpose for this regulation was to get at least

part of the credit of the quarter done earlier. It is a stricter

version of the "oisenrollment" policy that we had used earlier, and in

effect re9pires7that students complete some of their credit by the end

of the seventh week or take responsibility for getting, out of the

Course.

The final change in regulations made in the summer of 1980 was

also'intended to lessen the last crush of work oone at the end of the

,quarter : those students who contract for two or three units of creoit

'may no longer work during the last week of classes. They must finish

their contracts by the end of the next-to-last week, generally the

ninth week. Students completing four units must finish by the last

day of classes, as before. Those completing five or more credits may

still work the first day of finals week. In.addition, during the last

week in which a student is allowed to work, he or she may retake a

test only once to pass it; he or she may not reta a test simply to

better the graoe. On the last day of that week, my one test may be

taken.
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There were very few problems with these new rules. Most students

who had not completed a unit by the end of the seventh week drooped.

This lowered the number of students enrolled, but except for five

students, those who stayed completed their contracts. On the averane,

students completed 3.33 credits each during summer 1980. Only summer

1979 had had a higher average.. (As mentioned earlier, summer "quarters

are usually not typical of the other quarters; thOs, it cannot be said

with certainty that the trend of falling productivity is being

reversed. The summer 1980 results are, however, promising.)

Conclusion

In is three years of operation, the OSU Spanish Individualized

,Program s undergone a steady evolution from nearly total flexibility

to more tructured flexibility. This,process has been necessary to

counteract the human tendency to procrastinate. clexibility is still

an important and valued aspect of the individualized learning concept

for us, and we do not believe we have undermined it in any way by

adding the' structure that we have. Even if a student has not

completed a unit of credit by the seventh week, for example, he or she

may foid failure by dropping the course.

We have found that only the-most cganized and self-initiating

person can work effectively in an environment of total freedom. POT

most of the others, the setting of a minimum amount of required work

seems to he necessary. Such a minimum should be low enough, however,

so that even the slowest students can complete it and enjoy a sense of

accomplishment. More able students need to be pressured in other wa s

to complete more than the minimum amount of work and not to lea

to the end of the quarter. Psychological pressure has been effec_ive

for .many students: simply writing things on oaper (schedules,

appointments, etch) does seem to increase a student's sense of

ooligation. When psychological pressure is not enough to make the

program manageable, however, deadlines are necessary. The deadlines

should be reasonable and not threaten the flexibility of the program.

T ering of deadlines, at the end of the auarter seems to be

wellfor us.

Our students have never complained when we have added rules that

make them aet their work done sooner. They,'too, realize that the

regulations help them work closer to the limits of their abilities.

They also realize that it is not fair to them, the other Audents, or

the staff when they leave their work to the end of the quarter. The

structure we have imposed seems to have had the effect of encouraging

students to make more effective use of-the inherent flexibility of the

program.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LATIN AT DELAWARE: A PROGRESS REPORT

Gerald R. Culley
University of Delaware

t
THIS PAPER IS LARGELY THE result of my experience i the first

conference on individualized instruction in languages The Ohio

State University seventeen months ago. Besides reading my own paper

at the meeting,1 I managed to hear quite a few things that others
were saying. Jpe approach I had made to individualization was quite

modest--just a ilret of computer lessons to help the slower students

catch up, keep brighter students challenged, ana expand the

availability of skill-building exercises for the middlers. Students

who were ill-prepared in the concepts and terminology of grammar and
syntax got a computer review of that subject early in the term, and
everyone had access to lessons on the morpholOgy of Latin verbs,
nouns,' and adjectives,-plus transformation drills in Latin. All of

the individualization was left to the computer; otherwise, students

all attended. classes and took the same tests on the\same dates. Was

that individualized instruction? Not by the common definition, but it
did provide much more flexibility than the class alone had done before

the computer came on the scene. I thought, and still think, that it

had merit.

The summer of 1979 should have been an unmixed oelight for

me--there was only the need to write the final computer lesson in

,translation techniques and finish the Delaware PLATO Latin

Curriculum.2 But through the summer and into the fall I was nagged
by the feeling that something more basic needed to be done. The only

cure for nagging is action, so soon that one final computer. lesson

became two, and a syllabus for a truly individualized course began to

take shape.

During the 1979-80 academic year I took advantage of a department

seminar on teaching techniques to present a prospectus of the

individualized program to my colleagues. Their critique was positive

enough to convince methat it was worthwhile to submit it a a new

course for review by, the college committee on academic affairs. It is

now before that committee, but under our procedures one may offer an
experimental version of a course once while awaiting formal' approval.

That is how it happens that eleven students are enrolled'now in the

individualized Latin course.

Unlike the program I described at the first conference, this one

is independent of the traditional Latin course. Students enroll in

either one or the other. Let me tell you about the individualized

track, and how the computer makes it possible for one person to
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aaminster it within a, time commitment comparable to a traditional
course.

The program covers the first year of Latin at the college level.
With variable credit, this year's work may be accomplished in as many
as six semesters or as little as one. 6t student who enrolls for, say,

two credits and successful&y completes that amount may re-enroll in
the course the following semester. He will begin where he left off.
Repeated enrollments are possible up to a maximum of six credits,
which is the equivalent of a year of the traditional class. So much
for the bookkeeping; it is a familiar format.

A student in the program has four resources: first is the

Wheelock textbook3 buttressed by the newly published workbook4 for
that text; the second is a detailed syllabus; the third is conferences
with the instructor. These three are familiar enough to require no
elaboration. Together the provide most of an individualized program;
but at least four more needs must be met if that program is to work:

1. Students must have close monitoring of their developing

skills in morphology, sentence translation, and

grammatical/syntactic analysis of sentences. Even a workbook
is inadequate here because a student's work must still be
checked in some manner. Without prompt correction or

reinforcement the learner is left wondering whether he is

learning good techniques or bad ones. He has to know when a
verb form is right and when not; when a sentence is

incorrectly translated; or when a construction has beer)

analyzed correctly. Otherwise his progress will be faltering
and his confidence, nil.

2. Tests must be available whenever needed.

progressing at a different rate, test number
given at many different times. If the same
repeatedly, some cheating is Ibound to occur.
student should have a unique version of test
with all of the versions being comparable i

difficulty.

With everyone
three may be

test is used
Ideally, each
umber three,

n content and

3. Students must have access to an instructor with reasonable
ease, not only for questions about the language itself, but
also for communication about the housekeeping details of the
course and for forging the link, between the two that will

help to motivate the student-to work consistently because ,he
knows his instructor wants and expects him to achieve.

4. If possible, students should have a sense of shared
endeavorthat others are at work just as they are. Any one
student may not meet his peers in a regular classroom, but he
should know they are there.



I know of three ways of =ire ing these needs. The first is the

learning center, a facility s ffed by faculty and/or teaching

assistants and kept open for a b to ial part of each week. This is,

an excellent solution, but it requi s a fair-sized staff. Most

classics departments do nota have t resources to maintain such' a
facility. The second approach is for o faculty member to attempt to
give the needed personal attention to each student. Though possible,

this solution is extraordinarioly demanding in terms of time and

energy. Most faculty who try it are likely to find that their other
duties -- teaching, research, or service--soon are slighted.

As should be evident at this point, the third method is the
computer. As used at Delaware, here is how it meets those needs: The

job of monitoring student progress in morphology, sentence translation
and sentence analysis is greatly facilitated by use of the Delaware.
PLATO Latin Curriculum. This is aset of six lessons developed at the
University of Delaware over the past five years. Ea s intended to

be used repeatedly by a student throughout the c rse. Some

forty-five to sixty hours of instruction, can jpe had rough the
lessons in the course of a year's work. Threeof the 1 ssons are
concerne0 with morphology of verbs, nouns and abjectivN. They

. involve diagnostic exercises to ,.identify areas of confusion or gaps in
each student's knowledge, as well as remedial or skill-building
practice, in producing or recognizing various inflected forms. .A vital
feature of these lessons is that they contain algorithms which inflect,
the variable parts of speech in Latin. This capability allows the
lessons to provide almost limitless numbers of inflected fOrms for
drill purposes or, alternatively, to analyze a form a student has
typed:and then state, for example, that the verb stem is correct but
that the tense/mood sign is wrong. Such ,"smart" lessons can provide
much of the routine checking of student work that otherwise would have
to be done by an instructor- -and darx_Ove many of the same hints and
corrective comments that instructors would furnish.

The fourth lesson in the series, consists of a bank of

transformation =ills in which a stuoent does repeated manipulations
of a Latin sentence, making one change in the sentence upon cue and
then'Oetermining what other changes are forced by that mooification.
Partially correct answers are recognize() and any offending elements in
them are pointed out.

Lesson five gives practice in sentence translation, with the added
feature that a student may interrogate the computer about any word in
any sentence. With a touch on the touch-senSitive display screen, he
can learn the dictionary meaning of a word, the dictionary entry for
it, its grammatical form, or its function in the sentence. Free() in

this way from the need to juggle dictionary, grammar book and

grammatical tables, he can concentrate on the real business of

translating--the integration of all this discrete information into

something that'expresses a thoUght.

The last lesson gives practice in old-fashioneo pasing of, words
inccontext.., Students work through sentences one word at a time, first
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identifying which part of speech a word is, then identifyina it

grammatical form:, No typing is necessary: the parsing is done wholl
by touching the appropriate labels on the terminal's display screen.
An incorrect identification of a noun, pronoun, adjective or verb will
cause the computer to inflect and display a form that corresponds to
the student's identification. Thus, if a student were to identify

portaverat as third person plural, . pluperfect active subjunctive
(rather than third singular indicative, as it is), the computer would
produce the subjunctive form portavissent and display it for

comparison with the target form. reedback of this kind is much more
helpful than a simple "No, try again."

It should be emphasized that the Delaware's PLATO Latin Curriculum
is meant to be used by the student as a tool for diagnosing his
errors, them, and building his skills. It does much of
what a livin tjtor would do in going over a student's homeworkhUt
it does it immediately, not hours or ,days after the exercise was
written. Conferences with the instructor are still needed, of course:
but their frequency and their duration are drastically reduced with
the computer's help. At the same time, a student's progress is

accelerated and his confidence is holstered.

Tne second need was for tests that. were comparable in difficulty
and subject matter, Out individually different. The computer can make

that possible. Students in the De.laware m take two tests per
module, with the entire six-credit course sting of six modules.
This means twelve tests for any one student: since anv test may he
taken a second time,- there is actuallly a potential for twenty-four

tests to he taken by one student. Multioly by the number of enrolled

students, and the number of tests needed arows explosively. 8

terrifying job if done manually, this becomes quite manageable if the
computer does it. A 'relatively simple compUter routine aenerates
individual"tests by selecting at random froM banks of auestiIns. Fach

question comes from 3 bank' of five comparable ouestions, and the
compLete tests thus generated are individuallv unique while preservno.
the. same testing objectives: that is, sentence three on .any one

version of test number one will include a complementary infinitive

with a form of possum to test knowledge of that syntactic, oattern.

The computer routine for generating tests is, if you will pardon

my exuoerance, a joy to watch. The instructor simply chooses the
testing level he wants (say, theend-of-moduletest for module 2), and
the machine displays an appropriate test. The touch of a button

produces a,hard copy of the screen display which can be handed to the
student to be taken' as a traditional penCil-and-paper test. a student

may not even know that his. test was produced by computer. The

instructor, however, knows that he can rib to the coTputer and, with ,
successive preSses of a single key, Produce as many unique versions of-
that level two test as he wants, ilPabout one every five seconds.
security and comparability are both satisfied, and with minimal drain
on the'instruCtor's own time. \_
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Third on the 1 of n ds was easy access to the instructor. The

computer can help here rou its message facility. Instructor and
student can send and receive otes which other users of the computer
cannot inspect. In this way specific questions can be answered,
conferences can be arranged, and information of a personal or a

general nature can be gassed. My practice is to sign on to the

computer at least once each day so that notes which have been left for
me will receive attention promptly. Since there are PLATO terminals
at numerous sites around the campus, students can contact me in this
way without coming near my office and without having to try to catch

,me near the telephone.

Last of all is the awkward problem of helping a stude t in an
individualized program to feel that he is a part of a class -with all
that implies in the way of shared work, friendly competi ion, and

mutual progre s. The computer also helps a bit in th area by

providing an n-line "grade book." Any student may check this feature
to see not-only his own test scores, but also overall class averages,
mean and median scores for any exam, grade distributions, and the
like. No one student can see any other student's grades with a name'
attached, but each one can see how he is faring in comparison to the
class.

It is certainly appropriate that individualized instruction, which
by its very name promises to be many things to many students, should
have many forms in different institutions. For the small classics
program, individualized instruction may somettMes seem a luxury
available on y to the giants. -My experience at Delaware, however,
even in this irst semester, is that one person can in fact administer
an individual.zed program, and do so without stealing time from other
duties, if he has a computer to helikhim.

Notes

1Geralc R. Culley, "A Computer Supplement to Individualize the

Latin Course," Proceedings of. the 1st National Conference on

-Individualized Instruction in Foreign ,Languages . (Ohio State

University, 1979) pp. 12L -124. ,

2PLATO is a registered trademark of Control Data Corporation.

3Frederick M. Wheelock, Latin:' An' Introductory Course Based on
Ancient Authors, 3rd ed. (Barnes & Noble, 1963).

4Paul T. Comeau, Workbook for Wheelock's Latin: An Introductory
Course (Barnes & Noble, 1980),.

4
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DEVELOPING ORAL-AURPJL CANGUAGE PROFICIENCY IN AN INDIVIDUALIZED SETTING

Elena M. DeCosta
College of Wooster

)

BER OF STUDIES HAVE pointed to the ortance of instrumental
integrative motivation as wgJ.1 as inter up relations for succe ing
second language learning4 Ois approach the study of communicative
coMpetence focuses on,b , the cagnitive nd the situational contexts
of language learning. ,, .. th first and s cond language learners, in
informal learning' coh 4" s have specific information to transmit andwr,.

.

understand and, _equally
,

important, they ha e a genuine needp'convey
or comprehend this information. Child en lqarn a larilba0e by
"learning to mean" because for them the ,most. iMportant thing is to
succeed in getting the message across or, in understanding the messag6
correctly. The situation in the classrodm contrastarSharelAyith this.:

."communicative -needs" approach since 'there thef-emphasill is or':
linguistic performance (e.g, the4qearnetis long-term goalS, \how.
closely he. wants to identify, ,.,iith the target language ,grouli as
determined by the degree'and,type ditinstrumentalYintegrOSve motives)

is

rather than the learner's immediate situation. 'In summa -ciO4,ithe

"communicative needs" approachtage learning suggetts i'zt the ,,-'
eonditions that most facilitate langwage competenceqsarti thosethat

j.x

provide conditions in which_ the learner developsskillS t1Tharovile rec/ =;-

communicative needs. The incorporatien of ihdividualized*Iechniques
of instruction in the foreign- language classroom olAyen in a
non;-individualized program of instruction) pan 'help 'toereate such

.

realistic language .cohditiens and., thus dramatic&lTy incregae4 the
oral-aural proficiency levels of the.language learner. - °

.,

"Spontaneous expreasiorr," "liberated. exOession,A "cleative
language use," in short, communicative.Competency, must be encouraged
from the early stages, of language learning-so that the student will
not find it difficult to- move froMt structured security. to the
insecurity of reliance on his own ip

l

ources. And it is only through a
program of individualized instruct n that real communication, as
opposed to the pSeudocommunication of mechanical, meaningful, 'and

communicative drills', is most effectively' facilitated. In an

Ilt

individualized --selTiii situations can be provided,''from an early
stage,swhgre.the stude is on his own, trying toefite the language for

.'e

its nOrmll purposes:- 'establishing social relAtions, seeking and
giving information, xpressing his reactions, .learning to do

1-

something, hiding' hds ihtentio or 'talking his4way out of troable,
persUading, diseoUraging, elite twining ,others;; or displaying his
achievements. In this way the udentilearns to draw on everything he
knows, at a particular moment in his acquisitiOn of the language,
without 4 the suOport and direction of the teacher in a i
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dividualized drill situation; he fights to put his meaning over,

would if he suddenly found himself on his own surrounded by
monolingual speakers of the language. Indeed, in all of my beginning

classes the success of the course objectives depends heavily on the

use of individilized instruction:
1r

be able to understand conversational, Spanish spoken' at

rmal peed with vocabulary and

a

s grammar appropriate, to a

ven 16vel;

2)

1rmaintainto speak Spanish, i.e.,' to be able to intain a

aslc simple conversational exchange with a native speaker;

'3) to be able to read short cultural passages and dialogues at

normal reading speed, extracting the major points;

4) to be able to write short guided compositions on a given°

topic with minimal preparation.

Tne following is a sampling' of some, of the techniques of -"

individualized instruction used to meet these objectives with the aim

of developing oral-aural proficiency:

4

1. .individual student interviews with the instructor on a

specific prepared topic developing into a spontaneous

dialogue;' ranges from 15-30 minutes;

2. small-group .instruction for/ slower students using a wide

range of instructional materials and methodolOgies to suit
the individual,learning style of the student;

3. written and oral cultural projects based, on individual

interests;
f

4. aunrib- and videotaped programs using cultural'and s4uational

topics, which "may he used for lirge or small groups or

individualized instruction;

5. taped oral-aural examinations;

.411k

6. transparencies underscoring .cross - cultural differences in'

values, customs, stereotypes of the opposite culture, etc..;

programs deVeloped by students using a variety of r dip to be

ertertainingt preative, and infOrmative in the use f the
fore nslanguage;

,. ,

8. lei activities 'shared in small gricpps,* such es fiatd

trips in.which the language is used and/d. some aspect of the

culture is ekperienced or explored; ,._ ,

. ,. .,cip _ _.
_ , ..

9.* realistie problem-solving sit4ON.Qns,,, wherein Thdividual

reactions are ,called upon, for 'possible resolutions to
I

a r .

...,..
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:;

t. meaningful concerns (e.g., t Cuban refugee crisis;
sApilingualism in the United States- rivilege or right?; etc.);

, hypothetical situations, selected according to those with
which the stwbent can identify, and in which thestudent musts
use his wit to extract himself from a dilemma.

Practice in such interactions should be individualized in the
sghse t t it should allow for the different ways students learn, the

K di
paces at which they learn,, the different things which

erest theM, and the,different situations in, which they prefer to
Ilea Students- Should be Offered a choice of tasks .(things to do,

,...,.i.-, '.-things to ,find out, problems to solve, situations in.which to react)
'

and then be allowed to choose their own way, heir Own place, time,
'and company, for handling them. Some may prefer to work with the,
teacher. Some who are -lonert will prefer worki certain
situations by themselves, 'd heir capacity as
individuals00. ill others prefer small groups or pairs. Such an
appwach, whic respects the learner's individual learning style, will
make, the in raction which* Tollows autonomous: a genuine form of
communication from ow person to another, not just another imposed act
ol,pseu communication. Because Of the personal nature of the activity
that being .romoted, the type of reaction tOkbe displayed must
always remain qs,Sistent with the personality and talents of the
partici) Et

Develo ment of inst ctional rams

I belieke. in t aching not language as communicatim.but rather
language as culture. T econd includes the first; the. first does
not necessarily inclil the. secdnd. For this reason, the.
individualized attention I afford to my stuoenqr .ability to pegorm'
in the foreign language, does not. .prevent me ftoM consipering her
apects of language study 'which may generate laSting interest and give,
the student something of permanent value by -linking communicative
competende with cultural awareness. The ,media and' the arts;
therefore, should not be overlooked as ideal means. to bring -together.
this communicative aspect of language and 144v4tural significance in
today's media-oriented environment. It iS:lOrKirM convliictien that
eXaoitation of today's students' media biaSCj,h7theJoreign language
cufriculum enhances langtille Competence. i r .thi0eason, I would
,like to .expand peen some of the new materials SnOnethodologies that
:were' suggested in the aforementioned progratrt1-_-0f" individualize

instructionparticularly those relative to the use of media'and
arts in teacher- -and student - directed activities. .

Videotapfng instructional materials. I have been project
coordi or for a number of videocasette p...rams with a fodus on both
the.si tional and cultural aspects of c. iunidgtiOn in the target-
langua Each program is a,self-co ed unit Ovioing the student /
:With a bilingual; interlinear script, \wr n and visual vocabulary
review lists, and a folloW-up multiple choice comprehension quiz which

4-1
4.1p #44. r

0 A
44-

(



appears both on the script and on the sereen.'. .. The programs have a
dual; audio-track system in both. English and the tarot language, thus
allowing the student to work on his own with k. teacher direction.
The application% of such instructional unit are wide and varied,
including listening comprehension practice, vocabulary building
exercises, and culture capsules on significant' aspects.-of the target
culture. An example of the Most recenteveloped videocassette
program follows: '

t

Language as Culture; Gesturp in the 41isgiric World.
Content summary: Ak narrative on ;thee 7 significance df'
nonverbal language with particular emphasis on the usage of
gestures in -Hispanic cultures. A brief dramatization of
restaurant scene wherein misuncierstanokhgs. arise as cert n

reHispanic gestures are misinterpreted y7ah American

The program is suggested, for a orseico .,year college level; stupent who

has been formally introclUced Alp the grammgtibal elements nd the level
of nguistic sophist ation p esent 1 I '' t vid Ocass to program.

ograrn is short er,1110h,r(aPprO 'OW mute in length) to be
The

activities.
u as a valuable Sel -qst

:i

'nab
''', is / -,:.*

supple ent room

... .

,.
t.,is .on .when,
heir pr ram of

a.
2. Multi-media . ..ggt

students are al-loweci e :e. k,rea.
instruction t .the..'?. 'r) :-proc
tangible, .unique; eriende. Indeea
portio,o of a cl On a-..- edific,
unique,- ,form of , ',14q-Ok .!4,

expressigps of .i v taint% ',"
cannot b easily d 0 ,e4., -tee frIthe
Program of this tt,' ".1,,,..Lth- whic

literature class on . theater . r
atin America and .,Sp/tin, The Vrdjept

-mom rye ingful,
ogM)e,r as: a b pas or a

tiote the Otivity,
g4 Pr4etz_gresents a.r
; ,interaction provided
thing. The most ent

°'5 rpolved 44., that of
4dtei Contempora

defi it of lin
'dramatic form, in a m eal LID Barn 0041...:. -,,,.

,aramatic reenactmen iay sten* s, a so ..,..

Spch was the gnthusias* the ty,d g the pr.);itl
, uiqusrway that , the'(..p" 0. evalv in d.., 4#0 ghlyj,,,.....p i lc, 4 'y

i.d.
esWtáciko in the -. - e of, won' comp ete wit

oontsound a filming cre ',...- Eac sp q.. at' the &forma
1 bilingually or given a sko ..,tjans ation! Mr (those mbeis" of,,. . _,

the auaience who were 'Mon. n Speak s\ 4tihtit, had , as. :a
, . , 4 Ar

simple class' project deVeIop, ,into ea 'Iddli.$ p firma e Pe tot/the'" N''''

campus community and the geMeral piiii*,),' ,..L.of..a 'ey ntz,and.a., 1..

'pride in each student's cOtribyti perkrtnal-ncek (a' full. hour

and thirty minutes long) : coul de e).- -auf4ica 0 by

traditional methoaologie ',W "al o or h 4'01111:ded r 'e Ot
inoividualizeae 'expretskak;,' by* the t nt. E --student ha a

particular, talent ta; br tci, hei, .wbject-TWh*t I" fritfsical or

aramatic--which allowed` him, to '-gombihe -itbe Cogniti e aspects :of
language learning....Lith the' affe4iye "i49ects- of tee uniqueness of.

r. 'The m Atiotion for genuiale communicatiori:, not -just tije /11--
OdoCommunication. 0 'a response that gfows outs of a

.

4.cach irr.pcsed t
. -
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setting, was provided b9 the mearlineuiness of the communicate
. .

and the necessilekto_communicate effedtiVely to a real recePtkT
message-.-the ,audience, Such projects b4p'be done, on a less

P

less sophisticated level as well. 'The imagination o the t, IV

the creatiyity .a.nOctalents of 4tIne 'student are th lily./
.,.

s to

highly mottyatpag,me logies in ,individualized inst tion.

.'. ,
i''

. Another was; 'for' st - -t use media creatively night4e-to make
a cassette of a: mu in' pretation ofcli poem after -a, live
performance in class' an. plication of ,Ehe literary text. Or,

Students could _produceran volencies and other visuals to teach
grammatical, literary, 'or,- cultural concepts under the close c?

supervision of the teacher.`

3. The Independeht Study program (example: meoia
transposition). The sub ect of -a senior independent research project
which I am prysently, eating involves tRe transferral of a major
theme qihcontemporary L in American women poets through a variety of
media: I' originally. ...'d reographeo dance, song, and dramatic
interpretation. A singl student is involved rather than a group, but ,

the aim is the same.as he project mentionedabove: the stimulation
of the student's communi etive and creative abilities to investigate a
topic of his, choice thor ghly and to present the deeper understanoing
of langUage and culture_ g

.

ned therein in a framework that is unique
to him. Indeed the philos by and objectives of the Independent Study
program at the College.of Wboster undergird:the challenge of education,
which invitestell students to come t their best in terms of their own', yo,

talents--dlearly 'a support of indivickualized instructionAhe-,"
institution. The noepenoent Study program is not reserved for a few
students; it provi all studghts'with the opportunity to engage in

. an activity ,whicd bOth personally,meaningful and appropriate.to
their individual ds,4a150 interests. The philosophy 9f such a

program was summa d 20 years,ago..b Rbbert'Bonthius',,i3ames Davis
Land J. Garber Drushain their study phi. Independent Study Program

in the United States: ,!.

\
--\

The purpose of higher education is tosfiriOlate and assist -

growth. . . : facts may stimulate thoUght, but. tpought is
not imparted., That is the individual z reaction. .-Iqucation

. , is an active, not a paskive,' process, in that it' c, not
n

.:.

colst in receiving Our in reacting to informatiok ideas,'
condEpts. Independent thinking is a difficult art'but it is /-

the primary goal of the eqvcatiVe process (p vii).

. .; ' I .

'',The capacity for A.Mdividual inquiry and expression is a mark of a
liberally educated et§on, and the objective of the Independent Study

anprogram is to pro an opportunity through which this capacity may
be nu Vred.(,

T e ele nts O ,each ,Independent Study, project (thesis or

equiva lit creative projedt) are content, method andg9rmis set forth4 4



in tte Faoulty, book of the College:
,

- Students differ in their individual interests and the
requirements for various courses of study are not

uniform; consequently, there are few rules for the

proper choice of content fot I.S. projects. 'A

well - selected project is one which' advances the

student's understanding and responds to theneeds of

society. Given the constraints. impos 'by available
resources and time, the manageability,o chive, topic is

also an essential consideration. 1
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'Content

t

S

Method - Implicit in every inquiry
includes aiOgic, a design
what is 'Xing attempted.
determine the techniques,
for.the project.'

The'
t.

successfuOtompletion of the project requires the
communication of what ?as been discovered or developed.
Through, the form of the theis or creative project,

students .share with others the results of ,their

efforts. Whether by exposition' or through an;;

Form -

is a method or plan which'
or a deliberate conception of

The method selected will
devices or tools appropriate

creative expression, the forms of communicationg ld

be consistent with the content' and method and Shotrlii, be

chosen carefully to communicate . as clearly andi:. as

forcefully as possible the reeults. v

.

A rationale Torgindividualized instruction in foreign-languages

Ability to communicate, ter interact belly, presume

knowledge (cognition) both in the percept' q t 4 ', categories,- nd .,Q..4.. - , l

functions, and in the internalizing lif r.q .N.;,0 lating thesev;

categories and functions. I am not con
...t.

'- iltl- '' -,4'- fldw this

knowledge. is acquired and am willing tn'. ..' ,

such

acquisitions. This knowledge must, howevi_ , g;uipq6. 7n
probably the necessity) of a variety "-Ice

the
pr9cess:of,acquisition the student learns Ilva-prdbuotio'Vf.lariguage

secpehdesziitg learns through.daing. No matter' how ch we relate

th e activities to real-lifeeituations this practi rarely passes

b yond pseUdocoMmuhication. ' It is externally ected, not

self originating; it* a dependent,, not an Indepa setivity. To

pass into the realms of realcommunication, Tndivi 1 instruction

of some? for is a necesstty. In the development.n effective
prograwof
allowed t

dividualiftd learning in the foreign laNliage, .1: have
6116wing principles to direct my endeavorg:77

a-
,k.

:t
learning is an. active process;
communication is a crelpe act; ...

. ...'

,c) media are motivating orces in the present 'generation of

students; .+0
,

d). ,r0,ating to individual.needs4s-paramoUnt in education.
r
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In support of point (d), we find the following arguMents:

-- individual; have a diversity of interests; Al

-- students manifest individual learning styles;
- - students have varied learning abilities, particularly in

aural-oral competence in a foreign language;
leorners have a multiplicity of achievement goals; ';/,

idlividuals manifest varying lengths of attention span; and

- - education presupposes a response to an individuit interest IA

the progress of, the learner.

Perhaps the best rationale for individualization, of instrution

lies in its potential for making language learning accessible to .;

studentlof all ackgripunds and ability levels. It is my firm belief
that there are no short-cut, easy solutions,to a program of individual

learning activities, particularly in the development of aural-oral
skills in the foreign language.. 'We are also dealing with a generation

of students which is accustomed to the transmission of information lifih

audiovisual means--thus the deed for the further development of

audio- and videotaped materials suitable to small-group and individual

instruction. Media should be connectors between the abstraction of an
instructional objective and the attainment of that goal in concrete
behavioral terms: the ability to use a grammatical construction to

. express an idea, the ability to apply a cultural observation to a
real-life situation, the ability to explain a coilex literary theme

in its.sbcio-political manifestations. Of major 'Pedagogical concern
is how" effectively such media are used to achieve an Objective, to

.maginatirvely communicate qs idea, to stimu' ate gpd motivate the ..=

:44earner-to perform a desirOrgoal. the media andithe arts are not'
merely-envelopes which carry all messages indifferently; they shape

both the message, and the perceiver. Each. medium codifi 4"eality

.differently; each conceals a unique metaphysics appeali the

uniquely individual needs and interests)of thellfore' Ithguage
,

'

Jearner. In'addiAlon, the greater the number'end thrmore ense the

$hrticipation df the senses in the learning process, the m
'assimilated and longerinduring will be the skill learned. r.

In the aforementioned program of individualized instruction it is

possible tj-adapt certa elements of content and teachittg.style to y 0:p

e indivipual's needs rh a college,curriculda which does'not provide d'0,"::'"

for a formal program of irldividua4zed instruction; while at the'same

time meeting all the instructional Objectives set fbrth by the

department and the instructor tor a group as large as 25 students. p

Working with individual,, students and small groups, although

time-consuming, can prove t be an- enriching experience both" for

teacher and stuff t alike.

In the final analysis, individualization in Humanistic subjeAs

must begin and 'end with the human, ,1puptliteach4r relationship,

although it might be aided by Audiovisual mabseials which have b

conscientiouSTY develope. It 'is an Clusion to think that
individualization can bd based chiefly on textbooks, programmed

terials, unipacs, or behavioral ,objectives. This isloecause, in'the
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modern world, such materials tend to be half out of date between the
time they are conceived` and the time they are implemented in the
classroom. Given an adequate budget, paraprofessional help,
acceptable working conditions, and the freedom to follow creative
ideas, the foreign language classroom teacher is capable of developing
a program which best fits the constantly changing . learning
characteristics of individual students in each unique school
situation. It is on this personal conception of individualized
foreign language instruction that i have attempted to provide a

setting for individualization of learning, whether one was formally
existent at the institution or not.

There are a number of ways to individua ize and personalize
/instruction in the university foreign 'len,ua e class even under,
conditions of traditional scheduling and large class size. Efforts in
,individualization have generated enthusiastic response on the part Of
teachers 'and students and have served as a stimulus to further
experimentation. Techniques such as directed small-group -work ?read.
trips, lively Oral presentations as well as those mentioned heilt114e
students an opportunity to use the target language in a meaningful .way
ang,,Jnake the learning experience practical and enjoyable.

4
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INpIVIDUALIZED LATIN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA: A MODEST PROGO

S. K. Dickison
Universitx of Florida

A RECENT ARTICLE IN THE Chronicle of Higher Education September,

1 0 p. 9) notes that "declines in enrollment in fofeign languages

ca be halted by the development of individualized programs." The

article also indicates tat inoivioualized programs attract a more

diverse audience than regliar programs. The Ohio State program was

of ..course, the focus of the article. My own'fledgling program at trA4

linivetity of Florida' could not claim such significant accomplishments

but I want to 'draw attention, to it uecause our goals have been'

somewhat 'different from those of the larger programs here and

elsewhere.

Background

The Univertity of Wide (UF) has a fifteen-hour. lalguage

requirement for some ttudorift.. Eve* year our department offers three

Ar four sections a quarter of deglhning,Latin to meet the needs of

t.that requiremilintLpotential maAts, students .who may take another

cowe or two inlIPLatin, ands ,the merely ;curiout..are also.clients of

beg ning Latin .courset:. T'NeClaSsits 'Depariment has had no

difficulty ip.Pftlling these sections' r 'Latin.

4,.. ,,

IMP For they tying of 1978 UF awarded me released dime in order to

develop ,a small pilot project An indigdualized instruction for the

first two quarters of the beginning sequdhce. With the help of a very

able undergr duate majbr I first surveyed 'suitable texts on which our

N
modules

mig, ?I
be. batjbd ,,I eventually settled on F. Moreland,

Latin: An min nsive Course. Our reasons for choosing Moreland were

several: ...i, .
. . .

.

.. IF...
.

1. That text had already diAded.the material into units. which

were in turn sub-divided into sections. After completitigt

Units 1-12 students would_ be ready. in the third quarter to

tample.soMe Latin literat with ample assistance from the

instructor. . .

2. That text provideditifull (sdmetithes too prolix) explanation

oe grammaticaItArfal. Little additional explanation would

be required.
,....... .

-,

3. Morelana4order of presenting syntax tthe subjunctive is

introduced as early as Unit 2) encouraged early reading. k

91.
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4. The particular student audience we. were seeking

oto cope with Moreland's dellonaing approach (it
not a text for the faint of heart!)..

5. In. short, for our purposes the advantages
outweighed the disadvantages (the lack of.'real:
exercise sentences, for example).

Having chosen a basic text, we then prepa a Latin Handbook, a

'road map through the course. materials. . Handbook contains

objectives for each unit, brief Out point explanations whers.

Moreland is too complex, .,,clarifications, -new exercises to test

vocabulary, forms and comprehension, and exercises selected from the

inexhaustible supply, in Moreland. One of our ''major concerns in

preparing course directives for the modules wasoto be as brief, clear
and concise as possible.

would be able
is definitely

of Moreland
Latin in the

Mechanics of the Bourse

'As currently constituted, one faculty memberlancl.several advanced

students work with 11720st*Lenp in eSch.of the first two quartertof
beginning Latin.403/914%r-quarter'V'the sequence concentrates on
reading from Lawall'g Petronius; thimihoparteris semi-individualized:

thecClass meets as a group only twic week.
n'

The initial quarter of instruction consists of five units of

v Moreland, which the student must complete in order to receive a grade
for ttlecourse--UF has no prevision for variable credit in a beginning'

langualle.)41Lse;- Tolla certain extent students work at their own

speed, but initial ,experience with prOcrastinators forced the

imposition of a set of five deadlines spaced over the quarter. 'Work

at a B level is required in each Unit. Hand-in exercises may be
checked, questions answered, and tests taken in my office, whictiHis

:Open for this purpose several hours -ay. Answers for vipikbook

exercises and other assignments'are the Language Lab ano

4,n the Library Reserve Room.

Strengths of the Pro)

We are now rUhning through the -sequence for .,,;the second time.

before .UF's:Ampel5ibg conversion to the semester system the Department

will need tQde6ide whether the projecC is worth continuing. Despite

our rather weak attempts at real statistical analysis the following*

trends are nevertheless'apparent:-

1. Highly motivated ,students

accomplishment in working

objectives..

2. The very good students
fact performed slightly
tholl who had previous",

have .felt a real 'sense of

on their din and completing

JP
learned a good devil of Latin ano in
better, in the third quarter than

followed the tegtgar sequence.

i
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3. Even mediocre students who had studied Latin bel performed

well using the text for review.

4. The undergraduate tutors (UF does not have graduate Students

in Classifies) made an important contribution to the success of

the program. While earning advanced Latin credit, these

.
students have also gained valuable experience.of their, own

and added to their competence in the language.

Wisdom from hindsight

While we have had much success with our program, there are also

some caveats that we can share from our experiences. For example:

1. Individualized Latin is not for everybodythe Morel text
is simply too hard for some students beginning a lang e. for

the first time,

2. As in all individualized' programs prockastination is a'

serious potential problem.

3. Individualized Latin can belltime-consuming for all involved

(including the secretary in a busy department). It can even

occasionally try theddetienc of the most 'dedicated teacher.

4. Computerized exercises (in English grammar, etc.) would be a

useful addition to our program. The University has not yet

allocated resources to make this possible. .

The Future

if we decide to continue Individualized Latin at UF after the

conversion to,,the semester system, I Amoisage that the program will

remain a small one, geared to the'teeds of two kinds of students:

those in the ' ors Program and ' students with previous. .Latin'

'experience where .
indiviclualiZedtrack could serve .as review. The

College of. Continuing Education at UF has also expressed an ihtere

in" using the material for a eorrespondenoe course-,in,Latin.) Int
boat of all posslble worlds (graduate students, a:Latin foom, time)

.1youijd enjoy. -the challenge of Preparing some brand-new, Inappy,.

',44rmiferials (both text anerwor1<bookl-apprbpriate' to a wider addience'
,

than that addressed by mydprespnt,program. But failing that I will be

continuing to work in'my 'garden' (Voltaire, Candide, in fine).

Notes

lI am pleted pckledge
Fabign A.'Samalego.of the Parish

'.California at 'Dalia. Theplassics,
Tekas and Ohio Stdte also gfaciously
their materials.

4 -

the help of FrofeaSor

Department At the Univiftsity of
DepartMents'bf the Uni sity of
allowed'Me,to.exaMine samples of
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COMPREHENSION, CONTEXT, LAYERING AND SELF-PACING IN THE TEACHING OF

AFRICAN LANGUAGES .

David Dwyer
Mighigan $tikte Uhiveiiity

Backqrpund

,'FE TEACHING OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES presents numbert.Lof special

problems not generally encountered in othdf language teaching

programs. These problems stem from the demographics rather than the

considerably

of African languages, for African languages display a

considerably diversity (somewhere around 800 distinct languages) and

because Africa tends to be treated as a single geopolitical unit,

equivalent to, say, France, Russia or India.'

The most basic praplem is how best to deal with this variety say-.,

that institutions sudN as Mkthiga State University, with a strong

interest in African studies, can offer quality instruction to students

with an Africanist focus. This problem permeates every area of

language teaching from materials development and teacher training to

actual classroom offerings, and is exacerbated by an inadequate levAl

df, funding for the task at hand.

For example, teachers and students always been critical of

the textbooks they ye no matter what,t anguage being taught: In

-the case of Europe languages this t ion has led to a gradual

refinement in the quality= of language-teaching materials, because not

only can authors profit from the experience of the past, but also they

can add to their oval experience by teaching the target language with a

variety of textbooks. Compare _this situation to,that of materials

development in a typical Afr n lamp e: the most sophisticated

-textbook was probaUly, written by a linguist who is not a fluent

speaker of the language, never have studied it before, hats had

little experience teachi flahguage, and has no previou$ text with

whic o compare his/hef,; Own w Worse yet, the prospects for

laprOlhg this situation are slig because what little-01'0y will be

allocated to the development of African langAge learningmaterials

will and should be spent in areas where no materials exist.

Secondly, the Variability in requests forAiftrAWYmigg.cf specific

African languages impOses demands which alimismeivierOuage teaching

program could not meet because of the extrafta0afk expOnse involved.

this reason,. we at MichigettOtate Apt = sity,lhave found it

necessary to modify olor program to meet the- t has evolved

is termed "the learner-centered approach" to rning.2

4
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Learner-centered language rtelrning ..ran be considered a type. of

individualized language learning, but owing tp.iops,,Ilatbre. of the

specific problems of teaching African languages14tioned aboVe it is

different in one important way: the individual earner has been made
the focal point OOkthe learning situation. Each classroom consists of

learners (no more than 5), a tutor (who is ,not required to be'a
trained language, teacher, but who must speak the target language

natively), a set of language learning materials, and a Language

supervisor (a faculty member who knows about the langJage technically
and who has had experience in the teaching, of African languages,.
though not necessarily this one)t

( A inumber of reasons may be offered forAhe learner-centered

approadh:

1. It i the, learner who is the person who will either profit or
suffer from the experience. Therefore, it is the learner who
has the most at stake. In a learner-centered classroom, the
learner need not endure techniques which the learner objects

Alto. If the methods used are not working, the learner in

consultation with the supervisor can develop alternatives.

2. Many training.programs allow insufficient time, regardless of
how that time ,is used, to permit the achievement of even a
minimal speaking competence. This means that serious

.learners will have to continue their learning outside the

ablassrooM. Learners trained under a 14arner-centered

Iripproach will have much less difficulty in making this

#1.1- ,ttanSitionlv

3. Tutors are f released from their aOdety. Their

responsibilities" are commensurate with their training and

experience, since all we require of a tutor,are skills which
any native speaker possesses. As a.result the relationship
between tutor and learner is one of cooperation rather than
apprehension:

The importance of the teacher it=

The learnet-centered approach does not underestimate the

importance of the role of a teacher' in a classroom fOr the efficient
organization and smooth running- of classiebm activities. It

recognizes, however, -that these impottafit skills must also be

transferred to the learner. -This 'means that the language supervisor
must work With the learners both in classroom situations and outside

to establish procedures for efficient language learning. Recause

these learners are not likely 'to become language teachers, they are
not interested fn the theory which is supposed to underlie language
teaching.3 What they prefer instead is straightf rward proposals on
what to do and how to learn, pfesented in a clear, c ccise way.

. ,

4

4
4.-1
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An aspectaspect in all of individualized instruction As the
notion of "Self-pacing." This approach suggests that the learner is
capable of determining how rapidly to go through language learning
material's. What we need to do is.to show the learner how to do this.
In presenting this idea to the learner, I introduce the concept of
"tpterest" as the basis of self-mdhltoring. If the exercipe is
interesting, then it is working; it if is not, something is wrong.

-.
.

In general, Interest will be lost when the activity is eithei*too
complex pr too"! advanced for the learner. This situation leads to
frustration, producing anXiety'resulting in fatigue, which may further
slow down the class. When an aptIv4ty 'is too complex a goOd teacher
Will examine the situation tO,determine the source of coMpleXity and
either discard' the 'drill. if it, is 'a bad- dri11,4 restructure the
drill, orylug medial assignment to the learners. Such
trouble-shoo4hg techni es can be introduced to learners, b6 10t-te t'

,

# 0 -,been my experience th this kind of skill takes a,., long :fpr.a.
learner, to master n fact, many language teachers a se-haVe

,,_ difficulty with as well). The point that I wish to emphasize ,here
is that because of the difficulty in mastering this kind of skill,
learner-centered activities need to besimple and,straiphtforward.

Problem solving

The second component of self pacing is the analysis of language
learning activities as problem-solving situations. That is, if a'
language-learning situation can be interpreted as a (set y of)
problem-solving situation 0), the situation(s) can be, evaluated as
interesting or not, and thus can serve as the basis of self-pacing,

There are, no doubt, numerous ways in which problem-solving could -
be applied to the language learning situation. The particular
approach that I have found successful concerns what I am convinced to
be a-most important alma of language ability, reading and listening
comprehedsion. Through the work of Nord5, Asher6, land
Postovsky7, the, advantages of separating production from
.comprehension skills have become apparent. This concluSioh has been
supported by my own experiences in the classroom. ThuA I emphasize
the 'importance of receptive skills. This includes not only they

ability to hear the important phonetic contrasts of the langudbe and
the ability to'identify words in the target language, but also the
ability to comprehend written and spoken texts as well. Here the
process of comprehension can be treated as a problem to. be solved.
Often, however, the 'beginning learner will find a typical text too
complex to be solved. This means that the task has to be modified in
some way. The two approaches Lhat I have used are (1), enriching the
context in which the text is embedded and (2) developing a vertical
laytang of the text. -

O

9,6
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L ayering

While one ndrmally views a text .as .p horizontal or linear
,progression beginning with the first word and endirib with the 1pst,'ite
is possible to view a text vertically as well, consisting of s aeries,
of layers of complexity. By so doing, it is possible to break down.
the process of comprehendinga text into a series of solvable, albeit
challenging, problem S-. Thus, the task involved is a matter of going
through the text again and again, each time focusing on something new
to comprehend in.the text. In this way comprehension of the text
is built up "layer by layer" until t t xt is, fully comprehended.
The following sequence- of directions th t would be given to a student ,

illustrates this procedure.

Listen to the text, without reading it, at least two times
(more if you feel that it is helpful) for comprehension and
word recognition. Try to identify, words which you have
encountered previously.

t

2. Listen to' the text again, ,this time while following the
written version, to identify the spoken words as units.
Note: the words may not be "physically" there, but theif
recognition is important because they are important in the
syntactic analysis of the sentence.

3. Go aver the text with your tutor or with a refegence !grammar
and dictionary until you know the meaning-of,all phejexical
and grammatical content and understand the meaning,-of each
sentence thoroughly. Note: experience has shown that
problems of "interference" (the tendency to view the target.
language in terms of the mother tongue) can be reduced by
trying to understand the target sentences literally as w.e]Ji
as freely, but with'the emphasis on the freely,

4. Listen to the text again. By this time you should have full
comprehension and complete understanding of how the sentences
are put together grammatically. Think about the content of
the story as it unfolds. Listen toNthe text again and again
until you can follow it as it is spoken at normal speed.

At this point the text should.be Considered only half-learned, but it
is important to bear in mind that a great has been learned in
this exercise. addition. to listen4g to and comprehending
sentences,,the learner has heard a large umber of words (some new,
some old) in context. The learning.of words and their 'contexts is an
extremely important aspect of language,which is often overlooked by
language teachers and textbook writers. (I estimate that a.user must,
have a minimum operating capacity of around 000 to 3000 concepts to?Y'r
achieve an acceptable linguistic competence. This text analysis '1.1
hdeal way to develop this capacity.)- In a dition to devel
vocabulary, the learner has internalized t bility to recooni
number of. fixed sentences which serve as the basis of a set of
sentences in which only one word has' been changed. The rrieeniil 940/-

4
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these sentenceS,Jeven if the new word is not familiar; may be fully

comprehended 1311 the basis Of the 'context in 'which the sentence is

uttered.
, 7'

..

It uld be clear from. the- above. examOle that "layering" is.

amenable to self pacing; and es such is usable in individualized and

learner-centered language progehms. Because it is so simple. and

straightforward, learners have quitkly grasped thd procedure and,,onCe

-
having grasped it tend to use it. ,

4
This procedurecap alSo be used for. the memorization of texts,

another task that-4Kenthusiastically support. Below ira list" of

;procedures that can beifollowed in this activity:'

1. 'Go ovpr the text sentence' by sentence (or' phrase by phrase

and even word 'by word if necessary) with *your tutor

develop as accurate a pronunciation as possible.? (0t.4

procedure for doing this is for the learner to attemptbto sad',

the sentence. If thm sentence is correct the tutor will say,

it* that it is correct, or signal so by,9iat .saying anything; if,

the "sentence is incorrect,, the tutor will repeat the

sentence. This should continue until the learnet has done

his/her best. The major problem'at this stage is the

generosity of the tutor. The tutor really has to be

encouraged to be critical. Thus the learner must repeatedly ,.

ask thd tutor if that is really the 'way' it is said, or,

whether it can be said better. The learner -should show

enthUsiasm in thd tutor's ,indicating these fine points;

otherwise the tutor will inclined to let pronunciation

slide,)

°rite the text has been gone over carefully,,,repeat tOe.fcit

sentence by sentence until a normal rate- of speed is

achieved. , This can be practited using a yariety of

techniques; e.g., repeating the sentences after the tutor (or'

a 'tape 'recorder), along with the tutor,- .or by tracking.

(Tracking is a technique of repeating a sentence after about

a second's delvy. This has the effect of separating the

listening part.' f the task from the ,.production part of'the

task.)
',

s .

3. To be 'sure you are aware of all the distinctions, you should

practice 'Writing the sentence drawn after hearing it. This

dictation drill should be done sentence by sentence,,. and, is

beginning stages, the sentence should be repeatedasmany as

three times.. .

.
.

4. Write (3611 the text from memory.
, .21

'his is a form of self-test

which will give you a good ide mbf what is known and what

isnft! , -'m

5. Attempt to sad the text from memory, with the tutor prompting

at first,
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6. Thp task is ..complete when you can rattle off-the entire text_
at a normal rate of speed. .,

7 rOilow.up this exercise by a questIon-answer dtill
I
in which

the tutors ask questions in such a} way-that the memorized
sentences wll]Abe the answers to the questions.

Note: Initial texts do not have to be long:' as few as five-sentences
ill do. But the learner: should try to increase the length of these
XtS as soon as poSsible.), .

a

Context A

The process of communication involves two aspects: the message and
the context in which the message is situated: A traffic light, by
analogy, presents to. us very. little information (red, 'green and

. yellow); yet the context (a street intersection) permits us to

interpret the message: to stop, to, go or to proceed with caution.
-Learning a language can also be seen this way: there is a message and,
a context. That is, in understanding a sentence, one cantake
advantage of the context in which the message is embedded. Context is
particularly usefuL for a 'beginning learnet of a language. ror

example,i the contexr, in which a, greeting takes place is easily
identifiable. The mestages can be asked are finite., The

learner does not need to k*rillm the entire language, or even.hear the
entire sentence to .know what is being said. A single key word

ntified from a sentence'may be sufficient for full comprehension of .

th message.' In teaching children to read, edu orb have.found that
context is very important. Texts for beginnihg eaders have a large,
amount cif context (piCtures) compared to, the mes ge (one sentence per

page). When a child first approaches a new page, he/she will first
examine. the picture to delimit the range of possible messages that the
s'enteFice could represent. (At .one 'stage, for example, my son used
only the first letter in each' word, along' wiith the context, to

construct the message; Not knowing a. woid, 'he would guess at its
meaning, given the context, and supply a word th4t'started with the
same sound as the one he was reading and which made sense in. the given
context. . Quite often he was correct and in wsO doing gradually built
up his reading cpmpetence. Often he was not correct, however, thouq1.01
he might even complete a sentence having missed two.or, three words in 4'

the process.. But the interesting thing was that 'if the sentence made;
sense given the context he would continue reading4 while if it did
not, he would rescan the sentence for a better reading.)

.."*"\'

A

Ways of cOntroiling context

The classroom is an ideal way of controlling context. 'Here we can
define the, range of what is beihg exOressell within very narrow limits
and thereby optimize the, effects' of context. Some specific techniques
that can be used might Thclude the following:

_



1. Sen-sit buildup:8
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In this drill, the learner is given a list of messages which

will be presented to him /her, whethera list of nouns,

commands, activitiet numbers or anything. Ideally this list

should be irrithe form of 'pictures, real' object's or
demonstrations. The important thing, however, isJthet the

learner knows the. order of presentation. The tutor then says

the first message. (The learndr should krew in advance the

.meaning of what is being said'.) If it is a commond, the

filearner should carry it out. If it is a picture, the learner

should point to it. If it is a thing, the learner should

point it out. The tutor will then either repeat the message
\9r utter something new. If it is a new message, it has to be

the.second item. Once the second,item has been introduced,
the tutor then drills the learner ofi the first two messages.
The learner can then expect one of two known messagei, or a

new mesage that/,will be the third item on the 'list. When

the third item 4s introduced, the tutor will drill the

learner randomly on the first three items until the learner

can identity them easily. Then the fipurth item is iotroduceo
and drilled in the same way, and so on until the list is

complete. Usually only seven items -can be introduced in this

way during one drill (if mote messages are to bee4ntroduced,
the Messages should be divided into two drills).

Practical sentences:
..- .-

This approach can also be used to drill'praCticaf sentences ,

that the learner would like to,'use. Here the 1Rarner draws

up a list of Seven practical sentences that he/she-would like
to know and has the tutor introduqe them to the,learner in

the target language in that order. .6 -
0

P

Translation drilTh:

One of the problems in production- as well as recognition is

figuring out how things would be said inr;A language. One

method .is 'trial and error, in which We learner says

something and is, if lucky, corrected. An trnative to
this is the translation drill: the learner e r writes a
cbmpoSition in English, for the tupr ,to translate, or asks
the tutor to translate sentence, by SentenCe. Here the

learner knows what is going to be said and should have some

idea of the words to be used and the kirid of construction

involved. Thus, when the sentence appears, most of the

context has already been proVided. (Such brills should be

loped so that they can be reused.)

(
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Known event:

ise

Here the learrIer asks the 'tutor to talk about a commonly
red event, such as Otng to marke visiting a friend's

ho sar or even a folktale told in Englis . Again tpe-learner
will have narrowed the range of contexts and ould be able
to interpret the message more richly than otherw se.

5. Picture drills:

Another way of controlling the context is to use a picture of
some scene or activity that the learner is (1) interested in
learning abbut or (2) has some familiarity with already. The
learner then asks the tutor to talk .about the picture or asks
the tutor4questions4about the picture.

-4

Summary

In this paper, the special demands of the AfriCan language prograM\
at Michigan State University were presented in order to explain why a)
learner-centered program of language instruction was established. The
demands of this 'approach ..on language learning were presented in order
to point but the, kinds of techniques and practices that we are
developing for other programs, namely ones which are straightforward
enough for learners to- employ on their own. The two approaches,
context and layering, centered around thi concept of problem solving
as a way of maintaining interest. The question of interest itself was
defined )s-the basis of self-pacing.

tit

YIP
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Notes

'For more discussion of the problems associated with the
teaching of African Languages, see D. Dwyer and D. Wiley, (eds.)
African Language Instruction in the United States: Directions and
Priorities for the 80's. *African Studies Center, Michigan State
University, 1980.

2D. Dwyer, "The' African Language Program at Michigan State
University." System, v. 7 (1979), pp.'7-27.

31n fact, I am not so sure such theory exists anyway. In

practice, much of language teaching has operated on the basis of what
works, rather than what ought to work. DUnkel (1967), cited in
Stevick (Adapting and Writing Language Lessons, Washington, D.C.:
Foreign Service, Institute, 1971) demonstrates that little has changed
in our general approach to language teaching over the centuries. The
one exception to this approach may be the listening approach argued
for by, Asher, Postovsky, Nord, and others.

4Some drills have little to do with ,language learning but rather
resemble mental exercises which would prove difficult to a native
speaker. Others involve too much new vocabulary to be effective. A

good teacher will take time out to drill the new Jkocab-ulary before
running the drill.

5J. Nord. "Developing Listening Fluency Before Speaking: An

Alternative Paradigm." System, v. 8 (1980), pp. 1-22.

6J. Ashet. "The Total Physical Response Approach to Second'
Language Learning." Modern Language Journal, v. 53 (1969), pp. 3-17.

7V. Postovsky. "Effects of Delay in Oral Practice at the
Beginning of Second Language Learning." ublished Ph.D.
dissertation'", University of California at Berkeley, O.

8The tefrm "sen-sit" is from Nord. '
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NEEDED: A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR INDIVIDUALIZING FOREIGN LANGUAGE

INSTRUCTION 2\

Ronald L. Gougher
West Chester State College

.

. .

AS I HAVE LISTENED TO many fine presentations at this confefence, it

has again become clear to me that most people are discussing what I'

would call components of a process of individualizing foreign language

instruction. I base that conclusion on my own. definition of

ndiviOualizing instruction taken from the Reports) of the Working

..,

ommittees, Northeast Conference, 1973: . ,

.

7-Indi4duallzation is a process 'that moves away from making
large ttcups conform to a method in order to achieve .

narrowly7coneeived objectives and moves toward meeting the
needs and satisfying the interests of each student. In

doing, this teachers must increase or at least 'maintain

quality. performance. MUch will depend on a. teacher's

ability to manage programs without becoming merely a

flustered clerk in the proCess. It is the teachers rather
than the. equipment involved that wilVbe most responsible
for success or failure and for determining how far the

procets moves toward the ideal for each student. Teachers

must, consider each student'sv'Optimum learning rate and

needs,' given the conditions 'present in his school and At,.

community.
.

.- '-

.\'IN
General principles, then, may be stated as f011ows:

(1) Proceed with caution, giving time for self,,

analysis and intiosection. .

(2) ieke time to make an inventory of the current
teaching-learning conditions in each school.

(3). Move from a teacher-dominated curriculum to 8S
much of an individual, student - centered curriculum

s the materials, space, financial support, and,'

rqaps most important of all, the human resources
a aflable will allow.

(4') Do not forget 'behavioral objectives, learning ,

activity packets, and other aids, which are cited
in the bibliography.

4
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(5 Emphasize sensitivity to the philosophical, bases

5
for individualizing instruction, and to the

necessary human abilities.'

One has heard thA.term 'individualized .instruction used and

discussed in our conference:\ As I have learned from my colleagues

here and elsewhere,, the term is not, meaningful, simply becauSe it

implies lob many meanings--as _manx meanings as thereare pr rams., I

propose- hat we begin an inquiry here, hoping that the in iry/will

end much later in the formation andconstant review of a nceptual

aide' for all of us as professionals, a common model. for th nlfing to'

which all of us can refer as' Ave di cuss' either our own programs or

those managed by other tetchers'andatministrators.

I
Simply st , we must-1,4bel properly what certain terms can mean .

Tor everyone. Individual42e6 in ruction might be the. first term to

be discarded. The.nature - t Word,. being...a Oast participle; is

such that a completed action is mplied, motivating some to` focus on

Al' want to be given, la completed progiam. The concept

"individualizing instruction, wever, implies a process that should,

. most probably, include7tomponen s stoch as thoge ,mentioned in. the

definition' I provided in 1973. ey are, components for a process ;of

individualizing instruction; they are 'Iort individualized,instructionf.

.., .

Our net step should be to 'develop a, conceptual model for

individualizing
foreigrrianguagenstruction so/we' can" talk with one

another about various components 'a procdts of individualizing

instruction and nderst d, colle vely, what we are doing and what

we can do. I hope we, as profes "canals; can motivate some of our

colleagues to work an,t'e project and t solicit the support necessary

to complete the job--or should I say, 'to keep the job going?
..

Notes

'Ronald L. Gougher, "InOi4dualization:of InstructOn," in Jam s

W. DOd e,'i Ed., Northeast Conference'- Reports of the. WOPki g

Committee 1973i p. 9.4. .Montpelier, Vermont: Capital City Press
,

Press -

1973.
*

1 .
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDIVIDUALIZE0 MEOREW , LANGUAGE PROG AT
SUNY -ALBANY

--Daniel Gtossberg
SUNY -Alba

_AT STATE UAIVERSITY OF 'NEW YORK at Albany (SUNYA)y' we hape
concentrated our efforts in Hebrew language \educatioq on the
development ofs'innovative methods of instruction. \ These innovations
have been well receivedrnd accodnt for our 'vibrant program.

Hebrew language in the first two semesters (Heb 101A a b 10C.B)

is taught through several correlated modes directed at' he various
d learning modalities gf ..the tudents. These methods of resentation
include videotapes, audiotapes, Workbook, textbooksr 1 e. sessions
and tutdrials. The potential for increasing the effe tiveneSs of
foreign language learning through the effective use of these modes was
recognized early in our, program. A degree of indiVidualization of
instrUction,_isAachieved by the students' ability to concentrate on
that modg of presentation that is most effective for him. We have,
nevertheless, continued to strive to raise this level of
individualization. This. has been done with the encouragement df the
College of Piumanities, 'and Fine Arts of SUNYA. A' stated goal of the
college appears in.its Programs and Priorities for Action 1979:

To explore ways in which the C8thge's curriculum and uograms
an be expanded or improved to offer more . effective and

coherent learning: experiences for all students, including
those who do not conform 44o to conventiopal pro ile of the
undergraduate or graduate student.

Our efforts also emerge from ,the ,Oepartment of daic Studies'
long-term commitment to-the .development of the televiS n (TV) format-

,. r the instruction' of Hebrew. The commitment is ressed in the
d artment's "Priorities for Action 1979" and endorte by the College
of Humanities and Fine Arts in its Programs and Priorities for Action

1

1979

To continue research' on mew methods of teaching Hebrew
.through media such as videotape and to revise the multimedia
elementary Hebrew program .4.to .enhance learning; and to
continue experlitents, with student internships and with
advanced students teaching introductory courses.. r /

a.
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The Juda c' Studies Department nceived a $250,0(1, grant from,

SUNY-Centra in 1971 to develop a multimedia approach to teaching
Hebrew under the direction of the late Professor Zvi, Ahbo. Orking
with the Educational Communicatioos "Center at SUNYA$ ofessor Abbo

produced a 'seties of 108 half-hour les one., on vid tape. These,

together with the textbooks and atidiotap for language lab use (also

,prepared by* Abbo). and, with livr`sessions sdheduled with the

instructor,- formed the material for the elementary sequence in Hebrew'

(Heb 101A and 10IB). The tapes are not,merely canned lectures; they.
include responS'e opportun ties for the studentS, graphics, and skits
toAemonstrateproper,use of terms and phrases.

Based on the principle Nat language is essentially a medium for
)kcpuiring knowledge and understanding of a specific country's culture,
a primary technique employed in "these videotapes is to remove the
students from the art'ficial world df the classroom to the place where

mi
the language ls: u d naturally, in this ease Jsrael. / This is

accomplished by " ving" the student into an Israeli environment

through the experiences of a young American tourist, Dani. In -his

travels, Dani encounters numerous situations typical of Israeli life.
and through whi6h the student becomes acquainted with Israeli culture

and mores as well as many%phases of Jewish life and tradition. The

college student readily identifies with the American, tourist,'-wh

begins speaking Hew haltingly, 'with a strong. American accent an
rammatical errors that most learners fall prey to.
.unit, h6wever,. both Dani and the student gain

--...^-
J.

with the typical,
In each succestiv
proficiency.

These videotaped lessons are shown- four days, per week at three

different times per day. Audiotapgs keyed to the lees 1 and

grammatical elements of each unit are available for student lislping
in tche language_la0oratory or for cying and later listening a the

atudOgts' leisure. Maetery tests%
qp

have been prepared and. are

admiEistefedon aUbiotapes in the language laboratory following the

comMetion of every three units.
,

'ROase II

ThR death of ps,piess r Abb 10 March 76 'ndered impossible out
plans to hale him review d vise the m4te.ial. However, with help.

from a grant of $2653 from e Chancellor's Innovative Fund, we were

able to bring in an evaluation consultant, Dr. Rami Carmi, then

associated withr Bar-ifen University. Dr. Carmi did his preliminary

work in,'the (.111imer -of 1976, and then continued his evaluation and

testin-of revered materials the actual instructor of Heb 101A ands

101B dur4ng the fa1:1 976 semester. He produced a 118-page report
_which has been the,/bas's of our own rev sion and improvement of, the.
program since then. f

,The'major'advantagts f our TV a roach, re the following:

6 6



1. The TV format allows our department to offer several sections
of Hebrew 101A and 101B by replaying the. tapes at different hours. We

this enable more students to enroll in the courses and appeal to a
larger student population, since at least one section generally fits
into the personal schedule of even a non-traditional student (e.g,, an
adult, a per n working at'home or a person working in business).

2. The v

lc
deotapes lso permit us' to expose a maximum number of

students to an excep gifted teacher. rurther, the standard of
performance'of the pre corded lesson is consistently'high,and not
subject to the dai vicissitudes of a live instructor.

to

Phase III
cI

To avoid the pitfall of impersonalization we have tempered the
audio- and videotaped lessons with four half-hour sessions with a

teaching, assistant immediately following the TV lessons, and a weekly

one -ho uT class with the professor. The teaching assistants view the
-videotapdie with the students and then' answer questions, review,

reinforce, compleMent and supplement that lesson. The teaching

assistants are enrolled in a seminar with the professor overseeing the

program; t : seminar entails one meeting per week, when the needs for

iF
preparatio of materials. and the direction and supervision of the TAs

are addles ed. Jhe,pPofessor responsible for the program alsotteaches
the HEB 101A and HEB 101B Lasses once a w k each, gettirweto know
tbe'sterdents so that he nan respond ..o t m as individuals. This

,to
session provides personal contact wir.:- he teacher in the classroom, sh..,
thereby mitigating the possible delet esus effects of overexposure to

Le.,.1;

the hardware and software of the pro. am. Liberal office hours are

also- provided. Our current Hebraist has also made important

adjustments in the course material, most notably in work toward the
development of a handbook on Hebrew grammar geared to the TV lessons.

' N I
The format of this rdgram has always made experimentation in nev

modes of teachi ividualization, variable pacing) a real

possibility. Until Spring Semester 1980, however, tne Department
never had the f4ndsto do much besides offering several sections of
Heb 101A and, HO/ 1018 in a semester with a minimum teachihi staff. ,cln,

spring 1980, the Judaic Studies Department offered a 2-credit' course
entitled "Modern Spoken Hebrew: A, Beginner's Course" unaer course
rubric HUM 220. This course used virtually the same materials as the
first 'half of Heb 101A. What was_different was its off-campus tting

and the possibility for, us to experiment with individualizatii and

variable; pacing, something we could not do on campUs because of
of fundsi. We arranged with the Educational Communications Cente
SUNYA f r the off-campus used of video equipment, a a community

agency ave us, rev-free, a Secure room for holding formal class
rift- individualized lnstruttionlyt times scattered thr ugh the eek.

No adults registered for credit, but we "tented ' this

opportunity available and therefor6 offered4tAnder the col title

t

and

attend.) Or. Oaniei Grossberg, assisted by advanced He rew udents,
and rubric. (Twenty -four students. did, however, pay a I

was responsible for the course, forOich he .received no a ditional
remuneration. . t

r.

A
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., Phase IV

).

f

Our next step in the development of an individualized Hebrew
language program is a logical sequel to what already been done,

Specifically, we recognize the need t9. address five major concerns: .

1. To reduce atZ.ition.
/Or

2. To address the problems that the .traaitionar "lock-step"

approach to foreign' language teaching creates for 'many

students.

3. To marshal and apportion the resources of the University in a
new restructuring of the teaching/learning process.

'4. To make the study of Hebrew more apealing.

5. To ncrease enrollments.

These-concerns apply especially to foreign 1(inguage departments of

a college, such as SUNYA,"in which these is no general requirementfor

the study'of foreign languages. For4agn languages .must be mane

attractive. In a small department such as:dycs we can assign no more
than one faculty member to elementary Hebrew language instrUction, and

we reach largenumbers of students-in these courses only because of

our TV programY

We are not engaged in adapting our present TV format to a further

indiNAdualization of instruction of Hebrew. We are establishing a

Hebrew Learning Center. for the instruction of Hebrew 161A and 10113,,to

be staffed by a faculty member and student assistants registered in

Heb 450, "Practicum in Hebrew." The Center<wif11*
di

open for Several

hours each day,'and-it will be equipped with the au o- and 'videotapes

that have been thei raw materials for our courses until now.

Textbooks, workbooks, supplementary grammar handbooks, mastery teiqs

-.and record-keeping appurtenances will also be available; A staff
member, at the Center will provide a personal dimension. He os she,

a will explain, difficult `issues, answer questions, help with preparation

and correction of. written assignments, conduct oral-autal exercises,

evaluate students' growth, andrecord progrOss.

4.4;

The individualization wilb)pe further effected by the following 4

Iiihree provisions:

/7

1. 'Self-pacing: the student will determine his/her on rate of
progress.

) rot -I

Mastery-based: ,proficiency test. Will be admini$tered at the
completion of discreta,modules.

Variable credit: the student, will earn from one to eight"

p.redits corresponding to the 8 credits of 101A and1016), in
the course of the two-semester sequence . '

©
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The independent guided study aspect of the program and the

extended hours of the ."drop-in" multi-media individualized learning
center will, we hope, enable the Judaic Studies Oepartment to attract
more students to elementary language instruction. Many students are
reluctant to take a traditional "lock-step" elementary language class
because of an intimidation felt at the prospect of _reciting before a
full class. or at the prOspect of falling behind the others. The

Center will, we hope, attract these shy learners. The Center will
also encourage more able students to progress along the language
sequence at their on accelerated rate. Our new program will also
appeal.to those students who are unable to enroll in a traditional
course that calls for attendance at five specific class meetings per

week.

Our latest step in the individualized Hebrew TV project will also
further increase our present savings of faculty lines: the TV

materials allow,us to offer multiple sections Of Hebrew. (Heb 101A and
101B) each semester, and supervision of all 'these sections is regarded

as one course assignment each term 'for one faculty member. The

resultant FTE1 benefits are obvious.

The introduction of any innovative mode of instruction entails the
.added expense of teacher training, teaching assignments, preparation
of materials and new record keeping procedures. We shall meet these

challengeS through our aformentioned, Heb, 450 course, "Hebrew

Practicum." The ,Hebrew Practicum students will register for this
course for 4 credits for the semester. This course will entail a
weekly seminar in addition to staffing of the Center. In the weekly

seminar, these students and the Hebrew professor will, study the

language elements in depth, will prepare teaching strategies and

.materials, and will review beginning Hebrew students' progress and

needs. The practicum students will gain language prdficiency and
pedagogical skills while developing material and staffing. the learning
center, all at relatively little or no monetary expense to the

Oepartment.

Our plan for evaluating the success in terms of student

.achievement, student satisfaction, and support for the cost benefit
'theory will rest heaiily on comparison and contrast with our current
economical TV. approach to Hebrew language learning. We shall continue

to 101A and 1018 in the style that we have developed in the'
past several semesters. -This will enable us to establish both

"vertical" and "horizontal" comparative studies between Hebrew
instruction in the former semesters and the Hebrew instruction in our
control group. The statistics to be evaluated are: registration

figures, attrition/retention, grades earned, credits offered, and

average time devoted to earning 4 credits.

The Hebrew Practicum students will provide the director with
additional valuable feedback regarding the program. These advanced
students are privy, for example to reactions and impressions of fellow
students which may not reach the professor directly, but are

nevertheless helpful in the direction of the program. A further means
of monitoring the program is by seriously weighing the evaluations
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that the students fill out for earth course they take.' The particular

evaluation instruments to be used will solicit the students' obinions

of the audiotapes, videotapes, textbooks, praCticum students,

professor, and format. These assessments will be part of our constant

review of the program. The professor teaching the intermediate and

advanced levels of Hebrew will 'be able_ to supply supplementary

evaluative data regarding the relative strength of the intermediate

and advanced students who have passed through the traditional program

vs. those who have come from our new program. ,

Notes

1-Full Time Equivalent - a formula for comparing student

enrollment with faculty assignment.

no
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THE USE OF VIDEO AND SUGGESTOPEDIC TECHNIQUES N INDIVIDUALIZED

LANGUAGE EARNING

Lawrence Hall /1

Howard Liniverlty
/

.Introduction

THE SUGGESTOPEDJC LANGUAGE CLASS AS originated by'Georgi Lozanov is a

carefully ;designed system which is not, readily adaptable to current

academib programa, nor easily accessible .to,ailarge body-:'of, language

learners. It- is a system, limited to small groups, sand one that"
.

requires :very exact training for the teacher- and careful' control of

time and' materials. While the, system .as' it now standi is the result

/Of years of. experimentation and revision, Lozanov has called for

contin4ing i-40tesearch which employs new technology as it -becomes

available.1

Up to now, ,video programming has not. been incorporated into the

suggestopedic language class. Since video 'has become such a pervasive

medium, however, and since new technology which gives us precise

control over the videotape has become available, the question of how

it can be best employed within the framework of suggestopedia arises.

This paper addresses the jeasibility of the adaptation of some

suggestopedic techniques to video(in,order to exploit that medium'in a

more efficient manner, for the individual learner. ,

,*--*

Due to limitations of time and the nature of this presentation,

only brief mention will be made of the theoretical considerations

involved in this project. First, there is the well*nown notion that
recall is enhanced when the item to be memorized is associated with' a

visual image.2 Second, 'it is believed in the suggestopedic language

approach that recall is enhanced when the language material is

presented 'to the accompaniment of music.3 Third, there is the

assumption that a* state of relaxation is essential to bo h

memorization and recall: in suggestopedic- classes, music Is used to

bring about a state of relaxation.4 (Numerous studies have shown

that' perception is increased when the subjects are insl a relaxed

state.5) .

In the work reported on here, an effort was made to bring these

Igments together, using videotape as the central pedagogical medium:

best results came from one student of Russian who, using a video

program (minus the sound track) as a cue, was able to recall after one

and one-half hours of work approximately 500 words of text verbatim

with about 96%-98% accuracy. A number of other students were able to

recall easily and with Qia high degree of accuracy German'texts ranging

from 300 to 400 words after working for one or two hours. (Th, length
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of the texts. was determiped. by the film material, itself, which was

sometimes too 'short.) The following is a description of the process-

.of prepaigyg and presenting thea materials in the form finally

determined to be the most effective,

Text
f.

The films6 were 'chosen because they generally met the-

suggestopedig requirement that _the', text he lively, 'meanineul, and

presented as a continuing'story 'with' recognizable characters. Ile

tot is transcribed verbatim from the sound track of the film and'kept
within thetaformatl of a narrow column./ Each line ifn the cqupin may

range from one AO seven ,wc,rds, extent,
m

;should consist, 'to the exten

bpopidle, of a recoizablexammatiN1 unit (e.g., subje4-verb,. noun
phrase, adverbial chras0-7- This ,column is placed on' the left side .of
the. page, and an English translation. is placed opposite it in 'the

right column., The EngliSh translation is covered by a blank piece of

paper which can 6e raise ,or lowered as necessary. In the lAginning,-

toe learner must keep, the cover raised, but later the covelf:tendS:to

remain down as the material is mastered, (For *individualized
learning, approprtate grammatical explanations should be placed on the

facing page so that the learnes0ay glande at them during the playing

of the music or read them later at his Leisurip.)

f The conce CI

Ins th.4 gestopedic class, music is used' in the. form .of a

"concert" w consists of two parts: .(1) an "active" session in
which the text is read tin, 4 Aramatic fashion to the accompaniment of

music from the Romantic Obriod; (2) a "passive" session in which the

text is repeated in a normal Voice accompanied by music from the

Baroque period. For the first part, of the concert, the text7is read

with varying intonations and pacings. FOr the second part, the text

is read clearly and distinctly with normal intonatidn. In both parts,

the voice pauses as the music pauses. The two sessions are separated

by.a two-minute interval during which the leafner may'wish to yawn or

stretch to recover from the relaxing effects of the first session.

The first session should last at least twenty minutes. The

effectiveness of tne concert /seems to be. diminished if less time is

used. The optimum times for the concert seem to be approxiimately

30-35 minutes for the first part, and 10-15 minutes for the second

part. The tapes are produced on a stereophonic tape recorder with two

inputs, one for the music and one for the voice, and are played back

monaurally.8 The.music should be heard easily. but should not be in

conflict with the voice. The voice should be heard clearly and
distinctly, but neither voice nor music should overwhelm the other. A

good set of speakers or a high-quality neadset is desirable.

i12



Environment and relaxation

The environment should be ,as pleasani and as comfortable, as

pciStible. An 'easy chair is preferred', and the area should be

aesthetically pleasing. T

nonthre400ing adbiance.
essential to ttsuggestopedi
of the true gestopediv c
1-earlier working andividualli,

booth or: room should have a warm,

calm, or psychological relaxation, is
method. Since therelaxing atmosphere,
ssroom cannot be duplicated for the

a set.of guided imagery. tapes was

, devised to be Used at the beginning of each work session. the tapes

last- from five to' seven minutes.' They consist of a comOinatj.on

relaxing sound1 and texts that:\ have been developed ,based on

neurolinguistib principles. They lire very effective, in the rapid

production of alpha rhythms in, the brain.

j
Presentation of the text

.

1 The "Yearning".Session laits'aboal one hour About 3-45 minutes-'

listen the, guided imagery, in reading the ext rapidly, and in
are -t ken by the concert, and the remain ei of Vhe time in

viewing -the. video program fpr the first Um), The learner Is

encouraged to glance at 'the text as he views t film. ,The pause

control can be used when.difficult passages requi extra-time. iThis

viewing session should not last, however, for,tmore than 15-20 minutes,

(the runningtime.for the videotapes is about nine or ten_mintites).

The learner is asked to seek only..61summary, knowledge of the contents'

of the film; no attempt .should be made to memorize any of the material.

The learner then listens to the concert. He is asked to -make

himself' comfortable, to relax, and to read the foreidn' language text

and to refer,to.the English tranSlationips necessary while listening .

to tbe recorded voice laid. mUsic. He is told that there Will be'a .

two-minute pauSe Curing which he might-want to stretch of walk- around;

a bit. When the second part of the .concert is -pl'at'ed, the learner.,

shouy put away.the'text ano simply relax and listen.
,

After the ,concert is over, the learner should not refer to the

text. Rather, he is told not to think aboUt it until the next day.4't'.

If a learner feels thOnecessity to -study. the text (and some do, out

of force of habit)', then he should only read the text briefly for

perhaps ten minutes or so just prior to falling asleep. The learner

is told, that the language material is in tils mind, but that it needs

time to "soak in" or "percolate." Any attempt, to study the text

immediately'after the concert is considered useless and, in fact, an

unnecessary hindrande that can lead to. doubt that the material can be

mastered easily.

Practice and recall

In the follow-up session. the next day the learner, after his mind

teas been calmed by guided imagery, reviews .the .videotape for

113
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-coMprehension he pauses and rewinds the tape 'as necessary with.,p

search cont 1 devin'r9 "1"After reviewing the .tape for passive

comprehension; the learner then repeats the program and assumes
ctive role. This may be done in various ways, depending on the skit

1vel of the learher and tMIt'kinds. of equiQment available. .Using a

two-channel video recorder,with .a se ch control device, for. example,

the learnee'can stop the video' program, rewind to the phrase he wishes

to repeat, turn off the sound, and record his vOiceon the second
channel of the yideo tape having both the.previouslyreard phrase and
the video as. a.cue. Another means ofsprabtice is to have an English
voice cue with pauses on'a separate audio tape that can be coordinated
with the videotape by using the pause control. A. skilled learner can

even turnboff the sound, and using the video as a cue, provide the

oialog or narrative himself, pausing the program as necessary.

Conclusion

There are a- number of problems remaining with the use of video

materials. First,, one awaits .,the development of suitable video

programS.10 The German films vet --used, for example, are 'far. too

repetitime:. we used _only abeyt one-third of each episode, at

the centralbnifterrupted skit, to beach the material. Rep itious

egercises based. on the central skit were ignored: Another nee is to

coordinate the visual image with the sound of the concert; tha is, to

alternate the speed of.the video program so that it matches the pacing

of the music, 'particularly during thq first part' of -the concertdi r
A150, fhe text coulla be written in subtitles so that the viewer couru
receive the- visual action anl,the-written image simyltaneously. (:his

plocess is now technically feasible, but the costsin time ang410ey

are considerable-
% -

A general problem for the suggeStopedic methope.is that 'hot

-everydne.:resoonds to it. Of the subjects observed during the'ccrase'
af.the/experimentS,Wst achieved between 70% and 98 t-recal13.--01Wre
were, however, a small number of subjects who for some reasor(did not

respond at all. .The individual learner knows withinitwentyfour hours
haw well he *responcls'to tAle method.

For those. who_ do respond, they advantages are oonsiderable end the

results are. often astounding. 'The learner not only is able to acquire

in a short time a large vocabulary with relative easetuf lso

able to e' 'ay the visual piesentation with4its.nonverbal nuance . The

psychalog 1 relaxation resulting figlIM: the concerts and guided

imagery se ms remove barriers, to speaking. . Students ave been

ntum of the video program
in the,;: long -term memory

er von Jmonths), not as a

obserVed to speak tiluite freely as the
carries,them along., The texts beco
(subjects evidenced good recall even a
Sequence that will always-come out verbatim t;,,a,stimulus,Alut rather

as a: set of implicit grammatical rules and storeaf vocabulary items.
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Notes

1These comments were made by Lozanovjduring a workshop held in
,Washington, D.C., in April, 1979.

2See, for example, Allen Paivio, Imagery and Verbal Prcesses
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971).

I.
3Georgi Lozanov, Suggestology and Outlines of Suggestbpedia,

trans. Marjorie Hall-Pozharlieva and Krassimiia`fashmakova (New York:
Gordon'and Breach Science Publishers, 1978). Lozahov's description of
his firit Sbccesse4,is contained,in Chapter. 2. '

4EEG testing shows that subjects listening to a suggestopedic
concert typically fall into an alpha state. See also G. Lozanov, P.

Balevsky, V. Stomonyakov, ,"The Effect of Study Classes ,in the
Suggestopaedic Method in theCerebral Bioelectrical Activity of Course
Members and Instructors," _Proceedings of the First International
Symposium on the Problems,pf Suggestology (Varna, Bulgaria, 1971).

5See, for example, Wilson Bryan Key, Subliminal Seduction.

(Inglewood Cliffs; New Jersey: Orehtice-HelD, 1973). Key points Outti4-

(p. 27) that in studies of subliminal 7perception.there is arepeated
,emphasis on passive receptivity improving the perceptioli of stimuli
Tests ;.indicate that subliminals often befome liminal when the subject
is relaxed.

ft.

6T.tie films were "Martian* in Moscow" (Russian), and the "Guten
Tag" series (German). The films are .distributed by International, Film

Bureau,'Chicago, Illinois.

77he musical selections recommepded by Lozanoy are lifted -`in

Suggestology and Outlines of kiggekopedia, pp. 270-271. ,-

,-.-

-81-hiSis "cione.t2 avoid any.dichotic listening_Conai.Cts should a
atered headset be used or speakers placed to the left'and right of the

learner.- For en explanation of this phenomenon; see Doreen Kimura,
"The Asymmet y of the HOrtan Bra' ," Scientific American, March 1973,

- .

plo 70-76.
, .___ r'7

,---
0

9The ony RM300 Auto ear& Control and the Panasonic Auto
e-two such devices currently orrthe market.

,

loTwo series by the BBC .which are likely;d be suitable'
, fa this Methodology are: : "Zarabanda" (Spanish) and "Ensemble"'

(French). The .
series are distributed by TiMe-Life Multimedia in the

United States.,/

Search Controller NV-A800
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SELF-PACED SPANISH AT LANSING COMMUNITY COLLEGE

James M. Hendrickson
Lansing Community College, Michigan

ThE.SPAN H INDIVIDUALIZED" PROGRAM (SIP) at Lanting Community College
is a firs year course. Attrition' in elementary Spanish is high, so
it is not economically feasible to offer a classroom track in Spanish
101, 102, and 103 every term. The SIP, however, allows students to
enroll in any one of 'these courses in any school term. The program
.began operating in the fall of 1978.

.

-'51-aff---laiNi-ohysical facilities

I work in the SIP two howls per school da ingual aide, a
student. from Venezuela, works,with me one hour per day and 'receives
almost minimum wages. Together we are able to serve up to 35 stuoents
per.term without difficulty.

The physical facilities of the SIP consist of two classroomg, a

communication laboratory, two file cabinets, an overhead projector,
and a movie, creen. Except for the file cabinets, whi61-1 containSIP
mat6rfalso ther instructors and stuaents also use these facilities.
The comMuni ation lab is primarily a reading and writing clinic. It

has twenty earning carrels: equipped with a slide Irojector and a
.,cassette tap recorder. It also has a tegting\area and eight small

4 ',consultation oths in which instructors tutor students. At the lab
'.counter student checkout learning Materials such as writing mooules
'and slide/tape rogramt to imp;ove their reading skills. ,The lab

pusesall the SIP Materials, and we testOur students there,.too.

Enrollment and attrition .

f. .
.

r .

'Studefirt, enroll 'in he SIP for practical reasons: to 'enhance

.Ltneir career opportunities, . to speak'with their -Spanish-speaking
or to:r.ise Spanish when traveling abroad. Although the age of

41,.'..the'st&lents.(three-fourths of whom are women) ranges betweeh 17 and
70 Years Old,.Most are high schogi graduates whose average age is 20
yews ol?.

.

Across the College and in the SIP largest enrollment is in
eir

fall 'quarter) and 2he smallett enrollment' is in summer. quarter. A
.total of 307 students have enrolled in the program from fall 1978
through ,fall 1980. Figure 1 shows the enrollment figures in SIP 101,
102, and- 103.
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9-,- FIGUftE 1. 'SIP ENROLLMENT, 19784980*

11,(
4 ,
,

) ,-\ -i SIP 101 \
I

FALL WINTER
41 i-

1978 20

179 .27 ?Cti

\ 1980 ,20 37

gt

1978

197

1980

, tit

F*PsALL

SPRING SL! ER TOTAL

20

ll,

23

17/

11

75

41

SUB TOTAL 186

R.

rir

SIP\ 1Q2

WINTER SPRING SUMMER ;.TOTAL

15 -4' 11 12 45

21' 11 4 41

SIP 10,

FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER TOTAL

SUB TOTAL 86

1978

"1079

1980. 2

0
it

6 6 15

8
2 20

SUB TOTAL 35

GRAND TOTAL 107

*A line (---) iddicates that the IP, course "7

did not exist inthat particular rm. The

program began in fall .1978.
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A close examination of the.numbers in Figure 1 reveals an erratic,
ttrition pattern from term to term. This pattern is erratic because

'students enroll in and conflete different SP courses in diffeight
terms during the year. For example, one student may enrolivin
in the fail, skips term, then enroll in 102 in the spring, and may
never' enroll in 10 . Another s ent may enrol, inn 102 in the. fall,

then take 103 in he foils i.ng tertoe\A third\student, who studied
Spah'sh for a year in hisp school, may enroll in 103 uring the summer

just .for /fun Nonia- yk, the.:10;5ury of this ' of curricular
fle biXty uld no be Lost-effective in a cl sr track at the

Col ege. With IP, however, this luxury is,possib e because, in
administ atiye terms, I teach "aIlsN-three SIP COUT8es. 4s a single

class.- I hAVe fOund that when stale is interrupt or piscohtinue t4a4r'

study of Spanish, 4 is not because they are dissitisfied wie the
program; rather, it is because. their personal prodlememano More4
ammediate attention, than does, the, study of Spanillptz
Students may have a Very busy work schedu1 serious family%or h6alth
-problems, or finandb.41 difficulVies In short, -the SIP adFommodates

*9rm.
student-clients whose language needs and personal ploblema v§ry from
term to

,

).

Materials

The- te"xtbook,:aho workbook we EspaNpl a to vivo ,(4th

edition), written by Hansen and Wii s,and published by John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 1978. I edited the ma ter tapes that accompany the .text,
omitting many monotonous pattern prillS and resequencing the content.
The Instructional Media Department at the: College duplicated .tne
edited tapes'onto catsette tapes so that stiJoents listen to them
in tbe'iab or at home:. At the ,beginning of threterm stu ntsteceive
a list showing tape numbers"and contents.

I wrote six l_eSson Packets for each of. the thrpe SIP courses..
Each packet consists of-six parts:,

.,',. .

,
, . .

lic A GUIOE SHEET that lists s P oific learning Objectives along4_
wish suggested activities for mastering them. o- '

2. Three ,or four SELF-QUIZZES with keyed answers. .%

3. 'One to tree INTERVIEW SHEETS for practicing conversation.

4. Varying numbers of SUPPLEMENTARY SHEETS that cl rify and

illustrate difficult gramMatical conceptS or that nrich the
cultural readings in the textbook.

5. A LESSON TEST that measures oral and written proficiency in
Spanish, and knowledge of Hispanic culture.

6. An ALTERNATE LESSON TEST Tor retesting students who receive,
lower than &J mastery on the Lesson Test.



I alsorote an Orientation Packet that explains the Ipurpose and k
proedurtki of the SIP, and provides puggestions on how to stuoy a

foreign iangdage. At. the beginning' of the term, every student

receives a copy of this packet as. well as a course syllabus. f

A 4tfour-drawefte cabinet ho101s aooitional sup4amentary
\, .

terill's m of which I purchased aria others which I developed.

The first 11 e- .ewers contain a series of grammar ,worksheets and
conversationsheets fqr each lesson in SIP 101, 102, and 103. Each

grammar sheet has '25 fili-in-the-blank exercises based Itton ine

grammatical onpept (e.g.-, ser vs. estar), with the answers prtiteorcin
t' reverse "de. The. conversation sheets, each 'of which also focuses
on one aspec of grammar, consist of 20-25 open-ended peJspnalized
questiohs (e. 6 hizo osteo este fin de semana?" - "What did your
do this week no Students use these conversation sheets. during
sche ed co vers ion sessions, and outside of class to. practice '

speaking Span sh. ,

The fourth drawer contains information sheets trigt suPplement the
"Notas culturales" section of the textbook. All the Supplementary
materials in the program are 4early marked no filed for easy access
during regular lab hours. At ake beginning of they tern, all students
receive an updated list of these materials. . '

4

Procedures

Each term begins with, a one-hour orientation session required of
all SIP students. At that time they receive a copy:of the Orientation.
Packet,,)a course syllabus, a tape list, ano a list of supplementary
materials. Then I describe the purpose of the SIP and how it

operates, 'and I explain 'my role as .well as the stuoents'

responsibilities. To avoio any misunderstandings during the term, I

tell students exactly what tney need to oo in their course, ano how
their mastery of Spanish ano knowledge of hispanic culture will be
evaluated. .f

On -the second oay of class, students begin working through ''the

a tivit'es in their Lesson Packets. I work with most of the students
1P 1 1) while my student aide works with a smaller group (SIP 1U2

nd 1 ). During the remainder of the term, students work thgough
their Lesson Packets at their own pace.

Every Monday, I Post a Aweekly scheoule of SIP activities, in our
two classrooms ,and in the lab. On Mondays, I teach the lesson

highlights scheduled or 101 students, on Tuesdays, tne highlights for

10.2, ano or Wednesdays, the highlights for 1U3. On Thursdays, all

students can practice conversatiOM in pairs and small groups, and on
Fridays they can participate'in cultural activities such as song fests
and film presentations. Figure 2: shows a typical weekly schedule (I

am "Dr. my stuoent aloe is "Dalida," and "Tammy" ano "Sr. Ualby"
are stuoent volunteers from my intermediate Spanish class).
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FIGUREt 2.

A Typical Weekly SIP Schedule

Semanoa de 6 /0 de oetkbre,

101 HIGHLI

Dr. H.

mmalte 01A For 102 and 103 students.

srlo iYOCI prn \it ---

0

See your course syllabus for WEEK TWO.

RE6DIRED 4pr 101 studdhts. 102 students are
326

211', IS

=Ida -
. 320. This is your opportunity to speak Spanish with a native speaker.

T

9 1.-
v

S

V

102 HIGHLIGHy See your course syllabus for WEEK TWO.

for 102 103 students ardAnvited.
Dr. H,/Rom 32

MESA DE CONVERSAC

Tammy Room 320. °

QUESTIONS AND EXAMS

Foi 101 stults.

.Bring your, interview Sheets in yoyriessan Packets.

=ids tAB-by appointmenb- 4

103 HIGHLIGHTS See your course syllabus for WEEK TWIN

for 103 students. _to
Dr. H. 326RBOUIRED

OTHER STUDENTS may practice Spanish in Room 320...or take a test...or work in the lab.

QUESTIONS AND EXAMS

Dllida LAB-by appointment

MESAS D OONMEACION FOr 101, 102, and 103 ltudehts.

IL4tom 326. Bring your interview sheets in you Lesson Packets.
sr

QUESTIONS AND EXAMS

=ids LAB-by appointment

L.

CULTURA HISPANICA ior 101, 102, and 103 students.

1. Filmstrip: "Shopping in Spain"
Dr. H. ,r)an 326. 2. Names of stores in Spanish.

3. Names of fccds-Lin Spanish. (Bring your appetite!)

QUESTIONS EXAMS
,

. 4

i

Dalidd LAB-by appointment

ti
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Al stu nts must' atteha at ieastAtnee scheduled sessions per
/
week: a highlight session, a conversation session, sand one other

session such as a cOns4tation or "-testing session. Except -for a

serious illne,s or emergency, students who fail to attend at least

. ;Experience ha's shown hiat thi4 procedure motiVa s studentsthree serions per week 'are ,withdrawn administratively' the

program'
1

':

to stUdy, practices learn 'Toro res,. and to -nom her course-in

one ter It-_a4so all ,stu nts some -f xibility o ime compared

to ciassro track s dents who must --9, iv %pions per week.
\ -

. . a \.._ . . .
,

After st ents.compfete a Lessop Pack t, they make an apporntment

1 to take a<,Lesson Test. 2-11. test' measur listening compreneion,

speaking, ading, and writing ills,-.as wel as cultural knowledge.

51e
Arstupent must receive at 166st 8 \(n-) on a test before beginning a

new 1.1 n 'Packet. Students wh \receive less ,than- 80% mastery

C. strengthen their weak aria(s) of p oficiency or-knowleze, then take

.5- the Alternate Lesson Test. Either student aide or 11 correct ttp

tests imm9diately if time permits, or by the next oay. We record

students' t--, o =--11,,n a siltiole grAte sheet, and file' their tests

and grade she'-ts-i- .ni,la !Older.

The grading .procedure is tindle. At .the end of the teem, I ,-___

average -all six test scores of 0% or above. The4trading,scale is as

follows: 90 -100 = A, 60-69 .0.). Students who complete only 5 out of

t; required -tests succegsfuIly (80% or better reeive an 1

41.
(Incomplete) liP

receive an F (Failure) irrthecpurse. Students who c mplete less- than

5 tests, successfully
are'adminisqatively.withdrawn from their course,

and receive an N (No grade/No credit). Students who receive an N

grade'may complete their tests during the .collowing.term provioeo they

register and pay for the course again it1Mk e rules n0 proceoures do

not apply to students who audit a c . Interestingly, otli recoros

show that-only 5% of the quoit studen
1i
s complete' their SIP course;

therefore, students who enroll in a SIP coufor credit generarly

are more motivated to succeeu ano to complete their course than are

students who audit.

Students who complete their course successfully receive)51,ouarter

credits. They may transfer tnese credits to most colleges and

universities in Michigan.

O

Program evaluation'

The strengths of theN include the following:

- -The College; can afford to offer Spanish 101, 102, and 103

every term.

- -With the assistance of a student aide, one instructor can

teach three levels of elementary Spanish at nearly the same

cost as teaching one level in the classroom track (once the

SIP has been developed).

a

1 21
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- -Students learn their le sons thoroughly
pace.V
.--Students receive more ersonal help then
enroll in the classroom track.

and at their

studentt

own

who'

- -TheSIP supplementaw4materials are used" in the alemOtary
classrOom track and in the intermeqiate Spanish classes.' 4l

One weakness o
steak 'Spanish. I

students from my. i
week to .converse

0 benefits both} the

hoe;jorogram is that student need-opportunities to
haye partially addressed this need by inviting
PlAdiate Spanish class to vOlUnteer one hpyr per
th.

.

small groups Of P students.. This solution
emeiltary and 'intermediate students.

. Every term, irefine the} SP by-ravising some' of the instructional
. materials and by experimenting with the weekly scheob.le....t.o,inake the
:.,program operate more efficiently. I' am donduCtiril a

research study.; to identify characterittibs of a good SIP ilearner as
opposed to those of a poor SIP' learner. The goal of the study is -.,to
help students decide' at the beginning Of *a.termCwhather they should
enroll. in- the self -paced program, or the''clalrooV track. My

procedures are as'ohllowst In the fall term 1980, administered the
.shOrt form of the Modern Language Aptitude.Test by Carroll- and_:SapOn
(The,Psychological Corporation, 1968) to all SIP students. They rs&
completed two questionnaires: one on their preferred learning.ttyles
'and bne on their feelings about learning foraigr% languages. I w

)vgorrelate each student's scorqs on these three ihStruments with
her. final grade Sri the coCitse. Every term; I will repeat the
procedures with students who are new to the program.

Based on my observations of good and* poor learners wha, have
enrolled in the SIP' in the past two years, I wbuld. guess that. a
partial profile of a good learner might look l$ke this:

- has an above-average language aptitude-score on the MLAT.1

-is willing to devote more than 10 hou'rs.per. week to studying-
.° Spanish;

,-frequently practices Spanish outside of class.

.Lis highly motivated to learn Spanish.

-disciRlineS self very well.

-has a very positive self- image.

.has a very good command of English grammar.

- received very goo grades in any previqus
course.

- has a specific reason fOr studying Spanish,
relates to the student's career .goals. ,,111

,
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especially if it
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INDIVIDIUALIZING INSTRUCTION IN

SPANISH COMPOSITION

Theodore V. Higgs
New York University

NON- INDIVIDUALIZED .CURRICULUM:

Introduction

"INDIVIDUALIZED" UNDOUBTEDLY MEANS SOMETHING DIFFERENT to everyone who
uses the word. For the purposes of this paper it will be helpful if
we take as broad a construction-of the teem as pOssibladli For example,
for me it is perfectly possible to individualizei6Muction while

)7

addressing an entire .claSs o, students Individualization of

instruction means that you, the instructor, h e'diagnOsed a specific

need on the part of an individUal, and that y are devoting your time
and attention to filling that need. If the same diagnoSis isvalid
for two students, you can meet with both:Of them together to sort
things out. Obviously, then, if an entire class shares 4,giVen need
and you address it in a Classroom:situation you have not ipso facto
abandoned your commitment to individualizing instruction, even if you.
are doing exercises o&ser and estar out of a grammar book.

_ ,
At the same time, however, if you are Working with a class on the

material covering ser and ester in your textbook: only because the,
syllabds says that on or abEFT November you will teach Chapter Ten
(for the reason that it immediatelyjOilowt'Chapter Nine and precedes
Chapter Eleven), even, though you may be involved in exactly the same
activity as just described abOve, your commitment to individualizing
instruction is'non-existent. In a word, then, individualization of
instruction is not ,uniquely definable in terms of a collection of
particular techniOues; if one were to observe a class, in fact, it

might be impossible to I4.certain at any given moment whether the

instructor were individUalizing instruction or not. This is merely to

remind.us that all gold. does not necessarily glitter.

Let us agree that a teacher is individualizing instruction

whenever he addresses -himself directly to a" student or group Of
students who he knoWsrhave a particular need,, with the desire. tOspeak
_to that need and satisfy it. Under this definition, individualization

is synonyMous with student-cerldred instruction, and whether the

immediate audience is one or more than one student need..not,be an
issue.

at
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Student- centered instruction

The most obvious companion of a need to individualize instruction,

that is, to make instruction student centered, is the heterogeneity of

our classes. At New York University, for example, at the most

elementary level of instruction we find in the same classroom studentS

who are beginning the study of Spanish,. and also students who an

converse in Spanish ith astonishing fluency and creditable pre

as well. At the intermediate and upper-levels''of language co rse

and. also in literature courses I would guess, it is common to find

mix of students, some of whom began their university-level study of

Spanish perhaps only a year before, others who have spent a summer or

more living in a Spanishspeaking country, and still others who are

native speakers of Spanish.

Heterogeneity is perhaps at its peak at the intermediate level,

since students bring with them not only their own individuality, but

also. the stamp of earlier instructional experience. In an

intermediate composition class we find students who have had an

audio-lingual background mixed in with students having a more

traditional, writing-oriented background. The individualizing

techniques that I am about to describe make it possible to teach your

class to the benefit of all your students. I am happy to say that

these techniques Ire thoroughly tested, and are now in use in at least

four universities7 ilk
v *

In simplest terms, I am going to tell you briefly how to Set up

and use an objective, manageable scoring system. for compositions

which, 'when combined with a straightforward record-keeping 'device,

/1

allows you to tell at a glance how well any individual or

(

any entire

class is doing, where each person's or class's problems 1 e, and what

progress is being made toward clearing up the problem.

The scoring system works as follows: No corrections as such are

written on the student's paper. As you notice each error, you

indicate its location and type by a convenient symbol on the paper,
Sr

and return the composition to the student. He in turn locates each

error and corrects it. When he has corrected all of his errors as

well as he can, he maket a clean copy and resubmits the composition to

you.

Identifying error types

Although students' mistakes in writing are ).nfinitely variable,

experience shows that they 'fall into a fairly sm e11 number of classes,

or. "error types." For example, we may not know exactly how our

students will run afoul of, some subjunctive coristrixtions, but we know*

t#et they Will find away. The scoring system requires that 4e make a

list of these error types, and assign each one either a fixed or a'

variable point value. Each 'error type' is then given a correction.

Symbol, which is all the Student sees on his paper. For example, "M"

can indicate an error in "mood,"'and can work as wall if a subjunctive
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V

1 2. 7r .

has been us tead of an indicative (*No me dijo si v niera o no)
or vice ve sa (*Cuando viene tu, hermano yo se lo dire . The only
limitations on the correction symbols to repr sent error
types are t t they oe easy to understand and remember, and that they
be'unambiguou

Representative correction symbols

Since each correction symbol represents a broadly-defined error
type, care must be taken to make the level of abstraction appropriate
to the level of the individual student writer. In general, the lower
the level, the narrower should be the Lange of errors covered by any
given symbol. Advanced students can do with a very broad symbol, such
as "Ag," which covers all matters of Agreement. In ermediate students

/.;

profit more from a narrower breakdown dIf this error type such as "Nag"
for -"Noun/adjective Agreement" and "Sag" or "Subject/verb
Agreement." The following list shows some additional examples of
error types, a d their associated ''correction symbols that are
appropriate for e at the intermediate leVel:

GN Gender of the noun is wrong.

Gender of a pronoun is

`.antecedent.

r.

wrong, witrr respect to its

A conjugation error, or some other morphological error
-.associated wtith a verb paradigm. *piensaba; escribido.

(potphologic41. error ,invoidlng a- non-verbf E.g.,
*cortesamenteytreso cuatras muchachas 4

??. 0 ,
, 11

NE No Existe.. A made -up lexical. item usually based on
English. E.g., *la aPorcion, en fact. -

4

S/E Ser/Estar. Change serto estae, or v ce versa.

q
Prim Pxeteiite/ImPer(qct. Change to the ether one.

e
, Ics

T Any tense error other than "Prim."

R Reflexive ft :If reflexive, make no -reflexive, and vice
versa.

Node. If'subjunctive, make indicative, and vice versa.
z47

Vocabulary.,. Student has, missed a word he should have
known. E.g.; Me *pidicidonde yo vivia. /

Dictionary error. Differs from "V" in that the student
probably had to look the word up, and made the wrong
choice out of several,, entries. E.g.) *Reggie tirci_ su

murcielago or Mi jefe es 'un - *paten barato. (The
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difference between a "V" and a "D" is often a judgment

call.)

Any error for which a correction symbol hasn't been

stated, provided that the student can 'be reasonably

expected to spot it and make the correction himself.

Assigning point values to error types

Weighted point values for error types are a good way to let your

students know .where your own priorities lie. Values can be assigned

to errors according to any number of criteria, One might take

essentially structural criteria as primary, and assign maximum value

to areas in which negative transfer from English is at its most

pernicious. That is, one might weight those areas most different from

English as the most important: subject/verb agreements, matters of

grammatical gender, subjunctive versus indicative mood, eta. On the

other hand, one might take success at communicating an idea as the

prime criterion. As the research of Guntermann1 and Chastain2

shdws, the value assigned to any given error type would shift

dramatically.

Point values for error types should change as the course

progresses. Naturally enough we expect greater precision in an area

that has been worked on ti class or during tutoring time. It is even

possible, and entirely reasonable I might add, to assign the same

error type different values for different students in the same class.

This is compatittle with the raison d'etre of weighted symbols: not

all' errors are equally important, from either a grammatical or a

communication perspective: It also further individualizes instruction

in that the teacher-student excnanges are even more closely tailored

to each student's own strengths and weaknesses.

Active correction process

The scoring system ender discussion depends for its success on an

"active correction process," in -which students take on the

responsibility for correcting their own errors once these have been

pointed out. The reasons for preferring an active correction process

over the more traditional practice of having you, the teacher,

laboriously correct each mistake are too many to mention in detail.

The most important advantage of an active correction process is that

it exposes the student yet another time to the foreign language.

Importantly, when faced with a correction -coded paper, only the

individual student knows whether or not any given error was a slip of

the pen, or whether it represented a true learning problem for him.

If you hand-back a corrected paper, the student will check his grade,

probably grumble a bit, mumble "Oh yeah, I guess that's right," and

think no more about it. By involving the student directly in the

revision of his own work you in effect force him to diagnose his own

status with respect to each error type found in his work. He then
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must take the steps necessary to treat his ow condition: a resolve

1
129

nit to be so carelest in- the future, some self study and review, a

question to be asked at the next class meeting, an appointment with

yqu for some seriousreteaching, etcetera.-_

J ReCording*student/cliss progress
& J, I 4

1

J

As we have jutt seen, the careful use of correction symbols for

errors in student scripts is itself a technique that taises the level

of individualization. The maximum advantage, however, is realized

isten student andqclass performance over time can be visualized. This

Ainvolves a compphensive yet elementary record-keeping device which is

AFairayed in the.Tbrm of a matrix.. By.listing the error type correction

f symbols vertically and the students names horizontally we create a

;):imdtrix in,whose cells we can recomPdata for each errortype for each

student. Each Vertical dblumn will,thea.,showa Student Performance

Profile '(SP) for each temple' of writing. Each horizontal row will

show a Class Performance Profile (CPP) for with error type.

Table I suggests a 'number of interesting SPPS. Reading

vertically, we can tell' at a glance that probably. Adams and Erdle are

wasting their 'time in this course, although for very qifferenti

reasons. Cable, in spite of his "(r based on a score of 66%, shots.

great promise: virtually all of his errors are likely due to

carelessness or sloth, except for the Prims. You make a mental note',7.

to assign extra work that will _require him to exploit the.,

difference between the pre'terite and the imperfect. Fiske, again .in
spite of his grade, also shows promise if he can just discipline

himself to learn irregular verb. forms, and to use his dictionary with

a bit more discretion.

As we look horizoptally at the emerging CPP, we note that no

matter what the syllabus says, or what we had previously planned, the,

next class must be devoted at least in part to-a review of the

preterite and the imperfect. The CPP also shows that students need to

relearn their irregular verbs; probably a verb quiz should be

scheduled for the near future. It also looks as though you will have

to design a dictionary exercise--perhaps in the form of a classroom

game--that will show- the students how to choose among multiple

translations of a single lexical entry. Do we also conclude from the

CPP of Table I that our students miraculously understand the usage of

the subjunctive? Alas, the most probable explanation for the lack, of

tallies across the "M" row is that the assigned topic simply did not

lend itself to the kind of thoughts best expressed in -the subjunctive.

Correcting and organizing SPPs

Each matrix of error type versus student names contains. an

enormous amount of information, but even so it is limited. In a

sense, it is like looking at a photograph of an experience. A

different perspective is available if we see a movie, however. To

27
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Table I. Sample Matrix

I Cf

I1

1.

Sag 3

Nag 3

-GN ///
F

NE

3

3

//

C 1-3' 1413.

3

I 5

I

3,3 5III310

OE 5'2
ti

Prim 1-2

T 0-1

1

*2,1,2, 1q
o.

If/ It

1/

Ref 1

///
7_

1.1

3
14 0-4

ra; 3-3
ao

X 1-2 -142.2,2
2,1

'Points
off -19 -314 -9 -0 -117

Grade F 11_ A A F

Rewrite
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make a continuing record of a student's progress, all that is

necessary is to keep a matrix that summarizes his performance on each

writing task in terms of the total from each cell in the whole-class
matrix. See, e.g., Table II. Such a matrix lets y know where
progress is being made, where problems still exist, a where extra
attention to each student is indicated... SPPs are imp tant not only
to you as a grading aid, but also to the individual s dent as a study

guide. Each student should be awareof his SPP all times, and
should be given a copy of his SPP, or some other statement of his
progress, beforeeach major evaluation, e.g., the idterm and final
examination. By looking at a statement of his ow performance the
student can make the most of his available study time His motivation
is improved by knowing that what he is studying is exactly what he
should be studying, and there is no psychological trauma over trying
to out-guess his instructor -about what will or.will not be on the
final. He knows where his own shortcomings lie, and thus can get
maximum mileage out of his study effort.

Table III shows an abbreviated Class Performance Profile. CPPs

are not as transparently informative as are SPPs, because they can be
skewed by a single student's performance. Nevertheless, they do

reveal class trends if they are interpreted carefully. For this

reason, CPPs are perhaps most valuable in assessing the status of the

class on each writing exercise (the "total" column in Table I). It is

possible to see immediately-if the totals for any error type are
fairly evenly distributed across the whole class, or are due to a
single student who is writing considerably below the level of his
classmates.

Recapping the cycle of student/instructor activities

At the beginning of the course the instructor distributes to the
students a list of the correction symbols that will be used, with

examples of each. Students keep this sheet throughout the course,
referring to it where necessary. As soon as the class population
stabilizes, the instructor puts the matrix of correction symbols and
students' names on a ditto and makes copies enough for all of the
compositions his students will write.

There are a number of steps involved in the production Of a final

version of each composition topic. The student first writes a

composition on the assigned topic. He hands it in to the instructor,
who reads through it, writing in correction symbols, as he goes. These

''are usually written in the left margin, although the instructor may
also underline or circle the actual error. Correction symbols for

discrete errors in a single line are separated by commas. Multiple

errors that coincide, in one form are separated by a hyphen. For

example: *El me dijo que salgara sus llaves en el cajOn ('He told me
that he left his keys in the drawer') gets a "V!" for vocabulary, an
"M" for the wrong mode, and an "F!" for an incorrect verb form. Thus,

in this case, the left margin would have "V!-M-F!" as a single entry,
and the scoring would reflect three errors, not one.
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A

Table H. Abbreviated Student Performance PROfiles (SPP)

mkt-

iADAMS

m M m

"

Sag, 2 1 2 1

Nag 4 5 2 3

GN 3 4 3 3

F 2 3 3 1

NE 6 1 5 6

Prim 6 1 5 6

H

1 Sag 1

3 Nag 1

3 GN 0

2 F 1

6 NE 2

6 Prim 4

CABLE

" " H
H H .4

'X

0 0

14,

0 0

0 /

4 3 2 2

cr

Table III. AO- viated Class Performance Prd'Jles

d PI 0 d

H 1-4 .4 .4
1-4

Sag. 3 2 ' 2 1 1

Nag 6 6 2 3 2

GN 5 4 3 4 3

F 3 5 4 2 2..
NE 6 2 0 0 0

Prim 19 4 17 14 12

-T-
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As ou "correct" and scare each paper,' you record the scoring in
the cells of the master matrix. In a typical composition Of about 300
words recording the errors in the matrix adds'about two minutes or
less to the task. But the time you have saved by not writing in
corrections is more than accounted for, and you le out ahead overall
04 a considerable mazgin. In_idOition, you 'have valuable to

show for your time: the columns of .your completed matrix show you
immediately each individual's problems, while the rows reveal shared
difficulties. The lattei guide your class lesson planning, the former
aid the students in focusing their attention on real problems.

The Scored compositions are returned to the students whose next
step is to correct the errors that you have indicated with correction
symbols. At the beginning of the next class the students hand in both
their rewrites and their original (scored) compositions. There is a
place on the master matrix t9 indicate that a student has completed

1
the write. 'You might want to put some corrections on the rewrite,*
thotigh'it should be largely correct. The original and the re rite are
then returned to the students for their own use.

It is important to have students rewrite the whole composition,
rather than just correct the original.., First, the student in

preparing for an examination can review his originals and see if he
can recognize what his mistakes were. He checks himself against the
rewrite. Second, the complete rewrite obliges the student to pass
through the material as a whole a second time, Olereby doubling his
exposure to the language. Finally, when the course ends each student
has a significant number of well-written compositions from Which he
can study with confidence, knowing that what he has written is correct.

Conclusions

I have presented, albeit in skeletal form, a system for

individualizing instruction in an intermediate Spanish composition
class, even when the ctIrrAcular model and methodology in use are not
overtly individualized. Mb system is extremely concrete and not at
all hypothetical. It has been-in active use now for five years, and
continues to acquire new practitioners. The system has a number of
advantages, the principal ones being the following:

1. Scoring is object aid Matters of °grammatical
accuracy are kept separate elements of style or content, thereby

_facilitating a more sensitive grading system.

2.* Research performed by John Lalande at Penn State University
suggests ttiat-students' motivation, far from being lessened by having
every writing error indicated (whether points are deducted or not), is
improved. Lalande's research clearly suggests that students rise to
the challenge to write accurately.3

3. Instructors who become familiar with the system save a great
amount oftime in their scoring and grading tasks.
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4. Diagnostic needs are served as well as other evaluation needs.

5. The measures work as well in classes for Spdnish speakers as

in classes for English,speakers.

6. A data base, is provided for immediate use in course planning,

syllabus construction and materials design.

. 7. Record keeping is- reduced to an.orderly system which allows

one to note, immediately the current status as well as the progress

over time of any individual student.

.8. Cfa4-as-a4-whole records can also be kept easily, and the

status of an entire- class at any time or across time is easy to

determine.

9. The same system that is used throughout the course is also

used on the important examinations. Students are not surprised by the

introduction of a new format or of new scoring criteria on an exam.

10. Each individual, through the active correction process, is

obliged to recognize and deal with his own mistaKes. He can see which

of them are momentary lapses, and which are truly learning problems.

11. SSPs allow students to take maximum advantage of their

available study time; they concentrate on what they Know to be their

own areas of difficulty.

12. SPPS and CPPs allow instructors to take maximum advantage of

their time. No effort is wasted preparing materials or discussions

that are not needed by any, particular .student or class. More

importantly, no valuable class time is wasted teaching material that

does not represent a problem for a significant number of students.

These last two points represent the essence of individualization:

all the techniques and activities of the system have their beginning

and end in concrete needs as defined uniquely NI and by individual

students. Each student in effect designs nis ow program of study,

while the instructor, by spending class time on shared, class-level

needs and time with individuals on their own particular needs,

provides truly individualized, student-centered instruction.

_132
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MEETING INDIVIDUAL CAREER-RELATED NEEDS IN HAWAI : A TOURISM-ORIENTED

JAPANESE LANGUAGE CURRICULUM

Kyoko Hijirida
University of Hawaii

OF
Background

'SINCE THE 1960's THE LANGUAGE requirement at educational institutions 1
has been seriously questioned. Nationally, the 1970's were a period
of hardship for the foreign language profession. At the same time, a
tremendous effort was being made-; by teachers to make foreign language

more relevant for students and more accountable to the public by
developing new curricula and new, courses. Chiief among these efforts
was an effort to explore foreign language programs for special areas.
Language teaching for special purposes such as business and commerce,

civil service, law, and travel a tourism was proposed and

implemented in various institutions. he growing involvement of the
United States in international business has stressed the importance of

foreign languages. The report,. of the President's Commission on

Foreign Language and International Studies urged that special

attention be paid t o t s flyea,. stating that the United States was far

behind other 'countrie WprbdUcing businessmen and -women who are
fluent in foreign languaget. (The report stated, for example, that

there were 10,000 English - speaking Japanese business representatives
working -in the U.S. but fewer than 900 Americans in Japan, only a
handful of whom spoke Japanese.)

The Unive;pity of Hawaii has 'a continuing commitment to the
bicultural development of culture and language, as well as of

other languages. Approximately one third of the state's population is

of Japanese ancestry; consequently, a large portion of the

University's students is. of Japanese descent. Furthermore, tourists
from Japan serve as a major source of revenue, and tourism is Hawaii's
leading inaustry. Thus, meeting the Japanese language needs of the
tourist industry is especially important in Hawaii.

At the Manoa campus of the University, approximately 1,200

students enroll. in. the Japanese language program each semester. While

many of these students undeitake the study of Ja se to fulfill
college requirements, an increasingly large portion udents enroll
in Japanese language courses as an aid in their e careers or

current occupation.

With the aid of. a iversity of Hawaii President's Curriculum

Improvement grant',. I ve developed a tourism-oriented Japanese

cultural and language- iculum during the past three years. I based

13
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this effort on research I conducted in the community. The survey, -

"Assessment of Community Needs for Japanese Language Education in

Hawaii," focused on four groups: local businessmen, pupils at private

Japanese mss, their parents, 'and high school stuaents. The

results of the survey showed that:

1. An overwhelming majority--8A--of the businessmen involved in

tourism- inoicated they served Japanese-speaking44customerS

"all of the time."

2. While young people said parental pressure was their primary'

motivation for enrolling in private Japanese schools, rtheir
second reason was "to prepare for future employment."

3. Parents stated their main imp us for urging theirildren
to undertake Japanese prog ams was "to understand and

appreciate Japanese cultuze,." Their second reason, echoing
the students, was ttp desit'e for career advancement.

k

4. The high school stuaents' reasons for Japanese language study

incluaed ancestral heritage and future career interests as
well as satisfying the college foreign language requirement.

My findings indicated a need in the state for career-oriented
programs combined with Japanese language education. These survey

results paralleled the findings of a survey of University of Hawaii

students in 1976, which showed that one of the most compelling reasons

for a .majority of students to study the Japanese language was the

expectation of employment in the tourist industry". Japanese language

teachers, too, are increasingly cognizant of the fact that a number of

students in Hawaii study Japanese because the language has practical

vocational value, in addition to ethnic and academic justification.
According to statistics compiled by the Hawaii Department of Planning

aro Economic Development, for eaMple, the aforementioned tourism has
shown an impressive growth rate in recent decades. Japanese citizens

comprise a significant ,percentage of all visitors to Hawaii. (Ih

1979, Hawaii hosted a total of 580,0OG-tourists.) Indeed, while the

number of visitors from the U.S. mainland has aeclinea in recent

months, the number of tourists from Japan has significantly increased.

Curriculum development

A tourism-oriented curriculum needed to be formulatea to help
-.-

students develop proficiency inIthe primary communication skills of
comprehension, speaking, and cultural understanding, and to meet the

needs of those who require Japanese conversational ability in

preparation for employment in tourism-oriented businesses.. The course

was to be tailored specifically to help college students planning to

work in tourist-oriented businesses develop effective communication

skills and interact more empathetically with those they serve by

increasing their understanding and knowledge' of the Japanese culture
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and language. Uporlpepletion of the course, the students would be

expected to demonstra e.speaking proficiency by being able to carry on

limited conversations in wqrking situations, show an increase in

knowledge of Japanese gralmar and sentence structure, and have

developed cultural skills, showing increased empathy for and

understanding of the Japanese people and their behavioral

INcharacteriatics.

In developing the curriculum, the immediate obstacle to be

overcome was the lack of a- suitable textbook. None of the available

textbooks were appropriate for this specialized classroom use,/ After

surveying businessmen, working people and others, I developed

Practical Japanese for the Tourism Industry and additional

instructional 'materials, including tapes, to' be used in a

tourism-oriented Japanese conversation course.

Three components for-teaChing-learning

While trie creation of linstructional materials was a significant

endeavor, attention also had to be, focused on how to conduct the

classes in order to maximize individual participation. The. awareness

of individual student needs recallt the following remarks by Papalia

and Zampogna:
3

The effective teacher may individualize instruction in an

inflexible lockstep-Ating by grouping students on the basis.

of ability for some activities and on the basis of interest

for other activities. If longer sequences are desired, the

language Curriculum shoulglibe aoapted to the individual

needs, interests, goals, Wd modes of learning of each

student.?

Consequently, the idea of individualizing instruction in a

non-individualized curriculum was explored and modified to include a

variety of learning activities' and groupings, such as one-to-one,

small group, and large grousettings according to the purpose and

type of activities.

In foreign language learning, students, teachers, and

-instructional media can be thought, of as co-agents. Positive

-attitudes by students toward i sfructional media (e.g., textbooks,

workbooks, and language labs) re dependent on how well the teacher

coordinates all learning acti nips in relation to the objectives of

each learning phase. The cent i role 'in the classroom will be shared

by the teacher, students, instructional media. The division of

labor Whodoes what Usk?) in terms of learning should be also

considered.

The roles of the teacher, students, and media in terms of the,

responsibilities and interaction can be,shown in the diagram in Figure

.1., A clear understanding of the dAision of labor among the three

components can provide a guioe for study to the students at the

beginning of the semester.2
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FIGURE 1.

Responsibilities and Interaction of Teacher, Students and Media

Teacher

Seudentistudy
outside class

Group./project in one of four areas:

- . airport-related . hotel-related

. restaurant-rel ted . store-related

One-to-one One -to -one

consultation lab,

during programmed

office workbooks

hours' 6

CLASS textbooks

Preparation
Student progress

recording

4

INSTRUCTION

Preparation for
instructional me

tapes, etc.

Instructional

Media

1.
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Five phases of the learning process

The process of language learning can be viewed as a series of

phases that need to. be explored. Teaching strategies, learning

activities, and educational media will be described in line with each

of the teaching-learning phases. The teaching-learning phases are

divided into five parts: presentation, explanation, drill,

application, and evaluation. Figure 2 shows a schematic

representation of the five phases not the learning process and

illustrates the main learning activity for each of the phases.

Learning Ptocess,

FIGURE 2.
A.

Groupings, and Learning Activities

PRESENTATION-ro EXPLANATION DRILL --0 APPLICATION EVALUATION

large group large group tone-to-one small group one-to-one

introduction
of

new lesson

lang. lab

one-to=one

role-simula-*
tion skits

interview

discussion

(programmed. workbook) . interviews
with tourists

large group

quizzes

Tyres and purposes of the learning activities

1. One-to-one activity:

a)

b)

Students are individually assigned to work on certain

grammatical:- points such as noun modification sentence

patters in'the programmed workbodk.

Students attend the language lab and respond to the questions-

asked on the tape based on the conversation they have heaid.

They complete an answer sheet and submit it to the teacher in'

the next class. :

2. Small group activity:

a) At the endof each lesson, students are .divided into groups

of two or three and work on skit presentations or perform

simulated role playing in an assigned work situation. Sample

role-playing skits are shown in the Appendix. After each

group presentation, a oiscussion by the entire class is

conducted.

b) Students are divided based on iriterests into four topic

areas: airports, hotels, restaurants, and, souvenir shops.

3
O

ta,
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. For a group project, they conduct surveys of language and

culture in their area of interest. They also meet Japanese

visitors and people working in the tourism industry, and make

oral reports to the class.

3. Large group activity

'a) General introduction of new

cultural aspects are conducted

Revi w exercises, worksheets
s ence structures are also
whole.

-lessons and discussion about
with the class as a whole.

and quizzes on vocabulary and
conducted with the class as a

-"/

Summary

Results during the two years the tourism-oriented curriculum has

been offered indicate that the Japanese cultural and language

curriculum for tourism-oriented students satisfies student!, needs:

Students in this Japanese program are highly motivated, since they can

apply what they have studied to their work. It is evident that

comprehensive practical training in leaving the Japanese language not

only is sought by students,* but aise---i-sdgired by private industry.

Course material could be expa d in the future to include additional

areas such as inform on b ths, transportation, and sightseeing

situations. With the de lopmen f additional material, it would be

feasible to extend the co se mat ial to two, semesters, thus making

the language training more sine.

v.
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Situation:

Situation:

Situation:

Situation :'

Situation:

Situation:

Situation:

Situation:

Situation:
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Samples of role - playing situations for skits

As a hotel front desk clerk, help'a guest who has just
arrived and wants tb register. The guest has made a

reservation (Lesson 3, Hotel-related).

As a front desk clerk, help a couple who has not made a
reservation. Ask their preference about type of room,
location of room, cost of room, etc. (Lesson 3,

Hotel - related).

(2 people) Conversation between a sales clerk and a
customer. Directions: Use greetings, counters, prices,

trying on, persuasion, etc. (Lesson 5, Store-related).

(2 people) A customer inquires about Hawaiian Plumeria
perfume and French Chanel No. 5. The clerk explains the

features of each (Lesson 5, Store-related).

(2 people) A customer asks'about the Hawaii state Sales

tax. "The clerk explains that the state adds 4 percent
to the price of all merchandise as a tax and this money

goes to the state for various purposes (Lesson 5,

Store-related).4?-'

(3 people) A Japanese couple comes to a restaurant
without a reservation. Since restaurant reservations

are not normally made in Japan, the problem for the host

riZ?
or hostess is hpow.tt4 explain to the ouple that they

will have to wait, even though there a t bles that are

not being used at the time (Lesson , Restaurant-

related).

(3 people) A honeymooning couple from Japan wants to
try some 'of the tropical drinks that are .popular in

Hawaii, but they don't know what to order. As a waiter

or Waitress, explain to them the contents and taste of
several drinks such as Blue. Hawaii and' Mai , Tai (Lesson

4, Restaurant-related).

(2 people) As an operator, handle a guest's'request for

a wake-up.call (Lesson 3, Hotel-related).

(2 people) You receive a letter from a friend in Japan
telling you that he is coming to Honolulu for a two-week'

vacation.. ,After he arrives, you call your friend on the
phone and ask about his schedule. Then you offer to
take your friend around. Oahu and to the University of

Hawaii campus for sightseeing (Lesson 2, Airport -

'related).
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Notes

lAnthony Papalip and Joseph Zampogna, "An Experiment in

Individualized Instruction ThroGgh Small Group Interaction,". Foreign

Language Annals,. V.A, n. 3 (March, 1972), P. 306.

2Muneo Yoshikawa "Toward Integration in Language

Teaching-Learning," the Hawaii Language Teacher,. v. X, n. 1

(December, 1967), pp. 39-41.
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PROGRAMMATIC INDIVIDUALIZATION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES: A PROPOSAL FOR

THE SMALLER COLLECT,

Wolf Hollerbach
University of Alaska, Fairbanks

LIKE NUMEROUS OTHER INSTITUTIONS ACROSS the nation, the University of

Alaska, Fairbanks--the only 'campus in the state system offering

degrees in foreign languages1--witnessed, at the beginning of the

seventies, decreasing enrollments in foreign languages. The

University responded, 'like most other institutions, with staff

cutbacks. Soon, however, the untenable discrepancy between the

ambitions of the past and the limitations of the present had become
more than obvious.1

The solution, adopted five years ago after careful deliberation,

is 'an academically challenging program with an essentially dialectic

nature.' Learning the language, and about the language, is considered

the heart of the discipline: it strongly predominates. Out-of eight

courses regularly offered per language per year, seven are exclusively

or primarily language courses. At the same time the heavy emphasis on

°language iwystematically complemented by (a) the incorporation, into

the progrwritself, of non-departmental support courses and (b) the

careful selection and orchestration of learning materials according to

the critieria of speech sample authenticity and literary-cultural

value. The underlying program philosophy can be described as

concentration-plus-expansion.

Instead of specialized degrees in French, German and Spanish, for

example, only one degree--a B.A. in Foreign Language--is offered, with

two languages required. Similarly the number of courses in each
language is limited to the very core. On the other hand, the total
number of credits required for a major is, paradoxically, considerably

higher than for the usual foreign language degree., In abstract

terms, the fundamental p inciple of.program structure is the rather

complex equ4librium betwe n rigidity and flexibility, requirements and

choices. This balance erates on four levels or introduces four
different types of what could be called "programmatic " - -as distinct

from the normally discussed "methodological"--individualization, or

individualized learning (as distinct from individualized teaching).
The success of such a model' rests on the balance not only between the

"must's" and the "may's" on each level, but also between any giVen'

level and all the others. The degree and nature of program

individualization can best be desc 'bed in terms,of the relationships

between what is imposed and what is tional.
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Level one

The very first level of program *ndividualization is that of

language choice itself. The restric .t the foreign language

student is confronted with are (a) t a he must study two languages,

and (b) that the pool he, can choose fro contains not more than four

languages: French, German and $p ish are possible,first or second

language choices, and Russian be taken as a second language.4

The first language requires 24 redits, the second, 13 credits,, above

the 10-credit elementary %co ses. Within those ,confines, any

combination is possible to accomodate the particular needs and

p--:erences of the in ivid 1 student. Most adhere to traditional

patterns combining, fo example, French and German, German and

Russian, Spanish and french. But there is nothing to prevent a

student from taking, let's say, Spanish as his first language and as

his second, kussian. Many of our students have quite firmly decided

which language(s) they want to learn before they declare a major.

The department has 'resisted the temptation, and occasional

pressures from 'administrators, Co reduce the number of languages

offered, out of the conviction that student enrollment in the

remaining ones would not increase. On the contrary, 'the language pool

should be wide4d by the inclusion of Japanese, currently a two-year

program, as a second 1 nguage. (A recently concluded student exchange

program with a Japanese university is an important step toward making

this a reality.) Mother possibility is to make more and better

self-instructional la.(nguage 'programs availaole. At this moment, the

department is drawing up plans to convert the traditional

teaching-oriented lab into a learning-oriented multi-media foreign

language center with cassette players-recorders, filmstrip-cassette

player units' a videotape viewer, a computer terminal and foreign

magazine display nd reading area. Tnese new facilities could help to

enlarge the pool of available second languages. For example, Latin or

Chinese could t us be added, languages in which the department has

already been offering occasional courses in the recent past.

Level two /

The second level of program individualization provides the

student, onoe his language choice is made, with the basic alternative

between a/liberal arts option and a career-oriented option.

Choice and the individual flexibility it implie .;;. should

be pointed out, affect t e-- Die aspects, i.e., credit

requirem-m qualitative aspect, i.e., course composition, of

eanguage training itself. The language curricula, as the core of

the major program, ,remain the same. What this choice affects is

.rather/ (a) the whole area of background-related requirements, which

represents the third level of individualization, and (b) the

objectives and learning materials of four' individual study courses,

which repesent the fourth individualization level.
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Level three

On the third level of individualization, the equilibrium between
the rigidity of .program requirements andq,the flexibility of the

student's choices can be conceptualized in 111Bsk of the relationships

between discipline-related and background- related requirements. The

requirements relating to the firstid second language. are rigidly
fixed. The program does not .mutually competing or

substitutable courSesyNand each semester oily one basic' course is
offered per level: one:tlementary (I in the fall, II in the spring),
one intermediate (I and II, respectively), and for the upper division

one advanced language (fall .semester) or one fourth-year

literature/civilization class- (spring semester).

The background requirements, on the other hand, offer the student
considerable flexibility. Certain courses or disciplines that are
considered particularly Useful for- the foreign language student, or
supportive of the foreign language field of study, are built into the

foreign language program. Under both the liberal arts'and the-career

option, for example, the introductory course in linguittics (3

credits) is required. Beyond that, the'career option makes no further

specific requirements: the student is free td. form a completely
individualized package of courses as long as two minimum conditions

are met. One is quantitative: a minimum of 21 credits must be,

earned; the other is qualitative: the package must form a whole, tre

coherence, .ralevance and career application of which can be

demonstrated to the satisfaction of the advisdr. Relevant fields

Which open up attractive careers include, for example, business

administration, social work, nursing, justice, journalism, education,

as well as law, engineering, and potentially_ all the natural or social

sciences. For a given individual, a very unusual combination between,-

foreign languge and a Career-mparatory course of study may make,

sense.

The liberal arts' option, on the other hand, implies a more

structured framework, yet does !not _eliminate the pottibility of

individual choice.. Half of "the background requirements, i.e.), 12

credits, represent specific courses considered ,by t partment tole

essential to the support of abroad4based' major: addition to,

Linguistics 101, three coOrses:.in a highly structured HUman4ies
program ana'required, namely the- two introductory classes,.; Harp. 201

"Unity in the Arts" and-202 "Unity in the ,Sciences",as well' as a'

fourth-year course called "Dimensions of Literature.") Another six

credits must bc,.talsen 'in ,literature courses outer than thdse

pertaining& to the student!S major. The .justification for this

requirement is twofold: 'it broadens the student's perceptiOn of the

variety of methods in literary analysis and of standards of

evaluation, and it helps to fill the historical space around the

national literature represented by his, major field. Lastly, the

liberal arts option requires the student to ,take two major-supportive

courses in history, history-of art, geography, or philosophpy.

It would be'errOnedus to view the background-related requirements

es nothing more than a stopgap measure, a reaction to staff cutbacks
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11761 the elimination of specialized courses. The background

requirements represent a deliberate attempt to end. the "battle for

bodies" which poisons the atmosphere in many smaller institutions, to

benefit from our colleagues' expertise, and on a more philosophical,

level, to put into practice the conviction, so often'conjured;yet so
Often betrayed in academe, that the liberal arts are indeed integrated

and interdependent.

Level four

The fourth level of program atic individualizatiod is that of the

cow program structure itself. Out of the twelve courses listed in

the catalog for each of the hree principal languageS,I foug are ,

'individual-study' classes. The e courses are special-skill oriented.
They are regularly scheduled and fully built into the program. On the

second -year level, for example, each spring semester there is "288:

Reading French (or Gerthan or Spanish or Russian)." BesideS developing

the reading skill itself and introducing the interested'student to

modern -literary texts, this course .usually helps him to make

considerable progress in his speaking ability since he must give oral

reports in the target language;'. On the third-year level, "387:

Semantics and Vocabulary Expansion" is offered every-other fall. Its

objective is threefold: (a), to develop the student's understanding of:
basic semantic and lexicological concepts and techniques of analysis;

(b) to furnish.hirp the practical. tools of systematic vocabulary

acquisition; and (c) to make him learn between 800 and 1100 new

words. 'Alternating with 3872::is "487:±,,Translation of French (or

German or Spanish).-Texts".Which is offeAW also in the fall semester.
It is designed to (a) .have the student practice his language skills on

a variety of more or =less advanced texts translating from the target
language into English and vice-versa; (b) lead tiim beyond grammar = into

stylistics; and (c) introduce hith to a special skillthat could open

up a professional career._ Both the vocabulary expansion :and the

translation courses represent undoubtedly two of °the most neglected,-

yet extremely important areas in Jardign language pedagogy. The.,

fourth individual-study course, "488: Senior Project," is offered for

graduating seniors "Ns Demand Warrants." It stands out from the other

three courses because it is less a course than a comprehensive exam

extended over the entire semester. The student is expected to

demonstrate, on a topic chosen by him and approved by the department,

what he can do with his principal language or both his languages. In

its general thrust similar to a thesis course, the senior project is

not, however, limited to expanded term papers. The range of potential

topics is kept wide open.

Unlike many ad hoc independent study classes, these courses not

only have precise objectives but also follow a clearly definable

instructional format which includes a weekly conference with the

instructor and specific assignments. Their most salient feature is

obviously the high degree of individualization in the learning process

with respect to the materials to be studied.and to some extent with

respect to the methods and approaches to be applied.

1,15
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The catirse syllabus theoretically varies with every student.5

In its concrete form it °results from the interplay between the

,student's needs, wishes and degree of proficiency on the one hand, and

the instructor's experience and perception of academic standards or

program needs on the other. The latter assures curricular stability,
continuity and comparability as well as,a certain minimum breadth of

learning: students are generally discouraged from pursuing only one

line of interest. In the reading or the translation course, for

example, the instructor will insist that the student, instead Of

working on one preferred type of text (for example, legal documents,

ballads, or journal articles on political events)., bloaden his

proficiency by tackling at least three different kinds of texts.

Similarly, the person- enrolled in the semantics and vocabulary

expansion course will not be permitted to concentrate entirely on one

lexical area (e.g., "the terminology of architecture" or "adjectives"

or "German loanwords in Russian") or on only one method of expansion

.(e.g., the word-family approach). The fundamental objective of the

program is" to athieve an academically and pragmatically convincing
balance between breadth and depth in knowledge, skill and experience.

Programmatic individualization: A summary

As a summary of the preceding discussion, it can be said that the,

three most important :assumptions underlying this 'particular program

model are as follows: (1) An assumption about language, namely that

language is ,man's most versatile tool: ,
the program does not lead,

like a'-funnel, inevitably or even predominantly to the literary

scholar's .erudition, the translator's' craft, the tourist's ease of

speaking, or the grammarian's precision of-oescription.: It leads to

none of these in particular, but may lead to all,''ana:Many more. (2)'

An assumption about teaching priorities, namely that cutbacks in the

teaching of language as such are suicidal: emphasizing culture or

literary Content (literature in transiation):can increase student

interest and, momentarily perhaps, numbers. But when achieved at the
expenie of language instruction, .it may very well,.in the long run,

kill rather than cure. (3) An assumption about learning objectives,

namely that the variety of potential uses of the tool "language"

corresponds to, and ultimately satisfies, the variety of individual

learning objectives: a program that teaches language both in aepth

and in width, and that sets stringent requirements yet allows

considerable individual choice, does not necessarily appeal to those

who just want to "pick up" a language. Such a program can attract and

retain, stimulate and challenge those who are serious about learning

anothe:r tongue: the future doctor or lawyer, the businessma*lor

journalist, the scientist or musician, the teacher or diplomat, Ithe

seekers of careers or of-the self, the' freshman student, the active

professional or the interested senior citizen.
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Problem areas

If at a small college only one or two positions are available for

each language, a limited but ambitious program runs the risk of

intellectual inbreeding. The hiring of various, and varying,

part-tiMe instructors can be a remedy provided that there are enough

full-time faculty to ensure stability and continuity, and provided

that enough part-time faculty with the necessary qualifications can be

found. Another option may be to establish a rotating visiting

professorship in addition to the regular staff, or to find a native

speaker assistant through an exchange program such as the one promoted

by the Institute of International Education in New York: If

absolutely no funds can be obtained for these, a judicious hiring

policy must be aohered to. The objective'of hiring ought to be to

find and retain professionally versatile faculty who can provide

instruction in more than one foreign language. The rather widespread

need for versatility in the profession is evident to anyone who reads

through the MLA job lists. Yet in, a milieu which favors narrow

specialization, arc for many small 'universities which cannot offer. the

prestige or the pay of the Ivy League, this need is not easily met.

Another serious problem is routine: in a situation that is

characterized` relatively high teachihg loaos (Pour course

preparations and an average of -12 to 14 credits per semester), a

limited total number of courses, and the absence of research-oriented

specialized, classes (which among other purposes serve the faculty by

providing outlets for, special interests), routine is a real danger.

Routine without simultaneous professional development and progress

smothers the professor's and his students' enthusiaS .eventually

the progrFam. Routine can be somewhat alleviated

change of topics, appr hes, ano/or materials that

philosophy of programmatic individualization.6 But

answer lies unaoubtedly in the general quality and

faculty.

Advising, too, is critical. Lhe foleign.language faculty must be

willing to give freely of theii time and to "individualize" their

advising in order to make programmatic individualization work. This

is particularly true when guiding career-option students through their

choices. It is good practice' to encourage these majors to. haVe a

second advisor, a faculty member in the'" other field. Generally

speaking, close cooperation with other departments and colleagues is a

great asset, but it cannot always be taken for granteo. .Without some

form of .cooperation, the concept of background requirements or of

sharing expertise will not succeeo as well as theoretically it can.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the high number of credits.

required under this program may scare more stuoents away than the

quality of the degree attracts., The catalog must make clear, for

example, that most background-related creoits are applicable to,

general degree requirements, too. In addition,. a special advanced

placement bonus credit policy may be adopted to encourage and reward

students who continue, at the college level, previous foreign language

stoLiies.7

e. requent,,
1 of the
ultimately the

attitude of the
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. A program model such as has here been discussed is not an easy,
quick-fix solution. It will not turn a difficult situation around
,overnight. It demands from administrators patience, and from faculty
and students, serious commitment. But given patience, commitment and
bard work, it will deliver, within. the framework of multiple

flimitations, what it promises: to the university a curriculum that,
ibtellectually challepgi and academically sound, assumes its role
and responsibility -- --

..:heart of the Liberal Arts; and to the
t

student a good, se -.M ',,ads for developing mastery in the use of a key
lif

that opens a thousa L,

i
1:barsanother language.

is
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Notes

1The University of Alaska, Fairbanks is the oldest unit in the

statewide system. It is a predominantly residential campus with

approximately 3000 full-time students. It is strongly.. orientea

towards research in the natural sciences. The Department, of

Linguistics andForeign Languages has currently 5 full-time positions

and is part of the College of Arts and ScienceS with about 100

full-time faculty. Since 4971 there have been no unaergraduate and

few graduate foreign language requirements.

21n 1974 when the present program was unaer discussion, the

catalog listed 36 courses for French, jncluding some ,on the graduate

level. In 1975, staffing had been reaucea by more than 40% from the

1971 level, to the present 1 full. -,time position per latriguage/

oiscipline.

3First langUage: 24 credits beybooPthe first year, plus second

language: 13 credits,Oeyond the first, year for altotal of-,37Thredits.

excluding (or 57 including)"beginning classes; plus 24 in background

requirements for a grand total of'61 credits for 81, respectively).

4-The Russian program is a three-year program; it is also part of

a Russian Studies curriculum.

5In practice, Working in small groups Hof two or three students

is encouraged whenever it promises good results, especially in the

translation class. Also, in the semantics coux.se, a group-taught

introduction to theory usually precedes': the indrvidualized learning

phase. Most individual -study courses Rave between 3 and o stuaents.

6Varying topics are explicitly announced in the catalog for

"432: Studies. in French, (or. German or Spanish) Literature and

Civilization."

7The explanation of the policy in the oepartmental brochure.

(1979) reads as follows: :"upon successful completion (Grade C or

highe ) of the course in which he/she was places, the student will

recei e credits for that course and, in amition, for the two

immediately preceding prerequisite courses, if any,' unless he has

received university credit for these alreaay. A native speaker may

not receive credit for 101 and 102."

/10

1.19
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INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUepON AT GALLAUDET
COLLEE

Catherine W. Ingold
Gallaudet College

BEFORE DISCUSSING:- THE , PROCESS BY which Gallaudet initiated
individualized instruction in French, some background information on
the.dollege is in order. ,Gallaudet is a four-year liberal -arts
college located iii Washin4ton, D.C., with approximately 1100
undergraduate studentS. The liberal arts'focus of the institution has
been somewhat modified by the addition of a number-of pre -ptbfessional
programs, but the commitment to the-liberal arts,,remains strong and is
reflected in strong distribeion requirements in the humanities
social sciences, and pure sciences. Tx° years of a foreign languageare'required of all students at Gallaudet, although it is `not
improbable that the requirement will be Jeduded or eliminated for
pre-professional students within the next few years. By far the most
unusual characteristic of Gallaudet, however, isits student body:
over 95% of its undergraduates are hearing impaired, and a very large
proportion of them are profoundly deaf from birth. All classes are
conducted using the Simultaneous Method of Communication, ,-,-which

involves the use of speech, American Sign- Languagi Rencepts, and
fingerspelling.

As a result of the unique 'characteristics of our stUdeni body,
foreign. language teaching at Gallaudet exhibits? some -distinct
features. The cycle of required courses" focuses" -on reading and
writing skills. Since very few students, are provloed with
foreign language instruction at the s- ondary level, almost 'all
students initiate their foreign language st dy at Gallaudet. Most of
the exceptions to this pattern are from anada or other foreign)

countries or have become deaf relatively recen ly.

Another consequence of Gallaudet's uniqueness is that the foreign
language departments do not encourage students to major in foreign'
languages, feeling that the inability of most, students to acquire
fluency in four skill areas puts them at- top great a disadvantage in
the job market and largely prevents them from pursuing graduate
training in the field. On the other-hand, the Romance Languages
department has received a grant from the Fund for the Improvement-of
Post-Secondary Education for the purpose of developing majors in

International Studies which would incorporate a strong ,foreign

language compOnent.

Tne, department of Romance Languages began consideration .
individUalized instruction for many of the same reasons that lead.
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other institutions in this direction. The first was the enormous
range of ability levels encountered in the classroom. This problem is
accentuated at Gallaudet by the varying levels of English ,language
skills which our students possess. Another problem was the difficulty
of finding appropriate texts for classroom use, given the strong
aural-oral focus of most currently-available texts. A third problem
was the fact that, since the foreign language requirement generally
occupies t40full years, and since we have not found it practical to
offer courses out of ,normal sequence

who.
first-semester French

duting second semester), the 'student who. for some reason failed to
complete a semester on schedule sometimes found himself unable to

Juate an time, or unable to continue with-foreign language work
without. a year's hiatus. A fourth problem, which other colleges
probably also face, is thk of the visually handicapped student or
mobility-handicapped student who, cannot function well within the
confines of a standard classroom situation.

The first problem which the department addressed directly was that
of apprdOriate textbooks. After extensive review o'f existing
materials, we faced the necessity of "simply" writing our own. The
task turned out to be formidable and enormously time-consuming. A

colleague and I worked on the text full time during an entire summer
and in our spare time for two semesters. The resulting first-year
text is a four volume text-workbook, constructed on principles which
made' it lend itself two years later to individualized 'instruction.
The textbook is written in language geared for the non-native mastery
of English typical of our, students, and its goals in .terms of
vocabulary and grammatical complexity are comparatively modest. Each
new grammatical concept is. explained using approaches which seem to
work with our students; ,the explanation is immediately followed by
extensive written exercises in increasing order of difficulty,
beginning with simple fill-ins and ending with translation of complete.
sentences or paragraphs from English into .French. Answers to

exercises are provided for all except the final level of difficulty,
which is cheCked in class by the instructor in the regular classroom.
In the individualized instruction sections, students have the answers
to all exercises available. Each unit provides two self-tests, one on
vocabulary and one comprehensive one on all new material in the unit.

After using this texthook for several years, we recognize many
areas of insufficienCy. The exercises could be much more,imaginative,
for example, and some modification in the order of introduction of
certain structures is desirable. We have also realized that through
the use of highly-structured presentation and sufficient drill, we can
aim much higher than we previously thought in terms of both quantity
and complexity of material. Grosso modo, the material works. It has
also effected a substantial reduction in the frustration level of our
students.

In Spanish, a similar textbook development project is underway and
will soon be completed for first-year Spanish. Initially, one of the
Spanish instructors developed a workbook patterned after the French t

text-workbook to accompany an existing Spanish text. After usinn the
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workbook for two years, he, decided 1 revamp.his workbook to develop a
self-contained ext-workbodk more nearly parallel to the French text.

With the major issue of appropriate teaching, materials nearly; if
imperfectly; resolved, the department confronted the other problems
facing us: difference in student ability levels, and therefore in
time needed to complete the program; inflexibility of our course
sequencing; and,ilhe problems of the,multiply-handicapped student. The

time seemed right iko experiment with individualizedinstruction. The

madeoecision was madto allocate one of seven sections of first year
French to the individualized approach. MK, course load was reduced

from four courses to three during the first semester of

implementation. Tentatively, we assessed the appropriate

teacher-student ratio to be the same as the regular classroom, which
proved to be accurate. The individualized section enrollment was

limited initially to 15, with the possibilitycof allowing students to
transfer from one instructional mode to another when deemed

- appropriate by the instructors involved.

One of the first problems facing the introduction of a new

instructional mode was, screening of students. At pre-registration,
which occurs at Gallaudet near the end of the previous semester, all
students enrolling in French 101 were given an inform4ion sheet on
the method and possible pitfalls, with particular atteiltierr to the

issue of procrastination. A number of students admitted that they
probably would have a problem with the approach and elected other
sections, .but a sufficient number seemed interested, even excited,
about the concept to-fill the one section easily.

sq.
The issue of supplementary materials required for the program was

less complicated thanjt might have been because of the text already
in use. I developed .a checklist of required activities for the entire
year, breaking down each chapter into appropriate segments. We opted

for two quizzed. per chapter9 plus three hourly "-testsnot notably
different from the regular classroom scheoule--and instituted a

minimum level of mastery_of 80% accuracy before students could proceed
to the next test. A file of three versions of each quiz and test was

developed. StuOents received immediate feedback on their quizzes by
having the instructor correct them on the spot, but were not allowed
to keep the quizzes. Retakes were not limited, but a penalty factor
was instituted for more than two retakas. In fact, it was very rare
for a student to require more than one retake, perhaps because of the
self-tests available in the text.

Other materials distributed to students included a general

i6formation. sheet outlining, the ground rules, and a copy of the
detailed syllabus for the regplar classroom sections which permitted
students to monitor their progress. I kept my own checklist for each
student, including a file of all quizzes and tests completed. Answers

to exercises not included in the text were mace available either in
the classroom or in the library testing room. The testing room,

available to any department on campus, was a substantial help in
expanding the hours during which students could correct their terminal

skL__
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exercises, although they were not able to get instructor assistance
durindkthese times.

One very real concern at the outset of the program was that of how

much access time 4: tingle instructor' wouTit' need to provide to

accommodate' 15 student.-_;. Initially, three hours per week of classroom

access time were suppi,ffrienteo by an additional thre0 hours per week of

instructor office hours during which students in the individualized

program were given priority. This.proVeo to be sufficient. In the

course Of the first semester, the number of students. in the program
increased. from 15 to 22 due to :transfers from other sections.. on the

ommendation of instructors. While there were occasional mild

backups with students waiting to have quizzes -corrected, these were'

relatively rare. Some other anticipates problems related to teacher
time simply did not materialize. For example, we never encountered
the situation of having to teen a complete lesson to a number of
different students at-different times, for, by ana large, the text we_-,//
are using is genuinely self- instructional. .

In summarizing the initial approach to individualizatitan of

foreign, langUage'instruction at Gallaudet, it must be recognized that

we have been quite. conservative. No accommodation has been made, at

this juncture,' to genuine self - pacing: students may complete the
,cburse in less than the normally alotted time, but may not take more.

1 ih' practical terms, this means that a student who does not complete
the semester's work will fail unless there are extenuating

circumstances justifying a grade of Incomplete (such a grade would

have to be made up the following semester). -A student who completes

si.?(. of the eight units with an "A" average, howev ,. may receive a

passinglirade (I have occasionally given a bright b lazy 'student t

option of taking 'a "U" or 'an Incomplete, wit mixed results).

Departmental resistance to making it possible for a student to work

more_sloWly than normal, doing two semesters in three, fox example, is

based on the oasetwation tnat a neea to uo so is generally the result

or behavioral rather than cognitive deficiencies, and the recognition

that the option of exteriJing the work would encourage many stuoents to

do so::wtp would. otherwise complete the course in good order. 1.n a

word,..tre department has perceived no real neea for extension of tile

limitS which cannot be adequately handled by the occasional ana

judicious granting of an Incomplete.

.
,

Gallaudet is now in its secono year of individualizatidn of French

101-102. The program has been expanded to offer two sections in the

indAvidualizeu instructional mode, and thus to accommodate 30-40

students, or some 20-26% of our enrollment in the course. In general,

demancis on.intructor time appear to be roughly comparable to those

experiences in the steward classroom approach. In one instance in

which a stuuent completed both semesters in one, however, we felt
obliged to permit the' student to continue with the second-year program

in the individualized mode. Using the most structureo.matexials we
could find, but which were not totally compatible with our first-year
materials, an enormous investment of instructor time was necessary to

allow the student to continue. It woulO appear that the possession or
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development of appropriate materials prior to their being needed is
crucial to avoid placing excessive demands on instructors. This

experience also made clear the need to provide individualization of
the second year of the program as well, but the effort is being slowed
by the fact that a second-year textbook has not yet been written for
Gallaudet students. ,

An important part of program evaluation is the student success
rate. With stilY'too little data accumulated to warrant drawing firm
Conclusions; it can be said that those students who completed the
course did so With a much higher level of mastery than those in the
regular classroom; that is, average final grades. were much higher for
students in the individualized section. This result virtually imposes
itself due to the 8016 minimum competency requirement. It is difficult
to compare the attrition and failure rates for the two mode of
instruction, because the department has not kept records of the
of withdrawals from the regular classroom. Certainly procrastinat on
was the single largest problem with the program and was the only
reason for failure. The'tendency toward procrastination was countered
with moderate effectivenesa by periodic issuance of firmly-worded
notes from the instructor, copies of which also went to the students'
academic advisers. Another approach which might help is some
requirement that students attend on certain days, or on a certain day
each week..

One of the most pleasant and immediately observable benefits of
the program was the changed attitude of the students. While those in
the regular classroom often approach quizzes with dread'and a certain
hodtility, the attitude of sstudents in the I.I. program 'is both chore
relaxed and. more positive., Successful completion of a quiz or test is
seen as a personal achievement for which the student feels able to
take primary ctedit. This approach. offers great promise in the areas
of student attitude towards learning, student autonomy and personal
responsibility, dpc self,,esteem. This is particularly valuable at
Gallaudet since many young deaf people are overprotected both by

parentsoand 'educators and are thus pushed into patterns of dependent
behavior.

For the atypical student, individualization of instruction.offers
a valuable option. I might,cite as an example a student with cerebral
palsy who had difficulty f011owing the classrobm activities and could
not complete tests and quizzes within the time limitations. She
became frustrated and depressedAand would probably have failed the
course, had she not switched to the individualized section: she then
completed the course on schedule, with a hard-won B. Both for the,
gifted student bOred by classroom repetition, and for the slower'

student embarrassed by his inability to perform before his peers; the,
method seems to work well. For the outgoing student who relishes
classroom activity and interacton with peers, however, it is less
appropriate. It has proved a boon to the department.and to a number
of students by enabling them to complete the first-year course out; of
sequence withoUt needing a tutorial: such students simply dttend
whatever, 'individualized cdurse is in progress at the time; with the
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materials already developed, it is no burden on the instructor to
incorporate these students into the class.

In the next few years, Gallaudet's foreign language departments

expect to continue to expand the individualized component of our

programs. First year Spanish should be available by the fall of 1981;
second-year French and Spanish will be added as soon as practicable.
Methods must be developed to incorporate the use of visual media into
the individualized program to enhance the cultural component. The

development of an optional four-skills approach,lrhowever, for the

benefit of the approximately 20% of our students who could profit from

upriate aural-oral instruction, will probably not use I.I.

methodology. The reason for this is simple: our Students cannot give

one another accurate feedback on their oral skills: We may well move

to augment the use of computer-assisted instruction in foreign

languages: our Russian courses are already using computers, but their
enrollment is comparatively small ana the computer system at Gallaudet
is presently overtaxed. (It is worth noting that the English language
program at Gallaudet, which uses many. elements of ESL instruction,
makes extensive use of individualized instruction and computer -aided

instruction.)

As an option, individ ized'instrUction in foreign languages at
Gallaudet has proved to be 6' consiaerable value to the oepartment as
well as to the students. I would like to recommend it as a posSible
approach to those of you who may encounter deaf students in your own

institutions. Gallaudet would be more than happy to provide further
information on foreign language teaching to deaf students to any

college or faculty member wishing our assistance.
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN ARABIC AND ITALIAN ,AT OHIO 'NORTHERN

UNIVERSITY

Dwight D. Khoury
Ohio Northern University

V
P

A PERUSAL OF THE TABLE of contents of the Prodeedings of the First
National Conference on Individualized Instruction inforeign Languages
-quickly reveals that a chronic problem remains,with foreign language
faculty at small, relatively isolated ..institutions: we are

consistently frustrated .in our'attempts to.offer any foreign language
beyond. the "big three,1! French, German. and Spanish. With the

exception of two .inatitutions offering: Latin, and Specialized
,organizations like the'peOattment 1)f,State and the Defense Language
Institute, all conference repOpts in. that, volume were related either
to large universiti$0 t4at_peve'tlle resdurces-to offer less .frequently
taught languages,! or to ,Smaller colleges that offer individualized
instruction'in'"main lihe" languages, It is doubtful that the smaller
colleges limit. theft indlyidualized;:programv- to French, German, and
Spanish simply because` they, lack 110ereat in other. languages; rather

`.). . it is very'', likely because they must =utilize the expertise and
interesWof pergonnel%lready on the staff/.',

1 , ' Y 4 . .

Adaittedly., *indi*Jualized-anstrUcaOn has; evolved in order to

improVr.Y.inOtructiOn ,4frid to: offer istllehtt alternative patterns of
learning, .:and does-AA, .11avli,as its plimary goal increasing student
access Ao .fh'e stud* of:eueldfic" 'languages. ,tyerthelesa, even in

.. . SMall;schoglIke Ohio Norhern we (:Jo have-'student- interest -- albeit

meidest--iniome of the lesa,frequently taught:languages; yet we are
'hard pressed tc0Jo.anyththg about it., These days we generally may not
ente Lain the "optiA of -adding facdity to offer..standard courses to
f or ;students, iegerdles of their enthusiasm. The 'small

umbet 9 :',4J4dents. involved also -precliildes the. use of part-time

i.

.ilj, facthity.,!-:.emi. if 'ewe could find them lOcali'y. _This dilemma is well

1 'Icrtg'whto.all ih the profeasion;':and.one'i-immedfatelY recognizes the
dreaiy- pattet of frOtrationg aswr e'en *students we cannot proyide

_,

. what. they, want or; need.' -, , r , , ,

4t. ' ,. ,

'.1..' 4 '.'
.1

Atthio Nortperri we have recently initiated a self-instructional
format whic4 allowS.tus 1o,off4, courses in some of the less frequently

tailghklaAgilagest The method is not'new,.but perhaps as the problems
we encountered are exposed; Qpssible solutions may germinate in a

oup such as this. In 197g, e'entire 'Student body of 2,600 at Ohio
Northern was isutveyed to dker i eithe level of interest in taking

instruetional courses "unusual" fdieign languages. The

response was considerably more enthusias is than expected, especially
for,Russian and Arabic. After a'Oropria e discussion, the Department
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of Foreign Languages decided to offer these two languages in the fall

of 1979. The University Committee on Educational Policy' agreed to

fund the courses for two quarters on an experimental basis.

In, format the courses are only partially individualized. Students

work on their own with printed and taped materials, and meet two
separate hours per week, as a group, with a native-speaking tutor.

During these sessions students practice and drill on materials they

have already mastered from the tapes. The course is self-paced only

with respect to each student's application, not to the rate of

coverage of the material. Financial considerations did not permit
-to-one sessions with the tutor, nor, unlimited student access to

the tutor.

We immediately ran, into trouble when we attempted to locate a

native-speaking tutor.foussian. Neither Hardin County, with some
25,000 population, nor Allen, County, with over 100,000, produced a

single individual who could or would serve as tutor. (We were not
seeking a person with a degree in Russian, only.a literate. native

speaker.) We probably could have found someone in Toledo or Columbus,

but did not have the funds for extra time and mileage costs.. So the

Russian courses were postponed until this falh.(1980), when again, we

had to cancel for lack of a tutor. The Arabic courses were arranged

more easily because there were some twenty Arabic- speaking students on

campus, several of whom were willing to serve as tutor.

The Department was taken by surprise when we began to receive

student inquiries about Italian. Italian had not even been considered

because the survey had not indicated any student interest. Here again

the search for a tutor almost failed; but we finally located a

professor of geology at a neighboring institution who was willing to

do the tutoring es a labor of love. // The resultant course

registrations were twelve in Italian and/five in Arabic. Since we

needed a minimum of three registrations per language, the Department

decided to go ahead.

One of the five Arabic students withdrew soon after the first

course began, leaving four, a tolerable size for drill seseAbns.

However, the Italian students, now only eight of the original' Welve,

had to be split into two groups of four each. The high initial

withdrawal rate was disconcerting, especially since detailed

descriptive handouts had been given to prospective students. They had

also taken the Modern Language Aptitude Test, and had had a private

interview with the director. Every effort, including at times

outright discouragement, was made in order to paint a realistic

picture of what this particular instructional method entailed.

In the initial phase of the program, two quarters each of Italian

and Arabic were given for a total in each language of eight quarter

credits. The Arabic texts used were: Cadora, Phonology and Script of

Arabic,1 and Abboud et al., Elementary Modern Standard Arabic.?

The Cadora book was coverEF in the 'first quarter, and in the second

quarter students completed 'Six chapters of the Abboud text. ror
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Italian we used Speroni and Golino, Basic Italianr3 of which fine.
lessons were completed each quarter. Students took weqly quizzes to
determines whether they controlled easily- the grammatical structures.
At the end of each quarter an outside examiner visited the campus and
spent 30-45 minutes with each student in order to evaluate performance
and assign final course grades. (The examiners in both Arabic ane
Italian are faculty memberS at The Ohio State University . in

Columbus.) All studeAtS: received either A's or B's, except for one
student in It.plian who received two C's.

On the basis of final grades it would seem that the exileriment was

'successful. However, we were unable to-deal Awith,Na significant

deficiency, namely, the lack of a cultural component in the course.

In the present courses our methodology, unfortunately,

concentrated on listening comprehensiory and speakiri. The only

cultural elements in the Italian course were the reading .selections
after every fourth lesson, while the Arabic texts contained no

specific, sections on the topic. Moreover, it was virtually impossible
to schedule regular non-drill sessions for tutor and students where
cultural context might be discussed; even if it had been possible, we
h4ve no faculty members in the appropriate fields to be responsible
fOr "quality control" in what essentially is a rather unstructured
activity. Faculty in colleges of arts and sciences cannot afford to
lose sight of the rationale behind a policy of requiring a foreign
language for graduation, i.e., that more than the skill aspects of our
professional endeavor appeal to the humanistic sensitivities of our
colleagues in, other departments. Periodically, as the question of
graduation requirements reaches the floor of faculty meetings, we must
explain carefully how we systematically include content as well as
skill areas in the basic courses. If students elect

self-instytional courses to fulfill the graduation requirement, we
dust provide no less for them than for those who elect the regular
courses.

t.

Fortunately, some of the indiviclualaW-Tinstruction programs
already in place include a cultural component that goes beyond what-is
contained in -the basic textbooks, e.g., the "sound/slide" series in
Spanish used at the Unii/ersity of California-Davis. Such materials
can serve as models which in turn can be modified and/or expanded to

accompanythe language portions of existing programs. Or, f the case

of languages like Arabic, which as we taught it had no cultural
component, a content module can be developed either to accompany the
grammatical sequencing of the textbook, or to be used independently.
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1Frederic J. Cadora, Phonology and Script of Arabic (Columbus,

io: The Ohio State University, 1974).

2Peter F. Abboud, et al., Elementary Modern Standard Arabic,

rev. ed. (Ann Arbor: TFIVT of Michigan, Dept. of Near Eastern

Studies, 1975), I.

3Charles Speroni and Carlo L. Golino, Basic Italian, 4th ed.

(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977).
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SELF-PACED LATIN AT BERKELEY

Robert C. Knapp
University of California - Berkeley

0

SELF-PACED LATIN IS A relative newcomer to Berkeley. Our program was
conceived as our departmental Committee on the Teaching of Latin
searched for new and better ways to interest students in learning
Latin. In 1974 self-paced language instruction at Berkeley was in its
infancy: only K. Mueller in the German department had developed a
fully integrated program in a beginning language. Other departments
were on the verge of establishing programs, notably in Spanish and
Italian. We in Classics talked with Mueller and after much discussion
of 'pro's' and 'cons' decided to give the self-pa oqd method a try in
Latin--little knowing, I might add, how, long a road lay ahead.

First we tried to develop a philbsophy of self-paced teaching in
Latin. We looked at the experience of others who had implemented
courses and saw that there seemed to be a common and pervasive
problem: student procrastination in completing the course work.
There seemed two directions in whictvwe cou1 go to solve thisoproblem
in the self-pacing approach: we coad have followed the precedent of
our colleagues in other departTents and made strict (and progressively
stricter) deadlines, thereby inhibiting the 'self-pacing' itself; or
we could,have put our confidence in the ability of mature students to
discipline- themselves and complete the work , contracted' for.

Ultimately we decided that 'self-paced' should be taken at its meaning
in the broadest sense, and we set out to conitruct a self-paced Latin
program as flexible and truly !self-paced' as4possible.

Our goal as we began was simple: to interest more people in
Latin. At Berkeley wp offered a variety of ways to learn Latin: we
hoped, nonetheless, by making available an auto-tutorial program, to
reach out to those who fgund the regular offerings too boring, too

rrigid, too accelerated; too traditional, or too inconvenient for their
/ schedules. Our targeted group was, therefore, those mature students

who wanted to learn Latin but who found the familiar classrdom
situation, unsatisfactory.*

' As you can well imagine all of this philosophical agonizing took
some time. It was not until the summer of 1975 that I, with the aid
of a. University of California Instructional Improvement Grant, began
to work with Robert Rodgers on materials for the course. That summer
produced the first, dittoed, version of the Guide to Self-Paced Latin
which, in its final form, some of you have already had an opportunity
to examine. We tried the Guide out during 1975 -76 and then I revised
it in the summer of 1976 anted in the summer of 1977. The final
version, with key, was ready only in 1978. We have used that version

16ü
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with little change since.

In concept our plan is simple. We have written a supplementary
book to accompany Wheelock's basic Latin'text, Latin: An Introductory

Louise. The decision to base our material .on Wheelock was made with
soM, trepidation: Wtiliplock,' as must of .you probably realize, is an
uneven book at best.' there are lapses and omissions; the footnotes

*often contain more important information than the text; the made-4p
Latin sentences can be inscrutable while the selections from 'real',
Latin tend toward the sententious - -ur, worse, the jingoistic and

sexist. Nevertheless, we have found no other text which the

neHartment would prefer to use, so Wheelock is, used in all beginning
.:nurses. By basing the self-paced Latin-on WheelOck we can guarantee
maximum flexibility for our students: they can shift out of or into
the traditional basic Latin 'sequence with ease-. his seems an

important, event overriding consideration: we- do not want students

'stuck', in the, self-paced track and we du want the optic04.of the
self-paced course available to those whu for one reason or another
find in mid-stream that the normal Latin beginning course is

unsatisfactory.

The supplementary material takes j variety of forms. A short
excursus on the structure of Latin comes first in the Guide. This

seems generally helpful to stuuents since Wheelock's discussion is
altogether too brief to rie of moc'h use. There is then a rather

lengthy glossary of grammatical terms. By all accounts students today

have a woeful leek of knowledge atibut grammatical categories and

terms: the glossary was uesigneu to help overcome this oefiCiency..
There is an extensive 45-page series of explanations; grammatical/
syntactical wores in the buoy ot Lhe uolue are marked with an asterisk

to indicate that the stuuent can find more 'explanation in the

glossary. In 411 canuiUness, however, I must confess that the

glossary seems to be generally ignored by users of the -1.9,ik1e. Why?

Probably because those who most need .the, grammatical material cannot
follow a written expla%ion. This seems a harsh judgment--

esbeCially concerning Berkeley undergraduatesbut mi experience at
least tells me it is a true juugment. -If any of you are thinking of
including an elaborate glossary in a projected self-paced Latin text,
I would auvise you to think again!,

Following the glossary comes the'Study guide itself.' Wheelock has

been broken uown into twenty sections, one for each week of the

two - quarter (that is, 2U -week) sequence. The twenty sections are
grouped into eight units, une unit of study guiee materiel for each
unit of university credit earned in the course.

The individual- -sections are Llit heart of the Guide. For each

section there is 'first amplificatury material pert'aining to the

chapters in Wheelock which the stouent is to cover. These notes are

designed to Supply the sort or ancillary material which, a teacher

might otherwise be expected to provide. There follows a

covering the material just introduced. Wheelock uesperately needs'

such drills and this part of the Wide has been most successful. Next

cpmes 31C,' %;;;3tti. iL;Viw" dl o sententiae
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antiquae in Wheelock. Finally there is a "pre-quiz" which represents
the exact format of the actual quiz over the section. A key is

provided for checking the "pre-quiz"--and, indeed, there is a key in
the, Guide for all work covered in the Guide itself (but excluding
exercises in WheeloCk ittelf).

The procedure in the course is straightforward. A student buys

Wheelock and the Guide. The student attends the first-and-only

classroom meeting at which time the perils and blessings of the

self-paced approach are fully set out. The student then contracts for

the number of units degired: four per quarter is a full complement; a
minimum of two must be taken (this to avoid taking on students who are
solly in search of one unit to fill a study list). The procedure
followed is well summarized'in the handout which we give to students:

Self-paced Latin is designed to provide thorough instruction
equivalent to Latin 1 and 2, but within a flexible

framework. Latin 14A and 148 provide the materials to learn
Latin as ..quickly or as slowly as you desire, but at each
stage "A" level work is required. Thus, flexibility is

combined with mastery.

Instructional , procedures are 'varied. Basically, a student
must master the material in Wheelock and in the Guide, and
demonstrate this mastery by scoring at t "A"--reTel on

quizzes and tests. Tutorial sessions are available with the
instructor when aid is required: tapes.for chapters 1-15
are also available in the Language Laboratory which will

.give you practice in pronouncing Latin. The material itself

is divided into, eight units (four each quarter) and

subdivided into twenty
i t4

tions, each equivalent to one
iweek's work. After yo completed a section you are

quizzed on the materials"' relit Since you have a pre-quiz
to prepare you for this quiz, Sou are expected to score at
the "A" level on the quiz: shoUld you, not reach this level,
you are required to, take another equivalent quiz until you

do. After this high level of proficiency is achieved, you
may go on to the next section, where you will be qUizzed

againand so on, until yOu are prepared to take a unit

test: Upon receivinga grade of "A" on the unit test (again
a pre-test is vvailable for practice) you proceed to the
next series of sections, the next unit test, and so on.

Notice the emphasis on "total mastery" learning. We think that
the only way: to insure a relatiVely high level of performance and to
prevent the level of course work from degenerating is to require that
all work be done at the "A" level. This is not as impossible as it
sounds and causes little grumbling among the students: When students

know they must get it right, they seem to do it. Altpough no penalty
is exacted for failed quizzes and tests, a student soon realizes that
he wastes his time by coming in ill-prepared and failing quiz after

quiz or test after test. The "A" level mastery requirement seems to

be most effective.
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Berkeley'S.4self-paced Latin program is started almost exclusively

by teaching assistants. We hire about 12-14 TAs per quarter and two

or three are involved in self-paced Latin. These lAs have a special'

office dedicated solely to self-paced Latin tutoring and testing.

About 10 scheduled tutorial hours per week, plus special appointments,

seem to meet the needs of the 50-70 students enrolled. The students

are required to take the first quiz, covering Wheelock chapters 1-2,

by the Friday of the second week of class: this is done to insure

that students actually have some idea of what the class involves

before they decide to stay enrolled. After this required quiz the

student is on his own to set his schedule, although an 'ideal'

:A.Aledule is provided in the Guide. The normal student then does his

work and either drops offhis exercises to be corrected or comes to an

office hourto go over his work. For most students the quizzes take

only 10-15 minutes and most pass the first form of the quiz. The

quizzes and tests (which take 30-50 minutes), are graded before the

student's eyes., in order to make the most of the learning opportunity

provided by immediate feedback on' performance. The'quizzes and tests

are not allowed out of the testing room although students are welcome

to return to consult old materials: the task of making up new

evaluation materials is simply too great to be repeated frequently, so

hanging onto old tests and quizzes is imperative to avoid cheating.

So far I have talked exclusively about the general setup of

Berkeley's self-paced Latin program. I now would like to turn to an

analysis of. the instructors and the students involved. Fist,

appropriately, the students.

Self-paced Latin was introduced:at Berkeley in order to offer

stuoents ajlexible means to learn the language. Now effective has it

been in meeting this goal? As far as numbers are concerned, 1 think

we pave done all right. Of the 300-400 students who take first

quarter Latin during a given year, about a third take it self-paceu.

Of the 100 or so who take- second quarter Latin about 40 take it

self-paced. Obviously, a need is being met by the courses, at least

ih terms of raw figures. The students themselves seem genuinely

enthusiastic about the courses--another good sign. In looking'` at

self-paced Latin at Berkeley, howei'er, one begins to, perceive

disquieting aspects.

First or all, many,.:students take self-paced Latin for the wrong

reasons: that is to,say, far from a boundless yearning to learn the

language, they= sign up to pass a language requirement, or worst of

all, to pick up a couple of 'easy' hours in order to rill their study

lists. These students present a constant headache to the

instructors: they are rarely seen, do not keep up on their work, do

not take their quizzes, and tests regularly, and then appear at the enu

or the quarter and try to cram five or ten weeks' work intd three

days. Their attitude is bad and so there is, little reward in teaching

theMi , Try- as we will to warn- off' such essentially ,uninterestr-

students at . the beginning of, the term, they still enroll,

prociastinate, and createchaos at the enorof.the quarter.

40

Balanced against these disappointing students are-those who are

truly marvelous - -it' distinctly the minority. My favorite example is,,.

1t;
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the woman who'completed both self-paced Latin introouctuty courses,
passed the next course by examination, and was reading at the
junior-senior level in two quarters (20 weeks)! She was the
exception, to say the least, but others have completed the courses in
the minimum time of 20 weeks and have gone on to perform well in later
Latin courses. I polled our teaching assistants to see how they
thought the self-paced stuaents performed in later courses as compaOd
to those who had come up through''regular' Latin courses: one 'TA
thought that the self-paced people were decidedly weaker in their
grammar, but the others thought that the preparation through each
method was about the same. About the same percentage of self-paced
students go on to upper division work as do students taught
traditionally - -a mere 6%, hardly a figure to be proud of in'any case.
I think that it it safe to say that the self-paced students are
trained, on the average, as'well as those traoitionally taughtbut in
each instance there is tremendous variability in success: because of
the factors of inoividuality involved. Parity is all we can claim for
the self - paced approach: there is no evidence that the average
student comes out ofthe self-paced courses better prepared than his
fellow student in other Latin courses.

I turn now ty the instruction in our self-paced courses. As j.

mentioned before, our faculty is far too small to handle the
instruction in beginning Latin and still be able to retain optimal
class size. Thus we use teaching assistants--graduate students in
classics, comparative literature and ancient history--to staff most
lower division offerings. Two or three TAs are assigned each quarter
to self-paced Latin; in addition,I teach a section one quarter each
year. The reaction of the TAs to teaching self-paced Latin is
universally ambivalent. thethe survey I recently took, no TA
expressed enthusiasm _for the assignment, but, on the other hand, none
rejected, in principle, tne vbll'and validity of the course itself.
A curious situation therefore is apparent: while the TAs realize that
an auto-tutorial course is effective and desirable for some "students,
at the same time they would much rather be in front of a traditional
classroom.

One domm8n TA complaint ,4s there ;is too much record-keeping.'
Each student, has a."progress report",whith must be kept up-to-date,
and this seems to be an onerous task. But-the basic consioeration
here seems to be human: the:1-As think that .a student learns more and

*better from a situation in which there can be classroom interaction
betweenStudent and .teacher.and among:the students themselves. The
most often citeo specific adVantage isAhat in the "live" classroom a
teacher can explain such things, as hol to analyze andsight read a

sentence. much more effectively' than can written aids such as the
"Guide. I strongly suspect an ego factor cOmes.into plby as well: the
positive 'reinforcement and, too"; feeling of power which come.from the
traditional "teacher" role in a Latin class appeal to the TAs who
themselves -feel "powerless and 'negativelpeinfoiceo most of the tine
in their careers as graduate studenes. But I .shoolo no ancer off
into the tanyleo thickets of psychological Speculation: t firm
truth is that our TAs, witn.a few exceptions, do"not '1010k forw to
doing their stint in self - paced when piebseu

P
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usually admit that it was not so bad after all--but few ,volunteer for

another tour of duty. In summary; let. me quote to you comments on
self-paced Latin written by Shannon Zachary, one of our very best

TAs. These remarks illustrate what I mean by the ambivalent attitude
prevalent:

In my 'experience Lair; 14 is not as rewarding to teach as a
regular class section. To put it crudely, the teacher has
less influence over the students: one cannot take, much

satisfaction in the successes (which are only too obviously
to the student's credit, not the teacher'S), and the

failures are even more than usually out of reach (although
admittedly.one can feel somewhat less responsible for them,
too). I found my duties teaching self-paced Latin were
overwhelmingly administrative and rather dulls Part of this
problem, I think, reflects the specific limitations in space
-and staff we have at Berkeley. . . . Part of the probleffl

may f41sW be built into the nature of the course: students

chdose:'WbecauSe they want to work independently, and thus
only a small' percentage seem to want the indivioual

'mention they could get.

,The class can be a difficult course to teach. In a regular
Lass one can systematically prepare the presentation of new
material, 'organize how best to phrase an. explanation and
gather apt examples to have on hand. The self--paced Latin

instructor must be -prepare° to answer questions from

anywhere in the book--and the students, of course, have

trouble mostly with the stickier points. If the TA hasn't
taught Latin before or is unfamiliar with the book he is

likely to have a tremendous amount of work trying to become
familiar with all the-Material at once.

On the other riand, if one has taught Latin before, if the
book is familiar, and after the initial effort needed to
become oriented 'to the selfridaced program, the class is much

less demanding than a regular course. I found that the job

tended to have a "nine-to-five quality with both the

advantages' and thendisadvant 'little preparation (if

any) was necessary 'On a daily
Ai

and I could tune out on
leaving the office--at times a come relief from a heavy

teaching schedule. The most frusttting aspect of the class
for me was the lack Of contact with the students. Students

would simply disappear for weeks on end. Communications

were impossible and woe to any. necessary mid-quarter policy

changes--fot the most part it could not be done. And,

espite working one-on-one with the self-paced students, I

is not find that I got to know them better than my students
`torn regular classes.

From this candid confession of ambivalence myi point on the TA

readtiOn'to self-paced Latin is, I think, clear.

a
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I have mentioned piocedures, students, and instructors. Let me
now briefly oiscuss how 0.6' self-paced courses fit into Berkeley's
overall Latin program. At Berkeley we have five avenues by 'which 'a
student qualifies for advanced, "upper division" work- in the
language. He may take Latin 1-2, a two-quarter (20-week) sequence
covering Wheelock; Latin 12, a 'one-quarter intensive treatment of
Wheelock; Latin!' 14A-B, the self-paced courses covering Wheelock; the
summer Latin-Workshop covering 4-5 quarters' work; or he may achieve
aovanced placement out a high school Latin program.: A recent
survey indicated that we get 25% of our majors from the workshop and
25% from high school programs. The self -paced cgUrse, therefore, fits
in theory nicely into the program. But in fact few self-paced
students oecide to continue in Latin. I hasten to ado that few
students from:, the traditional coUites decide, to major--only about

But a major from self-paced is a rara avis indeed. The courses
need some justification (or, better, explanation) other than as feeder
courses ta,a0vanceC Latin offerings,. The service which the self-paced
courses oo offer is threefold.

(1) First ofall, they offer a relatively painless and low _risk
exposure -to Latin. A student can take two units (we do not allOw a
student to take only one) and begin to get a feel for the language.
In theory, such students should be inspired to go on to-bigger and
better things. In fact, these' are often the "unit seekers," the
students with poor motivationikpnd'a very low success ratio in the
courses A phenomenal number. "Uf.stuoents take a few units' work and
then are never seen awin! Their numbers are especially high in .the
spring quarter: usually 40750% of beginning Latin stuoents in that
quarter take the language self-paced. Evidently these students,
seeking the traditional "easy" spring load, oecioe to try a couple of
units df Latin. In realiStic terms the students in self-paced Latin
aid our enrollment figures and so are not to be shunned; in my own
view it is sad that we have not been able to inspire more of these
vaguely interested students to go on and do'more Latin:

(2) Secondly, many students do not fit neatly into one of our
beginning Latin offerings. For e)iample, a student who takes Latin in
the spring usually forgets a good deal of it over the summer and mtht
be reluctant to take Latin 2.. in the fall. However, self -paced second
.quarter Latin is avd1ble: A student in this program can contract
for two units of self-paced credit and review his Latin at the same
time as he makes some progress-forward. In fact, our satistics bear
this pattern .out: enrollmentjA Lati6-14B (second quarter self-paced)
is much higher as a rule iftt.hejall other quarters. To' give
anOthero,example of the fleXibi]ity,s 4llows, I couldLatin'
point to the student who has barely.4 4~ vived_Letin; 1,.would.like to
take some more Latin, but cannot face:the,Jull, four unit, traditprial
class. He can take two units!of seg-POPed,', relieve the pressurelandj
still keep up on his Latin. Ana, natdtally, self-paced it :104a1 for
the students with scheduling problemS=althowh Such, vsucie*,:,iare
fairly rare since we offer 6-8 septidOS of Latin . ari& ,at4atiOus
times of the oay,

'FA
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(3) The most gratifying service of the self-pacea.course.is to the

Araduqte students at .Berkeley. A number of graduate programs require

or encourage mastery of basic Latin--comparative literature, 'English,

Spanish, Italian,. medieval and ancient history and art, and others.

For a highly motiv,ated graduate student with many other' obligations,

the self-paced approach is perfect. ' These students are fun to work

with, and they excel. Almost all of the great success stories of our

program feature graduate not undergraduate, students.

In summary, once again let me quote from a TA with much experience

in self-paced and regular Latin instruction.

Self-paced Latin is an excellent and effectivp class for a

particular sort of student: the graduate student preparing
for an exam, the motivated undergraduate, and the.student who

has studied languages before and finds the regular claSses

too slow. The class does not work; I think, for the student
with just a casual interest in Latin (unless that person is

unusually self-disciplined or grade-conscious), or, most

disappointingly, for the student who finds the regular Latin

classes too fast. The student who falls behino in a regular
Latin class because he has too many other commitments, to have

enough time for Latlin is, for the'same reason, very likely to

fall into the procrastination trap when left to pace

himself. The student who is in trouble because of a° weak

background in grammar or who is a slow learner gets

discouraged when facing the matei ,ial on his own and when he

must constantly retake tests at the same level. . . .

Students entering the program on the whole seem

enthusiastic: they like `the $pexibility and the

responsibility the program offers, Even later in their

quarter when they are falling behind I recall few who (at

least to the instructor). found fault with the program; most

would ruefully admit to procrastination and lack of

self-discipline or decide that Latin (in whatever form) was

too difficult. The end result in either case, however, was
that the'stuaent cropped out of the program at the eno of the

quarter. Ironically, the student most likely to succeed is

the one who ignores tk-)e flexibility of the course and paces

himself on a regular class-like schedule.

Evidently, then, self-paced Latin has earned its place in the

Latin program at Berkeley. One of the fears which existed before the

program got under way was that the self-paced course would siphon off

students from the normal Latin courses. Of course there is no way to

tell whether a student would have taken a regular course if self-paced

hao not been offered, but the gross enrollment figures in beginning

Latin seem, to inoicate that some such siphoning has taken place,

although not on 'a large scale. Odmparing the four-year periods of

1972/73-1975/76 with 1976/77-1979/80, Latin 1 enrollments are down an

average 16% per year, while Latin 2 enrollments are down 9%. Many

other factors come into play to explain these mops,' but surely part

of the explanation is tat some stone is weie choosing seir-paceo



Latin in preference to the taditional courses which they would have
taken had self-paced not-been -offered'. F hose who have always
suspected that self-paced -instruction w not so effective as

traditional, these figures are negative nd But I prefer to look
at another aspect of the statistical pi u' -: the total enrollments
in--and therefore exposure of ..students to- eginning Latin. These

have risen appreciably since self-paced was i ttoduced& In 1976/77 a
29% rise occurred; in 1977/78, 13%; 1978/7. 11%; and in 1979/80,
16%. Not all of this rise was due to self -paced Latin, of course.
But self -paced added an average of 36% to the total enrollments in all
beginning. Latin courses in 1977-80; regular c4ss4e,were down' 16% in
these years, so perhaps we could guesP that 414,0m, of the beginning
Latin students took self -paced d-whereaS they wdWarriot have enrolled in
a regular Class. Even the very rough -ature of such computations
stresses the truth that in the larger picture self-paced.Latin has
opedbd up Latin to many studentS at Berkeley who would otherwise not
have tried it. Despite skepticism from some quarters, self-paced
Latin has proven, I think/ to be an important part of Berkeley's
over-all Latin program.

Still, an analysis of self -paced Latin at Berkeley after four
years cannot be termed totally optimistic. Firoblems persist, some of
which may prove systemic and nsoluble. Number one is the quality of
students the courses attract. The generally uncompelling reasons
which inspire most undergraduate enrollees mean that the course is
populated largely with students with low motivation.' I, personally,
am not put off by such students: the idea of.a self-paced course is
that a person can do as little or as much as he wishes, and I think it
is justifiable '15,o work with the highly motivated, encourage the

slower, and ,let those who wish, do themselves iri through

procrastination: part of being a university student is learning to
budget one's filwe. But the apathy, proctastination and high attrition
rate in the courses do cause me serious concern. I ask myself whether
we are really introducing Latin (and if so, why do so few choose to go
on?) or are playing the enrollment game where bodies, not learning,
count. Do students in general learn better on their own - -and if so,
why am I teaching? Is not the personal, instructor-ttuoent and

student to student interaction fundamental to swift, efficient
learning except for the very few? The basic philosophy of the

self-paced approach is in question here. I have seen wondrous results
from the self-paced courses--but I have also seen oisasters. Can the

problems in our 14ogram be, solved by altering' our methods and
materials somewhat, br does the whole "self-paced" concept have to be
so altered by deadlines and required work that the. term itself loses
most of its meaning? As it exists the self -paced courses at Berkeley
meet a need and, I think, perform a valuable service. But whether
self-paced Latin is in any way a better, or even equivalent, system.of
instruction as compared to traditional methods, or whethePtt should
ever be more than ancillary to a basic Latin program- -these questions.

,00"2 remain in my mind; -.and the Berkeley experience so far has not provided
the clear answers that I would like.
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REVIEWING REVIEW UNITS'

Angela Labarca
University of Delaware

IN BDTH TRADITIONAL AND INDIVIDUALIZED programs, materials and class
activities have classically been structured around three basic,

sequential steps. The steps have variously been called preview, view
and review; understanding, manipulating and communicating;
introduction, transition and communication; or overview, prime and
drill, and check.

Actual observation of teaching often reveals an imbalance in the
quality and quantity of activities for review and application.
Periodic review of old material is taken for granted: the testing
apparatus prompts the learner to review the material before taking a
quiz or test, but rarely specifies how the review.shduld be conducted%

In an individualized program, review activities cannot be taken
for granted or simply recommended: they must be intentionally
incorporated into the system. This is true for two reasons: first,

reviewing requires the development of a different set of study skills
and a capacity to synthesize and organize. Second, the review step is
by far the most appropriate and logical time for the development of
communicative Skills, both at the less n and at the unit level. In

the case of many programs and maters 1st reviewing simply means
re-reading the package going over the ame exercises or filling out
test-like sections set up to mirror oth r manipulation exercises. In

other cases, reviewing is equated with "remedial" work. All of these
activities miss the main goal of a review exercise: the integration
of known .content into authentic and personalized expression, the
transformation of competence into performance.

It is my contention, .then, that review activities not only should
be incorporated into the system as another component--as is-the case
with the Individualized Spanish Program at Ohio Statebut also should
be designed and implethented to support the development of a genuine
review skill, namely, the ability to apply previously learned material
to practical and meaningful purposes: communication.'

Two basic considerations

When preparing. review packages materialsmaterials writers may use two
guiding principles that account 'Tor two essential.Apatures of
reviewing: a) spacing or distributed practice; and -CY "depth," or

q,r6
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The---J-he--.-principik_af, pdcing br 'distributed practice was formulated
' after extensive .work,rthat'..tinStpcf10-s---Pfl-ve-r-bal-learning _(see Melton) :1

:

They0-406iTlle s eparating or spacing study sessions -in-time -_.___

yieldl higlie; ption. 0 the :material for longer periods than -does
. .

concentrated stud9.t GrAdu 1 integration of new material allows the
et st ie.iimemory organization ;hich 'elf-lances

43,1datio, ''.It'TolloWs tha-V the periodic present ion of review

1

. pa cjes shp d aisD 1aCilit4te the organization and ;Consolidation of
Stevick, Ch. 22) .

The,secOndprinciple, which refers to the kind of activity done by-
the st04.4 inieyiew sections or packages, proposes that the more
elaborate' or ."deeper" the task, the higher and longer the retention
is. In other words, the principle states that learning is affected in
a very direct fashiOn by the degree of elaboration required by the
task. Thus, we metaphorically talk about "shallow" and "deep"

probessing (using '..the terms coined by Craik and Lockhart3),
depending on the extent to which processes other than rote or

mechanical rehearsal come into play in the learning of materials. In

Figure 1 various tasks have been arranged on a continuum to illustrate
this point.

Figure 1. Relative levels of mental processing
of common languages earning activities

(emoted from Gilbert A. Jarvis)

Word completion

Fill-ins with choices

Comprehension (multiple choice)

Rale playing

Real communication

SHALLOW

-- Transformations & substitutions

Completions

\.

Question-answer with
personalized answers

-- Simulation of communication
(personalized)

DEEP

1!0
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An analysis of any of the "deep" tas will immediately reveal the
different kinds of elaboration i volved, i.e., creating,
hypothesizing, evaluating; personal' ex ssion of facts, views or
feelings; group or individual problem-solving; adapting
self-expression to simulation and role-playing tasks, etc.

__Conversely, "shallow" tasks closely resemble sheer rote memorization
with minimal- -elaboration. Such activities include paradigm

me rization, transformation and substitution -7-exeroise-s-.____The_y_ __are
ac ivities in which learners generally strive for accuracy' in

re roducing some discrete feature of the language in isolation.

The two principles, spacing and depth, can be represented in a
diagram ig ,which the horizontal exis is labeled "spacing," the

diagonal's Called "depth," and the vertical "iteration" or re-reading
materials `(Figure 2). Depth is the only one to have direction,
because it represents the creative process of reorganizing linguistic
knowledge tQ convey meaning.

Figure 2. Spacing by Depth by Iteratien" in Review Tasks

Review

Pack

Review
Pack

Spacing

The horizontal line represents the length of time the sNem
allows for each unit or level. An inherent feature of the spacing
axis is thus. different degrees of self-pacing for each system. Review
tasks plotted on this time continuum may or may not be tridimensional
(i.e., may or may not have depth), depending on the kind of activity
done by the student and the depth or shallowness of the mental

processing implied by the activity. Thus, mechanistic and
manipulative review situations cast only .a unidimensional, flat

representation, whereas activities that require elaboration and
application of linguistic'Unowledge to real language use have depth.

The tridimensional reptesentation of depth is made up/ of three
essential features of communicative tasks: 1) purposefulness or

functional use of the language; 2) meaningfulness or use of the

language -in real contexts; and 3) personalization or creative use of
the language by the learner to communicate his/her own views, ideas or
feelings. Such exercises. therefore result in dontextualized and
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personalized practice of the language re y,analjrzed. An important

implication related to these features is that deep tasks--because they

involve more mental processes, skills and strategies--take longer to

carry out. At the same time and for the same reasons, the material

thus learned is more stable in memory.

Spacing is fairly easy to handle because textbook organization,

testing calendars, and level cut-off, points all help to determine
adequate points in time for placing review units. Sometimes, even the
need-to-caardinate_traditional and individualized tracks to allow
student transfer generates time ioafiodS-'-that may be very- appropriately

used for the creation of review packages or units. The only problem

to. be tackled in such cases is the need for adequate credit

assignment, which can usually be solved at the administimitive level.

The principle to be observed in all cases is that revieWiltkages must
be optimally spaced so ttiat they provide distributed practice in units

of material that are to some extent homogeneously organized.

Some problems to solve

Depth is, in my\view, the most crucial feature to include and
develop in review packages. In an individualized setting ttes'is not
an easy task because, while the review unit's activities should foster

and support creativity and originality,' appropriate guidelines should

at the same time allow the instructor or aide a comparable

straightforward way for evaluating apd grading the task.

Feasible solutions are the prevision of terminal ask models,

checklists, multiple slot correction grids, and the se up of

minimal competence cut-off lines, all of which should be clearly

expressed in terms of students' behavior and of the instructor's

gradin6 system. Some of these appear in package 10 of 0.S.U.'s

Spanish Individualized Program. (Note, however, that these were the

original solutions and have not been revised to include feedback

information.)

grading tk
problem to be aealt with is accuracy, and the treatment and

error. Again, this is not an easy task. Taking into
Anot

account the level of our students (beginning) sand the purpose of

review units conceived as opportunities to develop communicative

skills, an appro'ch to error different from the traditibnal one might

ebe in oder.

Krashen says that "where the focus is on communication and where

processing time is limited," (when the activity is oral) "subje is are

not able to access their conscious grammItical knowledge and ar
dependent on what has been acquired, Thus, because the

probabilities of making mistakes seem tancrease..Wth students'
involvement in oral communicative tasks--combining form and meaning

probably overloads mental activity, cancelling the monitor

out--ratings otner than measures, of paradigmatic accuracy might hav4

1 "'r)4.,
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to be set up. Control exercised in task design and the careful

construction of the situation can, on the other hand, help in

structuring the task and reducing mistakes. In all cases, the use of
feedback information, the instructor's experience and the students'
impressions should also help in the process of refining and improving
both the exercises and the testing instruments. In most cases,

however, global ratings of communicability, fluency and vocabulary
choice can probably replace the usual'discrete-item measures. .

Writing review units for a grammatically sequenced program

Given a groOp-of-lessons-that_have been grammatically focused and
sequenced (which is commonly the case: in our systems)ithe -ask of.
writing a review package can be greatly simplified by following these
steps:

1. Identify the major grammar pOint(s) aivere4

2. Identify at least 2 language functiOns realized by each one
of them. .

3. List situations and settings in which functional exchanges
could occur.

4. Choose an activity that can involve the student personally in
tutting the major grammar points communicatively.

5. Include at least one phrase or expression that would allow
for appropriateness and native-like use.

Here is an example of a grammar point review constructed according to
these steps.

1. Major grammar poimt: Formal/informal commands in Spanish.

2. Functions: Getting things done for you, giving instructions,
wishin well.

ations: Writing errand lists, product advertising,

get-well notes.

A. Activity: Simulation, role-playing.

5. Expressions: Por favor/por favor no se olvide de...

The activity could be one in which the student needs to leave a
set of recommendations for a pet- or baby sitter (orally over the
phone or in written form). Another activity could be centered on
writing a get-well note, an errand list or job list for a roommate.
Sets of ::nstructions can also be written and expressed orally or in
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writing (how to get to a certain place, play a game or fix some

food). Finally, commercials in which a new product is recommended can
be enacted. For all packages, at least. four activities are

necessary: one to serve as a model, one or two to be developed by the

student (e.g., one written and the other.oral), and still another one
for testing purposes.

Review packages that are implemented taking into consideration the
principles and steps explained in this paper may approach quite

closely true corunicative situations and contain activities that are
deep enough to proMote the development of the highest skill:

communication.

In this approach, reviewing is equated with real language use
_tasks. It becomes a process of application that enhances creativity,
the learner-incependenae_ard the development of communicative skills

and review strategies.
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DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO TEACHING READING IN GERMAN

MannelOre Lehr
Rose-HUlman Institute of Technology

ci

ROSE-OULMAN IS A SMALL, independent all-male, four-year college of
science and engineering. Approximately 1200 men are presently

enrolled in nine curricula: computer science, chemistry, mathematics,
mathematical economics, physics, and chemical, Civil; electrical and
mechanical engineering. 129 students, or aboit 10% of the entire
student population, are currently enrolled in German. The only

department that has a language requirement (one-year) is chemistry;
-for -Lthe_rest of the student body, German or any other language is a
"free elective." ---------------

_

German enrollments are strong; about 2/3 of last year's 1st and
2nd year students continued with German. Some few students who wanted
to continue were not admitted into the 3rd year level because they did
not meet the standards that were set up by the language department and
the administration. (The student wanting to enter the third year
intensive reading/translation program must have a 3.0 or better
accumulative average and an average of "B" or better in German.) Why

the upward trend at Rose- Holman while many foreign language

departments in the U.S. are faced with a downward trend? We believe
it is because we are offering a program that adapts to the interests,
needs and expectations of the science and engineering student.

The German curriculum emphasizes readings in science and

technology, of which a great part is dedicated to the history .and
philosophy of. German Science in the third] year. Principles of

translation are also taught. The same program is continued in the
fourth year; it is, however, more specialized (students read and
translate articles which mainly pertain to their major field of

study). The culmination of the program is the "Technical Translator's
Certificate," which is awarded after students have completed all the
necessary requirements set by the Institute. (These requirements
follow to a certain degree the outlines and suggestions set by the
American Translators Association; they can be found in

Unterrichtspraxis 1, 1974.)

The importance of reading knowledge in scientific. German

The- future scientist, engineer, or researcher, especially if he
wants t be employed by a multi-national company, realizes the need
for at ast a reading knowledge of a foreign language. For him the
mock imp rtant aspect of language learning is the ability to read, for

1;t)
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example, German periodicals in his professional field with

comprehension.

According to the 1974 volume of Chemical Abstracts, 30% of the

research indexed was in German. The important _research center,

Chemical Abstracts Service (Ohio State Univiersity), employs scientists
and engineers who at the same time are reading specialists and /or

translatdrs for techniCal material in the following languages:

English, German, Russian, French, Japanese, Italian, Polish, Chinese,
Danish and Swedish (the list is presented in the order of frequency of
use, with English. the must in uemand). However, writers in the
foreign languages produced more than two times as many new book titles
in science and engineering as did writers in all the English speaking-.
world. Any one'of these books might have the information necessary"
for a technical breakthrough.

Another argument for our students' developing German reading
skills is the fact that it will help them to pass Master's ano Ph.D,
requirements, since German in most cases is the mandatory language, for
satisfying language proficiency exams set up by tpe science and

engineering departments. Accoroing to a 1972 survey fly the Graduate
Record Examinations Board, 99% of the Ph.D.'s surveyed in science aria

_engineering presented reading knowledge in at least one language to
satisfy the langdage7requirerneni,. _Approximately 60% of those

canoidates actually used the language in their oobtbrak-studies Land_in___
later scholarly work.4. Fourteen language goals were rated for

usefulness during and after grauuate study. The goal rated most
useful was the ability to read passages in a specialized field with a
dictionary for general comprehension only.'

In her booklet, A Modern Case" for German, Maria Alter predic4 a
downward trend for German in the years ahead. She argues, that only a

radical change in the type of -appeal exerted by German will

successfully reverse the trena.2 There is room for only a limited
number of interpreters, translators, or future teachers on both the
secondary school and college level whure speaking skills are most in
demand. Speaking skills come in handy for the teaching, profession,
and for traveling or living in German speaking countries, which

applies mainly to top multi-national company executives or foreign

service personnel; reading skills, however, carbe usea constantly, in
any profession.

For the student of science ano engineering foreign language

reading skills are important to a number of career objectives, and can
be complemented by a study of career-specific materials. '_Thus, a

general outline for a German. program with these goals includes:

a. Solid groundwork in basic grammar- and vocabulary, and t'he

discussion of topics in German culture during the first and
second year.

b. Develpment of reauing skills in urder to consult reference
materials and current peliooicals, leadind to

1;
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c. ability to do translation .(German into English in student's
major field).

Methods and materials

Scientific German is different from the language used in business
or literature. Hans Meinel in the introduction to his textbook, AL
Course in Scientific German5, suggests that scientific German as a

subject is situated between philology and science. He believes that,
as a tool-course within the curriculum of science and engineering
scientific German has to adjust to rather utilitarian
requirements.3 According to my experience, the method post
appropriate to teach such a,course is a bilingual one, which I use

mainly on the third and fourth year levels: the third year textbooks
and additional reading materials (mostly from my own file) are
intended to give the stu a basic reading knowledge in the various
fields of science and Mhnology. No specific subject knowledge
beyond a general technological and scientific background is required.
Introductory texts are simplified. They are followed by adapted
material from original sources, and during the final quarter of the
third year unrevised 'original texts become the basis for linguistic
studies.

In regard tq grammar and syntax, such a course intends to supply
. the essential Rhowledge and techniques of reading and tr tion with
a 40-5-cimum of factual-correbtness. Structural rules n vant for
reading comprehenSion can be neglected.--Here-are a ---dew

1. Adjective ending's are important for speaking and writing
German correctly, but for. translating German into English it
is only necessary to inform the student of the phenomenon
that he is dealing with. The details of the adjective
endings need not be stressed.

2. In German sentences, objects referring to time have to

precede those referring to place. This rule need not be

emphasized either, as the nature of the object reveals itself
in the reading process and therefore does not have to be
discussed any further.

Only those grammar rules--or parts of them--which are absolutely
necessary to obtain the required reading knowledge are taught. This
restriction is necessary if results are to be achieved in a short
period of time. A rather detailed coverage of structural rules,

however, particularly those dealing with syntax, is required in a

scientific German reading course. In comparison to typical expository
German, scientific German has longer, more complex sentence structure.,
i.e., extended adjective constructions, a more extensive usage of the
subjunctive and the passive voice, parti Alal constructions,
inversions and modal auxiliaries. This is due to he tendency of the
scientist to- report with a maximum of precision but in a rather
impersonal style; it could be compared to legal English. From this it

4
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follows that the most
i

difficu task to be dealt with in a reading
course in scientific German more the analysis, of the complex
information matrix interrelating the speci41.Ierms than the meanings
of the terms themselves. Whenever possible, parallels with English
grammar area pointed out (i.e., conaitionail, case system, conjugation
of regular and irregular verbs) and linguistic terminology is reduced
to a minimum.

Of equal importance isthe selection of vocabulary to be memorized
(in contrast to words that do not need to be_emphasized). Surveys of
the vocabulary appearing in scientific as well as nonscientific texts
hive sMewn that in both cases structural words make up more than
one -third to one-half of the total amount of vocabulary in such
texts. (Structural words incluae articles, 'pronouns, prepositions,
auxiliaries moaal verbs, conjuctions, and .aovertis in their 'various
forms.) Thus, the memorization orvocabulary is most effective and
time saving if it concentrates on structural woras ano, their various
grammatical forms. Also,.a thorough knowledge of high-frequency woras
(e.g., vielleicht, worin, zusammen) should be part Of any effective
reading course.

The student is expectedto memorize basic scientific vocabulary
(e.gi verdUnnen, abdampfen, aurcpleiten,. bestgtigen,- Wellenlgnge,
Strahlung, Verfahren). These words are constantly epeated in any
scientific text. Also of importance is the memorization of vocabulary'
related to the major field of stuay that the stwent is pursuing,
(i.e., the chemistry major should be familiar with wont- like Sgure,
Sauerstoff, Gemisch, entziehen, Ldsuflgsmittel). Highly specialize°
vocabulary (Verfahrenstechnik, Unweltschutz, Raumfahrt) are of much
lower ffeqUefOy-, but -thereare--mannem: consider, for example,
the great number of specialized technical qictionarieS-thataTe'newly
published or reeditea year after year.. (MI a matter of fact, there
are more specialized than stanaard dictionaries.) In order to deal
with highly specializes vocabulary, therefore, the .stuaent must be
taught how to use relevant dictionaries. These should be purchased by
the individual science anc engineering departments since they know
best which dictionaries are most suitable. (A list of specialized
dictionaries should accompany any'textbook that deals with reading in
scientific German, however.) Fortunately many scientific and
technological terms are of international usage, e.y., Reaktortechnik,
Computer, absorbieren. Also, many German texts--particularly in
electrical engineering any computer science--are interwoven with
American words, since the U.S.-is leading in these fields, e.g:,
Telecommunication, Video-band. By the end of the second quarter of
the third year the student should have a recognition knowledge of
about 2000 words, mainly structural and basic scientific vocabulary.

A, good textbook should provide a great number of exercise
sentences from various fields of science or technology in which the
new vocabulary is uses in scientific context. The practice sentences
should then be followea by short reaainy passages that describe a More
detailed process in the various fields of applied science and
engineering. These passages as well as the preceding exercises should

1 7s
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be accompanied by vdCabulary Mists in .Englis and German.
.

During the last puarter of the third year, reading selections of,
nelative difficdlty which serve the general interest of the student
are chosen. These selection4iprbvide the student with the opportunity
tO read'. and at the same pime Comprehend simpleo as well as more
advanCed scientific material/ in preparation for very advanced and
specialized articles in his major field teiWard the. eno of the hext

'year. At this advanced stage no, vocaburary lists are.given;
student now uses the appropriate speciajized,dictionary. select the,
majority of these articles frOM t_sophisticated periodicals ano

s'techniCal newspapers. Here the studVht is really tested, muchmore
than is the case with the so-cafted "reading"/S4ections" which
part Of any textbook: most sboh college textbooks lack the arbitrary
'and sometimes incorrect, lort-windedtrnguage of the tee scientist.

. ,

0
Texts concerning philosophic
Science supplement the pu

literary works by such faro

Weltbild), Max Plank (Reli

6 sociological a
technical cont

German scientists
ion and Naturwissenscha

historical issues
t of my course:
s Einstein (Mein
)come to mind

Other works on our "outside" reading list incluoe:, DUrienmat's Di
- Phytiker; Biecht's Das Leben des' Galilet, kipphard s',In der Sache

these works, which are followed by discuSsions -mainly i" German.'
Robert J. Oppenheimer, or FriSchPs Homo Faber. The stude a_

Another' outside reading source is German ne4papers ,like Die;Zeit orb
Der Spiegel. Even Stern offers sometimes worthwhile =' reading
material. A, good -dUltural reade shpuld4a4O accompany a technical'.
'reOding course. FOr the third- and -fourt-year 'level I have Ugaia
either Kelling!s Deutsche kulturgesChichte,,,,, or Koepke'S Qie
Deutschen. It is of vital importance that the student who might 4prk
later in' a 6fthan-speaking country_ have some :knowledge ,of 1Delipan .

history, culture and customs. ' ,O' ,

In 1975 Barbara Elling conducted a.-survey onfthe utility of
in business and industry." She .found that: ,'

1. The number of positions in' Germany for'Americans with German
language skilla. is twice the number of those imthe USA.

2. The skilj.s'most needed by, the, employee'to' obtain a position
are in the following order- of- importance: reading
comprehension; writing, oral'comprehensiOn, speaking.4

These conclusions must, be .kept in mind4ii. some, of the present
curricula of -German language, departments are to be ,changed., The

.student should have the opportunity to make a choice between the
language learning that emphaSizes literature and othe types of
languge instictiAlon,msuch as ,reading'course in scientc German'.
Our- program af Rose - Holman not only enhances the rigorous science and
engineering' courses, but, moreover, provides the student with a skill
he can use in ,Mis futbre jobs

179
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t In an *of interdisciplinary relations, students of science4d
.

,

*
technology err of be expected to be deeply interested in literature

and li;el, acs beyond. their utilitarian aspects. Given this

orientation, a reading course in scientific German may well become

attractive to students who immediately realize its benefits and who

N already are famili-u, with analytical techniques through their

technical s lw erefore; a department thdt offers such an

alternative y be successful. , .

Notes

1Robert G. Wiltsey, Doctoral Use of Foreign Languages. New

--York: Modern Language Association, 1972. w

2Maria Re Alter, A-Mooerw-Case'for German. American ASsociation

f Teachers of German 1970.

3Nans Meinel, A'Course in'Scientific German. .Max Hueber, 1972.

N .4Barbra Llliny, Career Alternatives for StWents of German.

State University of New York, 1977.
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INDIVIDUALIZINe INSTRUCTION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES THROUGH THE

IMPLEMENTATIONAP A FUNCTIONAL-NOTIONAL SYLLABUS

Margaret M. Marshall
Louisiana State University

Introduction
.

ONE...OF:THE:- BIGGEST PROBLEMS to be faced in teaching foreign languages
today is how to get students to use the language in a way .that is

meaningful to them. ln,order forstudents to be motivated to learn,
goals mustbeclearlAadefined and these goals must be relevant to,the
ptirpoSe. foreAgCh the studentS-plan 'to use he language. If there is

a "high surre er value" (the.term Wilkins' uses to refer to a quick

return for the amount of time, invested), students will be encouraged
to pursue t!peir study of the foreign languay.

.\

Despite differences in method and scope, most textbodks are

organized accoiaing- to ,seqUenced grammatical units of increasing

difficulty, Students often spend so much .time-memorizing forms and
rules hat the real purpose for language study (i:e., to use it for

communicative purposes) is often obscured. Students underSt6nd that
they are learning grammar and that theyisre being graded on grammar.

Thus0 when they have4ompleted one, two, or three years of this type

of study, they often Still cannotAftak or write very well. They have
not learned what they expected t&AEarn: how to use language. They

areofteh left with the feeling that their foreign.languipe study has

bee totally irrelevant to their future careers.
'°

The functional-notional syllabus

One way to make language study (in this casprench) more
directly relevant to student goals and to teach stUd.how to use
language in the way that best suits their individualwlreeds is

use

design a furartional-notional syllabub. At Louisiana
-,
SMate UnOersity,

J, ...

a survey.is done at the beginning of each semester ih'oide 446assess

inoividual and group needs. The survey contains eight queStiOns aimed
at defining the goals for language use and the functions and skills

necessary to accomplish these goals. Survey results usually indicate
that Most students are interested in getting a command of general

ve social functions andideas4'and in being able to handle. situations that

traveagis often no themselves in. Most students wApt to obtain Some

k - limit control all four skills, and certain studEI nts wolld'like to

concedirate on a articular skill such, as spec or writing.
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The syllabus is organized with these student goals in mind. The

focus is on the purposes for which French is to be used (i.e., the

functions) and on the concepts (or notions) to be communicated, The

syllabus consists of thirteen two-part units which include the

following topics:
personallkdentification, life at home, climate and

region, education and future career, leisure activities, intellectual

and artistic pursuits, travel, relations with people; health .'and

well-being, shopping, eating and drinking, serviceY-and getting

around. These topics have beenoodeled in part on the-topic areas set

forth by van Ek.2

The functions of langdbge are *extremely- compl'eX and it is not

feasible to present a complete list of them here. However, it is

possible to list here the,functions that recur most frequently in the'

syllabus: identifying, describing, asking for "information,

apologizing, giving or seeking advice, offer ng br requesting

assistance, and expressing such things as pr ences, agreement or

disagreement, obligation, gratitude,/and de:sires.
,

In td the topics end funcions Men
iNgoals by.

syllabys focu on high suiltender.01 e ap
,
A

:'
..

1, simplifying the number and ty Pa'
.

2. recycling "old material a, ''Lig:i#1 p
..

,,:.

.,,

3. allowing for brro5 'that:do, interfe eiletiSion,

q
A.

4. giving ividual
.-ipeCiR1 teed,

,1.
t,
t

vocabu and t
to

studen keds, : i

.,

5. doting most of clas
a

6. reVising test emphaS:
of Language.

4.Att
. .

In the syltabullgrammatic6it .,a deli ated a ard g to th

functipns to 'be pe ormed and the ndtionsto-te Cbmmunicate ,L Gamma

is taught, not according to a scille oi'ettelingidifficq10- but

rather byTreguency and utility indexeZ,4 e ..tAp.mitt seTul-inei
most common concepts are taught first,f-rdr,e4cfm e,;.

reflexive verbs occur very early, as odo. guest

Adivs,,-

system is simplified to deal only i4th th-

The. `t ns-,

catrve arid.

subjunctive), the imperfect, the,com00' pa t 'as

and, certain verbs in the conditiqn .such 1 dr8. . a ,de_

devrais. Relative pronouns andPui of t unc ve 04F only,,
.%.

partially presented'. tompliCated 'ttuctures vth zelativeW low

freouency such as forms of 1,equel %are -entifely,exdluOed. In her- :'

worts, the grammar. has beerrfwzolified to all* foVraNd- acqulls ion ,

of communic4ive- skills.' Students are encouraged learn -the tine, , ie (
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-il: experienced in their earliWtudy. .. .
, , .

, . ..

. L ,Not only is the:overall.grammaticalcontent rtduced, .bUt

H Oesankation of :grafiMat A.5- aimplified. blti attempt is made
,sYllabus to pre'Sent*I4bere .,,to. know aboUt a partipular pr

./ ifihen it comes upfdr'tne:f:Irs
needed, rather than in-4:018;70

: presented. Similery,' when the:_uolt,
made to present all. verbs conjug040 ik
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,._ .

,,,;.,,, '4' , Al-: , ,

.

:points of French grammar by continuing their4Wdy of tha- languhge\.
Hopefully, they will be motivaiedto do sd. 10 ,t1Wsatisfying results

Alopsti.on forms are'wesepted as
W ea"1 types of question forms'aro

is presentedon6 attempt ig
%ter-lir at the same time. ,

Recycling (e.g., reviewing veni- when obtenir, reveniT and
prevenir are presentea) is extreme y importIFE7---It for

simplification in the presentation'o features that will be returna4
to at a later time in more detain 9y contrast, when all rela ed
material is introduced at once Oa's-is so often the case), stud nts
cannot absorb it all. oThey may eagily 'become frustrated: I) hey

find themselves Arable to handl all at once, actively, everyt inq
there is to knowlibout forming qu tions or using irregular verbs; and
2) several chapters later they r alize they have forgotten, due to
lack of use, the forms they lem rized earlier. Recycling helps to
avoid this kind of frustration by providing quick, active control of
high-frequency features and bu.ilt 'n review.of past material. Thus,

recycling works to, reduCe the number of grammatical features
introduced for actfve control and to llow for review of past features
as new aspects of a concept are Presented for active control.

.146

This view of recycling coincides with what is known about learning
strAkegies. When children arri French 'their first language, for,.'
exaMPle, they gradually ma concept4, in pieces. Question forms

suCh as qu'est-ce que, e mu , qui est-ce que, etc. are not
acoblred all at once. Simi raIS of nounsare regularized tv.
children: irregular plurA such as 'ournaux aree not automatiO:
Children typically go throu0h a phase invit/hich y:make errors Ath
question forms anp plurals (and other forms5 -Ail, having been

sufficientay corrected on these points; they leam correct forms.
Thus recycling and errors are a necessary and n tiotal palt of

developing language skill)s. This explains whY- (Sur students pass
through many of the same language-learning phases)is French chllpren
do. wr

0

In addition e15 taking learning s trategies inta consideration, the
functignal-notional syllabus also refleipts concern for each student's
individual. -goals. 'While language an indication of one's
personality and interests, vocalaplary lists in textbooks are sometimes
inapplicable or irrelevant to ffidividual students. For example, when
StApents,learn to use etre professions, many of them do not learn r

to sWwhat thelithemalTes ant,to be. Common professions of today
such as comput scienti business manager, broadcast journalist,
adwtising des ner, sP ch therapist, etc., are not usually.4op these

lists. It"would not be advisable to make all students learn:flyer. noes,,
of each profession, but'it certainly is-imptrtant that eachgludent

g

,r

:

.= . 411'

K.
:
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learn the French word 14: his own future profession. Unless this is

aone, the lesson loseS:'4910unicative value and, practical application.

Therefore, while certeinVdcabulary .woras are learned by tr entire

class, each :student 4,141:5 learns the vocabulary he .heeus -Yor his

persona interpretation of, each topic. AduitiOnal vocaoulary relevant

to each st major'fieldof concentration is stressed and is

utilized to tthdrbxtent posSible in weekly inoividualized assignments.

The gkil s that the 'student' expresses the most interest in

developing ( cording to the survey answers) are the skills treat nO

concentrates on in these individualized weekly assignments. :''4ome

students are assigned reading projects. Others write lette 1 Or

paiagraphs. Those interestea in developing oral skills are very

either tapes to listen to ana to comment on ur oialogues or sski

Aii.e., some kind of role playing) to perform with others in front of ,.

he class.

Since all students are also responsible'fot learning a common core

l'of basic material L for each topic,, Small group' activities are an

important part of a.eh lesson. Each sw-kek students work together under.

the 'supervision of native speakers, teaching .assistants, or

undergraduate' majors on a specific topic related .to the lesson.

Students are given a list of functions to be perfonnea. ,For example,

when they are introaucea:to the passe compose, students are asked to:

1. identify their past activities within certain time spans 4rti.-.

(last weekend, last night, last summer, etc.),

2. ask another person about his past activities,

3. describe an event in the past, or

4. answer questions others will ask about this polst event:'

tr 4

In these groups, students have the opportunity to

and the vocabulary they are learning (and past in§p

meanlpgiful, relaxed 'atmosphere.. These groups are extri,):, .

from the point of view of the students. StudeOts.',.'

language in a way that is real to.them, speaking's. '4,4 s

F than their teact*, and having the opportunity to e pt

in French.

ta5
)44.. .Testing

T ideas
7

f.1 A # t* l . 4,' :!

. Students part,icipate these grows with. enthusiasm and, Est

i 0 for yet anotheri'.aeaso :- they know that speaking is one of ys

they will oe t,e4te n the matirial. During the semester, sty2ghts

; 100P 7

take four major ex ,... these exams are composed of approximateir40%

discrete point pe questions and 601 communicative competence

activities.', impes of discrete point 'questions inclu dictations,,

filling in;the blanks .with the correct answer, rewriting he sentience

to 'perform some, kind of transformation (Oaking it negativ changing

ir
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the tense, adding a clause, connecting two sentences, ,etc.) and
translating sentences from English to French. The discrete point
testing is done for two reasons: 1) to prepare the students for the
group final exam that will be based almost entirely on dilcrete point
testing, and 2) to ensure that they have understood the grammatical
points in question. However, with 6O% of the exam stressing
communicative competence, it is clear that the most important thing
the students are qping with the grammar is not filling in blanks, NA
rather upng the lamer in a meaningful way.

Communicative competency activities test the students' ability to
use language in,real situations .i0 They involve correctly producing and
interpr9ting conversations or passages in order to express ideas.
Studenbe are tested on their performance in dealing wth specific
functions allp four skillsN Speaking skills are tested on an
individual basis, while listening comprehension, reading, and writing
skills are Performed as a group test. Each test differs depending on
the functional-notional tasks to be performed. In' every aspect of
communicative competence testing, however, two functions are
instantly stressed: asking questions as. describing things.

Speaking skill's are tested on the basis of specific assignments,
r example, Unit I (Personal ,Identification) has two specific

activities listed: 1) students must 'jive information about themselves
and seek information about others, and 2) they must describe where and
under what conditions they and other's live. Each student if askedd, to
perform with. gle' instructor the functions listed under .these
activities (Le!, identifying, socializing, asking for information and
desdDibiog). AhQ.utake note of'answelis or questions dtrectelitoward
them andAthey"turh in a report (in glish or French) on w t they
have understood; They are graded on their ability to make themselves
'understood and on their comprehension of what was said to them.

Although speakingvand listening comprehension 'ae comPlihenta
skills, 'listening comprehOsion can be tested apart'. from speakin

lAstening .comprehension is tested in the' language labdrelor

A

(it coufd.also be done in the classroom), where a passage is read and
questions are asked-on the passage. rbr example,° if students have
learne0 t discus_s_the weather, a weather forecast as it might be

`heard on the radio ;,g-,read to the,. Then they are asked to rierfiAlh
the u ti s outairjed for that topic. Such functioo! may includei
1) brief y describing the forecast, 2) dgewering questions- °rt.), or

explain-rig specific information contained in the forecast and 3)
asking questions (in writing) dealing with specific apects of the
weather report (e.g.,."QueI temps va-t-il faire demain dans le Midi?"
or Nu le est la tempdrature maintenant?"). Studlits are graded on
their comprehension of die passage and on their ability to perform
these fOnctions.

Reading skills are.determined on the basis of vatio4s types 'Of
testing: translatinginto English certain underlind*.. 'Passages,
answering questions on' the readingspassageand askilhg questions on
certain parts of the passage. Students are sometimes asked to
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describe some aspect of the passage (such as personality traits of the

character portrayed) 4or. to provide 'an alternative solution to the

problem presented in the story. If the passage is on some cultural

aspect' of a Fr:Inch-speaking
country, students may be asked to compare

and contrast glecific items in the passage with aspects of American

culture.

Testing reading skills also becoines a way of testing writing

skills. In addition to the written exercises based on a reading

passage, students may be asked to write guided compositions on a

'specific topic. These compositions are usually witten twice. The

first writing provides students with the opportunity, to express what

they consider impottant. The second writing allows them to perfect

the 'composition by' reorganizing their ideas, if neces.sary , and by

correcting mistakes. This is the only part of the,A-1- sting process

that is see at home.
g

Thus, all four skills are tested in relation to the core

material. Students who are working on developing one particular ski.1414.: :

atoye others are given an aldditional assignment stressing that skill''-

and, where.' possible, relatibg that skill to their future careers. ..;

Speaking %ill. listening skills, for example, are demonstrated in

additions oral repOrts dialogues similar to those done in the

t4144
weekly , *..14vidualizeo assignments

Writing . and reading skills are

emphaSiZed via written re is on a topic related tigg the unit and/or

to the individual's pers interests. Usually, the ,subject of thete

repbrts is 'determined y the student in consultation with the

instructor. ($tIodents who he no. preference for which particular

skills they OCelop alteofhate between speaking/listening type

assignments_and writing /reading type assignments. ) Skill testing of

the kind oIiced here has often been avoided by teachers because it

is time-consUming aild because grading of ow skills tends to be

.:$ubjectivei. The time problem. can be handled without too much

difficulty, howevertliinde this typelof' ,testing occurs only four

a semester._

The ing d culty is in devising a way to grade theSe exams

that -s as 0 jective. and as fair as possible. In grading speaking and

list ng .skills, 00-criteria used are
.comprehensibility, fluency and

structural accurapy. Comprehensibility, f:involves proper use of

vocabulary and gobLirpronunciat*Cifilr-W
O:Milaar. errors in . these areas

cause' :Ire .
student': to Rise ..GObrally speaking, if - tqa,,

student' questliins responseS. .- evunderstood,' full creoit j.s.

given fof comprehensibility. If the student cannot` understood, no

credit is giyeq, Thup, this criterion supersedes all others,.

Fluency, 'a seconcOriterion, is a matter of speed : it is judged

'', sirgQbI by whether or not the activity is 'completed in-a plOoetermined,

- 'Jo
IN time. A' third measure, structural accoptcy, /.refers

stUcknt makes gralmatical errors that rfere with

cornrnufAcat n. The ki - of structural errors that are considered

major4. /41,1Alve; 1) 00 041-1 of the lesson (e,g. , when
.

students are taugiglitevoir ith age, but when tested use Atre),

and 2) confusing",410indrOtructures (e.g.,, using est -ce que for

17
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us'est-ce ue). Structural errors thare. not central to the lesson,

a o no nterfere with comprehension, or that involve other minor

e ors (wrong irticle or gender, lack of adjective agreement, lack of

ject-verb agreement, etc.) are simply overlooked. Using criteria

su as these; oral tests can measure in a relatively'non-subjective

way a student's ability to perform specifiepnctions.

anon - subjective

.

..
.

Writing and reading skills are graded with more attention to

detail than are the speaking and listening skills. This is because

students have more time to work out form and structures wen they

write than' they do. when they speak. Therefore, written efrors lift

articles, gendersr-adjective agreement and subject-verb agreement dOmi

count.against\pe students. However; even in the grading bf writing'

and reading Skills, the focus is on function over form. The most

important consideration is whether tile students have performed the

required functions and whether they have succeeded in communicating

their ideas. ....
li A,

Conclusion
# 4

The privity goal of the functional-notional syllabus is twofold:

1) to teach the,usi of language in a way that is meaningful and

relevant to future goals, and 2) to achieve "high surrender value."

The simplification and .recycling of gregmatical points in the syllabus

provide students with the opportunity concentrate on the functions

of lan and on the ideas toll be expressed. Individualized

and Onvii .t1.7of her acgul*tion of languageikkills, The syllabus isgn0e7:7asst nts2and small group activities put thdl focus on the student

organ4;ea With Ihe thought thit revised tetting aregrading procedures.

are nlcessary fit order to measure a student Orlity to fundtion in

the language rather thaehfa ability to memorizgraMMatical rules and

for*. It la-booed that where' this syllabus is implemented, it will

ens :-.e stu s to use tt target language in a meaningful viff. and

'within a. shorter.period of time than its presently feasible under other

metOods.

Notes

1D. A. Wilkins, NotionalSyllabuses.
Press-; 19704

2J: A. van.Eki
in Schools. London:

London: Oxford University

The Threshold Level for kdern Language Learning

tongman,,197,7.

187.
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WHO NEEDS COMPUTERS?

George W. Mulford
University of Delaware

IF YOUR INSTITUTION IS LIKE any I have known, its attic (I speak
metaphorically) is littered with abandoned curricular materials:
maps, flash cards, filmstrips, films, slide sets, obsolete language
laboratory tapes (rack after rack of them), perhaps a forlorn
feltboard or an opaque projector. .SoMeone chose a new textbook, and
the older materials-went on the scrap heap. Videotapes were the last
generation of materials, at my institution, to join that heap; '

moreover, discontinuing their u meant throwing thousands of dollars
away nstead of just hundreds.

e first computer-assisted instructional materials are now taking
theft place in the topmost, alICAlallstmlbsw-of-thia pedagogical
midden: tens of thousands of114111aktWdrth of paiAstaking work and
computing time, oqsolete. The machines to-run themOre too expensive;
they are programmed in a language specific to one ype ofcomopter,
and can therefore not be exported to other institutions with different
hardware; they 'depend on periptieral equipment like audio devices and
microfiche Ideade;s4which have not stood tipe test of time; worst of
all, someone chose View textbook qmpd the programs suddenly
became irrelek/ant. th4pees'Oer hair of instructional time rivaling
the pay,Of of student tutors, and development time and expertise
exceedin$anything heretofore imagined, the first responsible question

9

to ask today of computers in education is quite naturally: who needs.
them? My own answer is:- we all do, and especiakly those of us
engaged in the design of the, individualized syllabus . Let me outline
why I think we need them, despite their cost,.and hoa that cost can be
minim led

Teachers and learning manageruneed computers beearuse the are
effective and (in this applicaeloh) ,cost-oUtting record keeperso.,

Individualized instruction poses ,i&Ord-keeliing problems_(I appeal-o
your collective experience) of rather foimidable'proportions. It' s

recommended that there be At..1#13St four versions of every test, and
lots of fiats. Ideally, the tests should be standardized so that a
score of eighty.on version one isprecisely as difficult to attain.as
a score of ,eighty on versions two, three, and four..There must 'be
record of.which test was given to which student, and of,thpstudent'i
score. There should undoubtedly be a vertical record of mean Sores
on each version to allow us to iletermine that all the versions are -..in
fact of 00131 difficulty. If we, decide to be rigorous about thtirwe
should conduct an item analysis of each test to fimd out which tams
are hardest for all, the students, so that we:,can adjust- the difficulty
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Ilk
of a version by varying the proportion of hard and easy items, and o

that we can alter the composition of our self-study packets to pr

the students more adequately for the hardest items we intend to t

them on. An item analysis of the individual student's test is helpful

if we wish to advise that tudent of recurrent error patterns in his

own performance, and so rffieve him of some of the bookkeeping tasks

necessary for effective study.

The computer can dq all this.' If the choice is made to compile,

not four versions of a lest, but one very long list of questions we

might think appropriate at the end of a given module, the computer can

go through the list and select items, according to whatever criteria

we specify, for four or more (perhaps many more) discrete versions of

the test. The computer can then type out a version on demand, and it

can be torn-off the machine and handed to the student, or in the case

of an oral test, read from the machine and administered viva voce.

Pushing the idea of random selection to the limit, we may-even specify

that no one version of a given test will be identical, or at least-not

predictably so, with any, other version ever administered.
\ '

Notice that one or more filing cabinets: flirt of mimeographed

sheets which had to be typed, proofread, run off, collates,. stapled,

and (for those who must worry about such thialgs) kept secure, just

disappeared:" each student gets one printout which does not exist

until he needs it. Notice also that sip far wmoeed only one computer

terminal, albeit a fairly expensive one sin* it must able to

produce written text with, at least, accent marks, and at most, two

entire character sets. Our lesson development time, programming time,
two,

and actual computing time, however, have so far been quite reasonable;

and the testmakets, examiners, and ksecretaries 'have realized very

large net gains of the time necessary"to script, process, proof, file

and retrieve froM files. Best' of all, ,if we diallaVefv,errorOor

ihfelicities our stock of test .materiar, the offending items can be

corrected, instantly and easilt, within the computer'S memory. They

will stay corrected thenceforward, and we ..need not seek out and

deStroy any previously mimeographed copies.

The next bookkeeping sip is to record the student's scores. This

is probably, best done by hand fn a gradebook--unless we take up the

challenge of error analysis .4 we' are to attempt to record the

studbbt's performance item by item, and then to do anytAing useful

4104::.4nformdtion, there seeMs to me to be .no reasonable

"if.eaAdtive to seeking the computer's help: And what help it can

give! It can produce for the student, a list of the fteMs'he missed:

not merely 'their number, but a reprint of the questions themselves.

It can furnish the instructor any information he is clever enough to

ajk 'for: items in order' of difficulty, correlations between error

frequencies, distinctive patterns of errors peculiar t- a articular

class of students--anything within the" power of 'Statistical theory.

The 'instructor may thenAise these data to validate hypo heses about,

Light or tested in a certain way. ,More immediately,,t instructIFit)
e learning patterns 7of-a certain kit% of student,. o f stUdentsk

y decide to increase or deCrease A stockof items dealing viteril--
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particularly difficult point; to omit them entirely from future
versions of the test; or on the contrary, to make sure they are tested
again at the end of the next module, and perhaps to revise the
instructional curriculum appropriately. Or the computer, working on
its own, may record and continually update its assessment of the
empirical difficulty of each item, based on the frequency of errors
made by, the entire cohort of. students ever asked that item, and may
then talloeits seleCtion of items for future test versions so as to
generate tests of increasingly. accurate standard' difficulty.
Programing and ..processing time are still rather small. Data entry

Seem forbiddingly large, but students can be asked to enter
..;.,e0,40114pipthOiseivei, for instance on computer-readable scordksheets.

The rocess I have just outlined is not computerized testing.' We
have not yet asked the computer to compose a test question or judg a
student's answer to it. All these judgmental functions are stillqin
the hands of human testffilikers and graders. The machine. is merely
filing a. retrieving questions and keeping score. WI' have Mt
altered our tests to fit them to. the machine's style;- in fact. , the
process described would work well for oral tests., (One can even
imagine aAboard of examiners, 'each of whom' would enter points on each
aspect oUthe student's performance, like the judges at a high-diving
competition.) Nor have we asked the machine to do anything it finds
particularly difficult," with perhaps the single exception of printing
accent marks or text in non-Roman characters: the lights do not dim

pall over town when we ask. the cIpmputer to' print us a test. on module
three for student thirty-six.

We have not yet let student thirty- six - -let's call her
Rebeccaget her hands on a computer terminal herself. With more
trepidation than I have felt so far, Pom going to suggest that we do
that next. First 'let me warn you that Rebecca has probably had her

'hands on a :terminal, or. something .like a terminal fore now. In

fact, the chances that she has not had this sort experience are
diminishing daily. Chances a too, that Rebecca, oyed it; for we
live the ,,,comp! er game. Our socie 'y at large has
discovere0 with breathtaking rapidity what tip been known to a
subculture of mathematicians and engineers for twenty years and more:
the computer is a totally absorbing toy, capable of -sustaining
interest to the point of exhaustion andipyond.. The generar.public
has demonstrated its willingness lo spend more money than anybody
thought it had to purchase these ,40.. Manufacturers of computert and
computer-like gadgets cannot purchawApough. coFponents to satisfy the-

,..,,t1,Imapd for their ucts.

.. 0110 ,

RebecCa mayCrefore approach 'our terminal with a-mild littler'

glint in her eye that says "let me at it" (and if Rebecca 'does not,
her little sister, :-who will. be-, a freshmen in five years almost
certainly *Ill). Reba wants to usi our terminal. She..0,0014,4R see
what she can make it do. (This, indeed, seems to lyetioW
common to everyone, from grade-School children to gra
who has become. addicted to the fascinatin,of watchinz ne

respond, quickly and often in surprising ways- *0 vari''
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of touches on its keyboard.) If we set up the rules of the game in

such a way that Rebecca is constantly challenged, through hergFpwing
knowledge of our subject matter, to perform an increasir%rboriOex
setftf steps in order to win the game she is playing akIlhA 'the
machine, she will sit at 0%6 terminal far into the night studying

language lessons. (If, however, the chemistry professor gets there

first with a good game, language study will lose a, 'portion of

students' days and weeks.)

The challenge is really nothing new. What, among the activities

you recommend to your students, among the 'activities you yourself

carried out to gain fluency in your second or third language, can you

identify as the ngle most effective one? Was it, for you, flash

cards--a memory game like solitaire? Wqp it quizzing by a

parpler--and was here an element there of what might be called
mating-display behavior? Was it some arcane, cerebral game you played
inside your head, perhaps with an imaginary playmate, or some grueling

psychological duel with a teacher? Was it free conversation in the
target language--the best game of all, and the most expensive? .I am

suggehting that gimputer drills ma offer at least a partial

substitete, in indWidualized program g, for the entertainment value

present in a good classroom.
't

If you were a successful user of the language lab, the

language-lab drill itself was a gime for you. Sadly, it is drudgery

for many students because the challenges iit sets are too hard or too

easy. One of thirst important tasks the language profession must

harness computers perform is mediation between the student and the

language-lat), taw On the onethand, the computer't ability to accept

and execute student commands can give the student much more precise

control over the tape's. progressfon. pn the other, the computes can

use the recorded- tape as part of a Coug-skillt exercise. Text can be

displayed on the terminal's screen; written buestions can be ,asked;

written answers to oral questions can be required. On the basis of
the student's performance, the computer can select from the tape those

items ;the student should review, or .cause the tape to wind oast

materials the student has clearly_mattered4.4For teachers who wish to

evaluate a student's taped responses,.the poMputer can assemb very

short tape of selected items to save" %Mb evaluator the trop le( of

locating them. % 10-

c
What we need tp accomplish all this is, first, a terminal with a

ontpolled tape recorder. I say "tape recorder" knowingetthat other -

computer- driven audio devices_exist: In part I am akeptical of the
cost and reliability, at least:at present, ofalternative devices, and

in part I oelieve there is a very great advantage in being able to
hand Rebecca a cassette she can pop into an inexpensive home machine

if the terminals are busy- when she wahts to. study her language

lessons. In other words, we should not give -up the most convenient

feature of the best present-day laboratory, for any supposed advance;

and we may well recoil before the pros5ect pf crepting and, keeping

track of two versions of every' audio lesson, one fo the computer and
.

one for Rebecca's home portable. .. - ,0,
. 4

1
MA

4."
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Second,, we eed a" number of editing programs for the computer
which will allgy/ us, easily and ih'full knowledge that the materials
are ephemeral, to, add a written component to whatever dab programs w
decide to use this year and next. Such an editing program can enable
a person with no 196wledge of computer programming to generate drills
by filling in the blanks furnished, and will then manipulate the text
so provided in such a way as to set the student challenges of the
correct order of difficulty. At the UniveBsity',of Delaware, we are
working on editors of this Sort, and we have hope that one of several
computer-controlled audio devices now available will prove
sufficiently inexpensive, rapid in:operation, and reliable to satisfy
the needs of a language lab'.

However, audio material of high quality. will, Eby its nature,
always be hard to produce and hard to alter when gircumstances
change. Moreover, language-laboratory experience suggests that there
are limits to student tolerance of even the best taped materials. It

4eay well be that the Corpus of audio material should not be much ,10),..-,
,,4,,greAter than what moderg laboratory exercises, provide -- rather less, in AOLT

most cases, than was fashionable ft1teen years ago. Further growth of rv'Ti
g...Machine-assisted component of the curriculum will probably rely-Pan

possibilities of the interactive terminal aldne.

qiie thing that will hold Rebecca's interest for a while is the
4eonteints of her next test. Why not show her the file of all possible
Jest questions? We might then allow her to write notes oft the
computer addressed to the language staff; she can write her note at
any time and it will sit in the computer's memory until- someone has

"'leisure to answer it in the same fashion.. In this way the compUter is
being used to increase the efficiency of the consulting system: the
course monitor has work all lined up *hen consulting hours,begin, and
need not schedule an interview to deliver the needed instruction to
the student.

4 It is a mistake, I think,, to hope to generate an entire
computerized course by dumping a textbook into .the computer. -The

textbook is cheaper and handier between its own two covers. In fact, .
neither of the-major components of modern language texts--grammatical
explanations and whole-sentence- drills--is well suited, to the
computerized format,. Audiolingual drills-were meant to be spoken-
%loud; and while there may be some merit in the exercise of writing
their sentences-by hand, there is surely less in typing them out, and
none in having 'the computer fudge .the resultant sentence of sixty or 0

more Characters for'accuracy. Such exercises, even if the computer's
judging procedures are sophisticated enough to distinguish typing

ors, and misspellings from other mistakes, create the least
dime-like situation imaginable for the student.. And, of course, they
will perish when someone changes the.textbook.

This fate, indeed, is probably in store for any very-extensive set
of exercises mtlgch proceed, point by point, to teach an entire
language. Even'if'they are ideally suited to the computerized medium,
and even if they are well-bonceived'as an indiVidualized course;. such'

a
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'exercises run the isk of obsolescence. (It is my impression, for

instance, that 7kost individualized- instruction programs spar

materials with more conventional instruction in progress at the sam
institution, and evolve,..in a more or less loose fashion, with t
standard curriculum. In cases where they two programs -swap staff, he

staff is reluctant to maintain familiarity with .twd!' sets

instructional material at once. And curriculum committees 'd re fic

One way of guarding against obsolescence is to construct small
adjunct prograMs teaching one specific aspect of a languag and

compatible with any text. A an' example,..I might mention my own

lesson,.Touche, programmed n E. Will'ams on the University of
Delaware's PLATO' system, a so caned . cause the student touches
the face of the computer scre n in order to assemble, from- a random

vertical list of words,'a sentence in the target language. The gaming

aspect, besides the visuak',novelty of the approach lies in the

machine's reaction to an' error: the screen goes blank instantly and
the whole sentence reappears in a new random, order, The 'lesson makes

no claim to teach all of anything, but it illustrates rather well the

principle that gaming strategy, subject matt&r,\'apd medium ,of
presentation can be fitted, together to, peke a coherent whole; and 't

does drill word-order problems in ;rrench, -sand the grammatic
distinctions which manifest themselves. in word orderi in a thorough',

and enjoyable, way., If the vocabulary used- is not thaf of ..the

student's text, the student can'complete thesentafIce by-guessing at
the parts of speech; he gets bPe_English nalation as a reward for

Completing the sentence correctly a ay or hay no learn new
vocabUlary items in that.way. Compu s.,Canoindpx an locate such

things handily;, Touché is less lik y to. get lot,t n a similar
mini -unit on film or tape or in a p p let,

Another, more ,far-reaching solutionto the problem of obsolescence
is to program into the computer the entire MOrphology andTsybtax of

the natural language itself: starting-with_the inflectional forms and

the rules for their choice and formation,.and going as far as possible

toward generation of whole sentences, toward the 'vast unexplored

territory of combinatory semantics. Ultimately, -in other words; the

computer able to produce inflect& forms from their component

parts, -:nd gnose errors in thole forms when the student produces
_them; a it shoOld accept "I,'m watering my garden" or "I'm watering

my win but question "I'm watering, my roommate. ".The task ia an
unending, one, but even the first steps produce wogkable results. Two

projects that have progressed..considerably beyond the first steps are
those of ,Henry W. Deckeir at theWniVersity of California at Riverside

'and of Gerald R. Ct4lley'at.the University of Delaware.?

A.computer which "knows" the'elements of a language in this way
can construct a very large number of forms from a re4ati ly'smalj.

stock of stared items.-- The routines which assemble t el ents can,

at least 1*, -theory:, accommodate any order of.present n and any

textbooks' without a _major verhaul.' Certainly, the n.fine-tunel:
tet1 to).newspecifit set' of vocabulary: hey can be expanded and

their challenges exactly o the .individal'student 'p . ireMents.

1
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They, can be used\as parts of Other,
programs0

:. for instance, a. test

bank could be designed to include 'a set of basic sentences plus all
. *the,inflectfahal variations on each one, and, wduld immediately become
.muqh smaller (from the computer's point'of view) and much:larger (from
the user's). When the computer "knows "'this much about the language,
vie ay even pegin trustitig,it'to administer tests2of the sort' language
tedner-a are comfortoble' withtest's in fuimats 'mere humanistically
oriented than multiple-choice or true-lfaAse..-

,

Giveh the existence of such ,,programs, written in .a computer
language our own institution's machines can .handle, we can apply
ourselves. happily for a very .Ong while', devisineeverInore ingenious
and ever more satisfactory ways. of de,;ivering parts, of the. stored
infoematioW to students and challenging the students to' respond in
ever more creative ways.,. One measure of our.success,, I trust, will
always be the frequency of comments' like the one I heard aboutmy own
material recently:- "I dropped by the computing center last pight. and
piayaribuche for a while." b,

Nbtes

1PLATO,is a registered tradeiark of, ihe,Control Data Corpdiationi

2Henry W. Decker and. Thomas Rice, "Generative ,CAI- for ForeigA
Languages," Proceedings of the wNttional Educational Computing
Conference, thlversity of Iowa, 1979f pp. 326-3281 Gerald R. Culley,
"When PLATO knows Latin: Advantagee.of Having the Computet Inflect
the Forms," Proceedings of e 1980 Convention of the, ASsoEiation for
the Development of'Computerased Instructional Systems, Washington, _

D.C., 1980, pp. 237-240. .
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COOPERATIVE GROUPING IN FRENCH CO

Michel D. Oates
University df Northern Iowa

Introduction

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDEN
involved,' from :.their v
groups.l. In the firs
approach is utilized i
'04-of-class groups,
opportunities for stu
question-answer exp
semester courses
"Intermediate." In
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VERSATION AND COMPOSITION

1

S AT THE UniverSity'of Northern Iowa. are
ty first course, in oral practice in peer
semester course, called "Elementary One," an
which, in .addition to regular cOss meetings,

uided, by advanced undergraduates,
.=provide extra

ents to drill the material presented in class in
nsion-type exercises.? The second and third
n French are called "Elementary Two" and
these courses groups are- not gchedaea outside of I

class, but are still used in class to prqvide fluency' training. The
text French' Conversational Practice3 is used. ror, much of the
in-class groin woftk., The present author also makes extensive use of
one-on-one microconversations4 and ad-lib conversations.5 These
conversations area based on open-ended statements defived from material
previously studied. These techniques form the basis for the oral
tests administered individually by'. the teaciler. - They have bee
called, for'want oO'Akbetter name, "Comment ne pas mourir de fain en
France," and fbnction as follows: a student draws a card on which has
,been,written one of the previously practiced open-ended statements.
The 'goal is to see how long the student, can "survive "` by keeping' the
conversation 'going Oith the .teacher. A g e 6f "very good," "good,"
or "nograde" is assigned baSeO primarily on fluency. The grade of

pod" is peg red on' at least one of the three oral tests .Ouring
a semester if a' stud t is to be 'eligible .for an A.

The three 5-sem ter-hoUr coursesElementary One, Elementary Twq,
fntermediateare normally prerequisites tol fourth-semester courses in
Conversation and' composition. The fourth-semester courses are, in
turn, prerequisites '.to a fifth-semester course called Advanced
Conversation.

.

.

ti

0
. .

Current practice: conversatidn
,

. .

Currently the author is 4teaching both fourth- and fifth-semest6 .
'levels of conversation and is utilizingooperative grouping. The ,
decisiori to utilize this approach stems06th from the general success
we have had with grouping in our lower- divisio courses, and krom a
recent description of _cooperative !learning' groups: ,In that
description, it is claimed that "cooperatiVelearning expe ences.are
more powerful in promoting, achieyemegt and .positive att' ides toward

A

4
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the subject area (as well as towa
ones)f) than re competitive'

experienc es.H6 Ir employing this

base 50* of student grades onk

transcribing recorded interviews' aillb
a growp proect;

the teacher'' other student,' and
and individualistic learning

approkh, the, author decided to
group work, which consists of

dictations, presenting skits, and

T anscribing interviews. During 'the first , half olf. the

fo h-semester course, tappd interview_stprepared by previous 'students.
course in Dial Traalation7 are utilized. Groups meet in our

Audio- listening Center and are given from three to four minutes of a
recorded, interview to trangkribe. Working separately, group members
write down what they hear. They then compara copies and prepare
final draft of the transcription; each

is
member signs it. Tie

transcription is turned in in class. It Is .graded, and, a% with other'

group prpjects,, the same grate is assigned to each member of the

group. Groups are generally comprised of two people who have a common

free peribp to use for cooperative assignments., Occasionally

thrte-person groups are alltiRd to facilitate schedules.

Presenting skits. In addition to .transcpbing interviews and

dictations, each group is respOhsible for-preparing and presenting
periodic 5-minute skits baked on ,the tapes and/or the material

tilized in clasS. A plyroup grade' is gived; for both fluency and

Curacy. Very'-often, in addition, ad-lib skits are assigned in class

t group members to briefly try out and then present to the class. No

attempt is 'made to give a formal grade for these extemporaneous
conversations. Rather, they are used to strengthen suppirtive

4.
relationships group members and to build fluency.

Group projects Each group is r responsible for interviewing a

native or near-native speaker of French. Gbiestions are prepared,a
French speaker is contacted and a 10-minute interview is recorded.
portion of each tape is sel ted by he teacher and assigned to groups

to transcribe during the la half ofhe semester.

Stugentireactions

A questionnaire administered midway' through
indicates that most' of the students ate happy

,groups. The results are shown in Tabl4/ I.

student satisfaction can be seen in the fol ing

the current semester'
with the cooperative
Further evidence of

statements:

I really enjoy the group e)erclses. I' feel it encourages, me

to communicate more openly in French. Group settings alSo.
help establish rapport among students ano we feel More at,_

ease with our French.

-Group- work tends to lessen tension add nxiety. I feel at
ease here now and I feel I am getting tf know people in the

,class a lot better.
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COOPERATIVE GROUPVIG IN FRENCH CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION

Michael D. Oates
,University of Northern Iowa-

Introduanion', °

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDENTS AT THE ,University of N6rthern Iowa are
involved, from their very first -course, ir) /oral practice in peer',
groLps.1 In the first semester course, called 'Elementary One," an
approach is utilized in which, in addition to regular class'meetings(
out-of-class groups, guided by advanced undergraduates, provide "extra
opportunities for students to drill the, material presented in class in
question-answer expansion-type exercises.2 The second and third
semester cdurses in -Frendh are called "Elementary Two" and
"Intermediate." In these courses groups are-not scheduled outside of
class, but are still .used in class to provide fluency training. The
text French. Conversational Practice3 is used for much! of the
in-class group work. The present .author alfb makes extensive-(se of)
001-on-one microconversations4 and, ad-lib conversations.5 )TheSe '

conversations are based on open-ended statements derived from material
previously- studied. These techniques form the basis for the oral
tests administered individually by the teacher. They have been
called, for want of 'a better name, "Comrdent ne pas mourir de faim,ien
France," and function as follows: a studer* draws a card on which has,
been written one of the previobsly, priicticed open-ended statements.
The goal is to see how long the student can "survive" by keeping the
conversation going with the teacher. A grade of "very good," "goo0,"
or,"no grade" is assigned based primarily oefluency.. The grade of
"very goof" is required on at least'one of the three oral tests ouring
a semesteFif a student is to be eligible for an A.

The three 5-semester7hour courses-- Elementary One, Elementary'Two,
Intermediate--are normally prerequisites to fourth-semester courses in
conversation and composition. The 'fourth-semester courses_ are, in
turn,- prerequisites to a fifth-semester course called. Advanced
Conversation.

.Current' practice: cdnversation-

CUAnttly the author is teaching both fourth- and fifth-semester,
levels oficonversatiOn and isi'Otilizing cooperative' groupings , The

'decision. to utilize.this approaah stems both from the general success'
we have had with grouping, in cur lower-division cdurses, and from ,a
recent. 'oescriptition of cooperative learning groups. In 'that
desc2iption it is claimed that "cooperative'learning experiences are
'more powerful in promoting achievement and *Positive attitudes toward

4N,
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the subject area (as well.as toward
oneself) than are competitive
experiences."6 .In employing this
base 50%- .of student 'grades on

transcribing.fecorded interviews and
a group project.;

the teacher, other students, and
and' individualistic learning

approach, the author decided to

group work, which consists' _of
dictationS,- presenting skits, and.

Transcribing interviews. During the first half of the

fourth-semes er course, taped interviews prepared by previous students
in a courSe in Offal Translation7 are utilized. Groups meet in our
Audio-listening Center and are given from three to four minutes' of a
recorAd interview to transcribe. Workir separately, group members
write down what they hear. They then- cohipere copies and- prepare a
final draft of. the transcription; each group member signs it. The

transcription is turned in in class. It'is graded, and, as with other

group projects, the same grade is assigned to each member ,cf the

group. Groups are generally comprised of two people who have a common
free period to dse. for cooperative assignments._ Occasionall
Lnree-person groups are allowed to facilitate schedules.

Presenting skits. In. addition to transcribing interviews' and

dictations,' each group is. responsible for preparing and presenting
Periodic '5-minute skits based on the' tapes and/or the material

utilized in class: A grOup 'grade is given for both fluency aniti

accuracy. Very often, in addition, ad-'lib skits are assigned in class
to group members to briefly try, out and then present"to the clas. No

attempt is made to give a formal grade for ttiese extemporaneous

conversations. Rather, they are used to strengthen supportive
relationships among group members and to build fluency.

Group projects. Each .group is responsible for interviewing a

native or near-native speaker of French. Questions are piepared, a

French speaker is,cOntacted ano 8 10-minute interview is recorded. A

portion of each tape 'is selected by the to cher and, assigned to groups
to transcribe during the last half-of the se ester.

udent reactions

A q stiohnaire administered midway through the current semester
icate that most' of the students are happy with the cooperative

oupS. The results are shown in Table I. Further evidence of

stUdeTit satisfaction can be siren in the following' statements':

I really e joy, the group extrcises: I feel it encourages me
to :tommun cate more openly in French. Group settings also
help e blisn rapport among students ano we feel more at
ease with our French.

Group work tends to les8en tension and anxiety. .I feel at
ease here now and I feel I am getting. to. know people in the

tass a%lot better.
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5

25

2

.15

75'

3

0
0

NV3 16 .1

%.:.,15 '80 5

N t 12
% 30 60

N 7 9 3
% 35 45 15

N 0 10 9
.% 0 50 45

N 8 12
.91-'40. 60

.1 9
5 45-

0 13
'0 65

Table I: The\,Questionnaire

1. I strongly agree
2. I agree
3. ,I disagree
4. I strongly oisagree

-5. No bpinion

4 5

'I

0 0 1. The group dictations and skit
0 0 preparationS dre worthwhile.

a-

O 0 2.. The group's are helpful -in promoting
O 0 achievement.

° .

1 3. The groups are helpful in promoting a
5 5 positive attitude toward French.

.0 1 4. The groups
0 5 supportive

1

5

8
40

5

25

are helpful in fostering
and caring relationships.',

5. Sc % of the final grade is abbutethe right
percentage fore group

. I learn from sharing with4nother.
student,

2 7.

10

2 8.

't0

e

-I think I would like French better if ,

I were not in a 'group.

I would learn more if I were not in a
group.

199
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The groups make one incorporate many aspQas of knowledge,
not just the language;.you have'to think and cooperate.

I like skits if We have a lot of time to. prepare for them
and-the dictations are helping me 'hear' better. I've found
if I'm not in a group I don't do things I'Mupposed

As the,que (armoire results indicate, about half of the twenty
-respondents felt tnk 50% of the final grade was too high a p rcentage
to base on group work. Two people .expressed co rn tthat the groups
might benefit the poorer students at the expense f the better. For
example:

( 1,

. These groups are worthwhile and enjoy worRing with my

partner, however, they could possibly pull higher level
students dow9- if the person they are working with is not

responsible olds having problems.

Future plans: composition

(a.
*

Next semester the author will be teaching ,the fourth-semester
course in.Frenc,h compo 'fioht,,and w3'11 utilize cooperative groups. The

decision to employ - odpeetive groups o'rather than a form of
it ividualization that.'has.been described elsewhere8 is due to the

sive cost experiencpd. in the individualized approach, to the
theftelves when'workingalone, and to the

dents were' earning as much through the

as they uld . have- in a trabitional
on class.'

r

xc

p4oblems students had pac
lack of pro that ,st

program
teacher - doming ea 'compos

The basic- ethodplogy, to. be' Usedwi'll be as follows: each week an
in-class composition will 'be assigned: This composition'' t41 be
written by a team of 2 or 3 students. (As in the case of tr

conversation'groups, the'same grade be assigned to all members of
the group, and groups will be changedItah month.) G owp compo itions
will be, based on material 'preseatedi-in class, Which w 1 b eit r-1)

,short stories, articles,-anecdote.s, poems or so s;..pr ented in

written and/or oral farm, or 2) transparencies of. FrZnc car;oons,
cultural compariSons, etc., assigned initially in class a a ad-lib
exercises and then,'4Scussep .as, a full7clasie activity efore the

'-\.compoition, phase begins. Once the initial presentation has set a.

LtHeme for the composition' and highlighted potential 'useful

structures and -expressionso groups will have 30 minutes to lork on
-t -ir compositApriS: They will -_yoend 5 minutes brainstorming; i.e.,
r calling' the'story:a suggesting ideas for possible inclusion. in the
oMposition. They wi then jot down .a short, outline of the main
points of their theme before they start the composition. The actual
time spent writing will be approximately 15 minutes. A' final .5
minutes/will be'eSsigneci for proofreading and recopying. As in the

e of the c oral quizzes previously mentioned grade on the

osition 4111 be given both fin-accuracy ano fluency. -

-/

1
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In this, three-meeting-per-week course, cooperative uP
'compositions will beTrcitten on Friday. They will be corrected by the
teacher employing eliit of symbols as shown in Figured. On Monday,
groups will spend 20 minutes actively correcting and rewriting their
compositions. Both copies ill ie handed in for finl correction and
a group' grade will be assign d. '

nclusion

decision to continue to. incorporate cooperative grouping in
conversation ana composition courses derives both from the belief that
wOrking with a partner results in increased attention to graqmaticl
an0 lexical detail' and from the firm conviction that sharing in a
mutually responsible situation is the most natural and, potentially
use41 setting for foreign language learning. --,

t.

;-.01.
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Figure 1. SynIppls for active

A word is misS-Ing.

corrpct on of compositions9

( ) Omit the item in parentheses.

Ac entL eithe missing, the wrong accent, or shouldn't be
re.,

Ang Anglic16 (*obvieux for evident):
)

Aux Auxiliary (cohfusion between avpir and etre).

DJ Dictionary error or false cognate-(temps for, heure, chevpux
for poils)

Inf Infinitive: if infinitive, change. tb another verb form, or
vice versa.

Mode: if subjunctive, change to indicative, orLiite versa.

Noun .agreement: finder and number
aojectives, demonstratives, possessives, p
pronouns, etc.

Obj Object error: ,confusion in direct bjct or linoirect
object (*je teleppone Marie for je telephon Marie).

greement with
st participles,'

\\' P Preposition: &NAO. wrong or missing.

PC/Imp Passe Com Os /Imparfait-6(ionfusion

Sag `Subject -ver agreement-

,

Epel /Spelling.

A
I-- Tend ¢ther than PG'

, .

WO ,lord order (*j",aime New
New.York).

York

'Any basigrammatical error
udents Amid know.

beaucoup for j'aimeeaucoup.

not covered above, but which
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\
A HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM IN INDIVIDUALIZED F3USSIAN

)
/ Constance . 1Wanoff , _.'

\ Columbus Altetnative High School
Columbus, Ohio

COLUMBUS ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL (CAHS) accommodates students coming
from many different schools in the Columbus system. The language
'instruction the students have received prior to attending 0AHS is as
diverse as the schools they have attended.' The Individualized
Language Program in Russian, German and French was implemented in
September, 1980, to help us 'deal with the/uneven levels of proficie y
of the students. The complete Ohio S to UniVersity Individua zed
Language Program has been adopted,' indIudiQg texts, tapes, wor
packtt, options, and tests.

The teaching method I use in 'RutiOln is modified from the strictly-
individualized method. I have made 3 specific modification§:

,, \\_

1. k, Teacher-assisted every period. For about 15 minutes I keep
the- class together, working on 'oral drills or communicative
exercises, e.g., acting out dialogs written by students or
preSenting short puppet shows. For theremaining 30 minutes
students work in groups or individuals', depending on their
own place of study in the material: Wring that time ,I ,

assist each group for a periad-Of' 'time ranging',fromi 5 to. 10 - g,
minutes depending-on the number of Groups or students.working.

4.
, individually in the class; this number varies from class to

class. . i ;

. 6

o
2. .Teacher-assisted whenever the student himseiT asks. for

assistl6ce. With these students I spend one period in five
for. si.X1 cbmmunicating orally for a whole period, loosed on the'.
material the .students have been covering, Otherwise, the ,

.

students workkon Wir own. This method comes closest-.to the
completely indbyidualized method.

.
,

,

3. Lock-Step leavling. . Here- ii use all of the individualized
L

material but explain and practibe each grammatical point and
walk the students through all, the Options.

, ,
A,..!V

4 .

About half/6f the students follbw.the fieSt method, with the other
`half about evenlr-divided betWell those following the secarkd track and

:
.

those following the third track. 'I have found that no matter iwhibh
method the student its -Using, he has to be given deadlines and will
ptofit romconstant sbpervision of his progress.

0

20L, 4
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So far this program has worked very well. Avimportant feature of
the program is that it lets the student stop at any given point of
difficulty and seek out extra help. At thesame time, other students
are'not being-held back, but rather can move ahead.- The students
receive, much individual attention, but. the teacher has to devote
practically every spare moment talthe program'. Nevertheless, up to

this point student success at all levels is quite encouraging.

2 05
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TECHNOLOGY AND INDIVIDUALIZED TEACHING

D. M. Paramskas
University of Guelph

THOUGH THE LANGUAGE LAB BEGAN as ,the magic solutibn. to large scale
second langLiage teaching, it has become the monster that sleeps in the
dungeon: -Don't disturb it and try to forget it exists. Its original
programming, based on pattern drills, has been largely discredited by
several new schobls of thought regarding second language leatning.
Complete methodologies built around use of the language lab have come
and gone. The 20th' century has seen, howe4er, many- things bloom;
fade, and disappear, only to spring up a fewears later bathed in the
glow of nostalgia or reactivated as a result of new insights. Perhaps
now is the hour of the language lab: a language lab transformed,
adapted to .human needs and individual requirements, recognizing the
teacher as master over technology and the student as an individual.
Inthis paper I Shall try to present a few ideas for waking . up your
language lab and modifying it to fit your needs.

The notion of drill in language learning has of course quite a
long history. Drills occur in ancient Egyptian writings and in Greek
and-Roman schoolbooks, usually in the form of: "On this side is the
mistake, on that side is the correct version. Now repeat after me and
memorize for all yoy're worth!" It is hard to, dispute the usefulness
of a- certain amount of pattern drilling: language has automatic
structhres which must be acquired, by .the learner to the point of
automatic retrieval. While many syntactic and all semantic items need
conscious retrieval from memory stores, some features,, such as verb
conjugations, should spring immediately to the tongue. To be 'sure,
drills are boring in their. repetition and frustrating in that no
immediate reward iscgiven. The student does not feel that he has
learned to speak meaningfully. (How often in real life do we
encounter a person saying: "I go, you go, we go, they go, he goes,
she goes, it goe9T") 4I Like a visit to the dentist, however, the
pattern drill is. painful but necessary. Can we improve on the
experienoe?

If lab content cannot be much altered, perhaps the circumstances
can. Student motivation, for example, has been identified as one of
the key factors of successful second language learning. Motivation
can be either stifled or encouraged by cettain conditions.. Many
believe' that,the more regimented, sterile and automatic the setting, /
pace and materials of an activity, the less motivated the students/
will be to take part in it.

20&
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tW i 4

The_lahguage lab has a classic; stereotyped form: :a large, squar
room, usually windowless, painted in the bland neutral colors belov6
of facade is interior decorators, filled with a series of identical .

square little boxes: -The student has ,a, choice of j.00Ping at a blank
wall or feasting his eyeS'on the,instructor-monitor sitting immobile,
forbidding and probably uncomfortable behind his Wizard-of-0,z

consAle. For the' student, huMan cont.§ct consists of occasionally"
Meeting the stern glabce of the instruCtor and, if lucky:, aring a
crisp voice in his ear--nine time out of ten pointing opt y& another
mistake. The tape progr unrolls majestically .in 'the' student's
arphones, giving instruc ions which cannot be repeated in ease of

Y/even innocent inattentio roducing flowing sounds interrupted' by
/,/ pauses appropriate to a s ardized notion -of response time. 2:The

1/ better student, ,responding quickly", is left to meditate or sleep
during the remaining silence. The Ooorer student, b;4.contrast, barely
begins to stutter his response when. the god-like voices on- the tape
override =his quaver: .the shock. prevents him from hearing the complete
answer,_ and there is no,que'slio4 of, his comparing the two answers.
Then it is time for the next question. (There must exist,somewhere.an
"average studeht" whip finds the tapes completely suited to his

personality and pace, but "'frankly, 'rye never met one.) The

instructor-monitorl doing his best to give sOme-personal help in a
25' or 30, i8 hard OrLsea to check the responses of even a

'"third of the students. By the end of the period he is left frazzled,
frustrated, and swearing against the powers that ,invented the blasted
machines, especially if two or three of them have broken.down in the
midMle bt the program., Under these conditions it May be difficult for
tine instructor to remember just why language teaching as a career
attracted and ,stimulatea him way back when, and indeed this may
explain why at some colleges a frequent response is to turn language
lab. duty over .to graduate students and native speaker assistants.
These people, generally untrained in teaching, methods, now begin
making their first attempts at helping and correcting. The results,
from the students' pointof view, are often ghastly.

,

This classic use of the language lab is not new. It is.the child
of scientific optimism, -of a faith in the machine born in the 19th
century. (An illu'stration from 1900, one of a°,series called
Anticipations, depicts the world of the year 2000 in glowing terms and
a language lab in a form that is extremely familiar. It is startling

-,how little things hae changed.) One could put a certain amount of
blame on B.F. Skinner and behaviorism, which reinforced the- drill
apprOach to language learning.. Behaviorism, hOwever, is long out of

,fashion; the boxy language .lab is, still with us:

An adapted language .lab, variously .called library lab, study.lab,
or fee lab, has slowly- evolveo. Its relationship to the classic
language lab is that of a.library to a supervised reading hour. It

functions along much the same lines as a library. It occupies a space
(preferably not the basic square, but seVeral'connecting rooms) which
holds varied materials: tapes, records, slices, videotapes,, or
microcomputer diskettes., It also holds'the necessary hardware: lape

recorders, record players, slice viewers, video-cassette machines,
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. microcomputers A technitian hands out matefials,-helps to explain ,

the .workings of the machthes, fixes minor technical problems, and
sends major repairs to appropriate shops. The lab is open according
to the budget of the institution: ,library hours are ideal, inCibding
evenings and weekends. (Ih our case, we are open five days and three
evenings a week.) .The decor is plso importaRt. Walls can be livened' °-

:14)twiN posters,"cartoonS, and multilingUal graffiti (of a high-brow
nature, of course). Lounge. chairs, .magazines and newspapers fOr
breaks 'are psychologically useful. Additional, optionql machinery
gives the student great control over hiS materials: he may copy tapes
for study at home, which presumably provides an even more soothing
settling,. As a result of 'these changes, the student .is freed from
several constraints: he may choose his time of study,, his pace of
,study, the timing of his breaks, and even, as we shall 'see, certain
materiaas. The teacher, freeq' from behind1the console, has andtheR
ho at Ois'disposal.:

Many tpadkt-i-uhial libraries -have- well-developed' audiovisual
sections in which users may listen to Shakespeare, Bach, br lecturesl*
more ,and more often, in fact, usert'can alsb view presentations on
videotap6.. Thi5/1s,a "rAssive" library system, and _knowledge acquired

-41a such .circumstances as a part of class work 'can ',be tested by
writing exams or term: papers. The study lab, in addition to being a. ,

rich passive system has the capability of being an active
syStem: this is our er4eqtation at the Uniyersity ofGuelph.

\

The Guelph Method -is used in .French language classes in the
secohd, 'third and' fourth years 13fstudy. (ClaSSes at lower levels. are
s.mply too la we to permit,its unmodified use.) The philosophy behind

thorOn be summed up.in two words: individualized/learning,
h machines in the, study lab can . facilitate .a one-to-tne
tiOn between instructor and student.

Each of our courses has a list of- materials graded according to
levels, mostly tapes and"videotapes. Courses are team taught and the
instructors agree on.commoR, tapes for eath' course, presently ranging
in number ffom 30 to 70. Tapes' are added constantly via purchase,
frob the radio, and from teacher-authored nfaterials. Older material's
are evaluated, updated or eliminated. The subject matter of the tapes
used ranges widely: from 'art to scierice, history to fiction, how to
cook. to how to swear, and much more. Reference tapes in phontics and
syhtax are also available; students with particular problems in those.
areas are encouraged to practice in the study lab.

,

Once every three weeks, a student consultsAhe catabog and chooses
a tape 'which sounds interesting to him. He listens to that tape as
often as he wishes.Z-at home if he wishes--takingnotes if necessary.
He then records on his own blank cassette a 5-minute resume ofythe
tape he has been working with, followed by a free-form commentary or
3-5.minutes. On or before the due date for the assignment, he puts
his cassette into.the storage drawer marked for that course in the
study lab. The instructor picks up all the student cassettes on the
due date, and listes to them on his portable cassette machine, on

a
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loan from the lab. This machine ,has two tracks. The instructar.-ts
his machine on the. LL track, puts on his earphones, and as the s,y/ent-
speaks, he corrects prOnunciation,, grammar and vocabulary.. At the end
of the resume, he adds persdnal comments_ dealing with idea.

Organization and suggestions for specific error dmprdvemdhti. A 'grade °.
is given."

The instructor returnS
,

the corrected cassettes to the appropri te
Orawer.ih the study lab by a set date, usually a week after picking .

them pa. Thd'student picks, up his corrected cassette.and listens to
the whole ttil*le, .hdaring his voice and .the-instructor's correctibns
simultaneously. In, -this way, correction is. ,immediate, 'tailb ;ea -

'.completely to the:ind.j.vidual, and it rewards the studentbypyoviding,,
persbnalized comments.\.,(It is strongly recommended as a matter of
psychological tactics at the instructor Sind,at .least 'one posit*
comment to make after five minutes of mistake 'correctip6.)'

.

/

'At Guelph, upper.level oralianguage'classeVare limited to 10 -13
students per groyp and-consist of 1 hour conversatidn class plus lab
assignments; an instructor often teadhes more'than one oral group per
semester in addition to literature .aid written grammar courses. The
average&correction time per tape- for an instructor \with_ some'
experience is 10-15 minutes, , or three hours per assignment,
'Obviously, then, .instructor. time can mount up; and, even, with the
greatest enthUsiasfi, sitting at a machine with earphones on is not the,
most entrancing occupation; we began by requiting onetape assignment
per week, and very quickly changed to one tape ever other week;- Novi;

due to 4increed teaching' loads,. we iFe down to one'talAp every third-;-
week. :

. Student reaction to 'this method, gauged, from-WTitten evaluations,'
qbas been, extremely positive; students. particulLly- like 'the4, :

.individualized immediate correction,' Second in .importance is ''the

freedoM..of chOice, palace art time that _the. method. offers. NegatiV1;
' react'ons have included 1"Tapies ard'bdring"'(-pies-umably such a. studeKt

tdoes ot'bother to search for an interesting tape,. but rather just
pick the first one).,' "I,hate. all machines," and "My ears hurt." --kk

, . .

Inkructor reaction' is mixed: -Everyone appreciates the positive
effect of the method on'students, but the instructor efgort involved
is sometimes seen -as excessive. Furtpermore, simultaneous correction
is .not an innate talent of all instructor's. Anyone who has attempted
simultaneous translation knows that there is a knack to 'listening
while speaking at the same time whi9h some people find imposible to
master. The effectiveness o1' corrections may therefore vary from
teacher to teacher, along with their enthusiasm. Teachers' n gative
comments have included: "Students are boring,° "I hate machin so and
"My ears hurt." 6

:',sOf

We have developed a version of this methoo adapted for,the 6er
classes at lower levels: we call it a "comprehension'exerciS f It

is not particularly original, except, perhaps in two aspects: our use
of tapes' of ,"normal" speech (as opposed to the careful speech of

2'40
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pibfessionalS); and the spoken, free' r6surae prepared by the students
(as op sed to their responding to set- questions or preparing written
re§pons s). Logistibal considerations require', unfortunately, that
the co prehension exerbise take place in the classic language lab
setting At fixed titicUrs, 9 hours per Bourse, a tape (5-7 minutes
long) is recorded onto individual casettes. , Students are ee to
listen to -the. tape at their awn' pace,1 and may replay it duri the
period as often as they wish. A vocabulary list of difficOlt words is
visible via an ,overhead projec or throughout the 'listening period.
After' students have been listen' for about a half hour there is a
five- inute discussion of comprehension difficulties. Five minutes
befo the end of the period, the students remove the class cassette,
insert their own blank cassette and, record a 3-5 minute resume in
their Own words. No notes ate allowed, and the projected vocabulary
list is remOyed during this time/ \

e s

The instructor 'gathers the student cassettes and listens, to them
at his own convenience. Correction, of main points only, is done in
writing. Corrections and a grade are returned to the student with h
own cassette at the beginning of the next lab period. The stud -

then listens to.his own recording and compares the written corrections
before beginning the next tape. Corrpction time usually 'does ncit
exceed 5 minutes per student; with classes dt 20-25, this results in a IC
'maximum of 2 hours' correction4ime per lab session. .

, This type of correction, while individualizedt is necessarily
confined to gross Mi,stakes; also, it is not immediate. Furthermore,
pronunciation ,,corrected- by written indication's is far from id gl
Still,, student' reaction to t4s' modified method' is good, though less
eQthuslastic tharr we haye experienced at the upper levels. InsioruFtor -
reaction ist very positive: instructors find making written
corrections easier than makinglial ones, anci the, resumes short,
'though definitely. boring (25 yergies of' 61e same eopic... of f 'limited
scope for variation).

At the,* beginning of this paper We mentioned pattern
-Pattern drills are used only in lower level courses. French Guelph
uses no gro..p.. Tabs based on pattern arills, but rather s ills are
done in study lab. This giveS' student the freedom' to choose the
time, pace and place for working with t Stude t maste* of
this material* telted via regular quizzes and exams. his approach
toward= patterrr 4ri11 and the use or comprehension-typ tapes is
consistent. with .my view that Only contextualized use of Speech can
prodyce meaningful learning above a ,certain level.

The. Guelph method,', then, pretents ''advantages to the le rner, Most -

impat ntly, the student now COntrOls several asp cts koi." his
leer 'he may. decide on his own pace,, his own space and often
choose his preferred subject ma This indivioualized control
seems to improve greatly motiv learning the language, and
this motivation is carried over int dunore: structufed phases of
learning. , Secondly ,- the student' receive fYedback on a completely
individualized -basis, and almost immediately, Unlike live oral

e
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corrections, he may replay the feedback and
reference. Again, this consistent recognition
individual, with a particular interlanguage and
encourages positiye,..inotivation, one of the key

second language learning.
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PROMOTING ORAL SKILLS IN GERMAN INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Lillian Pennington
The Ohio State University

7-1E-

Introduction'

iHE GERMAN INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION *GRAM It The Ohio State
University, like its classroom counterpart, is designed to teach al
four basic" language skills: leading, writing, speaking, a
listening. Approximately two-thiras of the students. currentl
.enFolled in the program have stated that they wo net be taki
German /if an individualized tracicoAerq Unavailab .- Some student

,fear that the classroom pace might be fast,or o slow. A few are
insecure.about their ability, to pa cipat a group, that may
captain students who capable of at a more rapid rate.
HoWever, the majority f students enter ng iAdividualized instruction
do so because of scheduling. This program.offers them tne opportunity
to take the first two quarters of German without having to commit
thiMSelves to .a particular'peridd of time each day. With the German
IndiVidualized Learning Center open nineteen hours pet week, evenly

' divided in morning, afternoon, and evening blocks, the student hasa
great deal of freedom in establishing an'attendarte pattern.

Visiting the Learning Center is only one. of the four components in
'tne course developed by OSU ProfeSsor,Werner/Haas.along with Loring
IVaniCk and Arthur Krumse. The laquage\tapestespecially prepared for
Individualized German\are available at, three ot, r locations on campus
(all of which offer weekendvhours ant 'even a free high -speed tape
duplicating service). The DECU (Deutscher .Computer Unterricht)
computer prigram created ,by' Heimy TaylEk can be Used at any

'of approximately seventy campus terminals. Thtfinarcompohent is, of
course, the textbook itself. For the.1011evel;- theteXt- consists of

-five units, while the 102 course has three units. All- of these units
hlye the same basic format that includes a dialog, grammar.
presentations with accompanying drills, and:a reading passage. -While
Anders Gelehrt, tinders Gelernt (Werner Haas, Ohio State: 1979) hat
-Somb sioilaiity to any other intrpductory language textbook, the
objectives of-an individualized course require a different approach to
language learning. The balk is designed so'that much of the work can

rdope t6/ the student alone. Grammar Oplanations are clear and
recite, "avoiding excessive aXtention to exceptions in the early,

stages. Each unit contains a *ltitude of exercises and most have an
answer key provided. Translations and glottariet are included where
hecegsary.' By the time the reading passage is reached, all of the44..

grammatical structures. and the bulk of the vocabulary' will be
Ompletely familiar and-the student can competently read the, material

212
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eb with-14tlII e or 40 explanation required'.

.
A

, The last element of each unit is a self-test dlbsttes
,stpdents take' on their own andibJcapg' to the Center to hav .,Jgr

A this ,is ampstery-bailed course) students are aware tha the
nimum pasting grade for. a unit is -80% or B-. Therefore t

Selbsttest serves as an xindicatifr of rea i ss for the actual
Achievement Test. (If.a'student has' made few isitS.to the C er and
eceives a low grade on the Selbsttest) it is a warning that more time

s needs. to be' spent working with tiler material or that the student
requires : additional explana4on. or . clarification from the
instructor.) As Soon as the student is ready% the Achievement Test
may be taken. It has a written and gn oral section. In the oral
test students will demo rate that they have mastered grammar and

-voc ulary\and "can convey logical spoken responses toiquestions or
by hetical situations. ', -4

, .. -
i

his brief overview cof the course material indicates' that the
student is responsible for the great majority 'of the work that is
involved /n learning German in our prOgram. This is not a tutorial

, 7--
system ,where the 'inStructor selects the assignmwts to fit the
ihdividuestudent's! neeq. Every student in the program is expected
to attain the same specific ur 4.t. goals that parallel classroom goals
of competencein the four basic language skills. Student freedom lies
in how the gtudents choose to reach these Agoals. Homework in its
starberd form" does not exist, for example, and no quizle's or other
interim, graded' work is requireb before the Achievement Test. ,The

$
Seibsttest score is recorded but does not affect the final grade of
theunit. The students can, iix and vary the amount of attentio they
devote to each of the course components: the extbook,) t es,

computer, and attendance in the Learning-Center. ,. (

,-

* - 1111

. .
-

WhIle. a few students (e.g., che4stry majors) maybe int rested in
concentrating on reading and others (e.g., voic m .0n

pronunciation, Post stUdents simply )(ant to "learn German." This

- means that they want to be able to read on at leas an. -elementary

level, to write short passages iri.a correct and accepts style, and
to understand and speak on a conversational level with some degree of
bonfidence .in their 'pronunciation, syntax, and vocabulary 'Foi the
most,parf, students do not come to the individualized program in hopes
of escaping the necessity to speakor read or write; the few that may
have had that initial impression immediately discover that, 'as in the
classroom, all foui

io.

skills are

.

The speaking skill

Reading and writing skills can be developed with a minimum of
.student- instructor contact if the materials have been designed
correctly and the stu ent is Self-motivated. Listring ability can be
enhanced with, tapes, radio programs, records, films, and so forth.
Again,, the critical factor is student motivation and diScipline for
self-stUdy. The fourth skill, speaking, however, cannot be learned by

2 c)ti
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students on theit own. Speakinglmplies a li tener, and at least two
people are required for that: .Only 'throug contact with a speaker
already' proficient in the language can a student learn coaect
pronunciation and.acceptable

ie
speech Irterns.

, ---- .
In a, typical classroom, students learn6. to Speak by repetition.

1:

The inst4u for presents -a dialog, one gment at a time, and the classl
repeats i groups or s individuals Ughen alPgrammar element /is
presented the cla .will ily drg tice substitution or pattlern'
'drills.. With a eading assage qyestions d answers*, can be used to
proy e oral tetice, The instructor) Oends bn the day-to-day t

repetition d d ills to instill proper Tiro ciation and usage. EacN
stude ii t speak only a fewminutes each da individually and a few.
more in choral or .group link. If an instroctbr uses a system of

,,parring up students, .a givbn studentzymay get a few mot' minutes of
practice bit may not be working with stexperiegted speaker or
listener% Nevertheless, the daily opportunity to speakf especially if

_ the studentlis motivated to work with tapes as wed, does provide-most
students in'the classroom track with acceptable, orals skills.

IndiVidualized inAtroction confronts.a/ variety,. of problems in
attempAkng to' each students to speak.' The/ student is more de endent
on to s for e*posure to the language, Since, there is no'dail class, ----
t, entS.do not receive constant reinforcement, not even f a few

.mtAutes. Visits 'o the Center sometimes occur at 'irregular
intervals. 'Between one sessi aild the next sufficient time may have
elapsed for the student to:fo getq,or to develop bad habits.

Once the student doe come to the ter, 'the ,instructor` must
determine how much time/can be spent with ch. individual. Because
students come in at their convenience and sc eduling usually permits
no more thaq two and occasionally only or injt4ictor to be available
at any giveh hour, a waiting line of .Students an develop ion some

-,.
days. Although n6 rigid, formula his followed, during such times an
attemptbis made to limit work with each student to no more than twenty '''
<minutes. Those students still needing or desiring additional contact
'with an 'nstructor are encouraged.. to conie during the less frequented
hours and to return to the Cen r as often as possible.

:....7.-

s In ea h chapter, the text specifies three points when theist' dent
iS advised to see an instructor. However, some students will comp ete
all the work in the unit and condense their time in the. Learning
Center to ,one visit. While.this is not recommended it often occurs,

wand the4nstructor must be prepared when it does. Since students do
not alwayS-14ork_with the same instructor, each ora practice must, in
a sense, be 'self-contained because a specific fol ow-up session may'
not be possible. Thus, the constant challe ge to t instructor is to
make optimal use of every session knowi g that ny students will
attend the Center only two or three tiMes per unit,

In providing oral practice instructors must make decisions in two
areas. First, they must: 6e flexible enough to shoft- oral
practices for the frequent visitor and, by contrast to select the ,--
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most critical aspects t
only one or two ses

nstructors must, also devel
to do justice to the mate
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Should be cover44-with students who will
ons before the.AChievement Test. Second,

a sense of timing that' will Allow them
and the student's needs while being

aware of students who may be waiting.
. .. . 1

I .

,

Theo toktbook offer a' good base on which 4to .build the oral
..,

ctice sessions. Most ofd the units are cdnstructed around: a
fic theme. This structure has several tcsitive implications:

see the same material in,a.variety,af forms (dialog, reading
p sages, and grammar drills) .aria they thus becom ver familiar with'

(1--a

it in working.through the unit. More importantly thekature of the
topAS.attracts sudent attention because the topic re contemporary,

rous, or preSent. ideas that area open to. deqate: while Unit,eTwo
de h tourists and situations they may entbdhter, for e*ample,
Un e .look at* the German phenomenon, of Heiratsannoncen
(1 e ads"), and Unit Fdur considers the problems of couples
li ing, ether.

In short, the text not only provides
'increases

vocabulary and
syntax but Also provokes opinion. This 'increases the possibilities

- for conversation, in that the students cen react to what they read.
'For example, in the "\hird unit a studedt can read and disCuss various
Heiratsannoncen; then one can find out whether4 the studenti&for or
against them, wriether, he -or she would consider writirigrone or
responding to one and why, what one might ,write in such a case,
how the 'ideal partner would be described in a Heiratsannonce..
material has received favorable response, Some students like the
topics, some find them off-beat or comical, but no one has complained
that a topic is boring, r The program 'frequently attracts
non-traditional stuaents, and they also find the topics appealing; .

The invert pyramid

No matter how good the prepared materials may be, the critical
factor info teaching ,oral skills is 'still the,instructor, In an
indiviOuailzed program the instructor must be concerned not merely
with a thorough knowledge of the course content but also with
60icient interaction with the student to produce the most beneficial
results, The key lies in an nverted pyramid approach (see Figure 1).
that can be applied whether a student attends the Cent r once per unit
or once each day.

The bedrock4 speaking skills is pronunciation. In every session
the instructor must provide a proper model for the student,' correct
errorg, and encourage. continual refinement beiond the minimum
acceptable level. Many students tend to become careless when other>
cbMsiderations.such asucomplex grammar require their attention; thus,
the instructor must consistently demand the best possible
pronunciation. Reading a short passage aloud is one methoa to check
quickly for problems.

.21r-
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The nextlayer of the pyramid has too bloCks: The instructor must
detc mine whq_ther the student 4k8ma§tered the grammar and the active

bulary of the unit. The first of these blocks can be reviewed by
means of pattern .V,cabulary can be monitored by questions and
answers or translations of Short sentences. For example,. in Unit Two
thetudent ds asked to give various commands such' as "tell me not to
moke," 'tell me to r ad the took," and'so fort .1 Maj6r demands are
laced on instructor n thiS process They ust have a thorough
knowledge of the 8eq of gra ar pr On and vocabuiarvand
must bq' able call to mr q st.Qtable pattern sentences and
q St ions. TMe- less nstructor rely rr.the te*tbook 02 notes for
t ctices, the ore aware students become ofd the spoken nature
of he language. Ideally even t this stage students'tan feel they
tNey are taking ga n a conVers tion because of direct eye contact
with the instractbir and ependence from the written word.

After the.student has emonstrated competence on these two levels-
the next step can -be* mad Exactly when the transition Stiould occur

- ih each ses cin is a malt r of the instructor's judgment of student
progress ar readines. 'P In ,some cases' the ,instructor .may feel it

. nec main .orT the second level or even to concentrate on the
firs awing,/in some grammar and vocabulary. At other times
the mount of practice/on the first two levels may minimal._ 'In

either instance, in.moqing to the third +el neither of .the first two
steps is consequently ignored for the remainder of the, session.
However, the focui.does change somewhat.=

'4. )
1P

Students are encouraged at this third evel to respond to the
material, expre8sing what they know and ultimately what they think.
The instructor must evaluate just how much' precision in syntax ana
pronunciatidn can be sacrificed. A balance must Ue,maintained to
prevent (passive encouragement f, d, th t
tends to intimidate and inhi the Orudent4 The degree of flexibil y
varies, but we make an effort keep our)standards as consisted as-

possible to avoid the impression th ne instructor is todOei or
more lenient than another. The possi ities for conversation on this
level range tram simple responses to q estiOns based on the material,
to discussions of the nature of the topic, pros and -cons, and
conclusions to be drawn. The instructor's goal.is a spend as little
time as possible on basic responses and to concentrate instead on the
student, who. is usually most interested in how the material could
conceivably apply to his or her own life.

If the instructor has successfully guided the,student through the
two lower. I,evels, the student should feel relaxed and confident when
the third' level of the pyramid is reached. At this level. go

, individualized-program instructor will bring a healthy do $e

patience and a good sense of humor into play ana should exnibi a
sincere interest in the individual. (.These same ingredients are,
after all,, some of the key elements of any good'conversation.)n The
discussion should not consist of mechanically per onalized questions
but should accurately reflect the involvement of e two individuals:
the instructor and the student. Most studer s, because of t

(-
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'one - on-one contact, ;dew the instituctor as a friend and often
'tontaneously .share--in t target language-7-information about f ly,
romances, hobbies, or is thing Of personal importance.. With his
sort o interaction the are no disinterested class merqOers to Worrysaabo

. The *personalized ttention 'given by the instructor,. gains the
studenbis confiderce and 'creates an atmosphere in . which even shy
students will usually -feel comfortable. Again, the
show. a genuine interest in the other. person in .cider have

,instructtilci' must
.

successful, oral sessions.-

/
r ' rr,

In every singp practice, ken the, very first one, the.
l' x

instructor',s. goal is' -,to reach the third level quickly while never
neglecti tniq., two lower levels. It is possible in the first session
with a s entc who has ,never had German .Before to ditcover whether the
studerht o mi.'0..car, what Sports he or she plays or whet activities are.,
enjoyed. , Students can describe! themselves and what they - think.' are
contnon clichds 'referring . to Americans, Germans, and Alstrians.
Beginning with Unit the student is exgectea to answer questions,
to ask questions of othes,- or .give commandos: As they .spntinue-,I. tie,
students learn to build upon la ban of stantra-rds-resoonses and to .
explore their 'growing knowligige,,,of German to Meet individual. needs of . '
gelfexpression. In short, . the , student is taught: to speak Germ4n in
the context, of ittefsonth responseaand learns to bemire self-reliant in
the new language. e' .

\114

ConclUsion
)

The purpose of this paper is not .to proclaim Superi -of ap
individualized app,roach. The course does provide,- or, a
legitimate dltern4t4ve for those students who need "a4 nd?i tional
method 4110 learning German. Moreover, the individualized p does
not sacrifice a cominitment to teaching all four language -ski s. such
a pro,gram does not have to content itself with imparting minimal
competency oral skills. It can successfully give students a sense
of confidence and -independence that;hey carry with them to' the third-
and fourth-quarter classroom track, coursai and beyond. Students can
and do make the transition from the individualized to the classroom
program wth ease.

Gelman Individualized Instruction at Ohio State dbes not pretend
to .have ,,all the answers ,to_teaching oral skills, but what we have done
so. far seems to be working for our stuaents. Moreover, they
frequently tell- us how much they enjoy learning German with this

..method. Instructors are constantly exchanging ideas and trying out
new techniques to improve oral practices. The demands for creativity
and good pacir are intense, but instructors readily agree that the
resu4ts reflected by happy .and competent students are well worth the
effort.

4
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDIVIDUALLY PACED POLISH PROGRAM AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-STEVENS POINT

'Robert F. Price
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point

IN THIS PAPER I WOULD like to return, with thanks, the encouragement I

received at the First National Conference on Individualized Language

Instruction. At that time I was beginning work on such an

individualized program for Polish to fit the rathelloSpecific needs of

our campus. Iwill summarize the practical steps and decisions taken

on the way to-implementing a second-semester, individually paced

course in introductory Polish. Hopefully, t description of the

preparation of our Polish program may be instrAgIve to others as they

develop curribula for thip. fess commonl taught languages.

Stevens Point, Wisconsin is situa 0 in a rich agricultural area,

formerly the bottom of prehistoric ke Wisconsin, in the geographic

center of Wisconsin. The town is named after a certain George

Stevens, who made the original survey of. the area in 1838. The

majority of the settlers who,came for the next 100 years were Polish.

vr"-N

When I' was appointed to teach Russian at the University of

.Wisconsin-Stevens Point (UW-SP) in 1972, I was surprised that they did

not insist on a background in Polish; I was also relieved, since jobs

were scarce that year. As we all know, ethnic groups have not always

been interested' in studying, or even recognizing, their heritage; this

was the case with much of the Stevens Point area Polish population:

Furthermore, staffing difficulties had made it impossible to aad

offerings in Polish, to the regularly taught languages at the

university: French, German, Russian and Spanish.

With the strong support of the Department of Foreign Languages and

Comparative Literaftre and constant efforts to improve the faculty,

all of the regularly taught languages at UW-SP have increased in

enrollment over. the years. They registered a 10% gain this year over

last. We have been..able to add a mini-sequence in Chinese, with

alternating Jirat- and second-year courses, and independent reading

courses; this year. we were again able to indulge in the'luxury of a,

course in New Testament Greek. By the fall of 1978, staffing problems

had eased sufficiently for the chairman to suggest that I initiate a

program in Polish. 4P

After discussirig- various options, we elected to develop a Polish

course.that would-answer the requests and queries of local residents

who, in contrast to past attitudes, now desired to promote ethnic

awareness. A strong start had already been made in some area's, but

219 '
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actual language urses in Stevens'Point were limited to an occasional'
offering of cony rsational Poll h at the branch vocational and
technical education campus. Many faculty felt that there w s a need
for an academical y oriented lish language .course. Budgetary
constraints precluded adding fa ulty for the purpose o teaching
Pol#h, however, so Mark Seile the department chairm n, and I

determined that we would develop a second semester cours to enable
students who had completed a first semester of Polish in our already
established program in Cracow to 'complete , their general degree
requirement_ of one year of a foreign language. (This language
requirement, incidentally, applies only in some Col and may 1be
satisfied by two years of high school study of a forei n 1 uage.)

. (

Since my academic year is taken Up with our Russian program, gy
leaving no time for such a major project, we established the
objectives of selecting a text, making materials, and recording master
tapes for the program,, by the end of summer 1979. The next step Was
to seek so 'funds for the program, for recording, travel, )ikkid

supplies, a' well as staff support in terms of summer salary.

The university's Office of Experimental Studies and Innovative
Programs was the first to come to the assistance of the project: it
provided some, funds for travel .and supplies and to hire a native
speaker of Polish to, record tapes once. the materials had been selected
and prepared. With this help,- I was able to acquire textbooks for
consideration and to travel to the university campus at Madison to
c sult with the Polish instructor there. Further assistance came

)
f m tha dean of the College of Letters., and Scienia, who Dade it
ossibldrfor me to attend the First Confefence on Inddually Planned
LangUage Instruction held inColumbus, Ohio, in May, 1979.

.

A major concern was to seleCt a suitable textboOK. Since UW P
has text rental_ program, the cost of the textbook to the student as
of io concern. It was important, however,, that the tex ook be
available without undo travail, and that it follow a cohe and
fairly simple lesson plan and course of study requiring little faculty
,guidance. Further, we decided it should cover the normal patterns of
daily conversation without demanding heroics of vocabulary
memorization,' and should concentrate on useful .pattern repetition
rather than on the learning of grammatical rules or feats .of
translation. If possible it was desirable that there be tapes or
records of dialogues and other materials.

A number of texts were considered, including Schenker's two-volume
Beginning Polish, Swan's Concise Grammar of Polish, and two texts
printed in Poland: Jezyk polski dla cudzoziemcow, published by they
University of Warsaw's Studium Jezyka i Kultury Polskiej. dla
6udzoziemcow,. and MOwimy po polsku, from the Wiedza Powszechna
publishing house.' After consultation with Mrs. Lilian Valleeothe
Polish instructor. at Madison, I narrowed the field to the:two texts
from Poland. The first, Jezyk polski dla cudzoziemcow, seemed
advantageous for several reasons. It is the one used by the Cracow
program language instructors, and hence was already familiar to our
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students who had taken Ptiish 101 there. It consists of drills and
transformation' exercises, and it is oriented toward repetition and
gradual expansion of structural :diversity, rather than toward
descriptive grammar or translation ,exercise For our program,
however, J zyk pol,ski dla cudzeziemcow had se ral major drawbacks.
First, it is entirely in Polish. Since our Polish course would have
to function with virtually no staff, a text conning concise English
introductions to structural concepts as they are encountered in
less Ina seemed preferable. 'Secondly, Jezyk polski dla cUdzoziemc6w
presented much more material than we would. ordinarily require in a
first-year sequence, and it did not seem that we could expect more of
the students who were working through an individually paced program
than we require of, for example, first-year Russian students. Next,
no tapes,or records were available, nor was there a glossary in the
text or a companion dictionary.. .Finally, availability of the text was
uncertain. (Our students' returning from Cracow were not permitted to
keep their. Polish books. One 'had manag d to exit with his rather
bedraggled copy of Jezyk po1pi dla cudz ziemcciw, but apparently the
'text was out of print and the Cracow,instructop were trying to
conserve their 'Supply. Thui it .seemed that no steady supply of the
text could be obtained.)

"The. alternative, M6wimy po polsku, also had its positive and
negative points. This text is somewhat simpler than might be desind;
the explanations are very brief, and they do not follow the order I
have become used to in my Russian 4pt, Stilman and Harkins'
Introductory Russian Grammar.3. On the other hand; Mowimy po polsku
covers the structural elements we would wish to include' in an
introductory. course. It covers the' forms and uses of the cases in

_Polish. (For the non-Slays among us, these are the nominative,.
accusative, dative, genitive, instrumental, locative, -and vocative,
wi singular and plural forms.) It also includes past, present, and
P4tore verb tenses, imperative and conditional moods, and some time
expressions. Enclitic and non-endlitic,forms of pronouns are also
presented, along with other idibmatic structures. The book also
contains a key to the exercises,:an app- six summarizing grammatical
forms, and a Polish-English glossary. shile I would have preferred
also an English-Polish glossary, MOviim o olsku came the closest to,

fitting all the criteria established fo r our Polish 102 course. Each
lesson begins with two or three conveys - ions, folIdwed by grammatical
explanations,, idibly and expressio s, and exercises.' As a
motivational nus,',o here;is a simple, inor-key story about the work,
travel and diversions, courtship and m rriage of the Polish couple in
the book, Adam, an engineer, and Ewa, a doctor. While it is no high
drama, the unfolding story accomp ies language development and
provides an extra reward. There is accompanying set of records of
the conversations, :complete with sou effects. The positive features
of M6wimy po polsku made it appear to be the best choice.

The matter of articulation was lso considered in the process of
choosing between Jezyk` polski and t wim 6 ols*u. Since the student
would have started with Jezyk polski in Cracow, logic might seem to
dictate that,he'or she be allowed'to continue in that same book. The

--,
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Supply problem, however, along with other drawbqad<s, seemed to

indicate otherwise. Since. Mowimy po polsku "is relatively brief, I

decided that the student could use the earlier chapters for a review
of the structures presented in them; this review would aI4O assure
that the atudent was acquainted with anything in M6wimy po you that
had not been introduced in the POlish 101 course in Cracow. :Also, a

period of at least fpur weeks would have passed since the student left
Cratow to return home for the long break between semesters. A review
was thus very de'sirable, and by perusing the early chapters a studek,
would also become acquainted with the,pinor story line of MOwimy po\
polsku.

While the text was available at an acceptable price from a local
V

Pole who deals in books as a sideline; it was much more expensive
through him that it would be in Poland. It happened that my native
speaker of POlish, Mrs. Gena Numsen, had a relative in Poland who was
happy to send us the texts in quantity, at less' than half the cost
charged by the local, dealer. As the book suggests, we put the
conversation recordings on tapes, and Mrs. Numsen recorded the

additional materials that we prepared together. I wrote directions
for doing exercises, questions reviewing the vocabulary and structural
concepts in each unit, and dictations with the same purpose. Theh

Mrs. Numsen checked the accuracy of the Polish.

Each lesson begins with the recordings of the conversations.
There is a brief explanation of the grammatical points being covered,
then native pronunciation of the examples given in the book, with time
for the students to imitate the models after each word The exercises

in the text fall-ew, with cues, pauses, and correct answers. Next
there are questions reviewing the structural points and the content of
the lesson, followed by pauses and a correct answer to each question.
Finally, the dictation is read to the student in varying ways three
times.

The tapes were recorded on a Panasonic portable cassette recorder
RQ-433.5; or on a Wollensak model 2620 desk-top recorder, in the

recording booth of the language laboratory. While this equipment is
by no means sophisticated, it provided what I regarded to be adequate
reproduction, particularly in.view of the fact that the students would
have ,received- live Polish instruction and spent three months or so in
Cracow during the first semester. After recording several tapes, I,

took them to Madison to. get Mrs. ,Vallee's opinion of their fidelity
and the accuracy of the Polish. She agreed that in both regards they

\were of high quality. Accordingly, Mrs. Numsen and I completed the
Arest of the lessons upon my return.

The individually planned course, Polish 102, is now completed.
(Time permitted us to prepare the same sequence of materials for the
entire book, so that in theory, a student can do the entire first-year

iPolish course on an individually paced basis.) The tapes are,

available in the language laboratory, and copies of the questions that
are not in the text and of the dictations can be obtained from . me.

The program functions without staff being employed on a regular

20,)
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basiS. This isapossible perhaps because .Mrs. Numsen is eager to
promote the 'study of Polish and is willing to answer any questions
that I cannot,. (I do not pretaFd. to be able to .offer extensive
vocabulary or model pronu'nciation', but my rudimentary knowledge of
Polish art general knowledge of Slavic languages enable me to explain
the simile structures introduced ip Mowimy po polsku without problems.)

The development of this program 'cost the University' .of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point approximately 12,500. While it is intended
primarily for those UW-SP 'students who ,.nave participated in the
semester program at CraCow, others are welcome to utilize it. Last
spring, the textbook, materials, and Mrs. Numsen were employed for-an
introductory course in conversational Polish which enrolled 33
students from the campus and the tommunity. Some of these students
arkOlow participating in the Cracow semester, so their progress in
PogSh will be interesting to observe.

Notes

'Alexander M. Schenker, Beginning Polish, Revised Edition;
Volume One: Lessons, Polish-English Glossary; Volume Tvia: ,Qiills,
Survey of Grammar, Index, Yale University Press, New..Haven and
London, 1973. Oscar Swan, A Concise Grammar of Polish,',UnAversity
Press of America, Washington, D.C., 1978; Teresa Iglikowska and Lidia
Kacptzak, Jgzyk bolski dla cudzoziemcow, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu
Warszawskiego, Warsaw, 1978. Waclaw Bisko, Stanislaw Karolak, Danuta
Wasilewska, and Stanislaw Krynski, .M6wimy .po polsku, A Beginner's
Course of Polish, Panstwowe Mydawnictwo Wiedza Powszechna, Warsaw,
1977.

20f these books, two are newly prepared and two are .older
editions: Barbara Bartnicka and Danuta Buttler, Jgzyk polski dla
cudzoziemcow; Cwiczenia leksykalno-stSilisticzne; 1978. - Barbara
Bartnicka and Roxana Sinielnikoff, Slownik podstawowy jezyka polskiego
dla. cudzoziemcow, 1979; Witold Cienkowski, Gramatyka jgzyka polskiego
dla cudzoziemcow, Czesc II, Fleksja (z cwiczeniami), 1970; and Wybor
tekstow na uzytek lektoratOw jezyka polskiego dla cudzoziemcow, Czesc
I, selected and edited by Cezary Rowinski, 1972. All were prepared by
the Studium jezyka polskiego. i jultury polskiego dla ,cudzoziemcow,
also known as the Polonicum, and published by the Warsaw University
Publishing House Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego.

3Galina and Leon Stilman, and William E. Harkins, Introductory
Russian Grammar, Second Edition, Jahr! Wiley & Sons, New York, 1972.
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SELF-RACED INSTRUCTION IN INTERMEDIAT RUSSIAN

-Anelya Rugaleva
. The Ohio State University

MATERIALS FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN Russian at six different
levels (six academic quarters) are now available in the. Department Of
Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures of The Ohio State
University: Elementary Russian 1 and 2, and Intermediate Russian 1
4. The first four courses were discussed in detail at the First
National Conference on Individualized Instruction in Foreign Languages
(May.1979); thus, here 1 shall concentrate on developments since that(
time i.e., on Intermediate Russian (IR) 3 and 4.

' Intermediate Individualized Russian. is a self-paced, mastery-based
(with -a minimum ,;-- of 8p%. , proficiency), variable-credit,
instructor-assisted course which .also some choice of learning
activities. Adhering to the policy'adodted by the Department for the .

preceding ,vidualized courses, 'the same; basic text is utilized in
both thelas ruom and the individualized' tracks in order to allow
relatively. ea Y transfer from one track to the other. The text, -
Making Progress in Russian (a 2nd year 'course) by P. Davis and D.
Oprendekl consists of 18 lessons and two reviews. Each lesson
contains a short reading selection, covers several grammar points and
provides some drills ana exercises; each lesson also has a section on
word formation, and concludes with a speech practicum. One half of
the text (LessonS 1-9)is covered in IR 3, the other half (Lessons
10-18) in IR 4. (The two review lessons conveniently fit this
division.) Textbook work amounts to about 70% of students' time,

while the remaining 30% is allotted to supplementary extensive reading
in IR 3 (The Little House in the Swamp2), and to listening and
speaking in IR 4 (the film series Snurik, Vasya and the Verb3).

In addition, the student is provided with supplementary materials
designed specifically for these self -paced courses.4 The supplement
for each course is divided into five units; each unit is worth one
credit hour and covers two lessons from the text-(the last -unit in
each course covers one lesson and a review), and about ten pages. Of
reading in IR 3, or one 20-minute videotape in IR 4. The unit
includes a learning packetand answer keys. The learning packet is
arranged in the format of an activity schedule: a step-by-step study
guide with specific instructions of what to do to complete each unit.
The directions refer the student to the appropriate chapters in the
text and exercises; they also include suggestions, and hints on
learning strategies and techniques, provide supplementary' grammar
explanations, drills, exercises, charts, readings, pictOres, cultural
and' historical comments, etc. A set of .nine tapes accompanies IR 3,

,,.
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each tape containing the reading selection from one lesson of the
text, recorded with pauses. There are no tapes for IR 4, and the,

.textbook reading passages are not included in the units; the work with

the, videotape more than compensates for the omission. Thus, the two

courses, while devoting the major portion of the time to grammar,
emphasize multiple skills.

The reader The Little House in the Swamp (IR 3) was chosen

primarily for its consistent recurrence of vocabulary items, the

abundance of verbs of motion, the fast moving plot. .These

featyres make the story easy to retell and ensure retention of the
lexical material without forced memorization. Although' the main

objective of the reading component in this course is vocabulary

buildup, reading-for4eaning skills have also been kept in mind;

specific activities have been designed to help the student read

Russian with greater comprehension and with a minimum of dictionary
work.

The objective of the videotape work (IR 4) is to help the student
understand Russian spoken in various situations by native speakers at
normal tempo. The student is expeCted to understand what is going on)

in the film, what the characters are doing and what they are saying in
certain situations. In tbe first unit of IR 4 the students are only

7

supposed only to read about the characters involved'in all four films;

the remaining four units include viewing one film each. The films are

built around the following topics: "Family," "City," "Work,"

"Recreation." The scripts of the films are available for the

instructors, but are.not given to the students. The units contain
vocabulary and cultural notes, questions and exercises. The student

is asked to view the film one or more times, to answer questions on
its contents, to identify characters who are saying given phrases and
to describe the situations in which the phrases are uttered, to write

the missing lines in excerpts from the script,'ano to provide oral

responses to various polloquidl expressions (invitatiohs, requests,

etc.).,

Each IR 3 and IR 4 unit concludes with a test consisting of two
parts: part L covers grammar and comprises 70% of the grade; part 2

is on the reading or the videotape material and is worth 30% of the

grade. The minimum ,passing grade is 80% for each part. There are no

finals in the individualized courses since each unit test is

. cumulative.

The stuZtests are introduced to the program individually. During

the first visit, .the student receives an Orientation Packet which
explains the administration of the program, testing, grading, and

adjustment of credit procedures, and describes the materials and the

learning center., The students are cautioned in advance not to be
overwhelmed by the lengthy learning packets: the orientation towards
independent study time without the presence' of an instructor results

in heavy reliance on writ* explanation . These explanations of

rules, learning hints and suggestions, refer noes, etc., are included*

in activity schedules and answer keys and pla the role of the teacher

in a classroom situation. ,
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Notes

1P. Davis and D. Oprendek, Makin t: Progg) in Russian (a 2nd
year course), New York: John Wiley and Sons, 3.

2E. Ryss and C. Rakhimov, The Little Hod? in the Swamp. The.
Russian Fiacket. -Beltimorqw Friends Schoo (5114 N. Charles,
Baltimore, MD 21210)% 1968.

N\

3Shurik, VAja glagol (Shurik, Vasya and the Verb). The

scripts for the film are found in Korrektirovodhnyj kurs ruSskogo
jazyka (A Corrective Russian Course). 'Moscow: RuAkij jazyk, 1978.

4A. Rugaleva, Intermediate Russian 3, ,j individualized
Instruction and Intermediate Russian 4. Individualized Instruction.
Co umbus:. .College of Humahities, The Ohio State UnilEsity, 1980.

5Readings from Lessons 1 - 9. in Makkng ,Prog ss in ,Russian,
recorded .witta pauses. Columbus: Slavic Department The Ohio State
University, 1980.
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vv.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION AT CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, SAN

BERNARDINO:. "WE MUST BE DOING SOMETHING RIGHT."

Mireille RYdell.andVivien Bul,1
California Stdte College, San Bernardin

TO UNDERSTAND ,THE SYSTEM QF individualized instruction at California

State College San Bernardino, it is necessary to know the nature of

this college. It is a small institution where at least half of the

'students work full-time. 'Few live on campus; many commute from as far

away ap 75 or, even 100 mile's; they usually pref r to attend classes

only twice per, week during the day or limited t' QS in the eveningA.

The French 0 department is small and in const nt competition with

Spanish -- which is naturally the more popular language in a bilingual

state. We haveno graduate students to help teach in the program;

almost' everything must be done by the, faculty. All these factors had

to be considered in setting upv self-paced program.

Scheduling

The system works as follows: no class or group meetings are

arranged before registration. When students register they are asked

to write down their free hburs sp that we can arrange group sessions.

the hours for these meetings are arranged the following day.

Thereafter,'" students may attend any session .they wish and as many as

possible; Ihey "need not attend the same ones each .week. The only

requirement is that they attend class at least once for each unit,

before taking the unit's written exam.

,

Methodology

Ours is a modified form of the direct method, in that the teaching

takes place in French; the modification i5, .that new concepts are not

acted out but explained, if necessary (though it is rely necessary),

in English for ye sakaof speed. Students receive a study guide

which tells them xactly how to proceed. They are asked, for example,

to listen to-1RRF tapes and to study the grammatical concepts before

coming to a class. The class'session is highly important in our

r_program. In actual fact, however, it is impossible to make attendance

(TObligatory. (Students are told that they must go to class at least

one time per unit or their grade will suffer.) The purpose of the

class session is to test the students' comprehension of the

.grammatical structures through oral questions.
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The students attending any given class meeting are usually
studying, different units. This would test severely the instructors'
ingenuity without the special materials that we have prepared. W.,ith

these materials, however, it is possible to conduct the class in
French (except for grammatical explanations given in English), to
cover the material of different units, and to personalize the language
use so that it may be suited to the quick learner as well as the slow,
to the extrovert as well as the shy student. (There are many shy
students who have said, "I could never have had the courage to speak
like this in front of a large class.")

In odr program the groups are always small because of the

necessity of offering a large number of sessions: to meet the
tudents' schedules, classes must .(be offered at many times of the

day. The average number of students in a class at one time is six,
-Often less, rarely more. This means that in spite of attending class
only once a week instead of the usual four or five times, students
have as much chance for oral practice as thosp- in a traditional class
format. All oral questions are of a personal nature, using the
vocabulary of the given presentation: we find that students are
easily Pored by questions on the written text, but personal questions
make the language come alive for them. They get the idea that
language is really a means of communication. - (This is particularly
vital in a self-paced course where so much of the work is done
independently.) The questions we use are equally suitable for a large
class or for a class of one. (In most texts, questions assume the S4

existence of several other students.)

Of course, any idea of conducting drills or of reading the text of
the unit during our class session4 must be abandoned. Such activities
have their place in a regular class, but'in a self-paced session there
is not enough time. The students' knowledge of the text is tested in
another way (through the lab tapes) and they are encouraged to

practice verb drills on their own. Many students who commute
considerable distances listen to the tapes in the car or record their
verb drills while they drive. The chance of doing tipmework while
driving is much appreciated; it may be said that this could be done in
any class, but it is the independent attitude which the self-paced
stuoents acquire, once they realize that the learning process is up to
them, which gives them the motivation to turn off the music and turn
on the French.

Grading testing

The program is really self-paced, in that slow students are
allowed to take an extra quarter to finish if they really need it.
They receive a "Satisfactory .Progress" grade and continue without
penaikK:,. In this way we adhere to the principles of the Keller
theorie Written and multiple choice oral tests are used to

determine the students' readiness for the next unit. It is, however,
the students themselves who decide when they are ready to take the
test. Sometimes they hesitate a long time over the first test, but
when they pass it they gain confidence and progress more quickly.

2o0
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Materials

The main source of materials is, naturally, the textbook. There
is no book on the market specially oriented toward self-paced.
learning. In some books too much material is presented in each
lesson; the student cannot poSsiblyassimilate it at once by himself.
In other books the grammatical explanations in French are too
elaborate and too complex for the.student to understand on his own.

ro In many cases, the various parts of each lesson, text, grammar and
exercises are not. well connected. It became apparent that a text
,specifically suited to the odjectives set for self-paded learning was
needed. This is theorigin of our own book.

The book is divide into 30 lessons (10 for e4dh quarter; 15 for
each semester) \ Every Iesson is divided into 3 parts (A, B, C). Each
part is self-Ontained, and offers a presentation, an explication
(grammatical explanation), and written and oral exercises. Students
tell the instructor when they come to class whether they are ready for
Part A only of Lesson X, Parts A and p, or the whole unit.. Questions
are then adapted accordingly by the instructor. As noted, except for
brief explanation of grammar points, no English needs to bt used: the
teaching process is done entirely through questions and answers.

Part A oeacti lesson is considered a transition, with review of
previous materials leading into the new. For instance, for the
introduction of the imparfait (imperfect tense) a sentence in the
present is given and contrasted with one in the imperfect tense (e.g.,
Aujourd'hui je travaille peu; it y a 5 ans je travaillais beaucoup).
The presentation of Part A may seem somewhat cOntrived..and stilted,
but its simplicity gives tht student confidence before he pioceeds to
the idiomatic French in Parts B and C.

Several other aids eie available for use on a voluntary basis. A
"tutorette" fo pronunciation of vocabulary in every lesson is one
such aid: a cdrd with a word and a picture of the word is run through
a machine. The st t hears the pronunciation of the word and
repeats it right after the instructor's voice. Exposure to hearing
the words in French and eing able to repeat them is of great
importance to the student w works alone.

The Student can also take- advantage of vocabulary drills on
computer. He has the choice'of translating frorfl French into English
or vice-versa. Alsd available are drills on verb conjugation (regular
and irregular) based on the verbs used in the book. In this age of
technology, the students find it a challenge to work with comple*
machines, especially in aiforeign language.

,oR set of tapes accompanies the book. In addition to covering the
material in each lesson, the tapes also include a multiple choice.test
which the student has to turn in with his. regular written test. This
manner of testing is one more way of making the student aware of the
necessity of using the tapes, since part of hiS quiz is included in
those tapes. Also, a short audiovisual progra, supplements the tapes
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for each unit. For example, Chapter 4 in the book deal* with
organizing a picnic. The. teleptIne calls about the pitOnic are heard
on the tape, and pictures of the picnic are shown. A review of the
lmain grammatical points in the f rm of examples directly drawn from
the text follows the pictures on ge cards visibip on a screen. One

cannot stress enough the imports e of audiovisual materials in a

self-paced program.

Di ssion

Some students choose the 'self-paced course over the traditional
ap because they perceive it as abetter method of learning; others choose

it simply because the clan hours, which are scheduled at theit-nt
convenience rather than that. of the instructors, make this the only
course possible for their schedule. Whatever their m4ivations, we
welcome all stuoentsf into the program, knowing from previous

experience that this is the only way to draw students. into the awesome
field .("a foreign language"),.and knowing also that some Of them once
in the'program may.find it pleaSurable enough to continue with a major
or minor in French. Some students choose the self-paced option

because they have had French before and wish to progress fast, perhaps
finishing 101 and 102 in one quarter. Others choose it because they

are shy, as was mention above: such students find an unexpected
benefit in meeting new p" ple each week, since students may vary the
sessions they attend. S dents can also develop a close relationship
with the instructors because of the personalized attention possible in
such a course.

(

As ier 4Vseif-paced course our students procrastinate, then rush
.

to finish before the end of the quarter. Even students who really do

not need the extra time claim it nevertheless. Some students ale not

mature enough to handle a, course where decisions must be made

independently; this ma,purity seems to have nothing to .0o with age,
but rather with self - discipline.

,,,
..

The chief problems, however, confront the instructors. We have no

student assistants: proctors were tried at one timer but they did not
work out (probably because they had not the sense of responsibility
which graduate students have). We are fortunate, at least, to have a
tutor in the Learning Center who can help the slow students and can
give some of the written tests. Where the instructor chiefly needs
help, however, is with the class sessions. The number which usually
has to be offered varies between 20 and 30 sessions for 101,.102 and
103, according to the .number of students involved and their

schedules. This puts a heavy load on the instructor, especially as he
or she must be Prepared to give both tests and tests at times when

9
the Learning Center is not open (and,i

,k
t be remembered that 40% of

our stuoents can come only at night s well as keeping all the
recorOs, seeing to such things as the 'correct use of laboratory tapes,
tutorette, and computer programs.

23
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On the other hand, there is no class preparation time necessary;
indeed it is impossible, because the instructor must be ready 'af all
times for any unit level. Conducting,a class using our own materials
has become simple. The instructor never.has the frustration, so often
experienced in a traditional class, of seeing the slower studenks fall
behind because they have not mastered the Material. Classes ean be
lively and stimulating: students come with the material,prepared, and
often pose very ingenioug qdestions of their own during the last ten /
minutes devoted to informal cbAversation. Much fleAlbility is needed
on the part of the students because they may all be )on different
levels and must adapt their questions to each fellow student's level.
The process is fUn and provides good review.

Conclusion

The self-paced program 'may riot be suited to all instructors, nor,
for that matter, to all students: Those students who have not the
necessary discipline JoF matbiity to work on their own, for example,
will do better in a traditional class. The major advantage for the
instructor in self -paced courses, however, is in sedi.ng the program
produce students with a solid grasp of the language, and in watching
the enrollment grow: this.quarter our French 101 enrollment reached a
higher figure than that of the language requirement days. We must be
doing something right.
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41.

MATERIALS DEVELOPD FOR INDIVIDUALIZED ELEMENTARY SPANISH COURSES AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Fabign A.. Samaniego
'University of California, Davis

0

IN ORDER TO GIVE THIS presentation some perspective and needed
background, I would like to begin by giving a brief description of the
Individualized Beginning Spanish Program at the University of
-California, Davis (U.C. Davis). (A detailed description of the U.C.

. C
Davis program, presented last year at The Ohl° State University's
First National Conference on Individualized Instruction in Foreign
Languages, is available in the published proceedings of that
conference.) 4

IndiVidualized SpanisA lAT, 2AT and 3AT (AT = auto tutorial)
provide a popular alterribtive for 350-400 students who are interested
in learning beginning Spanish but are unable to fit a full six-unit
course into their schddules. The Spanish AT Program at U.C. Davis
allows each student to proceed at :his own rate towards proficiency in
the four languite skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Except for Spanish lATA,.there is no fixed number of class meetings
per week. Student/teacher contacts consist of individual tutoring,
small group convers n sessions and testing periods. Culture and
conversation are prilehted in a variety of ways: through selected
readings in the text and in supplementary readers, through student
reports on culture topics of their own choosing, and throu a related
series of audio-visual programs which are viewed in language
laboratory. The culture topiCs are always discus d n small
conversation groups.,

Student orientation materials

One of the firstprobagms to be faced in starting our program was
how to answer the ques ioh asked by each and every student wanting to
enroll in our indiv alined program: What is the AT? We began by
doing a once-a-quart r general orientation for all students` wanting to
know about the AT Pr gram.' 'This idea worked well and we continue to
use it; however, works only for those students who attend the

6_orientation. At ,c. Davis approximately 150 students show up for the
orientation session on the first day of classes each quarter; but an
additional 200-250 students enroll in the program during the first 3-4
weeks of classes. Needless to say', we very quickly realized that we
could not explain the program individually to -students who had not
attended the orientation. figs a result we created a 'slide/sound
presentation that gives a thorough audio-visual explanation'of how the
program works. We call our presentation "What is AT?" and keep
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several copies mof it in our language laboratory. Now, whenever a

student asks "What is AT?", or whenever a student comes in saying
he/she wants to enroll in th AT Program, the first questionve ask the
student is "Have you seen the slide/sound presentation describing the
program?" If not, the student is promptly sent to the language

laboratory to view the "15-minute presentation. The slide show

explains how the program works and shows the students what materials
are used, what type of instruction is'available, how testing and

grading 'are done, how much spoken Spanish is learned, and how to
enroll in the program.

TA orientation materials

The slide/sound presentation is so complete and concise that we
now also use it at the general orientation meeting as well, as in

orienting the teaching assistants assigned to the individualized

program.' In addition, we have put together a TA Orientation Packet
for Spanish lAT, 2AT agg 3AT. This packet contains the written script.,

of the "What is AT?" pfesentation as 4111 as the following: detailed

instructions on registtion proced6res for new and continuing'

students in the AT Prog m; copies of the ndent packet materials;
aoministration materials including student ,record keeping forms; room
use schedule, and a complete breakdown of course requlrementS for each

two-unit segment; and testing and grading materials.

Student packet materials

Student Packet materials for-Spanish lAT, 2AT and'3AT consist of a
first-year textboOk and tape manual (Zenia Sacks Da Silva, Beginning

Spanish: A Concept Approach) and an appropriate syllabus for Spanish
lAT, -'41* or 3AT. The ,textbook is divided into -thirds:. the first
third is covered in Spanith lAT, the second in 2AT, -kid the.,third in.
3AT.

The syllabus, whiCh we call anual de Es aliorlAT, (2AT, 3AT) has,

a complete introductidn to the Program, inc uding materials needed, 7,

general procedures, credits and grading important :rifles and

regulations, and answers to uestions suchi: as "is the Spanish AT
Program best for me?", "Will learn to speak Spanish?", and "How do I

study alone?" It also contains our."Ten Commandments' for SurviV41 in

the AT Program," the Spanish AT, Center Activity schedule, Spanish

lATA, 1 ATB and lATC Course Requirements, and a Student Record sheet.
The heart of the syllabus, however, is a series of step-by-step

instructions on how to .get through .each of the six units of Spanish

1AT, 2AT and 3AT. Finally, the syllabus alscOnclUdes a practice
midcourse. exam and a practice final as welIas answers to all-the
textbook exercises and timely references, to supplementary learning

aids available in the language labbratory or in the. AT Center.

2'
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Record keeping for each individual student can easily become a
very cumbersome, time consuming task. For this reason, a very

conscious effort was made in our program to keep our Student Record
forms as simple as possible. When a student enrolls in the AT Center
a file is opened in his or her name. The file consists solely of a
manila folder with the student's name and an appropilete Student
Record Sheet for lAT, 2AT and 3AT. On the Student Record Sheet we'
keep track of all the walk the student completes, including the

required conversations (graded as "bien," "muy bien," or "excelente"),
all exams taken, the form (A,B,C,D) of the exams taken, whethertor not
an exam was repeated, the grade, grader and date the exams were taken,
and finally the final course grade reported for each two-unit course
completed.

A

., .

Having all the information on this one page allows the student and
instructor tosee at a glance exactly how much work the student has
completed and how much remains to be done. A copy of the Student
Record, Sheet appears in the student's Manual 'de Espanol lAT so that
the students can keep track of their own progress.

Every quarter, when a student enrolls in the .AT Program he or she
is required to read and sign a statement worded alofollows: "Being of
sound mind and body I indicate by my signature tieloW that I am fully
aware that I must Complete ALL the units I sign up for (unless I drop* k
the units, of courses). I understanighthat if I fail to do so, I will
receive a grade of 'F'. I.also-recnize that by signing this form I

Ano longer qualify for a grade of 'Record' or 'No Show'." This
policy is adhered to rather r4idl and'having students read and sign

col

such a strongly worded statement helps make them recognize this.
,

When students come in to open up a file at the beginning of each
quartet, they are asked ,to make an appointment for their first
required student/teacher contact. This may be a written and oral test.
after having studied a giveD lesson, a conversation after having
prepared a specific topic, or a pronunciation -session forstudents
taking Swish for the very first time. The appointment bdpkepproach
is kept up throughout the quarter and students must always sign upjor
whatever activity they are required to do next. We have found thet by
doing this the students are forced to set up short range goals for
themselves which are much more meaningful than simply knowing' that
they are enrolled fin. 2, 4, 6, or 8 units of credit and that they, must
complete them in ten weeks. This appointment book approach has gone a
long way to help us motivate students to start working right away
rather than wait until the last weeks of the quarter.

Culture and conversation.

At the end of each lesson of the textbook, AT students are

required to participate in a half-hour conversation session. Students
prepare for these conversations by selecting topics from a variety
presented in their syllabus. Included in these topics is a graded

234
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series of slide/sound culture presentations prepared at U.C. Davis and,
available to the students in the language laboratory. Each

presentation begins by telling the students what they will see, what
they are expectd to learn from the presentation, and how they will
demonstrate that they have met the stated objective(s). After this
introduction, new vocabulary used in the presentatiOn is presented
with pauses for repetltion practice. . Immediately .after the

vocabt4la the culture natrative -begins. The narratives are recorded

entirely in Spanish and are illustrated with electronically

synchroni ed slides. Since the narratives are not available, to the

students n writing, they _must listen to the. presentation. several
times until it is mastered. Topics for these culture units include
such things as "Mesoamerica,",'"Semana Santa en Sevilla," "La tuna,"

an "Machu Picchu: la cuidad perdida de los Incas." In the

nversation sessions students are expected to participate actively,
showing that they have listened to the presentation and understand it

Testing and grading materials.

For every unit of credit the student receives, a written and oral
test must be passed with a grade of B- or better. Students who do
poorly on a given test have an option to retest in order to achieve a
higher level of proficiency. Four different versions of every test
ha've been prepared and are handed out to students at random. Every

,test has a 25-point speaking part which must be done individually with

an instructor. Topics for the speaking parts are given to the

students while they.take-their exams; after five or ten minutes, the

students are asked to converse on these topics with the" instructor.

Sample topics include:

lAT Test III: Imagine that it is 15 years from now and that

you are very happily married. Tell us about your .

wife /husband. What is he/she like? What aoes he/she do?
Why are you so happy together? etc.

2AT Test I: Imagine yourself a reporter for the. Cal Aggie.
Your current assignment is tO'interview UCD faculty members

fingtout how they spent the summer. Interview your AT

instruCtbT and find out as much as possible about what
he/she did curing the summerwhere' he/she spent it, with

whom, what he/she did, etc.

3AT Test IV" Ayer por la marlana hubo una boos. iQuien se

caso? iFUes Ud. mismo! Ahora Ud. estg leyendo' un articulo

en el periOdico sobre su ,propia boda. IQue dice el

artrculo? (i.e., The bride' was given away by... The guests

were served... etc.)

As. Soon as the oral part of the exam is completed, the
instructor tells the student exactly how he or she has done,
using a scale of zero to five points, in each of the following

O r 2`"la..)
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categories: grammatical correctness, pronunciation, fluency;
self-correction, and communication. As soon as the student
completes the written part of the' exam, the',exam is graded and
the student is told whether he or she may go on or whether more
work is needed on this lesson. .

Supplementary learning material

To date four videotape presentations covering troublesome
grammatical structures have been prepared and are available to
the students in the ,language laboratory. The structures
presented are:. SER vs. ESTAR, DIRECT vs. INDIRECT OBJECT
PRONOUNS, PRETERITE vs. IMPERFECT, and SUBJUNCTIVE THEORY AND
NOUN CLAUSES. A brief description of each videotape is as
.follows:

0

SER vs. ESTAR - color - 18 minutes (1980)

A teenager's father explains the various uses of ser versus
estar to his daughter as she frets over her homework. To make
sure she has understood, he narrates a fairy tale in Spanish and
then retells, a good part of the story asking her (and through
her, the students) to select between the use of ser and estar.

DIRECT vs INDIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS - color - 19:30 minutes (1978)

In.a court scene, the Direct Object. PrOnouns sue the Indirect
Object Pronouns forfor of the Equal s of Speech
Amendmentby insisting that the Indirect Objec Pronoun must
always come first in the sentence. In the process of the trial
each object pronoun explains fully its function in the Spanish
sentence.

PRETERITE vs IMPERFECT - color - 25 minutes (1978)

Narrator on screen briefly' explains in English the difference
between the two past tenses. This ,explanation is then
illustrated through various sketches in which the students are
asked to participate by deciding whether particular actions are
either preterite or imperfect.

SUBJUNCTIVE THEORY & NOUN CLAUSES - color - 15 minutes (1978)

Narrator off screen discusses, in English, the_ concept, of
subjunctive versus, indicative. Dependent and independent
clauses are illustrated as analogous to a truck and trailer.
Illustrated exercises at the end allow the students to
participate in deciding on- the use and non-use of the
subjunctive.
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TAKING A. FOREIGN LANGUAGE TO THE BIG COMPANY: PROBLEMS, PROSPECTS,
AND LESSONS LEARNED

Rainer Sell
University of Michigan-Dearborn

JUDGING FROM THE 'DEBATE ON individualized instruction in American
journals, the emphasis during the .past decade has been on
individualized 4ApVgn language instruction in high school and college
settings. A di ent "form of individualizing .ftreign language
instruction occurs when a traditional college course is taken to a big
international company for college credit. The increasing number of
foreign companies in this country; college courses and programs geared
toward-the practical use of ,foreign -languages in businegs, and the
projected declining numbers of traditional students in the eighties
make it advisable for colleges and universities toreXplore other
settings for language teaching. Quite apart from -the .increased
visibility and reach of our lar4iage programs, these 'excursions into
unknoWn territory may reveal tOi.4.1sonie realistic aspects of practical .

language application in the 14.10r.The exp8rience may help us in
making adjustments in our colleg'e courses, our expectations of student
performance, and our foreign language gOdis--in -general. ,At. '1W of

America in Warren/Michigan I taught German to students who did not
want td fulfil-1,. a language. requirement, nor to become teachers or-
giaduate students, nor make their transcripts look good for

application to medical school.

Setting and conditions

VW of America in Warren/Michigan employs about 1000 people.

Unlike other foreign businesses that have switched completely to

English as the international language of commerce, at VW manuals,
telexes, reports, telephone messages, etc., arrive German. There

is daily communication with VW' headquarters in Germany. Contrary to
my expectations, the company did not want an intensive' beginning
reading course in technical German, but a balanced approach to

speaking, listening, and reading, with some emphasis our reading.

Apparently they wanted to create a climate in which their American
employees did not feel like complete strangers vis-à-vis the basically
foreign product and the communication with the country of its origin.

For a company, the advantages of in -house instruction are

obvious: hours relatively convenient for everybody interested in the
course, considerable saving of employees' time spent on the way to the
classroom, a familiar environment, and the increased motivation to
take the course that results from all these factors. The officials at
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VW were intierested in establishing college credit for their employees,

because they felt the incentive for. stuoehts to finish the course

would thus be greater. The employees would be reimbursed for tuition
after successful completion df the course. A number of students could

use,.;gredit fox their continuing college education. Cons4Cering.the

circumstances (an eight-to-five day for most employees; the company
was relucta0t 'te. schedule instruction during work hours); I fo

three hours per week a viable compromise in comparisOW to the .fo

hours of a beginning German course at the college level. (Later

experience confirmed that three.hours were the maximum students could

handle in order to complete their assignments, derive real benefit,

and still enjoy the course.) My task was twofold: to individualize,a

four-hour college course to such a degree that it would still warrant

three hours. of credit at first-semester college level and to

individualize instruction for students who had not been selected for

this class by college criteria.

Pronunciation and grammar

Among the adjustments made in instruction, reduction and selection

ranked very high, although they were not the only changes. I reduced

graMmatical materials to essentials, for example, taking into

consideration the specific situation of the students. For instance,

German sounds were exclusively taught in context (complete words,

sentences) with very little of the analysis of individual sounds whikh

tends to frustrate newcomers to a language and emphasizes the

difficulties. Faster than usual I let the students compare the spoken

ot word with the written in order to avoid the gap between hearing and

.
reading German and to make their preparation at home more meaningful.

I emphasized the formal "Sie"_as the most likely and frequent address

in business situations. (This helped to avoid a considerable., number

-1 of difficult forms in the familiar imperative, which an be

particularly confusing at this early stage of language acquisition.)

I used a very low-key approach to exceptions to rules. I taught the

German simple past tense for passive knowledge, favoring the

predominant Perfekt for reporting past events.

In an attempt to leave students with something concrete and

immediately useful,. I developed 70 questions and answers beginning

with the third week of an eleven-week instructional period. These

questions and answers were geared toward the environment of the

students: questions most likely to occur in an office or laboratory

situation, questions about daily activities, hobbies, likes, dislikes,

telephone situations, questions for potential visits. to Germany, etc.

The questions and answers reflected the actual progression of grammar

studies during the course. With each new set of questions 'the

previous anwers were omitted so that students had to learn the

answers or come up with meaningful variations. During each class

period I split the class and had the two groups question.each other.

Toward the end of the\course we worked completely without the question

sheets, with the teachgr occasionally cueing the questions.

2
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Texts and conversations

I needed a text that was available immediately and conducive to
independent study, and that. would allow omissions. I chose Helbling,
Gewehr, iJedan, von Schmidt, First-Year German, 2nd edition, which we
use as our first-year German text at the University of
Michigan-Dearborn. The texts and conversations, written for college
students, were well received. Situations such as looking for a book
in the library or a room.to remained relevant and could" easily be
adapted. Often I had the impress that topics far removed from my
students' experience (such' as German students discussing politics)
exercised a strange attraction and met with amused curiosity. The
fact,that some readings'and conversations were not "their" texts
seemed to have a pedagogical advantage: they requi d distancing from
the text and immediate variation and adaption.

Acc(racy

The principle /of playing down mistakes in pronunciation--common
practice in college classrooms by now--is even more valid in a
business environment and should be applied to other areas of
performance. Unlike any other group of adult learners that may attend
evening classes/at a university or college, these employees reflected
in part the notbrious hierarchy of big business. Most employees. knew
one another, .Probably knew their approximate salaries, "performance

)(

level, genera reputation, etc. There may exist secretrivalries
between colle gues\on the same employment level, male ang female,
black and white, high and low salaries. Any "defeats" or imagined
humiliations/in the langUage class are much more far-reaching in this
environment /that in a college situation where students tend' to be in
one age group and accept the inherently competitive situation.
Therefore I' tried to avoid belaboring apparent weaknesses, hoping that
obstinate /mistakes would wear off with tape practice. Grammar
problems Of this kind were dealt with in private conversations before
and aftO class. Reading weaknesseS (which often existed in English,
too) could be compensated for "by achievements in other areas, a,

principle that should be applied widely in.such a situation.

(Another distinction between school and business environments is
that Atere is no way of placing students in the business setting
according to college standards and procedures. You may find, for
examle, the former GI who knows quite a few sentences in G
has /never heard of an accusative or of pre es . Later on in
clays there may be the "spea 11 goes well in situations and with
memorized sem -----

, who is weak, in grammatical accuracy. In such
need for recognizing individual achievement in certain

areas--which some college programs accomplish through offering
Specialized sequences for reading and conversation--must take place
/within the given class.)
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Preparation for independent study

Student 'absences can be frequent: they are unforeseen, most often

unavoidable, and hence cann9t be held against a. student and his

performance. Therefore, motirivation and preparation for independent
study- are very important. A t o-day contact situation reduces the

Q4641%
normal four-day college conta by 50%. I supplemented William G.

Moulton's very useful hints for nguage students with my own advice

concerning using time one's immediate environment, and one's

colleagues at work forlanguage ippot4.ce.

There is no reason that a student cannot study form and function

of new grammar topics on his ownwithout previous introduction by the

teacher. Most foreign language books today contain grammatical

explanations in English. The books are usually written in such La way
that they can be understood by an attentive reader who is willing to

cheCk the explanations,,against the examples given in the text. In,

fact, by calling attention to "new" grammar, teachers tend to

discourage language students from solving problems that they are

capable of mastering. We tend to exclude them from an area of
language learning where their general intelligence and capability for

abstraction can best be challenged nd rewarded. Instead we leave to

students mainly the tasks of memorization and imitation. The active

involvement of the student is crucial for his insight into the

language. While working on. a' new grammatical problem, the-Student

analyzes and reviews contexts and grammatical relationships of

previous lessons, thuS reinforcing his command of the language. Very

early curing my teaching at VW, therefore, I made a point of assigning

"new" grammar to th6 students, even\mhen I planned to -cover the

material in class. The very uncertainty of continuing the instruction

in a teacher-directed way makes it mandatory to teach such classes
with emphasis un independent grammar Study. If a student becomes

confident that he can study grammar 'on his own, we have truly ,t1),
*t.

succeeded as teachers.2
___

'C' A

Problems

a. .. Convenient time: VW prefer to see foreign language

instruction take place befolb or after o k, These are inconvenient

hours for the college teacher who ha to extend his day and gets

caught in rush., hour" traffic. If, as in my case, the company is

located some distance from the university, it means additional

investment of time.

b. Financesc:. At the University of Michigan-Dearborn, courser

offered off-campus for credit are administered through the Extension

"Service. A course has to enroll a miniTum number of students (15 in

my case) to make it financially accepble to the University. This

may become a barrier for smaller companies to nave coursestaught for

credit. (VW was willing to pick up the difference for a second

relatively low- enrollment intermediate course.)
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c. Continuation: There may be considerable attrition during the
drop -add period, because students discover too many conflicts with
business assignments and family obligations or simply find themselves
unable to cope with the work involved. This lowers the chances for a
continuing course. If possible, one should always enroll a few more
students than the class limit permits in order to allow for almost
certain attrition.

d. Staffing: My experience with VW has been that the company
likes to stay with the person who has proven himself an effective
teacher. They refused to accept qualified part-time staff, for
example, when it seemed unlikely that I could continue teaching.
Unless a person is willing to commit himself over.a long period of
time or has colleagu willing to replace him and acceptable to the
company, therefore, co tinuation of the courses may be in jeopardy.

Prospects

Considering the prospects for instruction and practical
Application of foreign languages-in the U.S., it is important for
teachers to take advantage of every opportunity outside the college
environment. If our courses become preferred to the instruction of
commercial institutions such as Berlitz, we will have oemonstrated
that we are able to teach languages4vely to a specific group of
non-traditional students withou -up academic Standards,. We
will also have demonstrated that a versatile, experienced instructor
is a greater motivating force than instruction heavily based on
recorded materials and memorization. Contrary`' to the notion that
people in business and technical 'fields want strictly technical and
business vocabulary and contexts, ,I experienctet. different attitudes.
The students.enjoyea playful situations that dbmbined relevance with
humor. In spite of a considerable investment of time and energy, the
class seemed to welcome language instruction as a char* from the
daily routine. One result of our relationship with has been
internships at VW,for our students in International Stuaie9'. These
'internships allow students to practice and improve theif foreign
language skills in a business environment.

Of course, not every college town in the U.S. has an international
company like VW that provides opportunities for foreign language
application. But it is useful to check your vicinity for
international companies, foreign and domestic. Usually consulates
provide lists of foreign businesses in the area. Two or more
companies may agree on pooling employees for language. instruction on
them' premises. Although few will need language majors, they may want
in-house foreign language instruction fOr various reasons:
improvement of already existing language proficiency, acclimatization
of employees to the foreign proouct and foreign contacts, promotion
opportunities, and continuing eoucation for their employees (not just
in languages). We should not leave some of the most apparent
opportunities for foreign language application in this country untried.
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Lessons learned

As a college teacher I gained new insight into the situation,
needs, and problems of foreign language leafners in the U.S. outside
the college classroom. My experience helped me to reconsider som4 of
my goals and reformulate previoOs questions about language learning at
colleges in the U.S. For example: Are we trying to teach too much'
Material in -tre-fwo or four semesters, instead of teaching less,
but more meaningfully? Have we silently accepted the lie that a

requirment" fulfilled is the same as mastery? Have we encouraged

students to expect mastery too soon by offering, for instance,

so-called accelerated courses? (They may be fine for the few highly
motivated and 'fted students who want to become teachers, go to

gi
foreign cou,crie ,, or need the language in other immediate. ways. For

the average stud .t, however, accelerated courses may be deceitful and
disappointing in the long run.)

OP

' I am an advocate of covering less material in favor of frequent,:
varied, and imaginative application of essentials in the classroom.
We have to develop and exercise a certain mental agility in students
that enables them to do a lot with less material, to use language
joyfully with an uncluttered mind. Questions on who did what, where ,
when, and why are more important than the iptricacies of the German
subjunctive. A student with a limited, but real communicative ability
after four semesters is more likely to be satisfied with his

achievement and build on it than a student who sees his hastily
acquired, shaky knowledge of a language crdmble from day to day.

Dispite our -heavy emphasis on speaking . in the sixties and

seventies, in most ',cases students were left without practice
opportunities (apart from the small number, that went abroad). Have

we, for instance, tried hard enough, to. find speakers of foreign

languages in our communities such as retired people, visitors,
exchange students, etc., mho would be natural communication partners
for our learners? Too often we have dismissed students after, say,

four semesters of college language with an attitude of "language is
good for you" and left it at. that. Straight A's in.fulfillment of a
language requirement frequently are merely the results of secondary
motivation. They ad not 'necessarily reflect positive student
attitudes toward languages, nor are they reliable indicators of. our
success as teachers. Let us carefully nurture primary motivation
where it exists, and try to create it where it does not.

We' should have more pass/fail options, at least in second-year
courses, to allow truly motivated students to continue (and these are
not necessarily A-stuaents). Our present system--w ikl heavy emphasis
on grade point average--discourages many motivated 144rners who major
in different areas and do not have the time for straight A's in
languages. Let us individualize our materials, giving political texts
to political science majors, texts on music to music history majo
etc.3 This requires initiative, versatility, and additi6Fial

investment of time on the part of the instructor, because traditional
readers will offer little help. Let us talk to colleagues in..
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political science and convince them that a student's ability to read a
foreign newspaper is a more valuable tool than the most recent book on
comparative government written in, English.

In the past, we language teachers have often raised high
expectations that could not be fulfilled. A realistic assessment of
foreign language applications in the U.S. and more modest goals in our
curricula may gain us new friends.

Notes

1For a realistic account of foreign languages and big business
see Marianne Inman, "Foreign Languages and the U.S. Multinational
Corporation," The Modern Language Journal, v. 64, n'. 1 (Spring 1980),
pp. 64-74.

2J. Jahn, "A Seeiiotivated and Self-Directed Second Language
Learner: Heinrich Schliemann," e Modern Language Journal, v. 63,
n. 5-6 (September/October 1979), . 275: "The sooner we students
the opportunity tobecome self rected language learners who generate
language according to their tommunicatiVe needs, the sooner we can
expect :personal fulfillment and linguistic competence in the' second
language classroom."

3Howard B. Altman, ,"The Three R's
Reeducation, Responsibility, and Relevance,'"

616, n. 2 (December 1972), p. 210: "To i

means to tailor instruction to the needs and inte

IndividualizatAn:
Leniva e-Annals,
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ze ns c on
f learners."
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GROUP INTERACTION IN AN INDIVIDUALIZED LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Elaine Simons
College of Charleston

.*

.-hNIGUAGE PROGRAMS TRAIN' ,STUDENTS very effectively in
specific ls, particularly in the areas of structure, reading, and
writing. tudents may also Perform very well on achievement tests in-
,the areas of listening and speaking, if they have been provided ample
aural an oral activities. However, if a student in an individualized
program' is to bridge the gap between simply mastering performanc
objectives and using the language for its true purpose-the meaningfu
exchange of ideas and information--the instructor, in designing the
program, must ensure that the student experiences actual communication
in the target language extensively. One of the most dynamic resources
available for this kind of experience is the student's interaction
with his or herteer group. This paper will focus on three aspects of
student interaction:

1. The appropriateness of incorporating group interaction in an
individualized setting..

2. Techniques for augmenting students' dense of positive group
identity in order to increase opportunities for interaction.

3. Essential concepts in the designing of group adrivrtres.in an
individualized program.

In a typical individualized program, the student progresses
through all the required activities in a learning packet which has
been designed to help him master specific objectives. Upon the
completion of the learning packet, a student might attend a
conversation session and take a test over the material. A student
must usually pass the test by achieving 80% or better in order to
proceed to the next unit. The student progresses at his or her own
best rate. Usually the operational schedule is flexible. The
classroom ds open all day during the week, and the student comes into
the room as little or as frequently as he needs to in order to
complete his work. This rather standard organization of an
individualized program can pose a threat to students' achievement of
communicative competence. A further danger is that the student may
pegceive his success in the course to be nothing 'more than the
completion of a series of academic _hurdles.

Foreign languages are perhaps in a unique position among all the
disciplines in which individualized instruction is an option. We can

244
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certainly identify and set forth as goals pa;ticular objectives which
students must master before successfully moving on to the next skill.

Students need these objectives _jxi/ 'order to understand, at any

particular point in their instatetion, what they must be able to do
before proceeding. What must also be considered, however, is that

each of these objectives is but one small part of the total

aim--communication in another language and culture. The expression or

understanding of a single message, whether simple or complex in

content, may require the use of several specific skills at once. A

particular performance objective is of importance, in the 'final

analysis, only to the extent to which it contributes to effective
communication: to ensure that our students "see the forest beyond the
trees" we must constantly provide them with the opportunity for using
the target language in actual communication with others.

incorporating extensive group interaction Ian be done successfully
without sacrificing any of the essential .1Ispects of individualized

instruction. In fact, an individualized language Program, because of
its more flexible, less formal nature, can use group interaction even
more effectively than a traditional classroom.

In tapping the resources of group interaction it is first

essential to create a sense of group in our students. We cannot
expect our students to express ideas effectively to others in a class
if they do not feel a sense of positive identity with their peers and
instructors. (It is difficult enough to communicate, evea,in one's
native language, with those toward whom we do not feel comfortable.
This problem of inhibition increases when speaking a second

language.) Building a sense of group identity to foster interaction
is important in any language instruction program, regardlesii of the

philosophy or methodolog4 involved.

In. a traoitional classroom, a strong group identity among class
members is relatively easy to develop. Students all meet together in
a group at the same time. They are generally surrounded by the same
peers each class.meeting. Much of the sense of Wity may be provided
by the instructor, particularly if he or she has a very strong

personality. Due to the organization pf the traditional 'class, a

natural cohesiveness, which can increase students' willingness to

interact, is developed.

In an individualized language program the building of a strong
sense of positive group identity is frequently a mote challenging
project. $tudents may drift into the room at various times of the
day. They may not be aware of who their classmates are. When they do
come into.the classroom, they may find different instructors to deal

with, or even tutorial assistants. A student may write out his

required exercises at home, complete the necessay oral work and
"master" t-e material without ever thinking much about the language as

a whole new avenue of communication.

However, if we analyze the problem carefully, we can actually
build a stronger sense of involvement in the students than is feasible
in a traditional class. Since we rarely meet with the entire group of
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\A
students at one time, we must encourage interaction in other ways.
One possibility is the concept of Community. A student in an
individualized program can feel 'a sense of belonging and the necessity
to communicate in the language if he perceives himself to be'a member
of a "community" in which Spanish is spoken and in which he must

--interact.. The physical classroom itself might be thought of as the
( centro or center where the student comes to transact necessary

busines. It is important that students, from the beginning, regard
the room as a place where they must use the target language in order
to function effectively. To this end, a short compilation of phrases
students are likely to use most often can be include0 in the first
learning packet. To reinforce the notion .of community, the

ecompilation might be titled ."Para" comuni,car en el Centro." The
student practices the phrases by listening to a tape which models
correct pronunciation. Then the student must use these phrases to
request the materials Me needs to use or to check on his test scores.
DuriN the first week the student resembles a tourist carefully,
looking up the phrase he needs, practicing it somewhat nervously, and
fi lly approaching an . nstructor with "IMe permite escuchar la cinta
pars la letcion primera?" ,His satisfaction is obvious as he receives'
not nly verbal praise from the instructor but also the tape that he
nee d. soon he is able to request material without the aid of the
'Oicti nary." This kind of activity can be instrumental in

shing:a posittive feeling toward the student's experience. He
is already communicating in Spanish for a practical purpose. He also
begins to perceive that his experience is not going to be merely
passive: he must often take the initiative in communication.

In order to strengthen students' interaction with peers, several
of the activities in the learning packet should involve working with
classmates. For example, in an introductory unit, students can be
assigned to seek out classmates and introduce themselves to each other
(in the target language, of course). Students enjoy this kind of
activity because again they are using the language for a practical
purpose: getting to know some of their peers. Frequent dialogues.in
small groups or pairs can be included as activities in subsequent
learning packets to courage interaction outside the confines of the
"centro."

Interaction among s uden s outside the classroom can be
facilitated by preparing and 'ssuing to each student a "gula
telefOnica" or elephone director . containing the names and telephone
numbers of all the students in the program. A directory makes it much
easier for students to'contact one another about the preparation of a
group assignment, and it also increases the notion that the student
be/longs to a cohesive group or community. Students pan also use the
oda to call classmates and. practice telephone conversations in the
target language. -

Another instrument which may be useful is a periodic newsletter
for students in the program. It can include some of the students'
written work, cartoons or editorials contributed by students, and
announcements about local events related to the culture. A "Noticias

2,4
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Ne la sema a" or similar publication can serve several functions: it

s a post ive reinforcement to those who see their work "in print."
Also, e student is reading in the target language real information

about real people; this can be more motivating than doing only

assigned reading from a textbook. Finally, a newsletter augments the
sense of community within the individual student.

Videotaping can-be L.Jed effectively to increase students' active
involvement with their new community. Skits and dialogues which.are
videotaped for later viewing are taken more seriously than merely
reciting dialogues for the sole_purpanof getting an activity checked .

off in a learning packet. Students enjoy watching themselves and
others and are eager to perform well. Viewihg of the videotaped
presentations can be scheduled at.regular times so that students can
watch themselves on their favorite "TV show." Appropriate cultural

materials can be taped also and made available for viewing.

An optional weekly conversational- practice increases student

interaction and proficiency, in the target language. This practice(is
most successfb1 if the students view it as, a social event with
pressure to speak absolutely correctly, Therefore, it is preferabl

b(

to hold the gathering away from the classroom if possible. If th

students are at a beginning level, the conversations may need to e

somewhat structured. However, the student should not be discouraged
from attempting to say things he has not learned to ,say correctly.
This kind of conversational practice would of course be in addition to
any required conversation sessions.

Incorporating the concept of "community" and offering many

opportunities for interaction in the community is one solution-go the
problem of communication_in an individualized program. The spe 'fic

techniques or activities we employ are not so impelytant as the ct

that through these and similar processes, we an increase the

students' use of the language within the classroom and expand their
experience well beyond the confines of the classroom.

If the student feels an affinity 'toward the program and at the

same time perceives the importanc4 of 'communication in the second

language, there are innumerable possibilities for effective' group.
activitiesLto enhance the motivation to communicate. It is not my
intent here to provide an all-inclusive list of such activities, but
rather to suggest fundamental concepts in the designing and planning

of those activities in an individualized setting. If one is

interested in .learning more about specific kinds of activities

,stressing real communication, such as .values clarification, human

dynamics and role-playing, Disick and Barbanel's article, "Affective
Education and Foreign Language Learning, "1 is an excellent starting
point and provides a thorough bibliography of other sources.

In designing group activities for, individualized programs we must
first examine the objectives which we have established to'determine
whether or not an activity is appropriate to the level at which

students are working at any particular point. Activities which. are

2.4
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too difficult will simply be frustrating, and those that are too easy
may seem shallow. NO matter how motivated our first semester students
are, for example, they will not have the necessary skills to discuss
the moral issues of who should be the sole survivors in the event of a
nuclear war; but we might expect a lively, heated discussion on such a
topic from students at a more advanced level. The distinct advantage
in an individualized program is that we can tailor activities so that
all members of the group, rather than just the best students, can
participate.

Gr up activities must also be flexible in order to accommodate the
varyin numbers of students present. For example, if we plan for
studen to divide into pairs and interview one another, wemust have
an alternative in mind if only one student shows up for the session.
(Often this particular problem din be solved by simply including the

-k-

instructor or tutorial assistant in the group.)

Perhaps the most important requisite of the group activities we
design is that they ;gust generate real communication, among our
students. I do not mean to suggest that we eliminate pattern drills
or other grammatical exercises. They serve an important purpose in
establishing correct speech and writing habits. They cannot, however,
be.'construed as communication, which is out concern here. If the
student is ever to oe able to claim that he speaks Spanish (or
Chinese, or Arabic), he must be provided with frequent experience in
translating his own thoughts into words.

Real communication is almost limitless in its aspects, and it is
wise to include as many kinds of communication as possible in order to
cater to varying individual personalities and interests. One current
trend stresses values clarification and interpersonal growth, but
communication also includes the simple exchange of information, the
expression of,emotion, the expression of one's imagination, and even
gossip or small talk.

Wha ver kind of communication we wish to elicit, the activity
will be f optimum effectiveness only if the instructor is willing to
perceive at the students are doing as authentic communication. We
must learn o react to, what the studentis saying rather than how he
says it. Correction during these activities should be minimal, and
perhaps should be done by simply repeating correctly what the,student
has said. .The student must also be encouraged to take more initiative
than might be the case in a traditional classroom. If we teachers are
always the ones who ask the questions and the students always answer
the questions, for example, then even if the questions are about "real
issues," we are still perpetuating the idea in the student that he is
simply participating in a classroom exercise. The students must
frequently ask the questions and they must, feel the need to express
ideas voluntarily. Communication is 'not an endless series of
question, answer, question, answer; it is a dynamic, malleable
exchange.
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ReCent concern has been expressed about couruntry's inadequacy
in foreign languages. OUr response as educators has been thatme must
be. more effective in teaching our students to communicate in the
target language. In order to improve our students' communicative
competencd, we must include frequent experiences in actual
communication in the language. IqUiyidualized language programs can
contribute. c.ignificantly in the area. Students in an individualized
program must frequently take the initiative in communication, and they
routinely shmild use the language for practical purposes. They may
thus come to feel less inhibited in the smaller groups than in a
traditional class. Finally, the flexibility of organization in

individualized programs means that interaction with instructors and
peers, both inside the classroom and beyond, is limited only by our
imagination. j
Notes

'Renee S. Disick and Laura Barbanel., "Affective Education and
Foreign Language Learning," pp. 185-222 in Gilbert A. Jarvis, ed. The
Challenge of Communication. ACTFL Review of Foreign Language
Education, Volume 6. Skokie, Illinois: National Textbook Company,
1974.

2.4 IL,
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MAINTAINING AND DEVELOPING AN INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAM IN INTERMEDIATE
LATIN

Grundy Steiner
Northwestern University

FOUR DECADES OR SO AGO an intelligent, 140-pound major league catcher
was asked "How do you block a 220-pound base runner as he slides into
home plate?" He replied, "When I can't stop 'em, I have to figure out
how to ride in on top of 'em!" This situation embodies the
predicament of the solitary teacher building and administering a
self - paced,, individualized language program. The anal goal of
that teacher must be, as a practical matter, to acco h what needs
to be done (or at least what is most important to do) without being
overwhelmed: modest success with survival gives greater opportunity
for personal pleasure and satisfaction in the long run than does more
spectacular success without survival.

No individualized instruction program can be built in a day, and
certainly not by a single instructor who must create and administer
all parts of a program that is equivalent to any (or all) divisions of
both the elementary and intermediate years (i.e., six academic
quarters). The first two or three years an individualized program is
offered inevLtably the instructor is barely one jump ahead of the
several student wolf-packs that are ready to devour the instructional
and testing materials under preparation. (Eager student energy is a
joy, but as a compelling necessity it can bring great pressure in the
first years.) It is what happens after the first two or three years,
however, and especially at the intermediate level, that is my prime
concern here today.

\II'
A brief description of the individualized Latin program, Latin

A99, at Northwestern should come first. The first two quarters present
the grammar chapters of Wheelock (grouped into, on average,
three-chapter units). The second quarter normally involves Wheelock's
Chapters 28-40 plus two testing units of prose selections like those
in the back of the text. The third quarter offers Cicero's De
Officiis (selections) for the better students, or Buehner's
Cnmprehensive Second Year Latin for the less robust. The fourth'
quarter (officially the first intermediate quarter) varies according
to the preparation and proficiency of the student. Students who have
read Cicero and are ready to move on, in effect skip the fourth
quarter and turn directly to Ovid or Vergil. (One of the two poets is
normally read in the fifth quarter and the other in the sixth. A
grade of C or better in the sixth quarter, technically fulfills the
Arts and Sciences foreign language reading requirement.) Students not
ready for Ovid or Vergil, however, use the fourth quarter for review
and readings (usually Cicero). Vergil or Ovid in the later quarters
may be replaced by Lucretius (Book V) or by selected Epistulae Morales
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from Seneca. Testing in the intermediate quarters consists of at
least five sight passages (with dictionary); the student may, however,
opt to take up to ten. Averaging grades on the entire set, or
averaging the last two or three--whichever produces the more favorable
result--determines the student's grade.

The enrollment in the individualized program (designated A99) for
this fall is about forty-three (these are in addition to the

sixty-four Students in the three regular sections of elementary and
intermediate Latin). Twenty-one of the forty- three. in A99 are either
pure virgines in the language, or relatively shorn lambs whose
previous exposure involves a single yeak in high school, a pair of
'years in junior' high aschool, a drooped fractional quarter at

Northwestern, or some other background that calls for starting almost
de novo. Four students have had a single quarter of Latin, hence are
completing the grammar units based upon Wheelock. The remaining
eighteen students are translating authors; they are effectively in

intermediate Latin, where translation with some modicum of literary
skillis the goal. They are Scattered among four authors: three are
reading from De Officiis; six, from the Metamorphoses (Dunmore
selections); eight, from the Aeneid (Pharr edition; most are reading
in Book II, but there is at least one each ,in Books IV and VI); and,
finally, one student is translating from Seneca. (There are no
"Lucretians" this quarter, and there were no requests for Mediaeval
Latin--although two or three of the total virgines may be headed down
that path.)

Time is ultimately the most precious and important commodity for
us all--res omnium wetiosissima, as Seneca would say, ,-An-

individualized programlike the one just sketched can assuredly, make'
serious demands upon the time available to the solitar ins uCtor,

for it is not a single lock -step course but rathe .m n -faceted

curriculum. Where does the time go? It goes (1) to plan t Orgam,
(2) to select and order texts, (3) to prepare 411 ;,,tapes-,

, handouts, and any other special instructional materials, ( to teach
through office conferences, (5) to prepare test materia 4 16) to'

administer, grade, and disooss with students the individual 'eeSt*N7), '7>
to keep the records, and, one hopes, (8) 'to, reflect On thee

appropriateness and validity of it all

These eight iteMs', admittedly, appear in teaphing alMoit _any
course, but their emphases vary substantially when they are applied,td
the individualized' program. Planning for that program land, ordering
its texts, however, must presuppose more student variatlon iR needs
and requests (not all of which can be anticipated)iathanofor a.regu1ar
course. The preparation of syllabi, handouts, etT:, _familiar gtotind
from standard classes, needs to be perhaps a trifle more datailwhen,
students-are not going to be guided in daily class*sessibns. ( is is
a point at which one's students-are the best guide: what _they' ask for

regularly is likely what others also need most. If everyone to late ),
mishandles the -is accusative plurals of. 1,s tern "-e.cample,

some special attention in a handout may be order.) -.

1

. .
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Instruction by way of office conferences is the human heart of the
program - -and perhaps the most expensive procedure interms Of, time.
About three students an hour seems to work (the forty-three in A99
seem to do well on fifteen office hours this term, 'some rarely
appearing except to take tests, others coming in for half' an hour or
so once or twice a week). Survival for the solitary instructor calls
for getting the student to decide. what actually needs asking about.
The beginner, translatinTdonnected passages for.the, Tirst time, may
need quite a bit of help and reassurance. Unfamiliar forms,
constructions, and word order in poetry 'can be very challenging, for
example. Many'bring in the first paragraphs written out and want them
corrected in toto. (This is well and good at the'start, but if all
"intermediates" insisted upon it throughout the .quarter, I should
indeed be the 140-pound ciatcher blocking the 220-pound base runner!)
Students can, instead, .readily be persuaded, tomark what they find
troublesome. (It is one thing to help unravel Non est hortamine longo
nunc utendum, and quite another to -hold the student's hand through.
Ovid's entire Flood!) Judicious, sampling must obtain when each
student is a class. (But ;then, does one ever get more than a
Judicious sampling from any member of a regular class?)
Time-dopsuming though they may be, these conferences, short or long,
give.wbhdrous. irisighttinto the mind of the student and often open
wide Odors of,totrinunicatiOni.

For ,eitt ataggmic'tvaluation of the student's mastery of Latin,
testing-iS-mqn4fest4 For this ',reason substantial thought,
care, an4.'energy -`must -gb into;,. the construction and physical
,preparation of tests. Af, a regular class has read the first
dat.ilitlarian'and is to bill's/tested on Pit,,it-is easy to type off Quo

:.,usque,teridem,abutere, -Catilina?eietd. Many students will remember.it
enough 'Jrom class that even a "typo" will not slow them.

Similagly, if you are,..gping-tigive a:Sight passage from Aeneid VIII
nelt-IMqnday will be-ih the, room as' students take it, though your
Hite on pendtibus.eeagnis dls is Obscdre or confusing, somebody will
Putt up a,fhaAd ar46.ask, and.you can correct the impression for

4'.tverybody-:rBut when preparing a test to' be used in an individualized
pripgliam (one that mill, be. servj.ceable4for more: than one student and
o'kr more than A,simeigle academic term); the paramount obligation is to
select, ejt, and reprbduce with meticulous care. This care takes
times.

A

usually select several possible ,passages from an author at a
'Sitting,.' Test pasYdges-seem easier to find when one is inthe mood to
search .for ttoem, althptgh occaspnall-, in reading one comes upon
something id6al, Alo) I 'tend to 'edit two or three together-.again it

,.'is easier.- to ,lbontinue a process 'than to restart it ex nihilo.
Editing: by this way, 'involves atsigqing. an identifying number to a
passage: -,the student, .while 'told author, is never _told 'them,

seledtiori is then,prefaced'with an introduction
to provide the'Istential backgrouhdi notes point out unusual forms,
constructions, word etc,1,matrons may or may not be added in
the,typirig (half the Ossaoes. fromVergil and Seneca have them; twoW

tids

from Ovid; mOsk oeLutretiusf all from Cicero and the authors
fauna in Buehner). K r a dar ful proofing and rereading, the test

2
4.
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is now ready for photocopying and use.

As in any methodology that uses any test more than once, security
is inevitably a problem. Many students expend more energy trying to
avoid the work of mastering a course's content than they would have
expended on the-actual mastery itself. "Security" implies not only
the relatively simple matters of proctoring tests and keeping them in
locked cabinets and locked offices when not in use, but also includes
deal ng with their compromise. by students who have either photographic

at least tenacious) memories, or who hold onto a phrase or two and
know how to use an index verborum, or to leaf through the Aeneid until
they find the proper names that appeared in the passage 17sttaken.
Such students then can share their knowledge with fiance(Os or
roommates, or add the information to the house files. (The chairman
of the Latin department at a distinguished Jesuit high school in
Chicago told me, early in his tenure at the school, that he was
already, seeing more and more,of his own rather personal and unusual
interpretations of Cicero coming through in his students' class
recitations and tests. He felt, with good reason, that his personal
interpretations were now being built into the "received version" among
his students--a version transmitted by older brother to younger, and
'friend to friend.)

Clearly, no limited set of tests can be adequate over any extended
period of time (or even safely be used for all students taking tests
during a single academic term). A bank of tests, therefore, is a
necessity. . The larger the bank, the better. Three versions of each
test are a desirable minimum; five are preferable, with constant
replacement once the bank has been filled. This dictates about
twenty-five tests for a Cicero, Ovid, or Vergil. Random selection
from the tests appropriate to any given level of proficiency also has
merit (but complicates comparative grading). It at least guar4ntees,
however, that a remembered test tak by Jack in the morning will not
give Jill all the answers in the a ernoon.

The actual testing is done either in my own office or in an
adjacent "testing room." Although grammar tests at the elementary
level are preferably graded while the student looks on, the
intermediate translation tests are not assigned a final4lrade at that
time (usually the student is in a hurry, or a line bgans to form).
But I do try to give'a quick preliminary reading to the intermediate
tests and point out any serious errors that might hamper further
progress. When the grading is done, the student and I go over the
paper in detail, discussing the phenomena or aspects that interest
either of us. These, again, are often thoroughly enjoyable and
informative sessions as students draw on parallels from other
languages and literatures or bring up parallels from modern situations.

The record keeping; curiously, also needs some elaboration: while
a lockstep class can be rostered on a graph sheet (the familiar grade
book) with each column indicating a day's assignment, self-paced,
individualized courses may have few vertical lines for cut-off dates
except at the end'of the term. I have, therefore, evolved a Record
Sheet (see Figures 1); which is retained in a loose-leaf binder and

4
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FIGURE 1

LATIN A99 progress Sheetiltecord NAME Phone

Previous Latin: Grades 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 NU(etc.)

Other languages: French German Greek Hebrew Italian Russian Spanish

" Objective in study of Latin:

"Wheelock" Units:

10. /1

2 11/2

3 12/3

4 13 '4

5 14 '5

6 Translation I

7

8 III

9 - IV

Quarter 3: Author(s):

Sights: I II III IV V VI

VII VIII IX X

Quarter 4: Author(s):

Sights: I II III IV V VI

VII VIII IX X

Quarter 5: Author(s):

Sights: I II III IV V VI

VII VIII IX X

Quarter 6: Author(s):

Sights: I II III IV V VI

VII VIII IX X

Language'Requirement: (Date)

Sent to Registrar? Yes No_ _ _ _

25

other
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used for as many quarters as the student is enrolled. The spaces are
admittedly small, but they allow recording the identifying number of
each test taken and the grade achieved. In addition to the Record
Sheet, a gradeless scorecard is useful. This scorecard is simply an
alphabetical checklist of students, enrolled each quarter in the

program. It makes it easy to
successive tests. For example,
this:

Student Name

see who is building
entries at mid-quarter

Progress

a record by taking
might look like

3Ci-p 1

13
5, 6, 7
13

Anacharsis
Bias
Chilon
Cleobulus
Diogenes
Periander
Pittacus
Solon
Thales
Zeno

6, 8, 9, 12,
1

(5) Ov-2, 3,
3Ci-p 2, 3

(6) Ve-8, 21
(6) Ov-3, 7,
1, 2, 3, 4,
10, 11, 12,
Sen-2

The scorecard suggests that student Bias, it' a freshman, be called in
for a conference; Diogenes, however, it' an upperclassman who had been
in the program before, might well be allowed to take the consequences
of his inaction. (As for the others, Anacharsis has completed four
review units from Wheelock and is now reading Cicero; Chilon is a
fifth-quarter student reading Ovid; Cleobulus, reading Cicero, may be
either a third- or a fourth-quarter student; Periander and Pittacus
are sixth-quarter students, one reading Vergil and the other Ovid for
the language requirement; Solon is making rapid progress through the
first quarter of Wheelock; Thales, in second quarter, has one grammar
unit left, then will read, e.g., Cicero; (Zeno is finding Seneca's
Stoic epistles rather slow going.)

These two records, the one to reveal who,is working, the other to
record grades as well as what has been covered, are really all that
need be kept. (Scored tests, by the way, re all retained in an
envelope under lock and key for as long ashe student is active or
potentially so in A99.)

One further comment about the progress of students and the

survival of the teacher: Parkinson's Law, of course, applies to

schedules and terminal dates.. When tests were Nillowed through the
last day of final examination week, Saturday of that week was hectic.
When the Ides of March fell on a Thursday, hence that Thursday seemed
an appropriate terminal date, the Ides were hectic (but the rest of
the week serene). When my son got married on the Saturday of finals
week, the preceding Tuesday that was designated as the cutoff oay was
hectic (but the rest of the week was available for preparations and
the ceremony). In most cases we find. that 90-95% of the students
finish.

This now brings us to the "time to reflect." My plans for the
intermediate level include improving and refining: to fill out the
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bank of tests and begin to upgrade it; to complete more of those
unfinished, rough-draft introductory handouts for students beginning
authors like Vergil and, OvidL to prepare some mediaeval Latin
materials for the Zhglish and history majors who often ask for them.
I'd like to do an Erasmus unit. One or two other projects might
develop, especially if some textbook ceases to be available (I am,
however, reasonably happy with what has been assembled: it does work).

The solitary teacher of individualized language courses must
individualize according to his or her own talents, interests, and
preoccupations as well as those of the students. The essential matter'
is not to try to do everything for everybody that. would be done in a
classroom. Most students don't need it: mipst can teach themselves,
if we show them how to do it. If they do most of the work in their
individual directions, you and I, indeed, like the 140-pound catcher,
can ride safely in atop the 220-pound base runner.

')4

4St
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INDIVIDUALIZED SPANISH INSTRUCTION, SYLVANIA NORTHVIEW HIGH SCHOOL

Donna E. Sutton
Sylvania Northview High School
Sylvania, 010p

AT THE CONFERENCE ON INDIVIDUALIZING Foreign Language Instrudtion held
at Stanford University, May 6-8, 1971, I reported on the findings of
my doctoral dissertation entitled, "A Feasibility Study of
Individualized Foreign Language Programs in the High Schools of the
United States."' At that time thirty-three individualized foreign
language programs were idenTled. Today it would be difficult to
identify all of the program in existence, since this approach to
teaching-learning has increased so extensively at all levels and in
all disciplines. At that time all of the people questioned who were
involved in individualized instruction were extremely enthusiastic.
It did indeed appear to be an approach to learning that benefited
students, that aided them in becoming better learners. After eight
years of observing hood students become better students and average
students become vety good students, and even poor students being
successful learners, it is difficult for me not to accept..
individualized instruction as an excellent means of transmitting
information and facilitating learning. Other means of presentation
almost seem unfair to the students by comparison. Not all students
progress at the same rate, nor does the individual student progress at
the same rate all of the time Learning under conditions of
indiVidualized instruction accommodates the learners' attitudes,
approaches to learning, aptitudes, abilities, ambitions, as well as
their lack of any of the above.

Increasingly it seems individualized instruction might better be
called continuous progress,' as it seems to describe more accurately
what really takeS.place with the student. Students rarely work as
individuals, but are frequently consulting with other students,
studying together, grouping and re-grouping as their needs arise. The
"individualization" rests in' the fact that the student makes his own

ability,progress at his own rate a ability, and, as he proceeds through the
program, following his own *nterests. It is a continuous progress
program in that the .stude makes continuous progress towards
improving his own language and study skills. 'It is this continuous
mastery, aho thus true prOgress, that makes individualized instruction
successful.- To me, after more than ten years of researching and
studying . 'programs and conducting . individualized classes,
"Individualized instruction would smell as sweet by any other name."

. Most students like learning in an individualized program. They
like the informality of the class, arranging their homework schedule,

2 5'
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taking tests when they feel competent, working with their friends, and
most of all their own success. Most students seem to want an A or Ei

and will strive extra hard to achieve their goal. If a stu nt is

having difficulty, the teacher has more time for individual IN or
can take advantage of the informal atmosphere and assign andither

student to help him. (This reinforces the student-tutor's le rning as

well.) High levels of achievment can be expected from the s dents in

.ion individualized program, and the teacher no longer need to feel

'Aunty about the individual differences that are so difficul to deal

with in the traditional classroom setting. Since all students must
pass each evaluation with a score of 80% or better and since each step
is carefully designed to further the students' progress, regardless of

the number of steps taken, all of the building `Mocks for future
learning are firmly in. place and each student makes progress.

Admittedly some make more progress than others; however, no student is
left behind because he failed the test and the class went on to the

next concept based on what was supposedly previously learned. (There

is little possibility of that student ever passing the course:

failure often is followed by more failure and eventually the student
drops the course.) Some students who have experienced a degree of
failure, perhaps having passed with a C, but continued with the

course, may be slow when they first begin an individualized program,

but after a few months of learning each concept before co tinuing they
begin to make steady progress towards acceptable standar s. Students_

are pleased to find that they can achieve. Often these tudents will

choose to stay in foreign language for several years and eventually,

achieve a reasonable degree of cdMpetence. It is curious to note that
few students fall into the "C" range when instructed under conditions

of individualized instruction. The classic bell curve vanishes

completely.

r
History of to gram

In 1972 1 an 4gaching at Sylvania-South, now Sylvania Northview

High School. At that time there were two junior high schools, where
it was possible to begin language study by taking 1/2 credit in the

seventh grade and 1/2 credit' in the 8th grade. ,There was also a 9th

grade school offering Spanish .I and Spanish II. Thus, students

enrolling at Sylvania-South in the upper levels of foreign language
study came from a Variety of teachers, backgrounds ano experiences.
At Sylvania there also are numerous transfer students from outside the

state, as well as from other local schools, and there are students who

have lived in Spanish-speaking counties.., Adding these differences of

student characteristics to the usual student differences one expects

to find in any classroom (e.g., ability, 'aptitude, learning styles,

goals, and interests), the problem of providing a continuous,

beneficial, and meaningful 'education to the individual is heightened.

Individualizing Spanish .instruction seemed -a possible means of

providing continuity with the student's past experiences and of

achievinggoals mutually acceptable to the teacher and the student.

if
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The program began operationoodu ing the spring of 1972. The
fallowing year enrollment at Level III doubled. Levels IV and V
followed the next year. In 1976 a new high school was constructed and
the 9th grade school eliminated.' The new high school became known as
uthview and the older high school, Northview. Since the division,
nish at Northview has continued to have gradual growth. This

gr increase in enrollment indicates student satisfaction and is
confirm by a questionnaire administered yearly asking for student
reactions to the course.

Program description

Students at Levels I and II are taught primarily in a regular
classroom setting, .There are two reasons for this: first of all,
many, begin language study in the junior high schools; second, the vast
majority of students bring little previous knowledge or experience to
the foreign language classroom. Students need to develop good
pronunciagon ts, to be exposed to varied study techniques, and to('tilat4

be given help in contrastive analysis of graMmatical features. During
the beginning levels students are also prepared for assuming more and
more responsibility for their own education. They are given an
assignment sheet for each chapter that also lists the subject matter
to be covered the next day in class. Students are expected to preview
the next day's lesson as well as to prepare written homework.
Students are further encouraged to develop leadership and independence
by participation in small groups. Students who score less than 80% on
any evaluation are permitted and expected to re-take another form of
the evaluation. Tutors from the advanced classes are available every
period to assist lower level students during their ,study time. With
almost immediate remedial measures taken, lower level students achieve
a high degree of mastery.

Level III students proceed at their own rate through materials and
* evaluations developed following a standard text. Each chapter has

four written evaluations (a voca ulary quiz, two grammar quizzes, and
a composition) and three oral e luations (questions concerning theNf.
reading selection, manipulation o the oral structure drills, and
questions and adaptation of the conversation). Students'may take the
seven evaluations in any order they choose; however, a chapter must be
completed before they can receive credit for work done in the next
chapter. This limitation prevents students from skipping any of the
evaluations they may dislike or find difficult.

c-

Although the evaluation.techniques closely resemble thoseni&ed in
a traditional classroom, the student must pass all evaluatio with a
score of 80k or higher, or re -test using a different form of the
test. Tests are always handed back the following day, the student's
errors are reviewed, and remedial measures are suggested, if needed.
In preparation for these tests students may use teacher-prepared study
sheets and pre-tests (including answer sheets), their book, their
friends, the teacher, advanced students, the tapes which accomi iny the
'text, or their own previous knowledge.

0
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TDuring the oral tests the student riot only must demonstrate Tte
ability to answer t the questions following the rea s and
conversations, but also must use the new vocabulary and gr mriar in

unstructured wirsation. He must be able to manipulate
structure dri

oral
uickly and accurately. Since oral testing done

in small groups of no more than seven students, each stu nt is
required to be better prepared than if he were in. a self-co ained
classroom. The oral tests further serve the purposeof develop all
language skills simultaneously: the vocabulary and grammar` are
evaluated in bo h written tests and oral tests.

Although the one written evaluation is called a composition, it

may or may not be a traditional composition. Starting with ,s;tudents
suggesting alternatives, "composition" has grown to mean usingeSpanish
in a way that is creative and meaningful to the student. The

composition may still be a theme based on the text, or the students'
lives; but' it may also be a translated 'popular song, a poem, an
advertisement, a story, or a translated newspaper article; it may be a
drawing or a picture cut from a magazine and labeled. Frequently
students write original poems, stories, and essays (one even wrotea
forty -six page novelette!) Students may work with a partner and do an
imaginative bulletin board, memorize a skit and videotape it,i or
present it to a.lower level class. The composition is meant to be a
fun assignment that utilizes the newly acquired skills in a persorial
application; it is limited only by the students' imaginations.

For each quarter students are told the number of evaluations,
required Nit' an A, B, C, etc. Most students want an A and are able to
achieve it. At first the requirement was based on the amount of work
accomplished in regular class. The requirement has been increa'ed
twice am possility could be further increased. Some students rh se
to do work than required. Students who accomplish more
evaluations than required have a letter sent to their parents
commending the students. Some students work through the materials
very fast and complete Spanish III some time before the end of tide
year. These students can continue into Spanish IV work; their efforts
are rewarded with the extra knowledge they have acquired and their
scores on college placement tests.

Level IV students are individualized .'by interest as well as
ability.udents have an elaborate'array of materials from which to
choose. All major textbooks are available, and in addition students
may choose to read Spanish-language comic books, magazines from
Spanish-speaking countries, books on sociology, geography, history,
biographies, 'and literary texts often used by universities, classics
of Spanish literature' from Spanish publishers (these are without
student aids), or travel materials. Career opportunities are
discussed on a regular basiS: materials and guides that explain.the
language levels required, expected salary, and duties are available.
Specializeu books on Spanish fo; policemen, social agencies,
hospitals, and business are also available. Reference materials such
as dictionaries (English-Spanish, Spanish-Spanish, thesa6ri,_
synonym-antonym, rhyming, and pictorial), verb glossaries, and

f0
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correspondence manuals are in the room' for
theory is that as long as students read
language' in a natural situation--learn
structure, and enjoying every minute of
vocabulary is met, it is learned e

student is probably saying to himae
that in Spanish."

the students' use. The
y will be. using the
vocabulary, -observing-

r study time. As new
arid quickly because the
ays wondered how to say

Each week students- must prepare a ritte assignment. In it they
must report On their reading, and may also include original
compositions or other creative projects. a student is working on
an assignment that takes more than a week to complete, he simply needs
to write a brief report on his activity and progress, and may postpone
evaluations. For example, a student reading a.novel may choose to
write about a section individually, or read the entire novel before
reporting. A list of each student's written errors is kept, and
discussed with the student individually, with suggestions an now to
correct making that type of error. It is0not long before students are
asking for a grammar review. We have two series,. complete wi
appropriate tests. Students may take all of the units or may ch ose
't..10yAUdy only a particular concept that is causing them problems.
Uurrh6 the last half of the year, all students take a series of
grammar and verb tests, which they may or may not need to study
for--depending on the individual's retention,

In order to proVice practice in listening comprehension, we have a
well-developed tape collection. In addition to the tapes that
accomPany the texts, there are tapes of classical, folk, and, popular
music. We have recordings of poetry, short stories; plays, and
short-wave broadcasts.

Each student is scheduled for a conversation group at least once a
week for formal evaluation, but students are also expected to use
Spanish in the classroom. The composition of the conversation groups
is varied in order that students will know one another well and will
mix across ability levels. Students take turns bei group leaders
and suggesting topics for conversation.

On Mondays some typet of media is presented., We have just
completed, for example, an in-depth series on Mexico, and now are
studyingthepoliticalsitua.on in the Caribbean. Arrangements have
been made for af,tisocial stud acher and a Cuban refugeelo talk to
the students aS soon as 'tLoudents' oackground is adeduate. Out

. next unit will be on Spanish and will culminate with a trip to the
Toledo Art.MuaeuM, which contas a number of examples, of Spanish art.

Other activities

During the spring the fourth- and fifth-year students prepare and
publish a booklet containiog the best original or translated works of
the year from all levels. Students select their own editor and staff
to bear the prime responsibility, but. all students contribute "to the

2G
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finished booklet. There is an art competition for the cover and
illustrations. The student staff selects the materials to be
included; it is tnen typed and sent to the printer's.

Also in the spring we have a Spanish Fiesta, which includes all
student's, of Spanish in the school system. Mexican food is available
in our community, but Spanish food is not. The fiesta is catered, but
the students choose the menu, decorate the cafeteria, and arrange and
present the program. j It is open to the first 300 persons who purchase
tickets, with Spani.gh students and their families being given the
first opportunity. For several years we have had a rock band. They
play both currently popular Spanish songs and some of their own
favorites they have translated into'Spanish.

Throughout the year students at all levels are exposed as much as
possible to the people and their culture. This varies from year to
year depending on availability. People who are visiting the community
as well as fordIgn exchange students are brought into the classroom
for formal or informal presentations. ' We also invite people who use
the language in their business or profession. Currently we have a
student woNking at a hospital as an' interpreter in the admitting and
emergency room who has described her work to the lower level classes.
Students participate in oratorical contests and language days. at the
universities." Students may. prepare and serve a continental breakfast,
or prepare and sell tacos in the cafeteria. Any activity that makes
the language "real" and interesting to the students is considered:
virtually every day there is something relevant on the news or in the
newspaper that ce be used in the classroom.

_IP 6

Program evaluation

At the beginning of the year a questionnaire is administered to
the Spanish classes.eliciting 'students' reasons for studying Spanish.
All express a desire to utilize Spanish in some practical way--travel,
getting to know people who speak Spanish, corresponding with people
who live in Spanish-speaking countries, reading current periodicals,
etc. A few may indicate the hope to use the language in conjunction
With a career, and even fewer want to study great works of
literature. .After .administering such a questionnaire, a teacher has
the responsibility to teach in such a, way that the students are
Ipalizing their goals. Teachers latercan lead students. gently and
gradually towards art and literary appreciation 'as the students mature
emotionally and academically.

P4ter the ri,rst quatterthe students talk as a group about their
expefiences with :a cont2 progress program. It is .evident that
they -.have learned a.x. alop6utthemselves as learners. They
know'which materials . .appfoaches: have helped them to learn the
easiest. They know,which pyalUationS are best..forWem to take first,
the oral or the written;`, usually underabond.how to schedule
their time in 'Order net to be pushed laat minute. The
question, "Why were you 61e to.-a6niee bette'rl#4de in this class
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.tharr,.in your other subjects ?" followed by "How can you apply some of
these learning concepts to your other classes?" usually brings out
some astute observations and evidence of student insight into their
own study habits. Students show that they have learned how to learm,
be it Spanish or anything else they might like to know.

mid-*rm.and final examinations are also given. Students are so
accustomed to achieving either an A Dr B on.each evaluation that there
are very few C's. Studentspalso notethat they do not have to study
so hard forjheir exams in this cours .as in other classes. This is,
of, course,-due to treir thorough understanding,ofeach lesson during
the semester.

The MLA language exam is administered on an irregular basis. (It
must be done during class time and takes' four days--plus the scoring
time.) Two years ago all of the students took the test..and placed
above average in reading or writing, and some were off..; the scale
according to the national norms. Most individualized students are
successful on'the exam if they try it. Since the program is open to
all students, and not all the students are academically talented, this
is indicative that the design of the program is basically sound and
conducive to a high level of learning.

At the end of the year students are given .;,a questionnaire to
evaluate their experiences' in. the program. Theirs gestions for
improvement have been taken into consideration fend h ve helped to
strengthen Lbpe program each year. With very few eptions, the
questionnaires reflect a high degree of satisfaction

'y

The continued growth of enrollment is .further indicative of this
personal. satisfaction. More and more students are choosing to
continue at least throughtLevel and'many are completing four and
five years. Some of these studOnts are :placing in the colleges as
though they had had seven to nine years of ,school language study.,
(One student placed so high that a university recommended that only
one more Spanish course would be necessary to make the student
eligible to teach Spanish.)

Student advantages

The program
an

a great deal of flexibility within the
framework of an ordinary class period. Time Is used very
economically. Students are free to spend time only on concepts they
do not know and can move on towards further study as soon as they have
mastered the concept. If more time is needed for a particular
concept, it is available. The program can compensate for unevenness
of preparation. It has a place for students who need more basic work,
as well as for students who have had outside class learning
experiences in Spanish such as living in a Spanish-speaking country,
having native parents, or a Spanish-speaking friend. Sti cents. are
free to learn according to their own rates; abilities, an0 interests
and may continue to learn as much as they desire.

263
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4

Students can schedule the class when it is most convenient. It

makes little difference cif all of the students in the room are at the
same level. It is=p0pferable, of coarse, for several students of the
same level to be,ln ciaiss together, since most students prefer to work
with their friend;. butbut it.is not necessary.

Students can choose when to take an evaluation and which
evaluation to take first. If a student has several tests in other
subjects on a particular day he does' not heed to take any in Spanish.
If a student is ill or on a vacation he will not miss a particular
concept completely; but rather may continue to work where he left off
when he returns. Surprisingly, the day after a vacation is one-of the
busiest: other teachers frequently do not make assignments, and
students may decide to do as mucttSppnish as possible during vacation
in order to be able toldevotemiipetq their other courses or
with their friends when classe Atsume. It is not unusual. for a

student to return from vaca-ion ready for three to five evaluations in
one day. (Imagine how popular a teacher would be who announced three
to five tests for the day after vacation!)

There' are opportunities for personalizing the language at all
levels, and this gradually increases as students become more
accustomed to making their own choices and become sufficiently mature
to assume more responsibility for their own education. Students who
select their own materials and, topics are at least partially
self-motivated. Thus, students continually see the relevance and know
the practical use of the language.

By requiring near mastery, the program helps,students build a fiit
foundation for further language study. The individual student's
progress is constantly 'monitored. The personal contact with the
teacher and the high level of student achievement help the student
develop positive .attitudes toward language study as well as improve
his own self image and self esteem. Feelings of success encourage
students to stay in the probAm longer and their enthusiam towards the
course attracts other students to the program.

Students in an individualized program have an ever-increasing
number of choices concerning what materials to study and which means
of learning are best for them. Students learn how to learn, using
resources such as the text, the tapes, study sheets, and peOple (the
teacher, advanced students, and one another). Students learn which
mode of instruction is most suitable for them: some students learn
best in a. group, some in tutorial settings, and some need to sit down
in a quiet'-corner to figure thoughts Out-fes..themselves. Others find
they learn best by listening to the tapes; some prefer to read or
write the material.

By learning the material in small learning steps, most students
can be successful. This is true even for students who previously
appeared to have learning problems, since study time can be varied by
individual needs. All students learn the materials to 'near mastery,
by reLtesting over concepts not thoroughly learned; therefore, each

2"
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student builds a firm foundation on which to .base s contln.ued
language study. There is little partial learning- r. fel14fe.
Students who are not academically talented may not learnL.0 much.
material as other students, but they have a better chanc02or: success
than they would in the regular classroom because each student:,xeceives
immediate and personal feedback on his mistakes and proqems; plus
remedial suggestions on other sources or approaches to try.

Frequently competition among the students deyelops, not only. to
see who can complete the motevaluations per quarter,'but also to .see
who can receive the most +'s. Although a B counts for having
completed the evaluations, it is little consoln when:oners bean
friend makes an A.

Because all students are evaluated throug reading, writing, and
orally, the basic skills of language are devaoped and coordinated
almost equally. It it\impossible for a student to "hide" in clasa.
Some students may chear`on the written quiz (although a number of
precautions are taken), but they also will have an oral-test over the
same material. .

Student disadvantages

Most students find individual. instruction advantageous, Out there
are a few students who are not able to cope with the increased freedom
and responsibility it implies. A few.are inclined to waste time and
eventually will filld they are tog, far behind to achieve a passing
grade (0.5% of cur students would be an average in .this category in
the Sylvania Northview p ogram)'.

Some students want more. structure than an indivioualized program
offers. However, high school'. students are about to leave the
'protection of the school and their homes and will be expected to make
intelligent and productive isions in the near future. It seems,
suitable to ask them to begin tomake some of their decisions given
only minimal-protection and gui ance by the teacher.

Teacher advantages

After the initial program is prepared and lesson planning is
completeb, teacher time is spent entirely with students and their
evaluations. Students also do many tasks for themselves (e.g.,
getting their own study sheets, drilling with the tape or friends)
ordinarily donee by teachers. Student contact hours are increased,
making it possile for the teacher to know each student well and make
lasting friendships.

#10
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;-Teac disadv.anta es

.( 78

1-
its

'the-prep7arTaon the>ifrogram is a .lotlaf work, a lot of typing,
nand bpkes much careli,.:planning. The program at on the surface may
1:Ook4e4S'S;eE0CtureCasactually more rigidl constructed. Each step

4, has been7Jareful,lycopsidered. There are papers to grade Oily.
66st,qhange leyels, - concepts, and materials, and be ready to

different- ques4iOns with each student' contact. Teachers ,need
/.

itb*noviii11:5i.t,the-materials, as well as all of the students and their
personelities'and.abilities, exceptionally well.

Since 'sfilideritsuse.the file cabinet ar form small groups to work
xugetheri:Ahere almost constant movement and noise. This can ple
..distraCting tb 'both students and the teacher if it is allowed to

. 1 leciame.. more' than a murmur. A small bell or a flick of the light
tre.by either the students or the teacher Can serve as a -reminder

'to the Students tht the noise level is increasing. Learning to work
in bustling cla room can be justified, howevere since few adults
are able-to find quiet while performimg the daily decisions and duties
in thework world. 0

A movie, an outside speaker, or even a fire drill may be regarded
as an interruption. Students get used to planning their own time and
object by saying, "But I was planning on taking a test today. Can't I
just go in the back and take it?" (This reaction is hard to' imagine
in a traditional classroom.)

One final disadvant, e is also an advantage: the teacher may earn
the reputation of beirt easy, since the students are working "lesS"
and learning more. But the students are learning so painlessly and
gradually that they scarcely realize their progress. Satisfaction
comes when exams are graded, retention is noted, or the standardized
tests scored; it is also felt as the students enter the classroom with
a smile that seems to say, "We're glad it is time for Spanish."

Notes

'bonne. Sutton, A Feasibility Study of Indlidualized Foreign
Language Ptograms in the High Schools of' the United States.
Unpublished Ph.D. Oissertation, The Ohio State Unkversity, 1971.
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AN APPROACH TO 1NDIVIDUALIZATI N

Cristina Woodhouse
Emory University

41
THE INDIVIDUALIZED SPANISH, PROGRAM AT Emory started in the fall of
1976 with 24 students and one professor. At the end of four years we
have now grown to 125 students, two professors and three teaching
assistants. We have individualized the first year of language
learning and are now making, plans for three different advanced

tracks: business, medical and legal courses in Spanish.

The Emory program, however, is not so much individualized study
Os exemplified by the program at OSU) as independent study, since we
do not meet regularly as a group and our loose guidelines cannot be
said to serve as covert attempts at motivating students to do the
work. The key to our success, in my opinion, ,is a restricted
flexibility which allows 'the students varied options without becoming

-overly cumbersome for the faculty and staff involved in the project.

The following are some considerations fundamental to -Setting up
and administering any individualized or independent program:

Text

The first question is undoubtedly that 'of .choosing an appropriate
textbook according to the very specific demands of the program. This
suggests the following criteria:

A. It must have grammar explanations in English.

6( It must be prepared fOr individualized study, Apning it must
consist of:

1. workbook;
'2. laboratory exercises;
3. individualized manual with practice tests and answers

for all the work; and
4. , at least two sets of final tests.

C. It must be divisible into credit units fitting whateVer
system is used at one's particular institution.''

For our individualized program we chose Turk, Espinosa and Soles-
Foundation Course in Spanish (4th edition) because it met all of the



above prerequisites. Although
worked well. However, we he
exercises and hand out materials
it is weak or ambiguous. Furth

_
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means perfect, this text has
evelop a whole program of

r-
nt the book in areas where

ore*, this book does not appear to be
satisfactory for use in a classroom setting that is orally oriented,
due to the inadequacy of its dialogues. Thus there is a certain lack
of coherence between the two tracks (classroom and ihdividualized),
for which we attempt to compensate in order to-maintain an overall
pattern of communication in the total Spanish language program.

Credits

In the individualized prograM we offer the first three quarters, of
language (fifteen credit hours), which can be completed in one quarter,
or in as many as the student needs. (There is, however, a minimum
completion requirement of two credits any giyeasuarter. Completion
of any fewer credits results in a grade of F.) s the individualized
program is ,geared tomastery, we demand a grade of 8 or above for
passing. Thus, students have three possible grades: A, 8, and F.

The completion of one credit hour usually entails doing all the
work for two lessons, plus one cultural reading, plus attendance at
one conversation session. Most, students finish an average of three or
four credits, though some do only the minimum tw9, while others do
five or more. For students completing more than 5 bredit hours in any

egiven quarter grades are reported in 5 hour sets, or in such a way as
to give the student the behefit of the higher grade.

'We'have occasionally to,. difficulty in getting students motivated
wto do the work. We have no:contracts which would add to the already

substantial. bureaucratic work involved. Rather, we operate by

something akin to natural selection: only, the fit survive. This
means that at times we give a substantial number of F's--occasionally
as .high. as 10%--and let word-of-mouth do the rest. We are now
considering a new and perhaps more humane approach to the Problem of
motivation: having names of procrastinators dropped from the roll at
midterm. if by then they have not completed the required two credits or
at the very least given evidence'of work in progress.

Another problem we have faced i's. that by requiring attendance
c nversation sessions to match each credit earned\we sometimes end
in an awkwara position. For example: it.

at

up

1. Students may do more conversations than tests, in which case
extra conversations do not count,

2. Students may do more tests than conversation in which case
we withhold credit until they have a'chance, to 'atterthe required
session(s) during the. following quarter. (We do not accept such
"layaways" during spring quarter, hallever.)

2
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Tests

Tests can be taken only after all preliminary work has been
completed, ana the student must perform at the B level or above in
order for a test to count. The tests are aoministereo individually in
the professor's office and consist of both oral and written
components. Our testing program has shown us that while students
acquire the reading and writing skills well, developing the aural-oral
skills is the true Achilles' heel of the individualized. prograM. We
have developed several ways to deal with this problem. First; there
are the laboratory and conversation sessions, during which intense
prac ice takes place. Second, all students, particularly those with
no ba kground in the language, are strongly encouraged to spend one of
the t ree quarters in the regular classroom. This multi-frontal
approac seems to produce adequate familiarity with the spoken
language as well as to provide plenty of opportunity fortpractice.

ScheNkiling

. Basically we try to be available 4 tfMes a week between 1Q.:00 a.m.
and 2:00 p.m. on class oays, except that Wednesday is free (we use it
to schedule one of the conversation sessions). We-hold consultations"
during those hours by appointment on a time-slot basis: the person
who signs up first indicates the unit he/she is workinw on;
thereafter, only people working on the same unit' can sign up at the
same time. Thus we avoid the end-of-quarter mobs when 25 people want
to sign up for appoihtments during a given hour. Students meet with
us either for tests or for specific quefstions regarding any of the.
material. We used to have many more office hours, but we discovered
that student requests for help tend to go in inverse proportion to
instructor availability: for some reason, when the instructors are
available all day the students get a false sense of security nd Delay
comifg in. Because of that, and due to limits in personnel, offer
no evening or weekend meetings such as OSQ has.

The conversation sessions are held twice a week on Wednesday and
one, other day. They are conducted by two student assistants, with
either of the instructors present. That way we can work in small
groups roughly equivalent to 101-102-103, or any combination thereof

_,crep-erwing on the nature, of the group. We basically go over the
m rial in the text until everyone knows it and then have free
onversation around relevant topics, sometimes stimulated by the use

.of visual materials (pictures, scenes, etc.). In order to allow
additional flexibility we also permit the conversation requirement to
be fulfilled by attending a regular class at the student's own level.
This serves yet another purpose: by familiarizing .10OR
(individualizeo) students with the workings of a regular class we hope
to encourage traffic between these two tracks. We also have an
extended drop-add period between Spanish language classesh and the
individualized program. For example, in case a student firlft himself
misplaced in a class, he can move to 1008 even after the regular
drop-add period is over.

A
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Getting student evaluations of our program has been a problem. We
4 tend to get feedback only from the poorer stude4gWho wait until the

last minute to complete the work: those who finish early ver seldom
fill out evaluations, since it doesn't occur to us o fer
during the early part of the quarter.

Conclusions

Basically the program runs very well in spite of the inevitable
presence of procrastinators. We are gratified at thb following signs,
for example:

A) Our enrollment keeps increasing and not at the expense of the
clasTom..

B) We function very effectively with a minimum'of beaucracy and a
maximum of flexibility given our limited resources.

C) About half of our students dO more than the minimum 2 hciurs per
quarter.,

D) AboUt half of our beginning students complete through 103 either
in 100R (individualized) or in the cl,srpom track...

E) The quality of learnikg seems to be very good, particularly for
people who finish the sequence and particularly in the areas of
reading and writing. The 100R students seem to exhibit an
intimacy of involvement with the language not ,seen in, the.
classroom in general.

2
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Alphabetical Listing of Conference Attendees

di

Howard B. Altman
Department of Modern Languages
Univ rsity of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40292

Marco A. Arenas
Central CT.State College
New Britain, CT 06050

Charles L. Babcock
Department of Classics
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

Reid E. Baker
Ohio Department of Educationt
65 South Front St., .Room 1005
Columbus, OH 43215

Robert L. Ballinger
2448 Middlesex Road
Columbus, OH 43220

Bruce A. Beatie
2924 Edgehill Road
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118

Virginia Bell
1120 Berry Circle
Norman, OK 73069

Virginia Benmanen
22 Charlestown Road
Charlestown, SC 29407

David P. Benseler
Department of German
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

Leon C. Book
1417 Dunklin Street
Cape Girardeau, MO 62701

Margaret S. Breslin
Department of French & Italian
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60201

9

Debra Boyd-Buggs
Romance Lang. Dept.
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

Vivien Bull
Department of Foreign Languages
California State College ,
San Bernadino, CA 92407 a

Jane Byrd
Lang. & Lit. Div.
Northeast Missouri St. Univ.
Kirksville, MO,,, 63501

lrrederic J. Cadora
Dept. of Judaic & NE Lang.
The Ohio State University'
Columbus, OH 43210

Josefine Cast an
Saint Peter's College
Kennedy Boulevard
Jersey City,,NJ 07306.

Eugene Ching
4266 Mumford Drive
Columbus, OH 43220

SaMye Mott Cimerhanzel-NeStlerode
17414 Swansbury Drive
Cypress, TX 77429

Pierre Cintas
French Dept. Burrowes Bldg. .

Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

Karen Clabaugh
4845 Quail Hollow Lane
Waldo, OH 43356

Socorro Corbien,
Sierra Paracaines
825, Mexico,:10, D.F.
MEXICO



Kathryn A. Corl
2413 Deming Avenue
Columbus,. OH 43210

Kathleen S. Cox
Dept. of Romance Languages
The Ohio State University.
Columbus, OH 43210

Gerald R. Culley
Department of Lang. & Lit).
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19711

Denise Davis
4446 Shields Place
Columbus, OH 43210

Elena M. DeCosta
912 Gasche St. #1

ster, OH 44691

IC M. DeNicolo
1715 Weldon Blvd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

S. K. Dickison
ASB-3C University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611

Bill Booley
Rt. 2, Box 12
Hillsboro, MO 630504

David Dwyer
Dept. of Anthropology
Baker Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824

James Edwaids
Brunswick Junior College
Altama at Fourth
Brunswick, GA 31523

Gerard L. Ervin
The Ohio State University
232 Cunz Hall
Columbus, OH 43210
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Jocelyn Fuller
306 West Lane Avenue
Columbus, OH 43221

Adriane Foureman
Bloomsburg State College
Bloomsburg, PA 17815

Clifford J. Gallant'
Dept. of Romance Lang.
Bowling Green State Univ.
Bowling Green, OH 43403

Henry,Gardocki
16125 Van Aker) Blvd.
Shaker Hts., OH 44120

Michael Gibbons
6443 Lignum Street
Springfield, VA 22150

James G. Glendening
2084 Neil Avenue - G
Columbus, OH 43210'

Daniel Grossberg
SUNY at Albany
Hu 140
Albany, NY ,12203

Ronald L. tougher
Foreign Language Dept.
West Chester,State College
West Chester, PA 19380

Peggy Haas
742 Chitty Avenue
Akron, OK 44303

Henry S. Hackney
524 Burleigh Avenue
Norfolk, VA 23505

Howard iversity
Room 36 , Locke Hall
Washington, D.C. 20059

Phil Hamilton
Dept. of Foreign Lang.
Otterbein College
Westerville, OH 43081



Sandra N. Harper
1765 Lynnhaven Drive
Columbus, OH 43221

Pierre Hart
Department of Classics
Louisiana State Univ.
217 Prescott Hall
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

Ellen S. Haynes
1558 Taft Court
Louisville, CO 80027,

James Hendrickson
Communication Department
Lansing Community College
Lansing, MI 48901

Lynn Herkstror
1907 Newberry Street
Saginaw, MI 48602,

Theodore V. Higgs
308 Beechwbod Place
Leonia, NJ 07605

Kyoko Hijirioa
1105 PalgRaiko Street.
Pearl City; HI 96782

Debbie Himsberger
Department of German
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

Wolf Hollerbach
Dept. of Linguistics & Foreign

Languages
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK 99701

F. S. Hsueh
Dept. of East Asian Languages

VThe Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

Alix Ingber,
Box 65
Sweet Briar College
Sweet Briar, VA 24595
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Catherine W. Ingold
Dept. of Romance Lang.
Gallaudet College
Washington, D.C. 20002
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Stanley Iverson
Department of Classic's
Concordia College
Moorhead, MN 56560

Gordon L. Jackson
257 Cliffview Drive
*henna, OH 43230

Joseph A. James
Francis Marion College
Florence, SC 29501

Louise Jansen
Universitaet Muenchen
Institute fur Deutsch als

Frendsprache
Ludwigstrasse 27 I
D-8000 Munich 40
WEST GERMANY

41. Sophie Jeffries
10 Deshler #1

s, OH 43206
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Ma ouf.
Dept. of F
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Bloomsbur
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eign Languages
tate College
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George-Kalbduss
The Ohio State University
Slavic Dept., 232 Cuhz Hall
Columbus, OH 43210.,

Dulce G. Kappler
319 E. Duncan Street
Manchester, MI 48158

Dwight D. Khoury
University Audio Center
Ohio Northern University
Ada, OH 45810

,Werner Klimke
Center Coll* Of Kentucky
Danville, KY 40422
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Robert C. Knapp
Classics Department
Dwinelle dial
U.C.',Berkeley
Berkeley, CA

.Chris Kraemer
'*101 Curl Drive #980
Columbus, OH 43210
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K A. KreiterRo t

1. of Modern Lang. & Lit.
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211
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Jerzy R. Krzyzanowski
The Ohio State University
Slavic Dept., 232 Cunz Hall
Columbuse OH 43210

Angela Labarca
Dept. of Languages & Lit.
University of Delaware
325 Smith Hall
Newark, DE 19711'

Douglas Lacey
The Ohio State University
Dept. of Classics
Room-414 University Hall
Columbus, OH 43210

Andrea Laidlaw
1907 Austin
An Arbor, MI 48104

Dale L. Lange
130 B. Peik Aall
159 Pillsbury DriVe S.E.
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Paul G. Larmeu
ROOM 6347, Sinclair Comm. College
444 W., 3rd Street _

Dayton, OH 45402

Hannlore Lehr
Rose=f-lkilman Inst. of Technology
Terre Haute, IN '47803
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Robert J.-Lenarpon
Department of Classics
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

John Lihani
825 Cahaba Rd.
Lexington, KY 40502
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Susan J. Litton'
434 Wetmore Road
Columbus, OH 43214

Donna R. Long g

The Ohio State University
Dept. of Romance Languages
428 Cunz Hall t
ColauMbus, OH 43210

Bisorg Lu
-.Dept. of East Asian Lang.
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

Richard McGinn,
Linguistics Department
Ohio University
Athens, OH 45701

Carol L. McKay
939 Afton Road
Columbus, OH 43221

E. A. Maddox
Macon Jr. College
Macon; GA 31297

Ion Manta
3946 Bel Pre Rd. #3
Silver Spring, MD 20906

W. G. Marigold
Dept. of Languages
Union College
Barbourville, KY 40906

Margaret,14. Marshall
Dept. of French & Italian
Louisiana State University
BatCin Rouge, LA 70803



Maria S. de Maitinez
Reforms 10 -3

Mexico, O.F.
MEXICO

M o Mitrovich
Sunrlise Acres 172
New Concord, OR 43762

Robert Terry Moore
5702.0ixon
Amarillo, TX 79109'

Suzanne S. Moore
20 So. Hampton Drive.'
Charleston, SC 29407

James Morita0
Dept. of East Asian,
The 'Ohio State Uni sity
Columbus, OH

George W. Mulford
Office-of Computer-Based Instr..

versit of Delaware
New E 19411

Roger Neff
°.

215 Patti Drive
Westerville, OH 43b81

Eileen Nelson
1,2,892 Noel Road #2093
Dallas, TX 75230

Heniy.Nelson
5518 Grand Central "Avenue
Vienna, ,yq 2645A

Sharon L. Nichols
815 Sw 5th Street
Rochester, MN 55901

Michael D. Oates
Dept. of Modern Languages
Univ. of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, ,IA 50613
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'William N. O'Neil 4

818306.Catnes'Orive j

'Chagrin Falls; OHC 44022

Joan D. Ottdienghi
570 Hartford Street,
Worthington, OH 43085

Constance A. OulanoT.
372 E. Stafford Avenue,,
Columbus, OH 43085

Hangar Oulanoff.
The Ohio State University
Slavic\Oept., 232.Cunz Hall
Columbdi, OH .'4;3210

Annette Palmer 'r
Franklin LearningCenter,

Comm. College of P
Philadelphia, PA

Sherrill Pantie
1782 Locust Street
Denver, CO 80220

Paramsk4.'
'Dept. of Lang.-& Lit.
University ofC;uelph
Guel Ont. ,;,Canada

Adelaide H. PareOns
Rt. 6, Box 66,
Athens,

.4,
Ruth Pevier0s
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GettytburA=---19325

s-: Lillian' Periningt4pn

'- Department of Oerman,:000eHeil
1841, Millikin Road,
COlumbus, OH 43210
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Ernest Pick
Lake Erie College
Painesville, OH 44077

Martha Pereszlenyi-Pier
45 Sunnyside,Lane
'Columbus, OH 43214

4q Piper
Language & LiteratUre Div.

;Northeast Missou'ri State,Univ.
Kirksville, MO lopoi
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E. Plag
i:Univers
East Univ.'Qlvd.

letown, OH 45042A

etsy Portyka
Ohio Wesleyan University
BoX 195, Hayes Hall
DelaWare, 43015
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Languages
ty of Wisconsin - Stevens Point

int, WI 54481
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Theresia 'E. Reimers
Modern Languages
Hollins College
Hollins College,' VA 24020

C. Richardson
11 Beechwood
A ns, OH '45701

David Robinson
The Ohio State University
Slavic Dept., 232 Cunz Hall
Columbus, OH 43210

Marcy Rodgers
Ohio Wesleyan University
Box 195 Hayes Hall
Oelaware, OH 43210

Deborah W. Roney
2610 Lorain Court
Columbus, OH' 43210

r
'James Roney .

2610 Lorain Court.
Columbus, OH 43210'

Anelya,Rugaleva
The Ohio State Univetsity-
Slavic Dept., 232 Cunz Hall.
COlumbus, OH 43210

Mireille Rydell
pepartmentJof Foref§n Lang.
California e College
San Berna 'CA. 92407

F. IA. Samaniego

825 46th Street
Sacramento,4 95819

Jeff Samuels
Ohio Wesleyan University
Box 195 Hayes Hall
Delaware, OH 43015'

John M. Schabacker
°rev, University,
Madison, NJ 07940

Rainer Sell
1012 Penniman
PlyMouth, MI 48170

Elaine-Simons
Languages Dept.
College of Charleston
Charleston, SC 29401

Yvonne Stebbins,
Sinclair ComMunity College
Oayton, OH 45402

Albert itteiner
Butler University
Indianapolis, IN. 46208,

Grundy Steiner el
,Department of -Classics
Kresge 10, Northwestern Univ.
EvamVon, IL 60201

Donna E. Sutton
3851 Erookside Road
Toledo, OH 436Q6
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Heimy Taylor
The Ohio State University
German, 326 Cunz Hall
Columbqs, OH 43210
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Kathryn A. Thomas
Classics & Mode 'Languages

41
Creibriton'Univ ity
Omaha, NE 68 8-'-

Irene Thompson
.George Wa4hington'UhiV.
WashiOgton, DC 20052
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L4de la Torre
gee.. 0 Modern Lang. & Lit.
St.',.Peter's Coljege

JeOey City,' NJ 07306
,

m4Ymie Field Trusler
Bil?A'54, W. V. Wesleyan College
Backhannon, WV 26201

Le6n Twarog 4,

The Ohio State University
Slavic Dept., 232 Cunz Hall

;sColumbus, OH 43210'

V: Elizabeth. Wagneri
i 3020 Daytona Ave.

'. Cincinnati, OH 45211

Galal Walker
East Asian Lang. & Lit.

1 The Ohio State University
Columbus4OH 43210 '

%Garrison Walters
College of Humanities

, The Ohio State UniverSity
'Columbus, OH 43210

Jin K. Welch,
236 King #4-
Columbus, OH 43210

\Carolyn Beach White
1100 East,Cooke Road
Columbus;WH 43224

Annie Wiart
Dept. of French Studies
Brown U9versity
Providende, RI 02912
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Herbert M. Willging
College of St. Thomas
St. Paul, MN 55101

Ikistina T. Woodhouse
Dept. of Moder*Lang. & Classics
Emory University
Atlanta, GA 30322
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